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MindManager For Dummies

Introduction

W

elcome to MindManager For Dummies, your portal to levels of produc
tivity and creativity that you have only dreamt about! You’ve heard of
thinking outside of the box? MindManager doesn’t even know where the box
is. Open this book to any page and you will find ideas and examples that will
open your mind and stimulate you to see new solutions in your world. This is
a down-to-earth, practical book based on real ways to use the program. We
remain astounded at the richness of MindManager: even as we were writing
the last sentences in this book we continued to discover new ideas, new con
nections, and new possibilities.
We discovered MindManager by word of mouth. Most of the 300,000 plus users
did, too. You can’t walk into the local computer store and pick up a box with
MindManager marketing hype. Go to www.minjet.com where a free download
of MindManager Pro awaits you. The download is a fully functioning program
that gives you a full three weeks to explore every facet of the software. You
are not going to be bombarded with Mindjet extras and advertising. You’ll get
an e-mail thanking you for downloading the program and one inviting you to
purchase and register the program. The program and this book get you going
at warp speed.
You are going to find that the number of uses for MindManager grows each
day you use the program. Imagine sitting in a large room. Innumerable things
you have to solve, organize, or communicate surround you. There are doors
on the opposite side of the room marked Web Interface, Document Publishing,
Professional Presentations, and Task Tools, but they are all locked. A computer
screen rises in front of you. MindManager is running. External information
links are active. You look at each problem and solve it. One of the previously
locked doors opens, easily, effortlessly. You take the tasks and organize them.
Another door springs open. You structure and data mine seemingly unrelated
bits of information. Now all the doors are open. You link stakeholder needs
to activities. The mountain of tasks disappears, handled brilliantly. The sun
shines, the birds sing, and work has become joyful and fulfilling.
MindManager is fun to use. You are going to see that simplicity and fun can
bring big benefits. Enjoy yourself, and use the program in ways unimagined.
Share your discovery with others.
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About This Book
Take a look at the table of contents. The folks at Wiley Publishing look at the
table of contents like a businessperson looks at a business plan. You should
be able to see the flow of the book. Find a few chapters that stimulate your
interest and dive in. Don’t expect to read this book straight through. We didn’t
write it with that in mind. Pick the book up and put it down as the need arises.
Strategically placed throughout the book in the margin are cool little icons.
Browse through and see what jewels you can find. Power users of MindManager
may want to start your discovery by specifically seeking out the icons.
The stories used in this book are designed to stimulate your thinking. We use
MindManager for a multitude of activities in our real world. Benefit from our
experiences and make the solutions yours.
We hope you appreciate our humor. Good things happen when you laugh and
smile.
We created this book using MindManager, in case you were wondering.

How to Use This Book
Get started with the first three chapters. You are going to find the book’s
overview and a few key definitions and basics. MindManager Pro Version 5.0
is significantly different than past versions of MindManager. You may want to
start at the beginning even if you are a power user.
We don’t assume you have MindManager running in front of you. The exam
ples should be clear enough without the program. Mark interesting places in
the book and try the examples when you are in front of your computer.
You can also approach this book from your current use of Windows software.
Microsoft PowerPoint, Outlook, Word, and Project each have separate chap
ters. Check out these chapters if you use these products. You’ll see how
MindManager works together with some of your favorite programs.
Dig in and get both halves of your brain working.

Introduction

Who Are You?
We made some assumptions about you as we wrote this book. You may be any
where in the world. MindManager is an international program. You’re adept at
using your computer and aren’t afraid to press the buttons. You know your way
around some of the Microsoft programs like Outlook, PowerPoint, Project, and
Word. You may not have ever heard of MindManager, but the name is pretty
cool, and who doesn’t want to get a little better at mind-managing? You could
be a power user. There are a bunch of folks currently using MindManager. You
might be a project manager, a banker, a lawyer, a pilot, an administrator, an
artist, a police officer, an engineer, a student, or a software developer. We know
people using MindManager in these professions and many more.
We wrote the book as though we were talking to you. We are excited to be
working with you and we sincerely appreciate you taking the time to work
with us.

How This Book Is Organized
We used MindManager extensively as we wrote this book. We’ll use some
examples of MindManager’s simple brilliance to explain how this book is
organized. There are five parts to the book.

Part I

In the first part you learn about visual organization and the basics of
MindManager. You set up the screen interface the way you want and get
comfortable moving around in the program.
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Part II

In the second part you explore how to add depth to your MindManager map.
Icons, images, and borders are just a few of the additions. The foundation is
now set.

Part III

Introduction
Part III explores the depth of the MindManager program. The examples show
you new possibilities. You are putting the building blocks of the program
together and creating solutions.

Part IV

Part IV links MindManager to the outside world. The Microsoft suite of Word,
Outlook, PowerPoint, and Project takes center stage. Web pages structured in
powerful templates make a MindManager map quite impressive on the Internet.
You’ll learn ways to make your map communicate to others.

Part V

Part V, titled The Part of Tens, is a collection of informative chapters and ref
erence guides. Mostly they are lists of extra stuff that didn’t seem to fit any
where else in the book.
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Icons Used in This Book
The information provided is used by a fraction of the people reading the
book. A description like the techno framer jammer is linked to the sky sourced
plasti-magnet might be fair game. Skip these if you don’t want your brain to
explode. Should you decide to read them, you get in-depth information found
at the substructure of program operation.
Don’t go there. This is not a wet paint sign. Something is lurking in the corner
that is going to bite you if you do this. Save the program, batten the hatches,
mayday, mayday, mayday! Information preceded by this symbol describes
some action that, if performed, causes the program to crash or some other
computer disaster.
A tip is a tidbit of knowledge that can usually make your life easier. Grab the
tips out of the book as you go. We promise they do not pop up as you turn
the page.
Be Careful is a bit less than a warning but you should still take notice. The
information presented gives you a heads up about a nasty surprise if you
aren’t careful.
You may need the information now or later, but you are going to need it. You
could cut it out and use it as a bookmark, but something equally important
on the other side of the page would go with it. Go back to this icon if some
thing just doesn’t seem to work right.
You see this icon when we reference another chapter or another book
entirely that you might want to check out — one that provides additional
details on the topic at hand.

Feedback, Please
The MindManager community is very strong and active. We would love to
hear from you. Please e-mail us at MMFD@Projecttools.com.

Part I

Discovering Visual
Organization

Y

In this part . . .

ou just had an idea! It was a solution to your latest
dilemma at work. Quickly now, get to your keyboard
at once. You must share your ideas with MindManager.
MindManager guides you in a new way to organize and
visually experience your ideas. Dive into the chapters in
this part to discover the basics of exploring MindManager.
The building blocks, such as creating a basic MindManager
map, are right here at your ﬁngertips.
One more thing while you’re here — don’t visit the local
computer store to get MindManager Pro. Over 300,000
folks have found www.Mindjet.com. Go directly to this
Web site to download a free, fully functioning copy of
MindManager Pro. You have 21 days to investigate this
truly remarkable program!

Chapter 1

Getting Organized — Visually
In This Chapter
 Beginning to get organized
 Seeing the depths of MindManager
 Dealing with complexity
 Linking to the outside
 Sharing with other programs
 Managing perceptions

G

etting organized. Who has time? Project managers and just about every
body in business are under constant pressure to get their jobs done
with fewer resources, less time, and less money. Organizations are flatter. The
boss is not as close to the work being performed. Cross-functional teams are
all the rage. Presentations and communication are more important up, down,
and across the organization. Information haystacks are getting bigger and the
needle is becoming more elusive. Efficiency is needed to sort through the
information. You need a solution.

Imagine that your team completes a brainstorming session. You now have a
map that shows how their ideas link together and identifies the next action
steps. The elements of your map link to your calendar and to your project
planning tool. Peer review and external information are added. Now the map
is a dynamic picture. You look at the picture and see activity status with just
one glance. The map is translated and sent to stakeholders. Stakeholders get
a personal presentation with information specific to their needs. The dream
continues with the thought that you need only one software program to make
all this happen. You wake up and find that such a program does exist —
MindManager X5 Pro. Throughout the book, I refer to this version of the pro
gram simply as MindManager.
MindManager is a unique software product. The MindManager map is the
visual interface. The structure of the map is designed to integrate icons,
graphics, and other visual elements with text material. The layout of the map
presents your information visually. A MindManager map would be a wonder
ful tool, even if it stopped there — but it doesn’t.
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The map you can create is dynamic. Links can be formed between news ser
vices, search engines, and third party vendors to feed information into a
MindManager map. Does it stop there? No! The MindManager map is shared
and reviewed between colleagues. Comments are captured and added to the
informational content of the map.
MindManager integrates with other programs such as Microsoft Outlook and
Microsoft Project. The MindManager map takes presentation, exporting, and
printing of the map to a new industry standard. Use an internal presentation
mode to walk through the entire map in an interactive format. Microsoft
PowerPoint presentations are a button click away. Complete Web sites com
posed of MindManager Web pages are as easy as choosing a design and
saying go.
Visit www.Mindjet.com to get a fully functional, 21-day, free trial version of
MindManager X5 Pro.

MindManager: An Organized Beginning
MindManager starts with simplicity. The user interface is understandable and
uses a style similar to Windows. Plan on expending only a minimal amount of
effort getting your first map started. The simplicity of construction is decep
tive. You may have more difficulty getting your arms around the full power
and uses of the program. Microsoft Excel is similar in this way. You can create
a spreadsheet quite easily and be proud of your work. Humility arrives when
someone shows you just how far you can actually take the Excel program.

Visual organization
MindManager is described as a visual organization tool. Visual organization
describes the way information is displayed. Granted, an outline is visual and
may be organized, but it is not the same. Try this experiment: Walk down a
corridor of cubicles, taking just a second to look at each cube. Which ones
strike you as being organized? You may see hobbies, school achievements,
and family photos. The person’s sense of humor may be obviously displayed.
You gather information about a person by taking a mental snapshot of the
cubicle habitat. Imagine a written cubicle description that includes an inven
tory of everything found and the location of each item. The mental snapshot
would convey information the fastest. Our brain/eye coordination is incredi
bly quick when it comes to processing information. The inventory more fully
describes the details of each item. Which one is best — fast conveyance of
information, or a detailed description of the information? Choose the best
answer — all of the above.
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MindManager combines the speed of visual delivery with informative textual
details. Figure 1-1 shows one of the tutorial MindManager maps found in the
program.

Figure 1-1:
A basic
MindManager
map.

You can use MindManager’s visual organization in many different ways. I want
to begin by describing an excellent starting point for your road to discovery.

Recording your brainstorms
Ideas come from many places, and one of the most common places is the brain
storming session. You assemble your team and each team member begins to
contribute ideas. You use the Brainstorm mode in MindManager to capture all
the ideas, and a MindManager map is then created. The generated ideas become
MindManager topics. Refer to Figure 1-1. The topics are grouped together and
new topics are added as headings. A productive brainstorming session can gen
erate hundreds of ideas and, therefore, topics. MindManager makes it easy for
the team to organize, reorganize, and re-reorganize the topics. Text and graphic
notes can be added to each topic for further clarification.

Analyzing problems
The big picture is easy to see with a MindManager map. The details are not
locked in a linear list or outline. All the elements of a problem are visible in
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the map, and external sources of information, such as a Google search, can
be included in the map contents as well. The result is an excellent high-level
view of a problem. Links between the problem issues can be identified using
symbols, icons, graphics, and colors. You continue to add topics as you
investigate, work through, and solve the problem. The finished map delivers
a complete perspective of the problem and solution.

Taking meeting notes
MindManager includes several suggested templates, which can easily be
modified to meet your needs. The template shown in Figure 1-2 is a meeting
template. A MindManager meeting map is a planning, note taking, and action
follow-up tool. You set the agenda in the map and then send it to team mem
bers for review. Review comments are added to the map, and notes are taken
in MindManager. Links to Outlook are created after the meeting to schedule
individual tasks. A presentation of key meeting items is made and sent to the
boss. MindManager makes all of this easy. The template is filled out in minutes,
using the template wizard. Did I mention that MindManager has more wizards
than Lord of the Rings? You can even make your own wizards. The wizards
hide among the templates, and they appear only when you activate one.

Figure 1-2:
A blank
meeting
template.

Setting up project tasks
A great many MindManager users are project managers. MindManager is ideal
for such a tormenting activity. Work breakdown structures are a standard topic
layout found in MindManager. Work breakdown structure tasks are a project
manager’s building blocks. You enter task information into a topic using the
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task info menu. The previous examples identified team brainstorming and
meetings. Either activity can result in work to be assigned and accomplished.
The MindManager map shows percent complete and priority as an icon
attached to the topic. The task information can be sent to Microsoft Project
and/or Outlook. However, it’s not necessary to have either of these programs
to make MindManager a useful project management tool.

Chain Linking
MindManager lets you visually connect your ideas. MindManager can link a
map to a map, a map to the Web, a map to other programs, or a map to docu
ments. The links are discussed in the following sections.

Linking map to map
Maps can get quite large if you pack all of your information into just one map.
Links are used between maps like transporter beams are used on Star Trek.
Click on the link symbol and you are whisked to a different map. The map-tomap links are useful in breaking down a topic into more detail. If you have a
high level of detail, you may need another map. Individual topics can each
contain a link. For example, I am currently working on a large device develop
ment project and I have 27 map-to-map links.

Linking to the URL world
A MindManager topic may need clarification or additional information, or it
may be a gateway to somewhere else. URLs are the vehicle, and any topic in
a MindManager map can connect to the Internet. The amount of information
contained in a MindManager map grows exponentially with the addition of
Internet URLs.

Linking to other programs
A MindManager topic can initiate the start of another software program. The
program can run in the foreground and look like a part of the map. When I test
different parts of a software product, I use this feature and have the various
modules structured as topics. Each topic activates a specific module, which
ensures that I am accessing all the modules as I perform the testing.
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Linking to documents
The key to a good map is having the right information available. Sometimes,
text notes associated with a topic are the way to go; other times, a link to a
specific document works better. Almost any format works, as long as you
have the necessary programs on your computer.
You have been developing your map up to this point. The basics of topics,
icons, graphics, links, and so on have been added, but the potential for your
map is far from realized. Now you can bring in topics from the outside.

Information Inclusion
MindManager is an information vacuum. New Web technology has expanded
the number of ways you can get information. MindManager handles both the
acquisition of the information and the organization of the information. Infor
mation quickly gets added to a MindManager map using news feeds and
search tools.

News feeds
How much information is easily available? A bunch. The question then
becomes how to organize all the information sources that are out there. Once
again, MindManager has a solution. I have a map that includes news feeds
from around the world from different news and information organizations. I
organize them by purpose, so I have all my healthcare topics in one part of
the map, and I have my technology, world, and aviation news in another part
of the map. I continually refresh the news feeds and get headlines from each
type of source. Sample news feed services are provided in MindManager.
Figure 1-3 shows sample news feeds included in MindManager.

Searching
A MindManager map may contain a section on a competitor. A search feed is
added to search the Internet for competitive product information. The topic
immediately preceding the location of the search feed gives the search crite
ria. You refresh the search feed to obtain the latest information. A Google feed
is provided with MindManager, though you have to sign up with the Google
service to make the feed work properly. However, the price is definitely right —
free. Figure 1-4 shows an example of how a search criteria is set up. The
Google search would look for “B-2 Bomber Oxygen Generation O-system.”
The search result may be a knock on the door from the FBI wanting to know
why you are looking for classified information.
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Figure 1-3:
Sample
news feeds
in MindManager.

Figure 1-4:
Google
search
setup.

Building on the Strengths
of Other Programs
MindManager does not pretend to be the ultimate program. It knows its own
limitations and lives by the old credo “if you can’t beat ’em, join ’em.” For
tricky tasks that are beyond its own capabilities, MindManager interfaces
with Outlook and Microsoft Project.

Microsoft Outlook
The MindManager to Outlook link is very strong. Appointments, contacts,
notes, and task information are exported, imported, and synchronized
between programs. The number of uses for this tool are staggering. Here are
just a few of them:
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 Keep track of travel information. Link Outlook calendar dates and tasks
to MindManger topics that identify the reason for travel.
 Create a map with all your monthly bills. Attach the credit card com
pany URLs to the topic. Use Outlook’s task list as a reminder of when
to pay each bill. After a bill is paid, Outlook updates MindManager and
generates the next month’s due date for MindManager — all of which
happens automatically. One glance at the MindManager map, and you
know the status of all your bills.
 Tie a map to an Outlook calendar. Your team has tasks to perform and
deadlines have been established. You make a map directly from your
team meeting map to identify each person and the expected completion
dates. The team uses Outlook, so the tasks are in each person’s calendar.
Each day, you refresh your map to see whether tasks are being accom
plished as expected.
 Connect to a contact list. You have developed a MindManager map as an
emergency contact list. The map has different groupings depending on
the type of emergency. A master list of all personnel is kept up to date
in an Outlook contact list that you link to, so you simply refresh the
MindManager map and the necessary contact information is there.

Microsoft Project or other
MPX project tools
MindManager is a great tool for determining what tasks need to be completed
in order to have a successful project, but it has no tools for actually developing
a schedule and determining the start and finish dates for those tasks based
on task dependencies, external constraint dates and resource availability. You
must use project management scheduling software for this purpose.
With MindManager, you can export your map directly to Microsoft Project,
the most widely used scheduling and project management software on the
market today. You can also create a Microsoft Project Exchange (MPX) file
from your MindManager map. This file can be read by all the other popular
scheduling software packages, so you can use whichever package is standard
at your company or is simply your personal preference.
You can also import project files (either directly from Microsoft Project or
via an MPX file from other applications) back into MindManager along with
schedule dates and resource information in order to create status reports or
prepare for meetings. MindManager also includes itself in the Send To . . .
options on the Project File menu so that you can create a map from a subset
of project tasks directly from Project itself. This feature is particularly useful
if you want to report on only currently active tasks.
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Presenting MindManager Map
Information to Others
The MindManager program presents map information in three ways. The first
is an internal presentation mode. The second exports the map information in
outline form to a Microsoft Word document. The third uses map information
to create a Microsoft PowerPoint presentation.

MindManager presentation mode
You can project the MindManager map on a screen with the MindManager
tool screen present. You must do all the opening, closing, and moving around
on the map, which is rather cumbersome. MindManager presentation mode
makes it easy. The map is interactive. When you click on different topics in
the map, MindManager moves to those topics and opens all the subtopics.
The previous topic closes automatically. Links are active and operational.
You can enter topics, icons, and other map elements while in this mode,
which works well when you are working with your team.

Export to Microsoft Word
You may want to change the format of MindManger from the visual organiza
tion style to a linear outline. When MindManager exports map information to
Microsoft Word, an outline is created based upon the level of the topic. You
can specify export characteristics that structure the export using Microsoft
heading characteristics. The outline contains topic information and any asso
ciated text. A MindManager map can also import from Word to make a visual
organization representation from a linear outline.

PowerPoint presentations
I like to make PowerPoint presentations from MindManager maps. You can
specify PowerPoint styles and other output preferences. How easy is it to
make a presentation? Very easy. Click the PowerPoint icon, and that’s it! Your
MindManager map is transformed into a professional-looking presentation.
The export-to-PowerPoint feature is an excellent choice any time you want to
present all or a portion of your map information to someone else.
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Chapter 2

Making Your First Map
In This Chapter
 Welcome to MindManager!
 Exploring the landscape
 Templates are terrific (ways to begin)
 Mapping your own course
 Map-making basics: adding and changing paths

A

few years ago, I got very excited about martial arts and decided to
enroll in an introductory course. I had visions of myself quickly being
able to toss people around, block punches with blinding speed, and say wise
and fundamental truths like that guy in the “Kung Fu” television series. Reality
actually turned out to be rather depressing. I spent many lessons just learning
what to look for when I face an opponent, where to grab my practice partner,
and how to fall down and get back up again. It was only later, after noticing
that I was the one that was doing most of the flying through the air, that I
understood just how important those early lessons really were.
In this chapter, I help you recognize what to look for when you work with
MindManager: how you grab the right tool for the task at hand; how to add,
change, and delete paths; and how to “get back up again” if you make a mis
take or run into trouble.
I describe skills in this chapter that are necessary in order to explore almost
every other technique described in this book. Like my martial arts skills (or
whatever word would better describe my pathetic efforts), you cannot learn
these skills just by reading about them. Fire up your computer and try out
these things yourself!

Switching on MindManager
The first time you start MindManager, you see the Welcome to MindManager
dialog box, shown in Figure 2-1. Well, actually, you will see this welcome
screen every time you start MindManager until you click the check box Don’t
show this screen again.
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Figure 2-1:
MindManager
greets you
with this
screen
when you
start the
application.

This welcome screen gives you choices for previewing bits of MindManager’s
functionality, sample maps, and ways to find help. You can also make all these
choices from the MindManager menus, but this dialog box provides a good
path to get you started on the right foot.
Here is a brief description of your choices in the Welcome to MindManager
dialog box:
 Quick Overview: This multimedia presentation shows many key features
of MindManager, and it really does take only 90 seconds to view. Watching
the Quick Overview show gives you a sense of the rich functionality of
MindManager.
 Preview Sample Maps: This is also a multimedia presentation. It dis
plays several different styles of maps and things that maps can be used
for. If you want to actually work with any of these maps, you can open
them in MindManager by clicking the Library tab and selecting the map
from the Map Gallery section.
 Learning Center: Selecting this option launches MindManager and dis
plays a help map that summarizes some important keystrokes and capa
bilities of the product. On the right side of the screen, you see a list of a
wide range of help topics. In the section “Creating your first map,” later
in this chapter, I show you how to create a map from a template via the
Learning Center.
If you want to explore some of the Learning Center topics right away,
just click the topic of interest. You hide the Learning Center by clicking
the Learning tab. Click the Learning tab again to restore the Learning
Center display.
 Start Using MindManager: This option loads a blank document and then
waits for your input. Because starting with a blank map may be a bit
intimidating, I recommend starting with a skeleton map that can help
with understanding map creation basics.
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Scoping Out the Workspace
My father loved creating things and putting things together, and one of his
many gifts to me was this same passion. When he was teaching me these
skills as a young boy, however, I was always frustrated at his insistence that I
must first organize and count all the parts to whatever I was assembling, as
well as lay out all the tools that I would need. “A good craftsman always
knows where his tools are and the materials he has to work with,” he would
say repeatedly. Being a bit stubborn, it took me many years of having to do
work over before I understood that his guidance actually saved me time.
In this section, I tell you about the tool compartments in the MindManager
toolbox: the panes, the menus, and the toolbars. In the remaining sections of
this chapter, I explore some of the tools themselves.

Finding your home on the pane
Most of the work you do in MindManager (creating, editing, and outputting
maps) takes place in three panes:
 The Map pane: This is the left side of your workspace (called a frame)
where MindManager draws your maps. You use this pane to do much of
your work as you create and refine your maps.
 The Topic Notes pane: This is the middle frame in your workspace where
you can associate topic notes with any topic in your map and can include
formatting, tables, and graphics.
If you have started your map but don’t see the Topic Notes pane, the
pane’s view status may be set to invisible. In this case, press F11 or click
on the Topic Notes Toggle button on the Insert Toolbar to make the
Topic Notes pane visible again.
 The Task pane: This is the right frame in your workspace where
MindManager gives you single-click access to many additional tools as
well as help topics. Select the Task pane page you want to display by
clicking its tab at the far right-hand side of the workspace. If the Task
pane is not visible, clicking one of the Task pane tabs will make it appear.
You can change the relative size of these panes by pointing your cursor to
the edge of the pane (your cursor will change, as shown in Figure 2-2) and
dragging the boundary to the left or the right. Both the Topic Notes pane and
the Task pane have small X’s at their upper right-hand corners. Click the X to
close that pane entirely.
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Figure 2-2:
The default
version
of the MindManager
interface.

It is also possible to completely hide the Topic Notes pane or the Task pane
by dragging their left boundaries completely to the right-hand side of the
workspace. If you have done this, the F11 key (for Topic Notes pane) or click
ing a Task pane tab (for the Task pane) will not appear to have any effect at
all. If MindManager “thinks” it is displaying these panes, however, the mouse
cursor will change when you point to the right-hand edge of your workspace
(as shown in Figure 2-2), and you can drag the edge of the pane to the left to
make it visible again.
You can also restore them by selecting Tools➪Options➪Save and then clicking
the Reset button. This also resets any menu or toolbar customizations that
you may have made.

Gliding through the menus
The Menu Bar is the top menu line, and it functions like any normal Windows
menu. You already know many of the menu selection items from other applica
tions. You can also access many of the menu selection items through buttons
on the various toolbars. I discuss the details of the various menu functions
throughout this book.
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These are the additional function groups that you will find on the main menu
selections that are unique to MindManager:
 File: The Pack and Go wizard compresses your map and any other
documents that are hyperlinked on your map into a zip folder, ready
for e-mailing. See Chapter 17 for details.
 View: Determines the map display options (outline or multimap) and
function modes (brainstorming, reviewing, and presentation). See
Chapter 3 for details.
 Format: Specifies details for exporting a map to PowerPoint or to an
MPX file. See Chapter 22 for details.
 Tools: Provides access to the template and style organizer (Chapter 14),
wizards (Chapter 15), and macro scripts (Chapter 16).
 Actions: Exports tasks to Outlook and synchronizes topic display and
exported Outlook tasks. See Chapter 21 for details.
MindManager displays the keyboard shortcuts associated with many menu
items right next to the description of the function.
MindManager also has numerous context menus that are displayed when you
right-click something in your workspace (a topic, something in your Notes
pane or Task pane, or even the background of your map). They are called
context menus because they display just those menu commands (from the
menu bar) that are most likely to be used on the thing you just clicked.
Because you must almost always select an item (by clicking it) before you
can execute any menu item anyway, right-clicking the item and then selecting
the desired command from the context menu will normally save you a great
deal of time building your map. This is the approach recommended through
out this book.

Toolin’ around the toolbars
The toolbars allow you to accomplish with one mouse click what might
require two, three, or even four mouse clicks if you use only the Menu Bar.
Some people love toolbars and others hardly ever use them. I tell you how
you can customize each toolbar, reposition it, or even hide it in Chapter 3.
History was one of my least favorite subjects in school because my teachers
always insisted that I memorize long lists of dates and names but never
seemed to talk much about why they were important. I was so fortunate to
have a teacher in my senior year of high school who was passionate about
history and talked about the things that he found to be exciting. You will be
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happy to know that I haven’t forgotten that early pain, though, so I will not
now describe every button on every toolbar! There are a few, however, that
I’m really excited about:
 The Standard toolbar: This toolbar is initially installed just below the
menu bar at the top left-hand side of the workspace (see Figure 2-3).
• Format Painter: You’ve spent a lot of time getting the font, size,
color, and background of a topic to look just the way you want, and
you now want to change another topic to look exactly the same
way. With your perfectly formatted topic selected, click this button
(your cursor changes to a paint brush), and then click the topic you
want to change. It’s as easy as that!
If you want to apply the formatting to several topics, hold down
the Control key as you click each one. Release the Control key
before you click the last topic so MindManager will turn off the
Format Painter.
• Clear Formats: This is the button for you when you have gotten
too enthusiastic with the Format Painter! Click the topic you didn’t
mean to paint, and then click this button. Everything will be reset
to the defaults. This also works if you just don’t like your format
ting experiment and want to reset everything.

Figure 2-3:
The
Standard
toolbar.

 The Insert toolbar: This toolbar is initially installed on the same line as
the Standard toolbar and to the right of it (see Figure 2-4).
• Level of Detail: Select a topic on your map, and then click this
button. All subtopics belonging to this topic will be hidden and the
little minus sign at the end of the topic line (called the control strip)
changes to a plus sign. Click the button again and all levels of
subtopics are again displayed. You can also click the tiny down
arrow to the right of the button and select how many levels of
subtopics you want displayed. This is very useful when you want
to hide most of the detail on your map so that you can focus just
on one or two topics.
• Zoom: Click the magnifying glass with a plus sign to enlarge your
map slightly (12.5 percent per click), or click the magnifying glass
with a minus sign to shrink your map. You can also click the down
arrow on the combo box and directly select the percentage of
enlargement or compression that you want.
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• Map Overview: Click this button to open a small window in the
upper right-hand corner of your workspace that will display your
entire map with a smaller rectangle showing the portion of your
map that is currently visible in the Map pane. You can drag this
small rectangle around to automatically shift the part of your map
that is currently displayed. See Chapter 10 for more details.

Figure 2-4:
The Insert
toolbar.

 The Format toolbar: This toolbar is initially installed at the bottom lefthand corner of your workspace (see Figure 2-5).
If you find this to be a strange place for a toolbar, you can reposition it
wherever you like. See Chapter 3 for details on how to do this. Note also
that, unlike the button order used on the Office products, the Line Color
button is to the left of the Background Color button. I tell you in Chapter
3 how you can use the Customize command to reorder these buttons if
you like.
• Shape: Click this button to display a submenu of all the shapes
(rectangle, oval, hexagon, and so on) that you may want to use
in your map for the object you have selected. If shapes can’t be
used for the selected object, all the items in the submenu will be
grayed out.
Every button on the Format toolbar that has a small black triangle
on it has an associated submenu. If you click one button on the
toolbar, you can point your cursor to any other button and its
associated submenu will be automatically displayed.
• Boundary: Click this button and select the type of boundary you
want to draw around the topic you have selected. The boundary
will also enclose all associated subtopics that are displayed. See
Chapter 6 for details and ideas about using boundaries.

Figure 2-5:
The Format
toolbar.

The Topic Notes pane also has its own toolbars. I talk about these in Chapter 7.
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Objects and things
MindManager can display many different things on a map. In this sense, even
the background of the map is a “thing.” Programmers don’t like to talk about
“things” (it doesn’t sound complicated enough, I guess), so they call them
objects instead. I’ll use this term from now on when I want a simple term to
refer to many different things that may appear on a map.
Look at Figure 2-6. Notice that items 1 and 2 (including 2a, 2b, and 2c) are all
different types of Topics. (Topics are simply objects where I can type a small
amount of text to capture a key idea, a task to be performed, some kind of
instruction, or some other similar thing.) Main topics (#2 on the map) and
callouts (#2b) are different in some important ways, but they also have many
important things in common. So, when I want to talk about the differences,
I’ll say specifically what type of topic I’m referring to. However, when I want
to talk about the things that are common to all topics, I’ll talk about Topic
Objects.

Figure 2-6:
The
QuickStart
map
created
from a
template.

One thing that can be particularly confusing when I am talking about Topic
Objects is that a given topic can be both a topic and a subtopic, depending
upon whether I want to talk about that topic’s children or its parent (see
Figure 2-7). The siblings are, at the same time, topics with respect to the next
lower level of topics and subtopics, with respect to the next higher topic level.
There will be a few times in this book where I will need to say something about
three levels of topics all at one time, so I’ll need to talk about sub-subtopics,
as shown in Figure 2-7. Theoretically, I could even go to four levels . . . nah,
I think I would get totally lost if I tried that.
I explore objects in much more detail in Chapter 16.
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Figure 2-7:
Names of
different
levels of
topics and
groups of
topics.

Creating Your First Map
Creating maps is what MindManager is all about, but creating a useful map
can take some effort and creative energy. You want to use maps that are
already started, called templates, whenever possible. In this section, I tell you
how to use an existing template to give you a head start on creating the map
that you need. In Chapter 14, I discuss how to make maps you have created
into templates. Finally, in Chapter 15, I explain how you can write wizards
that will guide others in using the templates you have created!
Create your first map by opening your MindManager program and following
these steps:
1. Click the Learning tab at the bottom right-hand edge of the Task pane.
The Learning Center page opens in the Task pane.
2. In the “Getting Started” section, select QuickStart Map.
This should be the third choice from the top of the list. The template
opens as a sample map in the Map pane of your workspace, as shown in
Figure 2-6. This is a map to use for practicing your basic MindManager
skills. You can start over with this practice map as often as you like, so
don’t be afraid to experiment! Look through the topics on the map, read
ing in a clockwise direction. This will orient you to the names of the vari
ous things that may appear on a map and some of the basic keystrokes
that you can use to build your map.
3. Click anywhere on the Central Topic.
MindManager draws a blue rectangle around the central topic. This is
how MindManager tells you that an object on the map has been
selected.
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4. Type a new title for this map and then press Enter.
You are just discovering how to change text in a map, so it really doesn’t
matter what title you give it — “My First Map” or even “adshka!$” will do
just fine.
Your typing replaces the text that was there, and MindManager resizes
the central topic so that it is just large enough to contain your text.
5. Click the words “Start here” and then press Delete.
MindManager first draws the blue selection rectangle around the words
and the down arrow, and then it deletes both the words and the image
from the map. MindManager then draws the blue selection rectangle
around the central topic again.
The object you just deleted is an example of something called a floating
topic because it isn’t attached to anything else on the map. You can also
use this technique to highlight an important part of your map. I tell you
how to add a floating topic in Chapter 6.
6. Press the Enter key.
MindManager draws another thick line from the central topic to a blue
rectangle containing no text.
7. Type a few words to represent your new main topic and press Enter.
It doesn’t matter what you type — “This is my main topic” is as good as
anything else. The blue rectangle expands to surround the text that you
typed.
8. Click twice just to the left of the letter “a” on the first line of topic 2.
MindManager displays the blue selection rectangle on the first click, and
then it displays a flashing vertical line just before the letter “a.” You are
now in insert mode, and anything you type will appear at the point of the
vertical line without deleting any of the existing text.
You can select part or all the text by clicking and holding the mouse
button down as you drag across the text. Your typing will then replace
the highlighted text.
9. Type MindManager’s and then delete the “a.”
Topic 2 now reads “2. This is MindManager’s main topic” and it remains
selected.
10. Click the topic with the yellow-green background that begins “Print
this map . . . ”
MindManager draws the blue selection rectangle around the topic.
11. Press Insert.
MindManager creates a subtopic and shows it as selected.
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12. Type in any text for the subtopic.
MindManager replaces the word “subtopic” with your typing. You have
now created a subtopic.
13. Click the Library tab on the Task pane, and then click Icons.
MindManager displays all the icons in its library in the lower half of the
pane.
14. Click the red check mark in the library display.
MindManager adds a small red check mark to the left of your new
subtopic.
15. Right-click the check mark in the subtopic and select Remove.
MindManager deletes the check mark from the subtopic.
16. Click Images➪Landmarks in the top half of the Library pane, and then
click the picture that you would most like to visit on your next vacation.
The image appears to the left of your subtopic.
Go ahead and play with this map as much as you like. When you are finished,
just close it and click the No button when MindManager asks you if you want
to save your map. Of course, if you have done something wonderful, do save
it (but you will have to give it a different name since this particular map is a
read-only map)! Then grab a soda and c’mon back for the next part.

Exploring on Your Own
My father was an avid fisherman but had no patience at all with fishing from
a lake or a boat. His passion was to quietly sneak up on a small eddy in a
stream under a rock or bank overhang and lay his fly softly on the water, just
advertising, “Here’s breakfast.” For him, actually catching a trout was almost
incidental and quite unimportant.
I started fishing with him when I was four years old, listening carefully to his
advice and then practicing a short ways up or downstream. However, the real
moment of triumph came when I was 11 and, for the first time, went out to
explore a tiny creek entirely alone and brought back my own trout. I assure
you, this particular fish was far from incidental!
Guides, in the form of templates, are wonderful tools and can save you an
enormous amount of time getting to the result you need. However, the time
quickly comes when you need to leave your guide behind and discover new
vistas on your own. To do this, you need the map-making fundamental tools
that I describe in these last sections.
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Setting up a document
The first step in creating your map is to set up your central topic to look like
you want it to look. You do this using the following steps:
1. Start MindManager and open the Task pane to the Library Page.
Refer to the section “Finding your home on the pane,” earlier in this
chapter, if you need help doing this.
2. Click the New (standard) button on the Standard toolbar.
MindManager opens the new file with a Central Topic.
3. Click the central topic, type in the title you want for your map, and
press Enter.
Your map title replaces the words “Central Topic.” The central topic
remains selected.
4. Click the plus sign next to Shapes in the upper part of the Library
Task pane page and select one of the shape categories.
You see many choices for the shape and color of the Title block displayed
in the lower half of the Task pane.
5. Point your mouse to any format that you like and drag it on top of the
central topic, then release the mouse button.
As you drag the shape near the central topic, MindManager displays a
red shadow and connecting line indicating that it will attach the shape as
a main topic if you release the mouse button at that point (see Figure 2-8).
When you drag the shape on top of the central topic, the red shadow
and connecting line disappear and the red box changes to green (see
Figure 2-9). After you release the mouse button, the central topic acquires
the shape and color you selected.
You can change the color, font, and size of the text in the central topic after
applying the shape, but you can no longer change the background or line
color of the shape. See Chapter 14 for details about creating your own custom
shapes.

Figure 2-8:
A shape
about to be
connected
as a main
topic.
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Figure 2-9:
The central
topic shape
is about to
be changed.

Adding topics
Now the creative work begins! Whatever the purpose of your map is, you
want to identify the highest-level items that break down your purpose into
smaller segments. Here are some ideas to get you started:
 What are the main ideas you want to capture?
 What are the main tasks you want to accomplish?
 What are the main organizational themes you want to represent?
 What are the main agenda items you want to cover?
Don’t worry if some of your ideas seem to be less “high-level” than other
ones. The next section explains how to move topics to other places in your
map. What is important right now is just to capture your ideas.
You can see the start of my map in Figure 2-10. I have entered all my first level
items (or at least all that I can think of at the moment) and have changed the
appearance of the central topic to something I like better. MindManager, how
ever, has displayed my topics in a rather random way. No problem — I’ll take
care of this in a moment.
If you need help adding and changing main topics, refer to the section
“Creating Your First Map,” earlier in this chapter.
Eventually, you will run out of main ideas and find that you have one too
many main topics. This really isn’t a problem; after you add one branch too
many, you can either click the Undo button or simply press the Delete key.

Figure 2-10:
Vacation
map after
entering all
the first
level items.
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Now choose one of your main topics and identify as many of the sub-ideas
that belong to that main topic as you can. In the case of the “My Vacation”
map, shown in Figure 2-10, I asked myself what steps I needed in order to
“decide where we want to go” and came up with the following list:
 Conduct “interest and wishes” meeting with family members. (Very
important if I don’t want to spend my vacation listening to whining and
complaining about “Why did we haaave to come heeeere anyway?”)
 Collect travel brochures.
 Estimate vacation costs.
 Choose three best prospects for further analysis.
Look at each of your other main topics and repeat this process of identifying
the sub-ideas that belong to each main topic. You can also look at one or
more subtopics and break each of them down into sub-subtopics. On the
other hand, if you get bored after doing two or three, it’s okay to stop. After
all, the goal is only to practice adding topics!
The process I am describing is called brainstorming, and MindManager has a
special mode to support this kind of creative work. I tell you all about this in
Chapter 8.
To add a subtopic, follow these steps:
1. Click the topic to which you want to attach a subtopic.
The topic is selected (MindManager draws a blue rectangle around the
topic).
2. Press the Insert key.
MindManager attaches a new subtopic to the selected topic, inserts the
text “Subtopic,” and places the text in edit mode.
3. Type in the text you want and press Enter.
You have successfully created a new subtopic.
Selecting a topic and then pressing Enter always adds a new topic at the
same level as the selected topic. Pressing Insert always adds a subtopic to
the selected topic.
An alternative method to create a subtopic is to select the desired topic and
then click the Insert Subtopic button on the Insert toolbar.
If the text you add to a topic exceeds 30 to 40 characters, MindManager auto
matically breaks the text into two or more lines. This may still leave a topic
title that is longer than you want. To adjust the length of the topic text manu
ally, follow these steps:
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1. Click the topic that you want to adjust.
The desired topic text is selected.
2. Move your cursor to the left or right edge of the blue selection rectangle.
The cursor changes to a horizontal line with arrows pointing in both
directions, and the edge of the blue selection rectangle turns red.
3. Hold down the left mouse button and drag the margin to the left (or
right) until you are satisfied with the text length, then release the
mouse button.
MindManager automatically folds the text to fit in the specified length.
You can also force line breaks by selecting the text, going into edit mode, and
then holding down the Control key and pressing Enter at the desired point in
the text.

Rearranging topics
At this point, your map is probably beginning to look a bit busy, and the
order and location of some of the topics may not be to your liking. In addi
tion, MindManager assumes (for export purposes) that the correct sequence
of topics begins at the upper right-hand quadrant and proceeds clockwise.
Finally, you may have lower-order items as main topics and important topics
as subtopics.
In this section, I tell you how you can rearrange your topics to make your
map more accurate. To do this, follow these steps:
1. Click the topic to be moved, hold down the mouse button, and drag
the entire topic to the desired location.
MindManager will indicate the attachment point (when you release the
mouse button) with a red shadow line (see Figure 2-11).

Figure 2-11:
Making a
topic into a
subtopic of
another
topic.

2. Release the mouse button when you reach the desired location.
Voilá! You have successfully made the adjustment.
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Rearranging subtopics is done in the same manner.
You will find this process to be quite simple with a few minutes of practice.
Try moving some of your topics around, and don’t worry if a topic ends up
in the wrong place the first time. Just grab it again with the mouse and try
again. You may even want to add some icons or images. (Refer back to the
section “Creating Your First Map” if you need to.) Save your map when you
are finished.
Remember, the blue rectangle shows you what you are moving, the red rec
tangle shows you the topic it will be attached to, and the red shadow box
shows you the attachment position relative to its siblings. (See Figure 2-12.)

Figure 2-12:
Moving the
“Check on
Availability”
subtopic
ahead of the
“Pack”
subtopic.

Adding text notes to a topic
You often want to save more information with your map than you want to
display in the map graphic. For example, “Check project and administrative
workloads during summer months” is a real mouthful, and the graphical
space it takes up may be unacceptable with a large and complex map. The
Topic Notes pane is the answer to this problem.
Topic Notes always remain associated with the topic even if you later attach
the topic to a different place in your map. You can display or hide the notes
with a single mouse-click depending on your needs.
To add Topic Notes, follow these steps:
1. Click on the topic or subtopic to which you want to add Topic Notes.
MindManager displays any previously entered Topic Notes in the Topic
Notes pane or displays a blank pane (with the text of the topic at the
top) otherwise. (Press F11 to display the Topic Notes pane if necessary.)
2. Click anywhere in the Topic Notes pane and begin entering your notes.
You can also enter tables and graphical objects using the buttons on the
Topic Notes toolbar. I tell you about this in Chapter 7.
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You can do a lot of formatting of text in Topic Notes, but it is not a full-featured
word processor. For example, there is no ability to set and clear tabs, set up
paragraphs with automatic numbering, or change the format of bulleted lists.
Any required formatting other than simple paragraphs requires the use of
tables, and the available table management tools are not as robust as those
in Word.

Managing your maps
As you begin to create maps for different purposes, you may find that it
becomes increasingly challenging to find the particular map that you are
looking for. The My Maps tab of the Task pane is of great value in organizing
your maps (see Figure 2-13).
The top box in this pane is the Collections box where you keep shortcuts to
maps that you have stored in various folders along with other types of docu
ments that are all related to some particular project or endeavor. MindManager
always creates a My Projects collection folder for you here. Right-click My
Projects, select Rename, and type in a more meaningful name if you want.
MindManager will automatically create a new My Projects collection folder
the next time you start the program.

Figure 2-13:
The My
Maps tab of
the Task
pane.
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You can also create a new collection by clicking Add new collection and then
typing the name you want.
If you have a map currently displayed and you want to create a pointer to
this map in your collection, click the collection where the pointer is to be
stored and then click Add shortcut to current map. If the map is not loaded in
MindManager, follow these steps:
1. Click the collection where the pointer is to be stored and then click
Add shortcut to existing map.
MindManager will open the Select Map Files dialog box.
2. Navigate to the desired map and click OK.
MindManager will display the name of the selected map under the col
lection name. You can now load this map simply by clicking its shortcut.
Use the bottom box (Folder Shortcuts) to automatically create shortcuts to all
maps in a particular folder. The default My Maps folder points to the My Maps
directory in your My Documents. There is no way to change the path once a
folder shortcut has been created, so if you want to use a different directory,
you must click Add folder shortcut — and navigate to the directory you want.
After you click OK, MindManager will display the names of any maps contained
in the directory you chose.
If you added a map to a directory with a shortcut, it will not be displayed until
you close and restart MindManager. (MindManager will automatically update
the folder shortcuts each time you start the application.) To force an immedi
ate update of the display, right-click the folder name and select Refresh.

Chapter 3

Exploring the Neighborhood
In This Chapter:
 Setting up MindManager the way you want it
 Exploring different ways to view your map
 Sharing your maps with others
 Where to find MindManager files on your hard disk

M

oving into a new home is always exciting, but it can also be challeng
ing. Everything you own has disappeared into cardboard boxes, and
the carefully written labels never seem to mention the particular thing you
are desperate to find on your first morning, like the coffee pot, coffee, and
spoons. Boxes are everywhere, the furniture is not really organized the way
you want, and you aren’t really sure if this thing you are holding in your hand
should go in a drawer in the dining room or a closet upstairs. It’s altogether a
bit frustrating.
Finding your way around a new software application is a bit like that as well.
You remember seeing something mentioned somewhere that you really want
to do right now, but you just can’t seem to find it again. You know there has
to be a way to print out your map in a particular format, but the exact steps
remain elusive.
This book is your guide to all the whats and hows of using MindManager, but
even here there are several hundred pages and the labels we’ve put on our
boxes (well, chapters) may not guide you to exactly what you are looking for. In
this chapter, then, I try to distill the essential elements of using MindManager
into a couple dozen pages with lots of references to the rest of the book for
more details. Welcome to the neighborhood!

Moving In
Just where things should go in the kitchen seems to be a constant source of
conversation between me and my wife. Part of the problem is that I’m well
over six feet tall while she is closer to five feet. I’m perfectly happy with the
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rice being on the top shelf. Unfortunately, this often results in having three
or four packages there since it is totally out of her sight and she therefore
assumes she needs to buy more. Knowing where things are and putting the
most important things where you can easily get at them is necessary before
you can really cook efficiently.
In a similar manner, you may find that MindManager has put some things that
you like to use all the time “on the top shelf.” In this section, I tell you how
you can move things around and put them where you want them as well as
specifying how you want MindManager to do certain things, such as automat
ically opening a new document when you start MindManager or selecting a
particular directory when you save a file.

Making yourself at home
MindManager displays only the most frequently used menu commands when
you first click an item on the menu bar. If you want to see all the menu com
mands, you must click on the small chevron at the bottom of the menu dis
play. MindManager keeps track of which menu commands you have recently
used and updates the frequently used list. I find this a bit confusing and like
to see the same (complete) menu list each time I select a menu item. I change
this by selecting Tools➪Customize from the menu bar, clicking Options, and
changing Personalized Menus to Always show full menu (see Figure 3-1).

Figure 3-1:
The Options
tab of the
Customize
dialog box.

Most of the default characteristics of MindManager are defined by opening
the Options dialog box (Tools➪Options). There are several pages in this
dialog box that you select by clicking the page name in the list box on the
left-hand side. Even if you make no other changes to any settings, do click
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User Information and complete the fields for your name and your e-mail
address, because this information is automatically included on map printouts
(see Figure 3-2).

Figure 3-2:
The User
Information
page of the
Options
dialog box.

If you want MindManager to always suggest a specific directory when you
save a new map, specify that directory on the Save page (see Figure 3-3).
Clicking Always create a backup copy ensures that you can recover from acci
dentally overwriting a good map.

Figure 3-3:
The Save
page of the
Options
dialog box.

If you have other language dictionaries installed on your computer and want
to create a map using a different language, you can define that, along with
autocorrect and spell check options, on the Spelling page.
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Rearranging the furniture
You may not like the default arrangement of the toolbars, or you may want to
reorganize the icons on one or more toolbars to better suit your working style.
If you want to move a toolbar to a different location, follow these steps:
1. Point your mouse to the “wrinkled” edge of the toolbar (shown by
crossed arrows in Figure 3-4) that you want to move (at the left-hand
side or the top). Press and hold the left mouse button.
The mouse cursor changes to crossed arrows.

Figure 3-4:
The arrow
points to the
“handle” of
the Insert
toolbar.

2. Press and hold the left mouse button and drag the toolbar to its
desired new location.
The toolbar will change its shape and position to indicate its new appear
ance. If you drop the toolbar near the window edge, it will automatically
be one icon wide, as shown in Figure 3-5. If you drop the toolbar away
from the edge of the MindManager workspace, it will become a floating
toolbar (see Figure 3-6).

Figure 3-5:
The Insert
toolbar will
look like
this after
you drag it
to the left
side of
the MindManager
workspace.
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Figure 3-6:
The Insert
toolbar
dropped as
a floating
toolbar.

3. If you have a floating toolbar, adjust the number of rows of icons by
pointing your mouse to the right-hand edge of the toolbar, pressing
and holding the left mouse button, and dragging it to the left.
The toolbar will adjust its height and width (see Figure 3-7).

Figure 3-7:
Adjusted
height/width
ratio of the
Insert
toolbar.

Day to Day Living
My maps start out small, but they have a way of growing and growing until
they become difficult both to work with and to use in working with others.
Often I want to work with more than one map at the same time, and having
to flip from one to another can become inefficient and tedious. The standard
Map view may not always serve your needs, so MindManager offers two
other very useful alternatives.

Your map, your way
In this section, I tell you about a few tips and tricks that greatly facilitate
working with multiple maps and with large maps.

Zooming
To magnify or shrink your map display, click the plus or minus buttons on the
Insert toolbar. Each click will enlarge or shrink your map by 12.5 percent. The
drop-down combo box will allow you to choose larger or smaller percentage
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changes with a single click. One of your choices will enlarge or shrink the
map so that it is fully visible in your workspace.

Focusing and centering
If you want to focus on just one topic in your map, click the topic and then
press the F3 key. All other topics will be collapsed to their respective main
topics and your selected topic will be fully expanded to show all of its
subtopics. Any callouts with their own subtopics that are associated with
any topic, however, will not be expanded.
If you want to collapse all topics down to their respective main topics and
center the map in your workspace, press Ctrl-F3.
If you want to center any subtopic in the middle of your workspace without
expanding or collapsing any subtopics, click the desired topic and then press
Alt-F3.

Showing or hiding map elements
You will often want to include information on your maps that you may not
necessarily want to show to others when you use your map (for example,
during a presentation or when you are exporting to Word). Figure 3-8 shows
the map that I am using to write this chapter. I have included a lot of notes to
myself as callouts and floating topics that I will not want to include in the
Word document that I will create from this map. Selecting View➪Show/Hide
from the menu bar brings up a submenu where I can selectively hide different
map elements by clicking on the map element category. Each circled number
in Figure 3-8 corresponds to hiding the corresponding element listed below:
1. The control strip (where hyperlinks and the notes icons appear).
2. All task information (in this case, the estimated time to write this section).
3. All callouts.
4. All floating topics and relationships.
I can redisplay any hidden element by returning to the Show/Hide submenu
and clicking the element category that I want to show.
MindManager offers many additional tools for hiding and showing map ele
ments. See Chapter 13 for more details.

Arranging and splitting the screen
If your map is large, you may want to work on one part of the map while
viewing a different section. You accomplish this by selecting Window from
the menu bar and then choosing either Split Map Horizontally or Split Map
Vertically. This will create two different windows for your map, each of which
can be scrolled horizontally and vertically independently of each other.
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Figure 3-8:
Using the
Show/Hide
menu to
hide various
map
elements.
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If you want to work with two or more different maps at the same time, select
Window➪Arrange from the menu bar. The Arrange Windows dialog box will
appear (see Figure 3-9). Hold down the Ctrl key while you click on the maps
that you want to work with simultaneously. As soon as you have selected two
or more maps, the Tile and Cascade buttons will become active. Tile horizon
tally will divide your workspace into horizontal strips and display each of
your selected maps. Tile vertically will create vertical strips to display your
maps, while Cascade will stack the maps one on top of the other with just the
title bars of each visible.
To return to single map view, simply click the Maximize button on the
window of the map you want to work with. The Notes pane will display the
notes associated with whichever topic you have selected in any of the win
dows. Remember that you can gain more space to view your maps by hiding
the Notes pane (press F11).

It’s all in how you look at it
The map view is a very useful and informative way to present information
and the relationship between topics. Because images and spatial relation
ships can be part of a map, this mode supports creativity by involving both
sides of the brain.
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Figure 3-9:
The Arrange
Windows
dialog box.

Nevertheless, there are times when a more traditional presentation of infor
mation is required. Click Outline on the View Bar to transform your map into
a traditional outline format (see Figure 3-10). In this mode, the notes can still
be viewed for each topic by clicking on that topic with the Notes pane open.
Any hyperlinks defined for a topic are represented by the hyperlink icon in
column 2 and are active in this view (meaning that you can jump to the
hyperlink topic by clicking the icon). Any other icons associated with the
topic are shown in column 3.

Figure 3-10:
Map for this
chapter
displayed
in Outline
view.

You can define the numbering scheme for your outline using the drop-down
combo box (see Figure 3-11), and you can restrict the display to only higherlevel topics by clicking on the map detail level numbers. Clicking the callout
icon will show or hide all map callouts in the outline. You can display or hide
detail levels by clicking on the plus or minus symbol next to the topic
description.
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Figure 3-11:
Outline view
numbering
scheme
drop-down
combo box.

Click the Print button to print your entire outline or selected topics.
MindManager displays the Outline Print dialog box (see Figure 3-12) where
you can specify exactly what is to be included on the printout. The result is
very similar to what you can expect from exporting to Word, except that no
file is actually created.

Figure 3-12:
The Outline
Print dialog
box.

Multimap view allows you to work with thumbnail sketches of all the maps
linked to one another by topic hyperlinks. I cover all the details about creat
ing the links in Chapter 12. In Chapter 14, I talk about applying styles so as to
have the same colors, fonts, and shapes on all linked maps. Finally, I cover
tips and tricks in working with linked maps in Chapter 10.

Getting Out
I work a lot with MindManager just on my own. I find that it is a marvelous
tool for capturing bits and pieces of what I want to do even when I am not
really clear what I want my final result to look like. The time comes, however,
when I need to communicate with others or to involve others in the creative
process. In this section, I introduce many of the tools that MindManager pro
vides to support effective and creative collaboration.
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Working with others
There are three key points where I particularly want help and input from my
colleagues: when I am starting a map, while I am working on it, and after I
have finished. Well, unfortunately, I seldom get this much help, but it is really
great that MindManager provides a special mode to facilitate group work at
each of these points in the process.
You choose the mode you want by clicking Mode at the far right of the View
bar and selecting one of the following options:
 Brainstorming: To bring others into the creative process of figuring out
what topics should be on the map.
 Presentation: To involve others in the review of what you have done and
to add more detail as is appropriate.
 Review: To allow others to make structured comments about your com
pleted map at both a general and a very detailed level.
I talk about all the details of Brainstorming mode in Chapter 8 and Review
mode in Chapter 11.
Presentation mode automatically handles all the focusing and centering tasks
that I talked about earlier in this chapter (“Your Map, Your Way”) when you
simply click a topic. This mode allows you a great deal of control over how
much of your map is visible at any point in time. Any work you do on the map,
however, is captured just as if you had done the same steps in Map view.
Figure 3-13 shows the map for this chapter as MindManager displays it when
I choose Presentation mode. All topics are collapsed so that only the main
topics are visible, the size of the map is adjusted so that it fully uses the
available workspace, and the map is centered. I can switch from one open
map to another in presentation mode by clicking the Maps button on the
Presentation mode toolbar and choosing the map I want.
I can control which elements are visible on my map with the Show/Hide
button (see Figure 3-14). MindManager hides all of its workspace toolbars
in Presentation mode by default, but you can show them again by selecting
Toolbars from the Show/Hide menu. MindManager also fades all other topics
when you click your topic of interest. You can turn off this behavior by select
ing Transparent Fade Out. All the other choices function in the same way, as
illustrated in Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-13:
Map
display in
Presentation
mode.

Figure 3-14:
The
Show/Hide
button
menu in
Presentation
mode.

You can use the double arrows to automatically navigate through your map
in a clockwise direction (the 1 and the 2 buttons refer to how many levels of
topics are displayed at any one time) but you can also click any topic of inter
est to open and display its subtopics (see Figure 3-15). Any ideas, suggestions,
and input for your map from your colleagues can be entered directly in this
mode using either the context menu (right-click on a topic) or the regular
MindManager menu bar or toolbars. This is just a super mode for group work.
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Figure 3-15:
Presentation
mode with
a selected
topic and all
standard
toolbars
visible.

Getting it on paper
It’s a paperless world (so I’m told), but I still find I need to get my maps on
paper from time to time. Getting exactly what I want on the paper can some
times be a challenge. MindManager has three menu options on the File menu
to help meet this challenge:
 Page Setup
 Print Preview
 Print
You will recognize the Page Setup options because they are very similar to
those found in all the Microsoft Office applications. With Print Preview, you
can see your page exactly as it will be produced. You can also access this
mode from the Print dialog box. The Print Preview toolbar provides a way to
enlarge or shrink the display, to display one or two pages at a time, and to
scroll from one page to the next (see Figure 3-16).
The Print Map dialog box (see Figure 3-17) has all the usual things you would
expect but also one that you may not expect: a very powerful scaling tool.
Select Half Page if you want to reduce the size of your map printout to leave
room for text or other images on your page, or select any of the other choices
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to enlarge your image so that you can create poster-sized (billboard-sized?)
maps up to 4 feet by 8 feet. MindManager automatically calculates the neces
sary overlap margins so that the pages can be taped or pasted together to
create a seamless-appearing map. With a very large map and a lot of subtopics
several layers deep, this may be the only way you can produce a legible
printout!

Figure 3-16:
Print
Preview
mode
display.

Figure 3-17:
The Print
Map dialog
box showing
the scaling
factor
options.
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Exporting
MindManager is a fabulous tool for creative thinking and organization of
ideas. With its group interaction tools and multimode view options, it can be
a complete and self-contained application. MindManager goes a step further,
however, and provides many export capabilities that allow you to use the
product of your creative work in many other applications as well.
I devote Part IV entirely to a thorough exploration of these exciting
MindManager interfaces, but Table 3-1 provides a quick sneak preview:

Table 3-1

MindManager Application Interfaces

Chapter

Topic

17

Gathering your map and all its linked files into a com
pressed directory, ready to send to a colleague.

18

Transforming your map into Web pages.

19

Creating a PowerPoint presentation from your map.

20

Creating a Word document from your map.

21

Linking task topics to Outlook and maintaining their status
from either your map or Outlook.

22

Creating a Project file from your map or importing a
Project file with actual data into a new map.

The Plumbing and Heating
When I was in my twenties (don’t ask how long ago that was), I took great
pride in being able to do all of my own maintenance on my car. I bought
timing lights, books, and other equipment; did my own tune-ups; and per
formed all but the most major repairs. Today, I open the hood of my car and
scarcely recognize anything. Yep, that’s the engine right there, and here is
the radiator, and then — well, mostly I just shut the hood again and plan on
calling for roadside assistance if anything goes wrong.
I do know, however, that there are a few things I need to be responsible for to
minimize the chances of needing to make that call — make sure that there is
enough oil and water, that the various plastic reservoirs have their liquid con
tents somewhere between two lines, and that the tires have the right pressure.
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Similarly, a few “oil and water checks” in MindManager may be useful to know
about. The most important, perhaps, is where your files are located. By default,
MindManager places all of your maps in your My Documents folder. You can
change this, either to a subdirectory in My Documents or to some other loca
tion on your drive (see “Making Yourself at Home” and Figure 3-3, earlier in this
chapter). If you haven’t changed your default map directory and you need to
find a map when you are not running MindManager, look in My Documents.
MindManager creates a separate copy of all its templates, styles, map markers,
and other such things for each user on your computer. You probably won’t
have any need to access these files outside of MindManager. However, you
might decide that you really want to directly use one of the icons or images
in your Word document or PowerPoint document. If so, you will find them all
in this directory:
Documents and Settings\User\Local Settings\Application Data\
Mindjet\MindManager\5\Library

Remember to substitute the logon ID you use on your computer for “User.”
MindManager can be extended to perform many additional functions either
through scripting (see Chapter 16 for a brief introduction) or through the cre
ation of special applications called add-ins (which are totally beyond the scope
of this book). There are a number of advantages to add-ins, and Mindjet (the
creator of MindManager) has used this approach for several of the import and
export functions. Other add-ins will undoubtedly be available from other devel
opers by the time you are reading this. You can see the add-ins that are cur
rently functioning on your computer by selecting Tools➪Add-Ins . . . from the
menu bar (see Figure 3-18). A green check mark means the add-in is working.

Figure 3-18:
The Add-Ins
dialog box.

If some import or export function does not seem to be working, look here to
see if the green check mark is present.
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Part II

The Path Takes
You There

R

In this part . . .

emember the mythical Land of Oz? The road to Oz
was paved with magical yellow brick. In this part,
you ﬁnd out how to take a basic black-top MindManager
map and turn it into gold. Your ideas and logic expand
beyond words to seek visual representation. MindManager
shakes your mind to ﬁnd new ways to communicate your
thought processes.
We’re off!

Chapter 4

Icons and Colors
In This Chapter
 Speaking plainly with icononic symbology
 Adding, changing, and rearranging icons
 Adding colors to the text, topics, and titles through toolbars

I

n this chapter, you are going to delve into MindManager’s corners and
crevasses. Icons are lurking and waiting for you to use them. Icons enhance
meaning, but the sender and receiver must understand the icon’s intent. Not
everyone sees the same thing. You have to choose icons carefully; the pres
ence of an icon says, “I mean something here, so pay attention.”
Colors have a similar impact. Please follow the bright red stripe to the
Emergency Room. After the Emergency Room, follow the money-green stripe
to the cashier. Don’t cross the double-yellow line when passing in a car. You
get the idea. Colors help to guide and inform.
In this chapter, you use icons and colors to add information and depth to
your MindManager map. Refer to Chapter 2 to reinforce how to make a basic
map with topics.
Up ahead, an iconic stoplight, and it’s green. Let’s go!

Inserting Icons
I recently received the notification that I am getting older. The notice was
cleverly disguised in the form of an invitation to my high school reunion. The
invitation was typical. It described many of the details of the reunion and was
coated in frivolity masking its dastardly underlying message.
The reunion facts have been altered slightly to be used as an example. Figure
4-1 shows the reunion letter in a basic boring MindManager map. I would be
more inclined to go if the map grabbed my interest. I am going to show you
how to insert icons to add depth and meaning to your maps.
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Figure 4-1:
Icon-less
Reunion
map.

MindManager contains a default list of icons. Choosing an icon from this list
is our starting place. After this is mastered, I describe a way to personalize
your icon use.

Icons in the Map Marker menu
The default list of icons is strategically, but somewhat strangely, placed in the
menu titled Map Markers. Map Markers, shown in Figure 4-1, is on the right in
a vertical menu list. The Map Markers menu is shown in Figure 4-2.
Click the plus sign next to Smileys, Arrows, Flags, and Single Icons to expand
the menu. The default icons are shown in Figure 4-3. The plus sign indicates
that submenus can be found underneath. The minus sign indicates that all
submenus are showing. Click the minus sign to close the submenus.
The Task Priorities and Task Complete menu items, shown at the top of the
list in Figure 4-2, are covered in Chapters 8 and 9, respectively. Priorities and
tasks completion icons can be automatically inserted by other parts of the
MindManager program.
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Figure 4-2:
Map
Markers
menu.

Figure 4-3:
Default
MindManager
Icons.
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Time to insert an icon.
1. Select a topic. I selected the topic titled Ken (refer to Figure 4-1).
Ken is one of the reunion team members. He is the chairman of the
committee and makes the final decisions. An icon is needed that con
veys this responsibility. Look through the icon list shown in Figure 4-3.
Search, search, ah ha!
2. Click the gavel found under Single Icons.
The gavel now appears left of the actual topic. In this case, left of the
name Ken. Refer to Figure 4-4. Placing the cursor over the gavel gives
the name of the icon itself, which is Decision.
3. Select each of the A, B, C, and D student topics.
To select all the topics, click the first topic, and then Ctrl+click the last
one — this gets ‘em all for you in one easy step.
All students are going to be charged something. Which icon infers
money? Search, search, ah ha!
4. Click the dollar sign icon.
The dollar sign is placed next to each of the selected topics. But wait,
there is a problem. Did you notice the name of the dollar sign icon?
Budget is not the right name for the icon. The name should be something
like bucks, moola, dinero, revenue, extortion. How about contribution?
5. Right-click the name Budget (next to the dollar sign icon).
6. Select Rename from the pop-up menu that appears.
7. Type Contribution as the new name.
The new name appears. Placing the cursor over the icon in the map now
gives the name as Contribution.
I have added another couple of default icons to the map. Barbie is the keeper
of the schedule, so I added the calendar icon to her name. I renamed the icon
from Date to Schedule Keeper. Hugh gets the happy smiley icon because he is
the marketing/sales person, and he is always happy. The results to this point
are shown in Figure 4-4.
To remove an icon, select the topic with the icon and then click the same
icon found in the Map Marker list.
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Figure 4-4:
The gavel
icon has
been added
next to the
selected
topic, Ken,
to show that
he is the
decisionmaker on the
committee.

Switch to another Map Marker set
MindManager tries to read your mind. Icon sets based upon common uses
are included in the program. The way to change the default, however, is not
intuitive. Follow me to the changing box.
Select Format➪Map Markers➪Assign from Template Organizer.
The Select New Marker List for Current Map dialog box appears, as shown in
Figure 4-5. Icons appropriate for various activities are displayed. Click the
various choices to bring up each icon set.
I have just run through the typical way to use icons. This method is the quick
and easy way to add icons. There is another way, coming up next. Get your
SUV dirty. Set the gears to imagination. Throttle to creativity.
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Figure 4-5:
The Select
New
Marker
List for
Current Map
dialog box.

Brains up
Getting the most out of MindManager means having both halves of your brain
engaged. Left-brain, right-brain theory says the right brain is artistic, and the
left brain is logical. I may have simplified the theory a bit. The map appears
quite logical but would not stimulate much left brain reaction. How does the
left brain get charged up?
Use emotions, reactions, and senses to stimulate your left brain. Let’s employ
this for the Reunion map. Remember Hugh G. Ego. What was he like in high
school? Loudmouth? That fits. How about Ken? Nerdy, but fair? That fits, too.
Barbie? I didn’t actually know her but I used to dream that I did.
Choose an icon with these thoughts in mind by selecting Insert➪Map
Markers➪More Icons. The Library appears. Figure 4-6 shows the Library
and some of the available icons.
You can also bring up the library by selecting the Library menu tab in the
vertical menu on the right side of the screen.
So to get back to Hugh, Ken, and Barbie, what icon fits a loudmouth? A mega
phone! Nerdy, but fair? A weights and measures balance! Now for Barbie. Stop
and Go light? No, not appropriate. How about an old fashioned thumbs-up?
The result of the additions, plus a few more, is shown in Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-6:
The Library
with icons
inside.

Figure 4-7:
Right and
left brain
use for icon
additions.

You aren’t done yet, though. The next step is to name the icons. The icons
that you pull from the Library are nameless. Let’s go back to the Map Marker
menu now. Click on the Map Marker menu tab. The icons added from the
Library are placed into the Dynamic Icon list. (Refer to Figure 4-2 to see the
Map Marker menu.) Change the names of the icons the way we did above by
right-clicking the icon, selecting Rename, and then typing in the new name. I
changed a couple of them and Figure 4-8 shows the results. I suppose the
name of the thumbs-up symbol should be changed, too. I’ll name it Great
Idea. After you change the icon name, it jumps into the Single Icon list.
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Figure 4-8:
Dynamic
Icons with
new names.

The added icons have made the original MindManager map much more inter
esting and informative. Just look at the two maps side-by-side. Cut Figure 4-8
out of this book and hold it next to Figure 4-1 (just kidding). Very different.
Placing your cursor over the icon gives the name of the icon. Had I received
the map shown in Figure 4-8, I would have been distracted long enough to
forget the subliminal aging message.
Icons increase the amount of information that can quickly be transferred by a
MindManager map. The story of this chapter is not yet complete, however.
Colors are the next step. Add some colors to go from drab to dynamic. Colors
are applied to lines, topic background, and topic text. In the next section, you
get involved with all three.
Clicking the icon in the Map Marker menu will remove icons from selected
topics in the MindManager map. You may not be able to see the selected
topic with the icon because it is scrolled out of view. A good habit is to click
on a vacant part of the map before clicking on any icons. Clicking a vacant
part of the map deselects topics.

Color Inside the Lines
MindManager offers a ton of places to add color. I like to start with lines. Line
color has a tendency to grab the eye. The Reunion map from Figure 4-9 is still
fresh, but the lines need sprucing up.
The Line Color tool is the easiest way to change line color — imagine that! The
Line Color tool is at the bottom of the screen, as shown in Figure 4-9. The
buttons are shown here in the margin. The Line Color tool is the tool on the
far left.
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Figure 4-9:
Reunion
Map with
icons
added.

Use the tool by first selecting a topic. Select a level 1 topic if you want to
make the topic and all subtopic lines the same color. (Level 1 topics are the
first topics from the center of the map and are also called Main Topics.)
Figure 4-9 shows Reunion Team, Finances, and Student Database as some of
the Level 1 or Main Topics. Refer to Chapter 2 for the basics of adding topics.
The Reunion map from Figure 4-9 needs some line color now.
1. Select a topic.
2. Click the drop-down arrow on the Line Color tool.
The Line Color dialog box appears, as shown in Figure 4-10.
3. Click the color you desire.
4. Close the pop-up color chart.
You may have many lines to color. In that case, leave the Line Color pop-up
color chart open. Then you can select other topics and choose and change
line color in the entire map, pronto.
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Figure 4-10:
Line Color
choices.

The line color can’t be named, nor does it show up in the Map Marker menu.
MindManager did not read my mind on this one — it would’ve been nice to
be able to give the line color a meaning. But, names can be assigned to Text
and Fill colors, which makes me a little happier.

Color the Text and Give It a Name
The Text Color tool is the right-hand tool shown in the margin art. Give text a
color the same way you add color to a line. Select a topic and then choose a
new color from the pop-up Font color chart. The new color is added to the
text. Quite simple, actually, but there is a twist. The new text color is added
to the Map Marker menu under the title Text Colors, and you can assign it a
name by following these steps:
1. Open the Map Markers menu by clicking on the Map Marker tab.
The new text colors are shown.
2. Right-click Marker Name, which is located next to the A.
Note that the letter A is shown in the color of the new text color.
3. Select Rename.
4. Type the new name for the color.
I have added some text color to the Reunion Map. Figure 4-11 shows the
Entertainment topics and the renamed titles. The Text Color names are found
in the Map Marker section. (Take a look again at Figure 4-9 for the Map Marker
section.) The Text Colors selection is located at the bottom of the menu list.
The text color gives more information about the topic. In this case, the topic’s
text color is linked to a location. The Older Than Dirt Band text is blue and
the band is playing in the Bald Room. The Who Remembers text is red and the
band is playing on the Center Stage. Hee Haw’s performance is a pea green
and is playing in the Basement.
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Figure 4-11:
Text colors
and their
names.

So far the lines have color, and the text has color. What more of the rainbow
can we throw at a MindManager Map? In the next section you are going to fill
in the background of topics with color.

Topical Application of Color
The default for a topic is no shape and no color. The text just sits on top of the
line. I like to change the shape and background color of topics, which makes
the visual impact on the map much stronger. The background color of a topic
is called the fill color. In the Map Marker section you create a name for the
new fill color.
I am going to walk you through adding and naming a fill color.
1. Select a topic on the MindManager map that you want to receive the
new fill color.
2. Select Format➪Topic Shape and Color.
3. The Format Topic Shape and Color dialog box shown in Figure 4-12
appears.

Figure 4-12:
Add a fill
color and
change
a topic
shape, too.
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4. In the Fill Color section, click the drop-down arrow, and our friend
the Color chart, shown in Figure 4-10, appears.
5. Choose a color.
6. Slide the transparency bar to 50 percent.
You can change the fill color other ways, but the transparency bar is
available only in this dialog box. The transparency bar changes how
transparent the fill color is to the text color. The higher the percentage
of transparency, the easier it is for text, regardless of text color, to show
through. I start with 50 percent because most text colors show through.
Color coordination perfectionists beware, changing the transparency
percentage alters the fill color slightly. The changes don’t show up in the
color box; they show up only in the MindManager map itself.
The background color, topic color, and topic text color must work
together. The Fill color acts as a buffer between the background color
and the text color. The contrast characteristics between the various
colors can make the text difficult to see. The order of the overlay is
background color first, then topic fill color, and finally the text color.
Fill colors require a bit more care to use. You have to be concerned
about the text color. Use the wrong fill color, and kaboom — the text is
gone. Each time you adjust a color’s transparency, MindManager thinks
you are assigning a different color. The Map Markers may have the same
shade of green but different transparencies. Stick with one level of trans
parency for consistency. I use 50 percent when I change from the default
of 0 percent.
7. While you’re here, go to the Shape for Topic section and select a topic
shape by clicking it.
8. Click Apply.
You may have to move the dialog box to see the topic you selected. The
new fill color should be visible. Change the color or the transparency
settings if it doesn’t look right. When it looks good, continue with the
next step.
9. Click OK to close the dialog box and insert the fill color.
10. Open the Map Markers and expand the Fill Color menu item. Rightclick the marker name and rename the fill color.
The fill color can add another dimension to the information that is contained in
the MindManager map. I can add a green fill color to the topics Entertainment
and Food and Beverage in the High School Reunion map and name the fill
color Additional Cost.
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Figure 4-13 shows the explosion of information that is now found in the High
School Reunion MindManager map.

Figure 4-13:
Icons, Line
Colors, Text
Colors, and
Fill Colors
converge
in an
information
concert.
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Chapter 5

Images: Graphic Ideas
In This Chapter
 Storing images in the library
 Adding images to all topic types
 Changing the size of an image
 Including images as a background
 Adding keywords to images
 Using images to enhance a map

I

mages add life to a MindManager map and stimulate our brains. Advertis
ing would be a bit dull with just text. Your mind seeks out the stimulus of
images.
While I was teaching in Germany, a student handed me a circular outline of
all the topics presented in class. Every topic introduced in class became a
branch in the outline. The student’s handwriting was incredibly small but
completely legible. I could see the message of the class as a thread weaving
through the outline. The document was clear and completely detailed but
contained only text.
Years later, a student was taking notes using a laptop computer. The same
circular outlining technique was being employed — but with a big difference.
The student used images and icons to open up the meaning of the map. The
same type of information found in the text-based circular outline became a
story with depth. The software she was using? MindManager, of course!
MindManager opens the door for you to add images to your map. Any type
of MindManager topic can accept an image. Topics are the elements of the map
that contain textual ideas and images. The images are the enhancer or the sto
ryteller. The background of the map can even be made of images. Create back
grounds made of very tiny stacks of money. Your boss may get the message.
In this chapter, you add images to the library and then to a MindManager map.
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Opening the Door of the Library
Come with me to the library. I am going to show you the images collected
by MindManager’s curators. You probably have photographs or works of clip
art in your own collection. Would you like to add to the library’s selections?
Excellent. Off you go to the check-in window to add your images to the library
stacks.
The following steps show you how to check your images into the library:
1. Click the Library tab located in the vertical menu on the right side of
the MindManager window.
Have patience, because the window may take a couple of seconds to
open. Don’t be surprised if you double-click because you think that the
first click didn’t work. The program has to gather everything together
before opening the menu. Figure 5-1 shows the open Library window.
You may have to open the Images menu to see all the image files.

Figure 5-1:
The Library
menu and
image files.

2. Right-click the My Pictures image file.
The pop-up menu shown in Figure 5-2 appears.
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Figure 5-2:
The Add
Image pop
up menu.

3. Click Add Image.
The file search screen appears. Move through your files until you find a
picture or clip art that you want to add. Figure 5-3 shows the Select Image
dialog box that you use to search through your files.

Figure 5-3:
The Select
Image
dialog box.

MindManager accepts graphic files with the following extensions: .bmp,
.emf, .wmf, .gif, .jpeg, .jpg, .pcx, and .png. Figure 5-3 identifies the accept
able files in the Files of type drop-down list box. Most graphic files are
covered by these extensions. My photographs are stored in a .tif format.
The .tif format is not on the MindManager list. As a result, my pictures
can’t be added to the library. I convert photographs to another image
format — usually .jpg — before I add them to the library.
Pictures have to be pretty small to look good in MindManager. The
thumbnail size picture is a good indicator. If you don’t think the picture
looks right as a thumbnail, it won’t look good in the map. Simple and
small works best.
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4. Click Insert to add your special picture or clip art to the library and
prepare it to be added to the map.
The My Pictures folder now contains the new picture, as shown in
Figure 5-4.

Figure 5-4:
The My
Pictures
folder
contains
the added
picture.

Take a look at the various images in the library. MindManager contains quite
a few. What MindManager calls an image is more like clip art than a picture.
Now that you have made a donation to the library, it is time to check out an
image and use it in your MindManager map.

Installing Images into a Map
You can add images to almost any element of a MindManager map. Refer to
Chapter 2 for the basics of how to add topics to a map. One type of topic is
not discussed in Chapter 2: An image taken from the library and placed on
the map can also be a topic.
The method for adding an image is the same for all topics. The following
steps show you how to add an image to each topic type:
1. Select the central topic of the map, and press Insert.
A main topic appears.
2. Select the new main topic and press Insert again.
So far, you have created a map with a main topic extending off of the
central topic and a subtopic attached to the main topic. The next step is
to add a floating topic and a callout topic.
3. Click on the Insert Floating Topic toolbar button. Refer to the margin
art. Place the topic on the map by clicking at the preferred location.
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4. Insert a callout topic by first selecting any of the topics in the map.
Click the Insert Callout Topic toolbar button.
Refer to the margin art. The callout topic is attached to the topic you
selected.
5. Open the Library menu. Expand the Images folder and open one of
the image categories. Click and drag an image from the library onto
the map.
Notice that the red tractor beam grabs the image if you get it close to
another topic. By the way, you didn’t miss the Insert Image Topic button
on the toolbar. It isn’t there.
Pressing the Shift key while you drag the image onto the map can turn
off the red tractor beam.
A good habit is to always click a vacant area of the map prior to perform
ing Step 5. This action deselects all topics. I have unintentionally placed
many images into a map by not following this habit. It seems to be human
nature to click on the library image when you find one you like. If you do
and a topic is selected somewhere in the map, the image is transported
directly to the selected topic. You may not even realize this has happened.
The selected image may not be visible on the screen. Everything looks
fine until you look around the map and see an image that doesn’t belong.
Where did that come from? Follow my suggestion, and you can click on
images in the library all you want and nothing happens.
MindManager provides another way to add an image topic that is worth
mentioning. You can use the following method in place of Step 5: Click on
the map. Make sure a topic is not selected. Open the Insert menu. Select
Image➪From File. (Refer to Figure 5-5.) A small symbol appears on the
map. Refer to the margin art. Click on the map where you want to insert
the image. The Select Image dialog box appears. (Refer to Figure 5-3.)
Select an image and click Insert. The image is placed into the map. Use
this technique for images you only use once and don’t want to add to
the library.
You could also have selected Image➪From Library. Making this selection
does not add an image to the map. It opens the library. Should you make
the From Library selection, you are back to the original Step 5. Seems
like a circle, doesn’t it?
The image is inserted into the map. MindManager treats the image like
a topic. I refer to it as an image topic. Add text to the image topic by
selecting the image and typing. Typing in text does not replace the
image. You may have been frustrated at trying to change the text in a
topic. You erase all the text if you start typing just after selecting the
topic. Not so with an image topic. One caveat is that you can have only
one image. Trying to add a second image replaces the first image.
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Figure 5-5:
Image
selection
from the
library or
from a file.

All the inserting of the last few steps results in the MindManager map
shown in Figure 5-6. I added a picture of the triple constraints of a project.
The triple constraints show how cost, time, and scope are connected in
a project. Change one of the constraints, and one of the others is going
to change.
An image topic does not export well. Exporting to a Web page may distort
the image. Sending the map to Word leaves the image behind. Exporting
to PowerPoint is okay, though. The image is processed correctly.

Figure 5-6:
Topics
ready for
images.

6. Select Floating Topic in the map. Place your cursor over an image in
the library, but don’t click yet.
The image that you click on is immediately placed into the topic. Got the
right one? Click. The image is transported directly to the selected topic.
Repeat this step for the central topic, main topic, subtopic, and callout.
The process works the same for all.
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7. To change the size of an image, select the topic and click on the
image.
Eight small adjustment handles appear around the image. Figure 5-7
shows that the topic is selected (as indicated by the blue box) and that
the image is selected (as indicated by the appearance of the movement
boxes or handles). Put the cursor over one of the handles, and little
arrows appear. Click and drag the image to the size you want. Use the
corner handles to ensure that the image continues to look the same as
you change the size.

Figure 5-7:
Resizing the
image.

You can easily remove an image. Select the topic and click on the image. The
eight sizing handles appear. Press delete, and the image is removed from
the map.
You have now added images to every type of topic in the MindManager map.
Images find a home in other areas of the MindManager program, too. The
next stop on the image express is the map background.

Subliminal Background Images
Background images aren’t really intended to be subliminal. A pattern of dollar
bills quietly laced throughout the map background may get the ball rolling on
your next raise. Let me know if it works.
The background images are found in the library. They are secretly hidden in a
file called — surprise! — Background Images. Open the library and select the
background image files. Open one of the files. I personally am not a botanical
background kind of guy. I shoot straight for the geometric. Figure 5-8 shows
the available selections.
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Figure 5-8:
Background
image files.

Click on any of the selections, and the background images are shown below
the file list. I wear bifocals, and I can’t see the background image. They are
very tiny and faint. The following steps show you how to see, choose, and get
rid of a background image:
1. Starting with a blank map, click on Geometric.
The various geometric background images appear.
2. Click on any of the patterns.
The map background changes. The options are much easier to see when
they cover the map. Try the tartan background image on the map.
Interesting, isn’t it?
I could be mean at this point. Now that the tartan background is installed,
how do you get rid of it? Sure, you can just click on another background
image, but that would just change the background to the new image.
What about right-clicking on the image in the library? There is a delete
selection, but don’t choose it. You would just delete the image from the
library. In some cases, that may be a good idea.
3. Select Format➪Background from the menu bar.
The Background dialog box appears, as shown in Figure 5-9.

Figure 5-9:
The
Background
dialog box.
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4. Adjust the transparency of the image by sliding the transparency bar.
The higher the number, the more transparent the background image is.
More transparent means the image is lighter and does not stand out as
much. A more transparent background image is desirable if the back
ground image is distracting when looking at the MindManager map. The
Color selection box refers to the background color of the map. Leave the
background color set to none or white when using a background image.
5. Click Remove Image to delete the background image.
I have a confession. I don’t like background images. I remove the default
background image every time I start a map. Changing the default background
image is probably covered somewhere in this book. I better go look it up.
Background images are not treated the same as other images. The more images
you add to the library, the more choices you have to sift through every time
you want one. MindManager has a search feature that lets you use keywords
to find just the right graphic. However, you can’t use keywords to search
through background images.
Background images are also removed by clicking on the Remove Background
Image link found in the background images library section. The link is at the
bottom of the images in light blue. You may miss it if you aren’t looking for it.

Searching Images by Keyword
The keyword search for images is a useful tool. All the images supplied in
MindManager have at least two or three keywords associated with the image. I
use the feature whenever I am going to add images to a map. I start by thinking
of a word that describes the idea that I have. In the next section, I describe the
emergency response process of the Civil Air Patrol. The emergency response is
fast. I enter the word fast into the keyword search. Thirty-four images in some
way depict the idea of fast. I also look for words that describe a specific item. I
need an image of an airport. The word airport goes in the search box, and three
images are shown. Figure 5-10 shows the search box and the response.

Figure 5-10:
A keyword
image
search.
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A bug exists in the MindManager program. When you have finished a search,
do not right-click on the image and delete it. The image is not deleted from
the search file that is created. Instead, the image is deleted from the original
image file. After you delete the file, you can’t search on anything else, and the
program crashes.
You can add keywords to any image. Open an image file and display the images.
Right-click on the image. Choose Select➪Edit Keywords. The current keywords
for the image are displayed. You can add, change, or remove keywords. The
name of the image file is also included in the search. Descriptive file names
help locate images. The name of the file is not added to the keywords.

Looking at Images in a Different Way
I am going to show you how to use images in a different way. Start looking for
the edges of the containment structure. You are going to visit the external
facets of paradigmatic life. In short, to use a worn out business cliché, I am
going to take you outside of the box using MindManager.
Most business presentations use text information as the focus. Images are
added to highlight or enhance the text material. How many times have you
started with the images and then created the text to enhance the story told
by the images?
The most common way to build a MindManager map is to add topics that
contain text. The images are added after the map is complete. I am going to
turn the tables a bit. I am going to show you how to use images to create a
story that describes a process. The text is added later. This reverse method
can be quite useful. The old adage that a picture is worth a thousand words
is true. The key is to get the right images to tell the story. Remember the old
days of reading comic books? Comic book artists knew how to use images to
make a story come alive.
I am going to build a story that describes the emergency response process of
the Civil Air Patrol (CAP). I can choose almost any process activity. The story
may help a new member understand one of the CAP missions. The story
could also assist mission planners in operating the process and organizing an
emergency response.
The story begins when an aircraft has an unfortunate meeting with the
ground — a crash. Takeoff did not equal landing. Every aircraft carries an
Emergency Locator Transmitter. The beacon is turned on by a severe jolt —
and a crash constitutes a severe jolt. The search for the right images begins
by looking in the library.
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The following steps show you how to use MindManager to demonstrate a
process using images. Refer to prior sections of this chapter for a review of
how to add images to a map:
1. Think of your process as a series of images.
The CAP process begins with someone in distress. What is a symbol or
image that indicates distress? The emergency can happen at any time.
Satellites pick up the emergency beacon and transmit the location infor
mation to earth. The information is transferred from Air Force Rescue
Coordination Center at Langley Air Force Base to the CAP squadron that is
closest to the emergency location. What images can depict these events?
2. Create a blank map and begin to search the library using keywords.
I used the following keywords: danger, satellite, weather, night, day, com
munication, worry, concern, thinking, mobile, aircraft, plane, airport,
fast, plan, and a bunch more. Most of the words produced results.
3. Place images that seem to fit over to one side. Press the Shift key as
you click and drag the image.
The Shift key turns off the tractor beam. Figure 5-11 shows images that I
selected from my searching. The SOS is the only one that was not in the
library.

Figure 5-11:
Images
selected
from
searching
the library.

4. Arrange the images according to the order found in the process. Use
topic and subtopic arrangements where appropriate.
I am going to put the images in a circular pattern. A circle is not a normal
MindManager map style. I have to turn off the tractor beam as I move
images around the map. You may want to choose a more normal map
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arrangement. I am not going to be able to export the features of my map
unless I connect the central topic to the map items. I have also added a
couple of arrow images to show the direction of the flow. Figure 5-12
shows the result of the arrangement.

Figure 5-12:
The Civil Air
Patrol
emergency
response
process in
images.

5. Now add the text.
I added basic text to the map. Figure 5-13 shows the map with text. The
map can contain much more information. The entire CAP search-andrescue process is not shown. I would add links to regulations, telephone
call lists, personnel data, planning requirements, and other processes to
make the map complete and useful. In Figure 5-13, the images show the
process, and the text gives the details of each step.

Figure 5-13:
The Civil Air
Patrol
emergency
response
process
in images
with text.

Chapter 6

Grouping and Relating Topics
In This Chapter
 Drawing attention to topics
 Adding interest to your topic groups with colors
 Showing relationships between topics
 Making fancy pointers with callouts

I

f I am in a meeting with no access to my computer and MindManager (deep,
despairing sigh) and I want to lead a discussion about a topic, I begin with a
blank sheet of paper on a flip-chart (or a clean white board) and begin writing.
When I need to illustrate something, I draw a picture or diagram near the topic.
I use lines and arrows to relate topics together and draw circles (that’s being
generous — I couldn’t draw anything other than an ugly, wiggly line if my life
depended on it) around things that I want to group together.
When I’m finished, the white board or flip-chart may be a total mess and
utterly undecipherable to anyone who might now walk into the room, but it
doesn’t matter because my audience participated in the process and knows
how I got to the end result.
Unfortunately, this isn’t enough. I almost always need to communicate the
results to others who were not present. What is more, I need to document the
results so that we all have something to refer to in a couple of weeks when
conversations start sounding like, “But we agreed . . .” and “That’s not what
we decided!”
Fortunately, with the meeting over, I can now retrieve my laptop and
MindManager (are you seeing Linus with his blanket here?) and get these
meeting minutes organized in a map. If my map is going to capture the flavor
of the discussion, however, I need to be able to segregate, relate, and group
topics on my MindManager map in the same way that I did it on the flip-chart
or whiteboard. In this chapter, I tell you how.
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Corralling Topics with Borders
Figure 6-1 shows a completed map of a project status meeting. Even though
many of the topics are hidden, the map is still fairly complex and the fact
that the project manager is facing some serious problems is not immediately
apparent. (This time, I made sure I had MindManager available at the start of
the meeting!)

Figure 6-1:
A typical
meeting
documenta
tion map.

Bill has reported a problem with the delivery schedule of some critical hard
ware, while Sue has indicated that the programming of one of the software
modules is seriously behind schedule. I want to emphasize that there are two
distinct problems here and to visually tie the problem identification (under the
topic “Review of activities since last meeting”) with its associated discussion
and resulting action item.
I begin by drawing a border around either a single topic or a related group of
topics, which I explain here:
1. Right-click the topic you want to emphasize. Choose Insert Object➪
Boundary.
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MindManager confirms your selection (see Figure 6-1). If the topic has
subtopics, MindManager automatically selects the subtopics as well.
MindManager confirms your mouse click on a map object containing
text or an image (a topic) by drawing a blue border around it. If it is not
the object you intended, just adjust your mouse pointer and click again.
2. Right-click the border and choose Format Boundary . . .
The dialog box shown in Figure 6-2 appears.
If you don’t see a Format Boundary option, it probably means that
MindManager did not recognize that you were pointing at the border
(MindManager isn’t particularly smart). Adjust your mouse pointer just
a little bit and right-click again.

Figure 6-2:
Adjust the
appearance
of your
boundary
using this
dialog box.

3. Choose the characteristics and fill color you want for your border,
and then click OK.
MindManager redraws your border according to your specifications.
I’ve used different border styles in Figure 6-3 to distinguish the two key prob
lems in my meeting report because I want to print this map and my printer
cannot print colors. If I were planning to send this map in an e-mail, I would
probably use colors rather than border styles, because this is even more
distinctive.
If I wanted to include some additional text inside the border area to further
describe this grouping, I would add something called floating text. I tell you
about this in Chapter 7.
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Figure 6-3:
I’ve added
borders
to link
problemrelated
topics
together.

Pointing the Way to Other Topics
Anyone who looks at my map now probably looks at the enclosed topics first.
Because the word “controller” appears in each group enclosed in a curved
box, people quickly understand that these topics are related. I want the user,
however, to also know that the schedule problems of both Tom and Harold
are actually related to Sue’s problem, rather than being completely different
issues. I do this by showing a pointer between Sue’s lab reporting problem
and the late starts on tasks reported by Tom and Harold.

Creating and adjusting a pointer
MindManager calls pointers “relationships” to emphasize that there is some
kind of logical association between two topics. The problem is, this makes it
rather difficult to know whether I am talking about the nature of the relation
ship itself or about its representation on a map. I’ve solved the problem in
this book by using the word “pointer” for the graphical representation. Just
remember, though, that if you are checking out the MindManager help file
you need to look for the keyword “relationship”.
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1. Click the Insert Relationship button on the Insert toolbar.
MindManager adds the insert relationship icon above and to the right of
the mouse arrow. The red circle with the slash through it means that the
cursor is not currently pointing to a valid topic that can be the start of
the relationship (the originating topic).
2. Point the cursor to the desired originating topic.
The red circle with the slash through it is replaced by a small plus sign,
and MindManager displays a tan border around the topic.
3. Click the topic.
You have now defined the originating topic. The cursor plus sign is
replaced by the red circle with a slash through it, telling you that you
cannot relate a topic to itself. If you move the cursor away from the
topic, MindManager displays a dotted line between the cursor and the
originating topic.
4. Point the cursor to the destination topic.
MindManager draws a tan border around the topic and the red circle
with a slash is replaced by a plus sign. The dotted line that was following
your cursor now acquires an arrow that points to the destination topic
rather than to the cursor.
5. Click the destination topic.
MindManager returns the cursor display to its normal form and displays
and selects the completed relationship arrow.
MindManager tells you that you have selected a pointer by displaying red
dots at the origin and destination of the pointer, and it attaches adjustment
handles (short blue lines ending with small yellow lozenges) to these red
dots. If you change your mind about the originating or destination topic,
drag the red dot at the start of the pointer to a different originating topic
or drag the red dot at the end of the pointer to a different destination
topic. If you don’t want the relationship at all, right-click the pointer and
select Delete Relationship.
6. Click and drag the small yellow lozenges until the shape and location
of the pointer suits you.

Adding words to the pointer
The pointer may be all that you need to help your reader recognize an impor
tant relationship. Sometimes, however, you may not be sure that your boss is
astute enough to see the obvious, and one or two explanatory words may
add a little insurance. Add a comment to your pointer this way:
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1. Right-click the desired pointer.
MindManager confirms the selection of the pointer.
2. Select Insert Callout.
A small oval appears approximately at the midpoint of the pointer with
the word “Callout.”
3. Type the words you want.
MindManager replaces the word “callout” with the words you type.
If you want to change the text that you previously attached to a pointer,
right-click the text (not the pointer!) and select Edit Text.
4. Drag the callout to the desired position on the pointer.
Look at the final appearance of the pointers on my meeting map in
Figure 6-4.

Figure 6-4:
Completed
relationship
pointers
with an
attached
callout.

Making fancy pointers
If you have a lot of pointers in your map, they can become more confusing
than helpful. You can change the color and style of your pointers so that they
can be more easily distinguished by following these steps:
1. Right-click the pointer you want to change.
The adjustment handles appear on the selected pointer.
2. Select Format Relationship.
The dialog box shown in Figure 6-5 appears.
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Figure 6-5:
The Format
Relationship
dialog box
lets you
customize
the
appearance
of your
pointers.

3. Adjust the parameters until the pointer appears in the preview box as
you would like it to appear; then click OK.
MindManager redraws the pointer on your map to conform to your
specifications.
Pointers are not limited just to topics. They can originate or terminate in any
MindManager object such as callouts and floating text. I tell you more about
this in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7

Getting Wordy
In This Chapter
 Attaching callout comments to topics
 Using callout topics to structure your comments
 Adding free text to your map
 Creating and formatting topic notes
 Using tables in your topic notes
 Adding images to your notes

I

wasn’t particularly well organized in college. My English professor always
told me on Monday the theme of the weekly paper that had to be turned in
on Friday, but it was invariably Thursday night (sometimes distressingly late
on Thursday night) that I would finally sit down to begin writing.
The blank sheet of paper in the typewriter was always so intimidating that I
would just start typing topic sentences. Soon, the ideas were so jumbled that
I would rip the page out of the typewriter and start drawing arrows here and
there and scribbling brief notes around the edges. Somehow this became a
makeshift outline of my paper (it was always too late to spend enough time to
properly finish it before I began typing my “final” draft). Invariably, half way
through, I would realize I had left something out or that there was really a
much better way to organize after all. Rarely, I would be dissatisfied enough to
trash the draft I was working on and start over; usually I would convince myself
that it was good enough and that a little more sleep was more important.
It’s a brand new writing world with MindManager. I can freely generate ideas
in Brainstorming mode (see Chapter 8) and then organize those ideas into
topics and subtopics (see Chapter 2). In this chapter, I tell you how to attach
explanatory notes to each topic and begin the actual writing of the text that
corresponds to those topics. If you change your mind about the organization,
you just move the topic to its new place on the map, and the notes and text
move right along with it. When you are satisfied, a couple of mouse clicks
export everything to Word (I tell you more about this in Chapter 18), where
you can do any last bit of necessary polishing.
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When I use the word topic (or sometimes subtopic or fixed topic), I am refer
ring to a text object that is part of a topic tree. A callout topic is a comment
that is attached to a topic, while a floating topic is a comment that is not
attached to any topic. If you are interested in the reasons why the new ver
sion of MindManager has caused these naming difficulties, see “Objects and
Things” in Chapter 2.

When the Topic Just Doesn’t Say It All
I spend a lot of time trying to find just the right words for a topic so that the
subject it refers to will be as clear as possible. Given that I usually don’t want
to put more than five or six words on the topic line, this is sometimes a chal
lenge. I solve this problem by using callout topics that are attached to a topic
to provide additional space for notations. To create a callout, follow these
steps:
1. Right-click the topic to which you want to attach a callout and select
Insert Object➪Callout.
MindManager confirms the selection of the topic and attaches a callout
object containing the word “Callout.”
2. Type the words you want to appear in the callout.
Your typing replaces the word “Callout.”
3. Right-click the callout and select Shape and Color . . .
MindManager displays the dialog box shown in Figure 7-1.
If MindManager objects to the spelling of one or more words in your
callout (indicated by a wavy red underline), be sure you right-click the
callout shape itself rather than the text. If you right-click the text, you
will get a list of spelling suggestions rather than the topic context menu.
Should this happen, just ignore the displayed menu and right-click the
callout shape.
4. Choose the shape and colors you want for your callout and click OK.
MindManager redraws your callout to conform to your specifications.
You can use your own custom image if you have prepared one. It needs to be
some kind of border with the center color formatted as transparent if it is to
work properly. If you use a custom image, MindManager will not be able to
show a connecting line between your callout and the topic it is attached to.
In those relatively rare cases where I need to make more extensive com
ments, I can create subtopics to make my comments more easily read. Just
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click on the callout and press Insert. You can build as complex a topic tree as
you want, just as if the Callout Topic were the Central Topic on a new map.
Refer back to Chapters 2 and 3 if you need to review any details.
Figure 7-2 shows the map I used to build this chapter. I’ve built a callout with
subtopics as I describe in this section.

Figure 7-1:
The dialog
box you use
to format
the shape
and color of
your callout.

Figure 7-2:
A callout
with
associated
subtopics.

Getting Off the Topic Path
I sometimes want to add a few words to my map that aren’t associated with a
single topic but rather with a group of topics or even the entire map. I do this
by creating a floating topic:
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1. Right-click any blank place on your map and select Insert Floating
Topic.
MindManager changes the mouse cursor to Floating Topic insert mode.
2. Click the location on the map where you want your floating topic to
appear.
MindManager draws a rounded rectangle containing the words “Floating
Topic” at the point you clicked.
The plus sign on the cursor changes to a red slashed circle whenever
you point to an existing object on the map. MindManager is telling you
that you cannot create a floating topic at that point.
3. Type the words you want to appear in the floating text.
Your words replace the words “Floating Topic.”
You can drag the Floating Topic to a different point on your map, but be
a little careful. Anytime you drag a Floating Topic near any Fixed Topic,
MindManager will think you want to covert the Floating Topic into a subtopic
attached to that nearby Fixed Topic. When MindManager is in Attach mode, it
displays a red shadow outline of the floating topic box any time your cursor
points to a valid attachment point.
This can be a useful functionality — but only if it is what you want to do! To
turn off Attach mode, hold down the Shift key while you are positioning the
Floating Topic.
If, despite your care, MindManager captures your Floating Topic and converts
it into a subtopic, you can turn it back into a Floating Topic again by clicking
the newly created subtopic and then selecting Edit➪Convert To Floating
Topic.
One of the powerful features of MindManager is its Central Topic model that
shows the relationship of all the topics and subtopics to this central theme.
However, if there are complex relationships between topics, the Central Topic
model may not be the best way to present my ideas. If I want to represent a
series of processes that proceed in a cycle, with the last process feeding back
into the first one, Floating Topics without any main topics at all are a better
choice. See Figure 7-3 for an example.
I attach subtopics to my Floating Topic by clicking on the Floating Topic
and then pressing Insert. I can build as complex a topic tree as I want, just
as if the Callout Topic were the Central Topic on a new map. Refer back to
Chapters 2 and 3 for further details.
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Figure 7-3:
Example of
floating
topics used
to show
cyclical
process
flow (project
manage
ment
processes
as defined
by the
Project
Manage
ment
Institute).

Transforming Topics into Paragraphs
I have worked long and hard on my map, the organization is exactly to my
liking, and I’ve added all the comments that will be useful — now I need to
get down to the work of putting some real meat on the bones of my map
structure. I right-click the topic I want to write about and select Insert Notes.
(If the topic already contains notes, I select Edit Notes.)
MindManager opens the Topic Notes panel (if it wasn’t already open), copies
the topic description onto the top line, and is ready for me to begin typing.

The Topic Notes toolbar
The Topic Notes toolbar that appears at the top of the panel is, in most
respects, like any other toolbar. Unfortunately, the Let’s Do Something Really
Snazzy geeks at Mindjet got out of their cages for a while, so there are a few
things that really confused me:
 There is a long and a short version of the toolbar (see figure 7-4 and 7-5).
If you click the left-most button you toggle from one version to the other.
 Clicking on the “A” button on the short toolbar (the second button from
the left) brings up a dialog box that gives you access to all the additional
button functions on the long version.
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 You can’t customize either of these toolbars.
 Some of the buttons on the long version appear to be duplicated on the
Formatting toolbar at the lower left-hand corner of the screen. Don’t be
fooled! The buttons on the Formatting toolbar apply to the text of the
currently selected topic. Use the formatting buttons on the Topic Notes
toolbar to modify formatting in your text notes.

Figure 7-4:
Short
version of
the Topic
Notes
toolbar.

Figure 7-5:
Long
version of
the Topic
Notes
toolbar.

All of the buttons on the left side of the toolbar through Font Color function
in the same way as those in Microsoft Word. MindManager does not, how
ever, give you any options with regard to the shape and position of bullets,
nor can you define tab stops.
The right-most two buttons allow you to scroll forward and backward through
the successive topic notes on your map. A gray rectangle highlights the topic
on the map whose notes are currently displayed in the Topic Notes panel.
Hyperlinks can be inserted into Topic Notes just as they are inserted into
your map. See Chapter 12 for details.
I discuss the Table button in the next section and the Insert Image button in
the last section of this chapter.
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Tables instead of tabs
The Table button allows you to insert a table into your topic note, and in this
respect it functions just like the corresponding button in Word.
Tables serve an additional function in MindManager. You can’t control the
setting of tabs in the Topic Notes panel, and the Tab key only inserts a fixed
number of spaces. If you need to align columns or in any other way control
the appearance of your text other than relative to the left margin, you must
type your text into a properly formatted table. Follow these steps to insert
and format a table:
1. Click the position in the Topic Notes pane where you want the table to
be inserted.
MindManager displays a flashing vertical line and the point where the
table will be placed.
2. Click the Table button, then click the square representing the desired
number of rows and columns.
A table corresponding to your specification is inserted at the point
selected in step 1. Figure 7-6 shows the specification of a table contain
ing four columns and three rows just before the second mouse click.

Figure 7-6:
Selection
graphic
showing the
size of the
table to be
inserted.

If you need a table larger than 5 rows by 6 columns, click More Options and
enter the exact number of rows and columns desired. Once the table has
been created, you can add or delete rows or columns as necessary by click
ing the Table button again and selecting the appropriate option from the
drop-down menu.
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Tables your way
MindManager creates your table initially with thin lines marking the outline
of all cells in the table. You can, however, eliminate these lines entirely or
substitute any variation in borders (and the thickness of those borders) as
you wish.
If you want to change the borders on only a portion of the cells in the table,
you must first select the cells to work with. Point your mouse to the upper-left
cell that you want to change, click and hold the mouse button and drag to the
lower-right cell that you want to change. MindManager will temporarily change
the background color to black to show that those cells are selected. If you want
to apply changes to the entire table, click any cell in the table. Once you have
made your selection, click the Table button and select Format Table.
MindManager displays the Format Table dialog box (Figure 7-7). As soon as
you change any setting in this dialog box, MindManager changes the button
text at the bottom of the dialog box from Cancel to Close.
If you want to change the parameters for the entire table, click the Table
radio button. If you selected a group of cells before starting the format
process, MindManager will automatically select the Cells radio button.

Figure 7-7:
The Format
Table
dialog box
(Borders
and Shading
tab).

The cell format settings and the border line width work together as shown in
Table 7-1.
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Table 7-1

Defining Table Borders

Cell Format

Outside Border

Inner Border

None

None

None

Box

Border line width

None

All

Border line width

Border line width

Grid

Border line width

1/2 point

MindManager will still show the outline of your table cells with a dotted line
even if you have turned off solid borders. If you don’t want even the table
gridlines to be visible, click the Format Table close button, then click the
Table icon and select Hide Gridlines.
The cell fill color and border line color settings apply to either your selected
cells or to the entire table depending upon the Apply To setting.
The Table and Column Width tab (Figure 7-8) is used only if you plan to
export your topic notes to a Web page (see Chapter 17 for details). Use the
Assign a fixed width setting if you know the screen resolution at which your
Web page will be viewed (or you don’t care if the viewer has to scroll to see
your entire table). Use the Adjust table width setting if you want the viewer’s
browser to adjust the width of your table so it always fits in the viewing area.

Figure 7-8:
The Format
Table dialog
box (Table
and Column
Width tab).
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In order to properly position text or images, you may need to combine some
(but not all) columns on one or more rows, or to combine some (but not all)
rows in one column. You can do this as follows:
1. Select the cells to be combined in the table.
The selected cells are shown with a black background.
You can only select cells that are contiguous and make up a rectangular
area for merging.
2. Click the Table button, then select Merge Cells.
The selected cells are merged into one cell. Any contents of the cells are
also merged together.

A picture is worth a thousand words
All of the images and icons available in MindManager, as well as your own
images, can be included in the topic notes. If you need to position the image
somewhere other than at the left margin, or if you want to add text to the
right or left of the image, you should first create a table and then insert the
image into the proper cell of that table. Refer to the prior section, “Tables
Instead of Tabs,” for details on how to do this. Follow these steps to insert
and format an image:
1. Click the point in your topic notes where you wish the image to be
inserted.
MindManager displays a flashing vertical line at the point you have
selected.
2. Click the Image button.
The Insert Image dialog box is displayed.
3. Browse to the location containing the image file you wish to insert,
click the image filename, and then click Insert Image.
The selected image is inserted into your topic notes.

Chapter 8

Catapulting Your Creativity
In This Chapter
 Using MindManager to capture ideas
 Grouping and organizing your ideas
 Integrating your ideas into your map

T

he telephone rings just as I am getting ready to leave for lunch. It is my
boss. “Paul just called and told me that he has to leave on an urgent busi
ness trip immediately and won’t be able to attend the dinner tonight,” he
says, sounding like the anchor on the six o’clock news.
“That’s too bad,” I reply cautiously, not really sure what this has to do with me.
“He was going to do a 20-minute talk by way of introducing the Chairman of
the Board,” continues my boss, “and I need you to step in for him tonight.”
“Uh, what was Paul going to talk about?” I inquire with a sinking feeling in the
pit of my stomach.
“Darned if I know. But the Chairman is going to be talking about international
trade issues, so something on the Euro would be good. Thanks for taking
this on.”
A click lets me know the conversation is over. Deciding that maybe I’m not
so interested in lunch after all, I start up MindManager and begin a new map.
The first thing that MindManager demands from me is the title of my Central
Topic (well, it doesn’t actually demand anything, but “Central Topic” isn’t
exactly inspiring for a dinner presentation).
I type in “Euro”, hoping that this will lead to some kind of exciting title for my
talk. When nothing brilliant shows up, I try leaning back in my chair, musing
over possibilities (intermixed with not so kind thoughts about my boss), and
getting a cup of coffee. One of these techniques works, somehow, and I decide
that something about the connection between the new shared currency and
the current political trends in Europe might be of some interest.
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It’s a small step forward, but now I’m really stuck and face-to-face with one
very unavoidable fact about MindManager: It is a fabulous tool for organizing
and extending ideas, but unfortunately, you have to have something to orga
nize first! What I need now is a tool to just capture ideas without bothering
me about organization and spelling.
Fortunately, MindManager is still the right tool. I have an option to tell
MindManager to get completely out of my way and just capture my ideas as
I engage my creativity. I can invite others to join the process and contribute
their ideas as well. When the creative flow subsides, I use MindManager to
edit and organize my (our) ideas and then integrate them into my map. In this
chapter, I tell you how.

Filling the Idea Pipeline
The act of creation is one of the most marvelous characteristics that make
human beings unique among all the living creatures on earth. First, there is
nothing; then somehow, out of the recesses of our consciousness, something
appears and is molded into something quite new and different. Man has been
seeking ways to facilitate this process for millennia.
Walt Disney invented one such technique in the late 1920s when he created the
first animated cartoon film, “Steamboat Willie” (the first appearance of Mickey
Mouse). He called it storyboarding. He simply drew a series of sketches that he
pinned to a board to show the essence of the story that he wanted to tell. When
he showed this to his co-workers, they of course began to draw their own
sketches and pin them where they thought they should go (and unceremoni
ously taking down some of the boss’ sketches in the process). The end result
was that the entire group collectively evolved the story and made entertain
ment history. This technique continues to be one of the mainstays in film and
television to this very day.
The storyboarding idea evolved over the years into a process called brain
storming, where a group of people (or an individual) seeks to generate lots of
ideas in a short period of time, free of comment or criticism. When it is done
well, the process generates a storm of new ideas with everyone shouting out
their ideas at the same time.
You can enter Brainstorm mode in MindManager at any time. Simply
click Modes (far right-hand side of the workspace) and select Brainstorm.
MindManager shifts the map display so that Floating Topics can be automati
cally inserted at the bottom of the map and displays two entry fields at the
top (see Figure 8-1).
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Guidelines for Effective Brainstorming
Encouraging and supporting the creative
process is a challenging task. Creativity is a bit
like a shy child. She wants to play, but is very
afraid of the mean old bullies, Editing, Analyzing,
and Criticizing. At their first appearance, she
runs away and hides, and can be coaxed to
return only with great difficulty.
If you are moderating a brainstorming session,
explain these guidelines to everyone at the start
of the session and then do your best to adhere
to them. If you are privately brainstorming, keep
yourself in line as well!
 Do not allow criticism or debate. Remem
ber that many ideas sound foolish at first.
Criticism is the censor that kills creativity
and debate can get you off on tangents.
There is time later on for evaluation.
 Let your imagination soar. Make the meet
ing a safe place to be silly. Remember that
creativity is fostered by humor and relax
ation. If it is relevant, use props to encour
age participants to assume different

“personalities.” Above all, discourage com
mentary that is overly serious or derisive.
 Generate a large number of ideas. The truly
great ideas, like beautiful diamonds, are
usually hidden in a lot of fairly useless mate
rial. The more ideas you generate, the
greater the chances of finding the “gem.”
Set aside a fixed amount of time for brain
storming; then use all the time allotted. The
flow of ideas is not like a water spigot but
rather like a geyser that spurts, subsides,
and spurts again. Be patient with silence
and wait for the next eruption.
 Encourage mutation and combination. An
initial idea might not be worth much, but a
small variation might be. Two or three very
silly ideas might combine to suggest some
thing very useful. Restate the idea in its neg
ative form (instead of “it must not take
longer than three seconds”, consider “it
must take at least three seconds”) and see
if that suggests anything new.

Figure 8-1:
Special
fields
displayed in
Brainstorm
mode.

Click the Entry field under the heading Step 1 and begin typing your idea just
as it occurs to you. Don’t worry about grammar, spelling, or anything other
than just getting the idea out of your head and onto the screen. When you are
finished, either click Insert or just press Enter. You can begin typing the next
idea immediately.
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You can, of course, just repeatedly create new Floating Topics yourself
(see Chapter 7) without entering Brainstorm mode, but this has several
disadvantages:
 You must select the point in the map where the Floating Topic is to be
inserted, and create it with a click. (In Brainstorm mode, MindManager
positions and inserts the topic automatically.)
 MindManager informs you of any misspelled words with a red wavy line.
You are tempted to fix the spelling error immediately and this disturbs
the creative flow of ideas. (MindManager does not mark spelling errors
in the Brainstorm idea entry field.)
 If you start to type something and decide it doesn’t make sense, you are
tempted to start fixing the topic you have created. (In Brainstorm mode,
you just press Enter and start over.)
 Brainstorm mode sets up an easy rhythm — enter an idea, then press
Enter; enter an idea, then press Enter — that just encourages everyone
to just call out ideas and keep going.
Figure 8-2 shows my map after I have created several topics. Notice that they
are in no particular order.

Figure 8-2:
Brainstorm
mode after
entering
several
ideas.

Organizing Your Ideas
After the flow of ideas has subsided, I look at the list of topics I have gener
ated. As I scan through them, I may see several entries that no longer make
sense or were mistakes. I select these and press Delete. I may see two entries
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that are slightly different statements of the same idea. I edit one to better
state the idea and delete the other one.
The ideas that are left are probably the ones that I want to integrate into my
map. I begin by defining the group headings that I want to use:
1. Click the box that says “Enter Group Names . . .”
MindManager displays the dialog box shown in Figure 8-3.

Figure 8-3:
Dialog box
used to
specify
group
names in
Brainstorm
mode.

2. Type in the names of the headings you want next to the colors you
want to use and click OK.
A Floating Topic called “Groups” is created in your map and the head
ings you define are attached as subtopics.
You can skip a color that you don’t want to use (see Figure 8-3), but you are
limited to six headings and to the colors shown at this point. After you exit
Brainstorm mode, you can create more headings and change the colors. You
can change the names of your groups at any time or even eliminate them by
simply deleting them in the Brainstorming Group Names dialog box.
Attach your ideas to the proper group heading by clicking the topic and drag
ging it to the appropriate heading. You can create subtopics or rearrange
your brainstorming topics at any time just as you can on your main map.
See Figure 8-4.
You exit Brainstorm mode by clicking Finish Brainstorming in the upper-right
corner of the workspace. Click and drag the finished brainstorming group to
the desired place on your map. MindManager attaches it to the point you
specify.
You can’t drag the brainstorming group to a new place in your map until you
quit Brainstorm mode.
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Figure 8-4:
Ideas
grouped
under
headings in
Brainstorm
mode.

You probably don’t want the MindManager topic “groups” in your map. To
eliminate this without disturbing your topics, right-click the “groups” topic
and select Remove Topic. Your group headings now become the topics on
your map. See Figure 8-5.

Figure 8-5:
The map
after
integration
of brain
storming
topics.

Part III

Maps and Buried
Treasure

W

In this part . . .

ant to know a secret? MindManager has buried
treasure hidden inside! In this part, you ﬁnd out
how to use the buried treasure to help enhance your maps
beyond your wildest dreams. Wizards appear, size matters,
and plans are built. Enrich your map-making toolbox with
a visit to MindManager’s hidden cave of wonders. The
secrets are just ahead.

Chapter 9

Putting Plans in Place
In This Chapter
 Recording planning information in the Task Info panel
 Using Map Markers to identify and differentiate tasks
 Filtering topics on your map to show only tasks you are interested in
 Tracking progress and completion of tasks

O

ne of the most frustrating moments in my entire professional career
occurred when a proposal, in which my staff and I had invested a long,
80-hour week, was immediately rejected because it was two days late and we
had never submitted a deadline extension request form. What made it so
frustrating, you see, was that when we decided to prepare and submit the
proposal, we knew we would need extra time. I clearly remembered assigning
Jim the responsibility of preparing and mailing the request for additional
time, but he equally clearly remembered that I had said I would do it. The net
result was that the task didn’t get handled and a lot of time, money, and effort
went out the window.

My initial response was to say that team meetings are just a waste of time
(I’m not known for being particularly rational when I’m upset). Fortunately,
after the pain had subsided a bit, I saw again the many ways in which team
meetings are valuable. We all sit around the table and talk about what we are
currently working on, the problems we are trying to deal with, and what our
plans are for the coming week. We mix that with goodly measures of coffee
and doughnuts, and leaven it all with a little side conversation about the
game last Sunday and how, sometimes, teenagers are just impossible to live
with. The result is an invaluable feeling of camaraderie and of everyone being
on the same team.
Even so, what good does it do to identify action items if they don’t get han
dled? After my proposal disaster, I became a real pain in the you-know-what
about meeting minutes and action item follow-up. Since then, I have managed
to avoid another catastrophe on the same scale as that one, but the cost has
not been inconsequential. These are some of the problems I have run into:
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 Who will prepare the minutes? Doing them right takes a significant
amount of time and I have rarely had the luxury of a team secretary.
(This is a particularly difficult issue for me because doing them “right”
usually equates to doing them myself!)
 What was really said and agreed to? I’m a long ways away from being
the best note taker in the world. I get too involved in the conversation
and end up relying on my memory — always an unreliable source.
Furthermore, people react differently to the written word than the spoken
one. Seeing things written down always inspires comments and corrections
from the other participants. The result is that the review and revision of
meeting minutes adds a lot more time and cost to the process.
 What am I responsible for? If my action items are intermixed with every
one else’s over two or three pages, I may just miss one of my items. It is
much better if everyone can get a list that has only their personal action
items. But creating several lists out of the meeting minutes requires even
more time.
MindManager offers a fantastic solution to these problems, although it is only
available in the X5 Pro version. In this chapter, I tell you all about it.
There are two circumstances where a different solution might be appropriate:
 If your map consists almost exclusively of tasks that must be done in a
particular order, save your map as a Microsoft Project plan (see Chapter
22) and use that software tool to polish and publish the work to be done.
 If you are interested in managing only your own action items, just link
your items to Microsoft Outlook (see Chapter 21) and manage your tasks
along with your mail.

The Task Info Pane
Effective planning with MindManager begins with a complete and accurate
map of what was discussed and agreed to. If you are responsible for creating
this initial map, bring your computer to the meeting. If possible, arrange for a
projector or large monitor so that everyone can see your map as you create
it. In this way, everyone participates in its creation (and, by implication,
acknowledges its accuracy and completeness).
Figure 9-1 shows a map that has captured the key topics and action items
from a team meeting of software application developers. There are several
action items scattered throughout the map, and I want to now add planning
information to each of these.
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If you want to use the same basic structure for your meeting minutes, you
can save time when you create your next meeting map by saving your basic
structure as a template. (Using the example in Figure 9-1, I would always have
the same four main topics with the team member names as subtopics of
“Review activities since last meeting.”) When you use this template to start a
new map, your map is automatically loaded with your basic structure. You
just start supplying the specifics. I tell you how to do this in Chapter 14.

Figure 9-1:
A meeting
minutes
map
summarizing
the topics
that were
discussed.

To add planning information to a topic on your map, follow these steps:
1. Click the Task Info tab at the far right-hand edge of your workspace.
The Task Info panel is displayed (as shown in Figure 9-2). All the fields
on this panel are grayed out until you select a topic on your map.

Figure 9-2:
The Task
Info panel
with Mary
assigned
responsibil
ity for this
action item.
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2. Click a topic on your map that you want to identify as a task or action
item, and enter the name of the person responsible for this item in the
Resources field. You can also complete any other fields for which you
have the information.
If Show Task Information is checked, MindManager displays a small, tan
box just below all topics on your map that have any task information,
showing all the information you have entered. If you uncheck Show Task
Information, nothing is displayed on your map.
3. Repeat step 2 for each action item on your map.
Figure 9-3 shows my map after I have entered all the responsibility
assignments.

Figure 9-3:
My meeting
minutes
map with
assignments
made to
all action
items.

Defining Map Markers
Map Markers are used to add visual interest and non-verbal information to
your map. If you want to review these topics in more detail, see Chapter 4.
A second and very powerful function of Map Markers is to provide a basis
for filtering topics to show (or, optionally, to hide) selected topics. I tell you
more about filtering in Chapter 13. In this section, I tell you how to define and
use Map Markers to facilitate planning in MindManager.
Figure 9-4 shows the default Map Markers that MindManager loads when you
create a new map.
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To enter or not to enter — that’s the question
This innocent looking Task Info panel can be a
lot harder to use than one would first imagine. I
am usually satisfied with just identifying things
that need to be done during the meeting and
prefer not to disrupt the free flow of ideas by
asking about a task’s priority or how long it will
take. In fact, the person just made responsible
for this task often has not a clue until he or she
has had time to think about it and, perhaps,
check other information sources.
I am assuming that your map will be placed in a
shared folder that all team members can access
and update as necessary. Here are some guide
lines for effectively using these fields:
 Priority. If a task is truly urgent, by all means
assign a high priority during the team meet
ing. As a general rule, however, let the
person responsible for the task assign the
priority. Check it later and talk to your
colleague if you disagree. To use this fea
ture properly, assign a clear meaning to
each priority level. I show you one possibil
ity in the next part of this chapter. Although
MindManager provides up to nine different
priority symbols, I have never needed more
than five or six.

item enter a projected completion date later
and talk to that person if you have a differ
ent opinion.
 Complete. The person responsible for the
task fills this in. MindManager lets you spec
ify progress down to the nearest percentage
point. If percent complete actually means
something (“I’m 47 percent finished with a
task to write and mail 100 letters” presum
ably means that you have completed and
mailed 47 letters), use this capability. In most
cases, however, it is sufficient to simply
leave it at 0 percent until it’s completed, and
then change it to 100 percent.
 Duration. Let the person responsible for the
action item complete this field. If the esti
mate is a bit generous, talk to that person
later about an adjustment.

 Start Date. Leave this field blank during the
meeting. The person responsible for the
task should fill this in when he or she actu
ally begins work on the task.

 Resources. Enter the name of the person
responsible for the item here. MindManager
will let you enter as many names as you
want, but don’t do it! Remember that if more
than one person is made responsible for a
task, no one is responsible for it. Attach
other topics to this task instead and make
one person responsible for each “assis
tance” topic. On the other hand, do enter any
non-human resources that will be required
such as equipment, supplies, and meeting
room reservations.

 Due Date. Enter a date here if you know of
a specific deadline. Otherwise, don’t get
distracted by the question during your
meeting. Let the person responsible for the

 Categories. This is a free-form field that you
can use for any other task management
information such as the type of work (writ
ing, telephoning, and so on).

If you can’t see the Map Marker pane, click the Map Markers tab at the far
right-hand side of your workspace. To see all the icons, click the plus sign
next to each category heading.
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Figure 9-4:
The default
Map Marker
groups.

MindManager gives you almost unlimited flexibility in defining the meaning of
icons and grouping them in any way you like (see Table 9-1). Define a differ
ent icon for each person on your team and group all of them under their own
group name (for example, “Resources”).

Table 9-1

Customizing Your Map Markers

To Do This

Follow These Steps

Delete the definition
of a single icon.

1. Right-click the icon.
2. Select Delete. There is no warning message
when you delete the group definition of a
single icon.

Delete the definition
of an icon group.

1. Right-click the group.
2. Select Delete. MindManager displays a
query dialog box asking if you are sure you
want to delete the whole group. Click Yes
unless you made a mistake. The definitions
of all icons in that group are also deleted.
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To Do This

Follow These Steps

Rename an icon group
or icon definition.

1. Right-click the group name or the icon.
2. Select Rename.
3. Type the desired new name.

Create a new icon group name.

1. Click Add new icon group at the top of the
Map Marker pane.
2. Type the name you want this group to have.
Your new group appears in alphabetical
order in the Map Marker pane.

Assign an icon to a group.

1. Click Add new marker at the top of the Map
Marker pane. The Map Marker Properties
dialog box is displayed.
2. Select the group that your icon is to belong
to in the Group combo box. A third combo
box appears labeled Icon.
3. Type the name you want to use for this icon
in the Name field.
4. Select the icon you want from the icon
combo box.
5. Click OK. Your icon appears under the group
heading with the name you specified.

MindManager will not allow you to define an icon in more than one group.
If you want to use an icon in your own group that MindManager has
already defined in the default Map Marker template, you must first delete
MindManager’s definition. You are not deleting the icon itself, only its associ
ation with an icon group.
You can also use fill colors or text colors to represent assignments, status,
and other task planning characteristics. I have found, however, that colors
are more useful to highlight groups of topics; therefore, I don’t recommend
using them for the planning characteristics.
If you have a larger organization, consider investing in one of the software
packages that allows you to design your own icon packages. Chapter 14 tells
you how to add your own icon collections to those already in MindManager.
Figure 9-5 shows my completed customization of Map Markers for my meet
ing map. This process took a bit of time, and I certainly don’t want to have
to repeat this process each time I want to create another meeting map. The
solution is to save these Map Markers as a template by following these steps:
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Figure 9-5:
My
customized
Map
Markers.

1. Select Tools➪Template Organizer from the menu bar.
MindManager displays the Template Organizer dialog box.
2. Click the Map Marker Lists tab.
MindManager displays a list of all the currently defined Map Marker tem
plates and displays the current definition of the first template.
3. Click Add New Marker List.
A drop-down menu appears (see Figure 9-6).
4. Select From Current Map.
Your Map Marker definitions are saved in the template file under the
name of your current map.
5. Click Rename and type the name you want to use for your definitions.
Your typing replaces the name of your current map.
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Figure 9-6:
I am ready
to add my
custom Map
Markers to
the template
directory.

All that is left to do is to associate the icon defined for each team member
with the action items they are responsible for. Do this by clicking a topic that
is an action item; then click the icon defined for the responsible person. That
person’s icon appears next to the description of the action item. Repeat for
all action items on your map. Now, even without displaying the information
from the Task Pane on your map, it is apparent who is responsible for what.
If you select several topics (by holding down the Ctrl key while clicking each
topic), the icon you select will be added to each selected topic.
If this were the only benefit, I might question whether it was worth the effort —
but there is more magic to come in the next section!
For any one topic, you are allowed to associate only one icon out of each
group. If you click a different icon in the same group, it will replace the one
you previously selected. You can, however, use an icon from as many of your
groups as you want on any topic.

Working with Assignments
The meeting is nearly over, and people are starting to shift in their chairs and
gather their papers and materials together.
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“Before we go,” you say in a clear and authoritative voice, “let’s be sure we are
all clear about what each of us is responsible for completing before our next
meeting.” As everyone stares at you and marvels at your organizational skills,
you filter your map to show each participant’s action items, get his or her
agreement, and package the selected map into an e-mail. The work assign
ments are in the right e-mail boxes before everyone gets back to their desk.
This marvelous result is accomplished as follows:
1. Click the Map Markers tab at the far right-hand side of your workspace.
The Map Marker pane is displayed.
2. Click the checkbox next to the icon you have defined for the first team
member who has at least one action item on your map; then click
Select Topics and Filter Map.
All paths and topics on your map that do not pertain to the selected
team member are hidden.
If all paths and topics except those pertaining to the selected team
member are displayed, click (Show) on the Map View toolbar and select
Show selected topics.
3. Ask the team member to verify his or her understanding of all the
action items and to acknowledge his or her responsibility for its
completion.
This may very well provoke further discussion!
4. Click File➪Send To➪Mail Recipient (for review).
MindManager creates a mail message with the filtered map as an
attachment.
5. Add the recipient’s name and any desired message; then click Send.
The mail message is dispatched. When the recipient opens the attach
ment, MindManager will display it in filtered form with just the recipient’s tasks. He or she can, however, remove the filter and work with the
full map as desired.
All team members must update the shared map with their information about
how they will complete their assignments. Figure 9-7 shows the completion of
one of Roger’s tasks. When the action item is complete, any documents cre
ated can be linked to the map so that it becomes a complete reference for the
team’s activities.
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Figure 9-7:
Assignment
map for
Roger,
showing
details
entered for
one action
item.
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Chapter 10

Big Maps for Big Ideas or Projects
In This Chapter
 Navigating around big maps
 Breaking apart big maps
 Pulling together big maps
 Sending big maps to others

M

indManager maps have a way of becoming too big in a hurry. Defining
“too big” is a bit of a problem, albeit a small one. You know when
you’ve reached “too big.” Your eyes strain to see all the topics. The map size
percentage continues to decrease in an effort to keep the entire map on the
screen. You get lost in one section of the map, knowing that you need to be
somewhere else. You can’t see the trees because the forest has overtaken you.
Stop now if you are prone to anxiety attacks. There is a solution. Big maps
can be tamed. How do you eat an elephant? That is a really dumb question.
You should never want to eat an elephant. A big map may have hundreds of
topics with numerous levels. I am going to use examples that have more than
800 topics and four levels.
Big maps can develop as one map that gets very large or as a combination of
linked maps.
This chapter uses examples involving the Civil Air Patrol (CAP), which is the
Auxiliary of the United States Air Force. The members of CAP are volunteers.
CAP works well as an example because it mirrors the real world of business.
Cross-functional teams are used, depending on the mission. There is an abun
dantly adequate bureaucracy. Rules and regulations are lurking around every
corner. A clear, although plodding, pathway to advancement exists. Getting
things done can sometimes be like mating elephants. Done at a high level,
with lots of grunting and groaning, and taking two years to get results. The
pay is pretty low, too. Sound familiar? Don’t get me wrong — involvement in
CAP is a very rewarding activity. Check out the CAP Web site at www.cap.gov.
I am the Professional Development Officer for a CAP squadron. My job is to
take the complexity of the organization and simplify it to help people
progress. Therefore, my MindManager maps tend to be very large.
The following sections take you through the big map taming process.
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Fixing Maps That Are Too Big
for the Screen
A big map tends to hang over the edges of the screen. A little overhang isn’t
much of a problem. Chapter 2 is a good reference for some of the basics of
map navigation. The vertical and horizontal screen scrollbars are the first
tools to use on a big map. Pretty soon the scrollbars get worn out from
overuse. The map can be reined in by adjusting the size. The size of the map
is altered by changing the map size percentage. The margin art shows the
map size percentage box. Click the selection arrow to drop down standard
choices. Select the percent size you desire. The smaller the number, the
smaller the map size. The 50 percent size is about all my bifocals can stand.
Don’t forget to collapse items that don’t need to be open. Use the + and - click
points between topics and subtopics to open and close the levels in the map.
The map layout can also be useful in working with the almost-too-big map. I
like to use the layout where all the topics are to the right of the central topic.
The result is a map that climbs vertically like a rocket. To change the layout
of the topics, first select the central topic, and then click Format➪Topic
Layout➪Subtopics Layout. Choose a subtopic layout that balances your map
around the central topic. A circular pattern works best.
You are going to use these simple taming methods until the map is just too
much to handle. MindManager has a feature called Map Overview. Map
Overview allows you to easily look at different portions of the map. Think
of a satellite taking pictures of the earth.

Using Map Overview
The following steps show you how to use Map Overview to create a map that
has a bit of bigness to it:
1. Click the Map Overview icon on the toolbar.
The margin art shows you the toolbar button. The Map Overview bar
appears on the map.
2. Place your cursor over the Map Overview bar and the Map Overview
window opens.
Figure 10-1 shows both the closed and opened Map Overview bar.
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Figure 10-1:
The Map
Overview
bar, closed
and opened.

3. Click on the thumbtack, as shown in Figure 10-1.
The thumbtack rotates to the vertical position. This little feature is cute,
because the thumbtack keeps the Map Overview window open. The
Map Overview window closes when you move your cursor off of the Map
Overview bar if you don’t click/stick the thumbtack. Click again to unstick
the thumbtack. Figure 10-2 shows the Map Overview window on top of a
MindManager map.

Figure 10-2:
Map
Overview
with a MindManager
map.
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4. Place your cursor near the Map Overview view window. (Refer to
Figure 10-1.) Move the cursor around the view window.
Small arrows or a hand appear. The hand indicates that you can move
the view window. Use the little arrows to adjust the size of the view
window. Get back to the hand. Click and drag the window around on the
MindManager map.
The Map Overview shows the whole MindManager map. Any part of the
map not under the view window is shaded. Move the view window over
the shaded portions of the box. The MindManager map moves around as
you move the window.
5. Move the cursor near the map until an arrow appears. Click and drag
the arrow and the view window size changes.
The view window size changes, but in reality the size of the map under
neath also changes. For example, making the window larger decreases
the map size. Making the window smaller increases the size of the under
lying map.
The Map Overview view window can be very small if the map is very large.
Change the size of the window by changing the size of the Map Overview box.
Go to the edge of the box with the cursor. Click and drag the sizing arrows.
The box gets bigger. The view window also gets bigger. Less map is visible,
but it is easier to move the view window.

Cheap indexing with bookmarks
I can get lost in a big map. I start working in one area, and I want to go some
where else. Hmm . . . Now where is it I need to go and how do I get there?
Bookmarks help. Bookmarks are location holders in the map.
The following steps show you a way to use bookmarks to navigate in a big map:
1. Select a topic in your map.
2. Select Insert➪Bookmark from the menu.
The Bookmark dialog box appears, as shown in Figure 10-3.
I have selected the topic Communications from the MindManager map.
The name of the topic appears in the Bookmark name box. You have the
option of changing the title of the bookmark or keeping it as the title of
the topic. MindManager links the bookmark name to the topic location
in the map.
3. Click Add to add the bookmark name to the bookmark list.
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Figure 10-3:
The
Bookmark
dialog box.

4. Select other topics in your map and add bookmarks to the list.
You can add as many as you desire. The Cancel button changes to a
Close button after you have added a bookmark.
5. Click Close.
You have an option to choose how you use the bookmarks in your map.
I like the quick and dirty non-documented way. Notice the list of book
marks shown in Figure 10-3. The list represents an index of map loca
tions. I use the list as a Go To list. Unfortunately, you won’t find a Go To
command in the toolbar.
6. Select Insert➪Bookmarks.
The Bookmark dialog box appears again (refer to Figure 10-3).
7. Select one of the bookmarks in the list.
You are immediately transported to the location of the bookmark in the
map.
8. Click Cancel.
You have arrived at the desired location in the map with minimal
keystrokes.
The other way to use a bookmark is to establish a link from one topic to a
bookmarked topic. You click on the link icon and are transported to the book
marked topic. You may want to use the link technique if you have a repeat
able path that you take through your map. Refer to Chapter 12 for info on
adding bookmark links to a topic.
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Breaking Up a Big Map
My Civil Air Patrol MindManager map is big. The map grows as I add spe
cialty tracks, emergency services, and regulations. Each of these additions
adds hundreds of topics. I like a large map. All the topics are available. I dig
through and mine the topics I need. For example, the CAP organization and
members are very safety-conscious. Flying is not a risk-free activity, so mini
mizing the risk is always a goal. I take my large map and select all the topics
related to safety. I send the selected topics off to a new map. The safety
process improvement team works with the topics to improve safety.
Rather than mining topics from all over the map, I may want to have a team
work one section of the map. I break off a branch of the map and send it. The
team performs their magic, and I bring their work back into the map.
The following sections show you how to select tasks to make a new map and
how to break a branch off the map to create a new map.

A topic here, a topic there
You can create a new map by selecting topics from the big map. I recently
had a call from a prospective CAP member — a retired airline pilot who
would like to join CAP. She has numerous instructor ratings and is interested
in maintaining an active role in aviation. I am going to use the big map to
create a smaller map specific to her interest in flying. Refer to Chapter 3 for
some of the basics of expanding and collapsing topics.
The following steps show you how to grab topics and create a smaller map
from a big map:
1. Select the central topic, and collapse the map to show only one level
of topic.
You can use the Level of Detail button in the toolbar. Refer to the
margin art.
You can start anywhere in the map. I like to begin at the center with a
very small map and increase its size in the direction I need.
2. Open one of the main topics, and continue opening topics until you
have reached an area where you want to grab a topic or two.
3. Select a topic and then Ctrl-click other topics to be included in a map.
The selected topics have a highlighted square around them. Don’t lower
the level of the map after you select a topic. The topics are no longer
selected if you do.
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4. Open other areas of the map and select a few more topics.
You don’t have to select all the topics at one time. You can return and
grab more later. The first batch of topics is used to create a new map.
5. Select File➪Send To➪MindManager (As New Map).
A new map is created with your selected topics. Subsequent visits to the
big map to get more topics can’t use the same Send To technique. A copy
and paste method is required for adding more topics.
6. Go back to the big map to select additional topics. Use Step 3 as a
guide. Right-click the last topic selected, and click Copy.
7. Return to the new map. Right-click the Central Topic, and click Paste.
The new MindManager map contains all the pertinent topics gathered from
the big map. In the case of the prospective CAP pilot, a map is created that
includes performance requirements, job descriptions, regulations, and mis
sion activities. Figure 10-4 is derived from a map having over 800 topics. I am
going to create a PowerPoint slide show directly from the map and send it to
her. Be back in a minute.
Sometimes it is desirable to send an entire section of a map to a new map.
The process is very similar to the one you just read, but there are differences.
The next section sends one part of the big map to a new map.

Figure 10-4:
Big map
topics
create a
new map.
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Breaking the branch
Imagine a big apple tree being analogous to your big map. In the last section,
you took the apples from all parts of the tree to make an apple pie. In this
section, you are going to remove a branch of the tree to become a new tree.
Your team doesn’t need the entire big map. Send the team only the topics and
series of subtopics they need. Perhaps your map is a large work breakdown
structure of a software project. Send the Development team only the topic
branch that relates to their work. Later in the chapter, you are going to bring
their work back into the big map.
Alert! Alert! A new search-and-rescue training mission has just been assigned.
One of the first tasks is to decide who is going to do what. I am going to break
the big Civil Air Patrol map at the Emergency Services Command Staff topic
and send it to a new map. The topics and subtopics in the new map help
assemble the right team from a resource base of hundreds of CAP members.
The following steps show you how to break the map at a topic and send it to
a new map:
1. Select a topic in the map.
2. Click Files➪Send To➪MindManager (As New Map).
The Send To MindManager dialog box appears, as shown in Figure 10-5.
You have the choice of making the excised topic a main topic or a central
topic in the new map. The central topic is the one in the center of the
map, and the main topic is the first level topic off of the central topic.

Figure 10-5:
Choose a
main or
central
topic.

3. Click Copy selected topic as main topic and click OK.
The topic and subtopics are now transported to the new map. Figure 10-6
shows the new map.
You can add additional topics to the new map, but you can use Send To
MindManager (As New Map) only once. You have to copy topics from the big
map and paste them into the new map if you want to add additional branches
to the new map. See Steps 6 and 7 in the preceding section.
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Figure 10-6:
A big map
topic used
as a main
topic in a
new map.

The next section works with maps that are connected by links. MindManager
calls it the Multimap mode.

Configuration management
Configuration management is making sure that
all parts, including information, of a product or
system are linked together. Changing any one
part alters the configuration. You buy a new oper
ating system for your computer and find that half
your programs don’t work any more. The config
uration of your computer has changed and the
results are painful. Configuration management
can be affected by breaking off a part of a big
MindManager map and creating a new map.
Sending a MindManager topic over to a new
map does not remove the topic or subtopics
from the big map. They remain in the big map.
You must decide whether changes made in the
new map should be reflected in the big map.
How do you manage the configuration?
I have two suggestions. The first suggestion is
to place an icon on all the topics in the big map

that are sent to the new map. I use the eye
glasses icon and change the name to look for
change. The icons are transferred to the new
map. A link should be established between the
big map and the new map. The link lets you
easily transport to the new map to check on
changes. Make changes in the big map as nec
essary to maintain the configuration.
My other suggestion is a bit more invasive. You
delete topics from the big map after they are
sent to the new map. Add a link between the
two maps. I add topic notes to remind myself
what I have done. You bring the topics back into
the big map by cutting the topics from the new
map and pasting them back into the big map as
needed. You may not even need to bring the
topics back into the big map. The links serve as
a way to maintain the configuration.
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Making the Most of the
Multimap Workspace
The show Star Trek has a very nasty villain called the Borg. The Borg is a col
lection of linked individuals. Borg enemies are assimilated into the Borg col
lective. Think of MindManager’s Multimap workspace like a view screen that
can see all the linked Borg elements at one time. From the screen, a message
can be sent to Starfleet describing all the individuals in the linked collective.
What would Captain Jean Luc Picard do for a tool like that?
MindManager maps are linked together by hyperlinks. Many, many maps can
be linked together. The only way to see all the linked maps at one time is with
the Multimap workspace.

Entering the Multimap workspace
The following prerequisites must be in place before you use the Multimap
workspace:
 The individual maps must be saved: Multimap workspace only works
with saved maps. You can work on a linked map, but changes are not
carried into the Multimap workspace until the linked map is saved. See
Chapter 2 for information on saving your map.
 The maps must be connected by hyperlinks: The hyperlinks must exist
in all the saved maps. The hyperlink specifies the connection between
two or more maps. Refer to Chapter 12 for information on setting up
hyperlinks. Map hyperlinks found in Topic Notes don’t count.
 One map to many works best: Multimap workspace does not show a
series of circular links. For example, Map A links to Map B, which links to
Map C, which links to Map D, which links back to Map A. The Multimap
workspace would show only two maps. A one-to-many link means that
Map A links to Maps B, C, and D. All four maps would be shown in the
Multimap workspace.
The following steps show you how to enter the multimap workspace:
1. Open the map that links to all the other maps.
I am using a map titled CAP Senior Squadron. The map links to Opera
tions, Specialty Tracks, Regulations, and New Member information.
The map started as a big map that I broke apart. Figure 10-7 shows the
hyperlinks in the map.
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Figure 10-7:
A Multimap
workspace
map with
hyperlinks.

2. Select Multimap on the toolbar. Refer to the margin art.
The map view changes to Multimap workspace. Figure 10-8 shows the
workspace with the linked maps. The base map has a blue background.

Figure 10-8:
The
Multimap
workspace.

Working in the Multimap workspace
Use the Multimap workspace for the following purposes:
 Applying a common style to all the maps.
 Creating an e-mail .zip file.
 Packing the maps into a .zip file or a self-extracting .exe file.
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 Creating a Web export file.
 Opening all the linked maps.
The following steps show you some of the basics of using the Multimap work
space. Your map, with the links to other maps, should be open as shown in
Figure 10-8:
1. Click Select All.
A box appears around all the maps. The Select All method is a faster way
to select maps than using the Ctrl-click method or double-clicking on an
individual map.
2. Click Open to open all the linked maps.
You can work on the open files by selecting them. Return to the Multimap
workspace by selecting the base map. The base map has an M: in front of
the file name.
3. Click Refresh.
You have to hit Refresh every time you change and save one of the
linked maps.
Don’t forget to save the linked maps when you work on them. The Close com
mand saves the linked files. You can click Select All➪Close➪Refresh to ensure
that the Multimap workspace has the most up-to-date files.
The Multimap workspace treats all the selected maps as one. The easiest way
to export or make Web pages with multiple maps is to use the Multimap work
space. The Pack and Go and Send as E-mail commands are covered in Chapter
17. Web Export is covered in Chapter 18. Assigning a style is described in
Chapter 14.
Use Assign➪Style Template with caution. The style is assigned to the selected
maps in a permanent way. The style is saved to the map file, so you can’t undo
the change.

Chapter 11

Adding Supplemental Information
In This Chapter
 Adding information to the map not connected to the central topic
 Adding supplemental information to a topic
 Inserting a legend into the map
 Inserting review comments

I

n this chapter, you use different MindManager features to add supplemen
tal information to a MindManager map. The next few paragraphs describe
the building blocks.
I am not scatterbrained, but thinking about one thing at a time seems a bit
boring. The standard MindManager map has one track called the central
topic. I am going to show you how to expand your topical horizons beyond
the one central topic theme. You are going to add floating topics to your map.
There are times when the few words of a topic just aren’t enough. Remember
those cute little balloons that come out of people’s heads in the comics?
MindManager has them, too. You insert a callout topic — the comic strip
balloon — to add clarification or information to a topic.
As a pilot, I love good weather forecasting. Have you ever looked at a detailed
weather map? I am not talking about the local TV weatherman or for the
masses stuff. I am talking about the map that makes you say, “Huh? What’s
all this stuff?” I look at the legend of the weather map first. I still don’t under
stand the map, but at least I know the names of the parts. MindManager
makes it simple to include a legend in a map. Add clarity to your meaning by
adding a legend.
Have you ever needed the advice of a friend or a trusted colleague?
MindManager has a review mode. Review comments get added to the map.
Be careful, because the advice givers can screw up your map with their goofy
ideas, but at least you have a trail of their actions. You are going to review a
MindManager map so that you can reject the comments that you don’t want
but not hurt your friend’s feelings while doing it. Did that make sense? I guess
I need some review.
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The central topic is the topic at the center of the map. Topics and subtopics
emanate from the central topic. I use the term topic to describe a topic or an
attached subtopic.
Chapter 7 is a good reference, because it describes callouts and floating topics.
You will start building the map with floating topics and callouts.
The premise for the next series of activities is derived from my participation in
the Civil Air Patrol (CAP), which is the United States Air Force Auxiliary. I am
responsible in my squadron for orienting new senior members and starting
them on their specialty tracks. To orient the newcomers, I can put 10 pounds of
regulations in front of them, or I can put a well-structured MindManager map in
their hands. Not surprisingly, putting 10 pounds of regulations in front of them
never seems to work.

Topics Floating in Space
Let’s make a MindManager map with a central topic and a number of subtopics.
Use the map shown in Figure 11-1 as a start. Refer to Chapter 2 for the basics of
putting a map together.

Figure 11-1:
A basic
MindManager
map.

The map describes the initial steps that a new CAP senior member takes.
Stating the steps to be taken does not answer many questions that a prospec
tive member may have. Many organizations stop at the basic steps. The new
employee or team member is given a set of actions to take, but behind-thescenes questions are not answered. Perhaps Human Resources departments
can benefit from using MindManager. Policy and procedure manuals would be
much more informative. Sorry, back to the map. You are going to add floating
topics to the MindManager map.
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Floating topics do not attach to the central topic or its subtopics. Floating
topics float around the periphery of the MindManager map. You can treat a
floating topic the same way as any other topic. You add subtopics and link
relationships to them. Adding a floating topic takes a bit of strategy. You can
always add a floating topic, but it may be difficult to move.
MindManager has a black hole in the center of the map. It is called the central
topic. The central topic sends out gravitational tractor beams to any topic that
gets near it. You can try to fool the central topic by inserting a floating topic.
You insert the floating topic right next to the central topic or its subtopics, and
it remains unattached. Try to move the inserted floating topic, and the attach
mode from the central topic or subtopic sends out the red tractor beam. Keep
your floating topics just out of reach of the central topic or its subtopics. If you
do, you can move them wherever you like.
Put floating topics in a vacant area of the map. Try to avoid the direction that
the map is building. I place floating topics on the opposite side from where
the map is building. Change the growth direction layout by right-clicking the
central topic. Click Layout and then click a growth direction other than cen
tered. Floating topics can now be put on the opposite side of the growth
direction. The red tractor beam of the central topic attach mode is neutral
ized on that side. You can also hold the Shift key while inserting or moving a
floating topic and the tractor beam is turned off.
The following steps show you how to add a few floating topics to the map:
1. Click the Floating Topic tool (refer to the margin art).
2. Place the floating topic a couple of inches from the central topic or on
the opposite side from where the map is growing.
3. Test the location by trying to move the newly inserted floating topic.
I like to test the location of a floating topic by trying to move it. Frustration
can set in if you place a floating topic in just the right spot and then try to
move it. The central topic attach mode grabs it.
The topics that I have added to the map are shown in Figure 11-2. I have
spruced up the map just a little by adding a boundary and some relationship
links. Check out Chapter 6 to get a refresher on adding relationship links and
boundaries.
I like to add invisible boundaries. Make boundaries invisible by choosing a
border color that matches the background. The relationship link can now
connect to a grouping of subtasks rather than to a specific task. A visible
boundary doesn’t have to show. In Figure 11-2, the Membership Application
and Fingerprint Card are surrounded by an invisible boundary. The relation
ship connects to the invisible boundary rather than to one of the subtasks.
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Reducing the subtasks by clicking on the plus sign doesn’t eliminate the
relationship line. Reduce a subtopic, and the relationship line disappears.
Sometimes I forget where I put the invisible boundary. You can find it by
clicking Edit➪Select➪Select All. The boundary becomes visible with a blue
box around it.

Figure 11-2:
Floating
topics
added to
the map.

Floating topics add information to the map that may not be connected to the
logic of the central topic.

Informing with Callout Topics
Callout topics add information to a specific element in the map. The element
may be a boundary, a topic, or an image. Callout topics can have subtopics
attached.
The following steps show you how to add callout topics to various map
elements:
1. Select a topic in your map.
2. Click the Insert Callout Topic tool (refer to the margin art).
A comic strip style balloon is now attached to the selected topic.
3. Change the characteristics of the balloon by right-clicking the balloon
and clicking Shape and Color.
Make the changes you desire. You can change text size by using the
Increase and Decrease Text tools. The margin art shows the tools.
4. Reposition the callout topic by dragging it to a different location.
It remains connected to the original topic. The string-like thing under
the balloon moves also.
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5. Select a relationship line. When the red dots and yellow handles
appear, click the Insert Callout tool.
The callout topic straddles the relationship line. The transparency is set
to 22 percent, so some of the line shows through. Nice touch.
Attaching a callout topic to an image or other map element follows the same
pattern. Figure 11-3 shows the callout topics added to the map. I have taken
the floating topics out of the figure so that you don’t need bifocals to see the
fine print.

Figure 11-3:
A MindManager
map with
callout
topics
attached.

Don’t forget that you can add subtopics to the callouts. I didn’t do it in my
map, but you can in yours. Adding callouts continues the process of adding
supplemental information to the map. Next stop: legends.

Becoming Legendary
The map legend contains a description of the icon, text color, text fill colors,
priorities, and a few other components. Chapter 4 describes how to add icons,
text color, and text fill color to a map. Chapter 9 discusses placing priorities. A
map legend contains information that describes elements of a map that are not
self-explanatory or may need specific clarification. A smiley face that has a
large open mouth has a default definition of furious. It could mean that the
topic should be announced with vigor. The legend clarifies the definition. The
map I have created is a bit boring. My engineer side is showing again. I am
going to add some icons, colors, and priorities — the stuff legends are made of.
The following steps show you how to add a legend to the map. If you haven’t
added the icons, colors, and priorities, sprinkle some in:
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1. Open the Map Markers menu by clicking the Map Markers menu tab
on the right side in the vertical menu.
The map markers are shown. The map markers include what you have
put into the map and the default markers. Figure 11-4 shows the Map
Markers menu.

Figure 11-4:
The Map
Markers
menu.

2. Right-click the marker name. Click Rename, and rename the marker
as appropriate.
I changed the name of the priority icons and the Fill colors. It is espe
cially important to add a legend if you change the marker names. Your
audience may be familiar with the default meanings, and you can sur
prise them. Clarify your intentions with a legend.
3. Go to the top of the Map Markers menu (shown in Figure 11-4), and
click Insert legend into map.
The Insert Map Marker Legend dialog box appears, as shown in Fig
ure 11-5. I always click the button Insert only map markers that are used
in the map somewhere. I haven’t figured out why you would want to put
in a bunch of map markers that aren’t even used.
4. Click OK.
5. Select the legend topic and drag the legend to the location of your
choice.
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The legend is now added to the MindManager map. Figure 11-6 shows
how all the pieces fit together. There shouldn’t be any confusion, but you
know how that goes. Getting comments from a reviewer adds another
pair of spectacles to help find the blind spots.

Figure 11-5:
The Insert
Map Marker
Legend
dialog box.

Figure 11-6:
A MindManager
map with a
legend.

Reviewing the Map
The MindManager review mode is pretty basic on the surface. You send the
map to someone for review. That person makes changes or comments in the
map and returns it. You then examine what the reviewer had to say and
ignore most of the goofy ideas. Getting input from others is not the only use.
The review mode is a tool that you can use. I make notes to myself by using
the review mode. You can view the comments or hide them. I remind myself
where I left off or identify places in the map where more research is needed.
I use the review mode to capture ideas that need to germinate before being
added to the map.
The following steps show you how to add your own review comments. You are
going to add a feature to the map and send the map to someone for review
(refer to Figure 11-6):
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1. Enter the review mode, and click Modes on the toolbar. (The margin
art shows the tool.)
The Modes dialog box appears.
2. Click Review to bring up the blank review screen.
3. Select a topic in the map and click New.
Your name appears with a time and date stamp. The yellow background
indicates that the review comment has not been added. Notice that the
Entry Mode icon is placed to the lower right of the selected topic.
4. Type a comment, such as instructions for your reviewers.
Use the central topic as your repository for instructions to others. The
review mode starts with the central topic selected, so it is the first place
a reviewer looks.
5. Press Enter after typing your comment.
The yellow background changes to blue. The comment is now attached
to the topic and is saved with the map, as shown in Figure 11-7.

Figure 11-7:
Review
Mode entry.
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6. Select a topic on the map to continue entering comments.
A blank review screen is created for each topic selected.
7. Enter a new topic into the map.
An entry in the review screen appears identifying that a new topic has
been entered.
Notice the check box at the lower-left side of the review screen shown in
Figure 11-7. The Track Changes Automatically check box is checked by default.
This feature adds comments to the review section when changes are made to
the map. I leave it checked because I want to see changes made to the topics in
the map. The track changes feature doesn’t track all changes made to a map.
The only ones tracked are adding, changing, or deleting topics. Topic move
ment and relationship changes are not tracked.
Your review instructions have been entered into the map. The map is a work of
art. Time to bare your soul to someone else. Time for a review. MindManager
makes an assumption that all of us are connected to the great Internet.
Therefore, solicitations for review are sent via e-mail.
Click File➪Send To➪Mail Recipient (for Review). A new e-mail is generated
using your default e-mail program. Figure 11-8 shows the e-mail that is
generated.

Figure 11-8:
MindManager’s
review
e-mail.
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Did I mention that anyone that reviews your map must also have
MindManager? The folks at Mindjet didn’t miss this one. They send out
a link to the MindManager download site with each review e-mail.
All the files necessary to view the MindManager map are included. The recipi
ent opens the map and makes comments. Threaten dire consequences if
anyone unchecks the Track Changes Automatically button. The review sends
it back to you the same way you sent it to them.
You can also have others review your map at your workstation. Any changes
they make at your computer have your name attached to the comment though.
Make their names appear on the review comments by clicking Files➪Options➪
User Information. Change your name to the reviewer’s name. Review comments
now have the reviewer’s name instead of yours. Be sure to change it back when
the review is over.
What pearls of wisdom have you received from your reviewers? Use the
Previous and Next buttons to browse through the comments. Click the All
button to highlight all the topics having comments. You can also select indi
vidual topics that have the review icon attached. The map can be sent back
and forth as many times as you like.
The review mode is the final building block of adding supplemental informa
tion into the MindManager map.
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Putting the World at Your
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In This Chapter
 Working with smaller maps that are linked together
 Integrating other types of files into your map
 Tying your map into the World Wide Web
 Creating e-mail from your map
 Launching other programs from your map
 Fixing broken links

I

t was a beautiful spring evening in late May. My wife and I had just served
a great BBQ to three other couples, all long-time friends. The food was
abundant, as was the beer and wine. We came to a moment of silence, every
one relaxing and enjoying that quiet closeness among friends. Suddenly, a
tiny thought arose in my head and rushed out my mouth without checking
with my brain first: “We all love the outdoors so much. Why don’t we go on
some kind of expedition together this summer?”
Everyone thought this was a grand idea and immediately invoked the stan
dard rule that the person who came up with a grand idea was responsible
for managing its implementation. So I passed out assignments for gathering
information, compiling comparative costs, checking out transportation and
lodging possibilities, and other such things. It was the last time on that par
ticular endeavor that I had any illusion about having things under control.
Within a few days I was flooded with brochures, flyers, e-mails, spreadsheets,
unending lists of Web site addresses, airline and rail schedules, equipment cat
alogues, and all kinds of other stuff. In addition, there were lots of phone calls
with their associated odd-sized pieces of paper with hastily scribbled notes.
My computer files swelled, my file cabinet swelled, my desk acquired mountain
ranges of paper, and my head swelled to the bursting point. Conversations with
my friends began to increasingly contain the phrase, “I know I’ve got something
on that here . . . somewhere.” I think we based our final decisions much more
on what I managed to find in that mess than on any sort of “optimal” choice.
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If I had known about MindManager then, the process would have been quite
a bit less hectic. Today I create maps to show where, and in what form, I can
find all the information pertaining to a particular project. I can include links to
important Web sites, identify folders on my computer where I keep relevant
data, tie detailed maps into summary maps, and launch any other program
directly from my map with a single mouse-click. In this chapter I tell you how.

Putting Pointers to Information
on Your Map
If I am working with a simple topic, I use my map to show the structure of the
information as well as the information itself. As the complexity of the topic
increases, I find it more and more difficult to show the structure of the infor
mation in the topic/subtopic format. I can use relationships (see Chapter 6)
to show how one topic relates to another, but if I put too many relationships
on my map, they become confusing rather than helpful. If my topic becomes
even more complex, I start moving the information to external documents
and use the map just to show structure.

A Flying Leap through Time and Space
At the beginning of the twentieth century, Albert
Einstein turned the scientific world on its head
when he published his Special Theory of
Relativity. One of the more surprising aspects of
his theory was that time is not a fixed and invari
ant dimension but rather one that expands and
contracts depending upon the speed of the
observer. Mathematicians recognized that, in
theory at least, there was no restriction at all on
the number of dimensions that could be defined,
even though such a space was impossible to
visualize. Needing a word to describe these
strange constructs, they invented hyperspace.
(A brief comment to any theoretical mathemati
cian or physicist who — however improbable —
may deign to read this: Please don’t write and
explain why this is a ridiculous oversimplifica
tion. I’m trying to tell a story here!)

Einstein and his colleague, Nathan Rosen, later
extended the Special Theory to predict the exis
tence of something called wormholes. Although
strictly theoretical, they predicted that worm
holes could offer a shortcut through space and
time that would allow communication (or possi
bly even physical travel) from one side of the
universe to the other in the time it would take to
fly a distance of a few miles.
Science fiction writers found a bonanza in this
notion. The theme surfaced repeatedly in
novels, television (Star Trek), and movies (again,
Star Trek and, more recently, Contact). After the
World Wide Web began its exponential growth,
the ability to go from one side of the information
space to the other in a few seconds echoed this
theme as well. Needing a word to describe
these portals to Otherwhere, the IT folks
invented hyperlink.
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In this section, I show you how to use hyperlinks to capture pointer informa
tion so that a user can move quickly to any desired piece of information, no
matter where it may be located:
 Somewhere else on your current map.
 Somewhere on a different map.
 In a file on your computer or your network.
 A Web site anywhere in the world.
The place where you define a hyperlink is called the hyperlink origin. The
place you go to when you click a hyperlink is called the hyperlink destination.
You can place a hyperlink either on a topic itself, or in the notes that are
attached to that topic. The appearance and behavior of hyperlinks is some
what different depending on their location:
 If you place the hyperlink on a topic: MindManager places an icon
that represents the nature of the destination file next to the topic
description (I’ll explore several of the possible icons later in this chap
ter). MindManager allows you to place only one hyperlink on any given
topic on your map. If you point your mouse to the hyperlink icon,
MindManager paints a red line around the icon, changes the background
to pale red, and displays the link destination. If you click this icon, you
go to the hyperlink destination (if it is a folder or a Web site) or launch
the application that created the destination file as is appropriate.
 If you place the hyperlink in a topic note: MindManager does not place
an icon in your text but rather inserts the text of the hyperlink destina
tion, underlines it, and displays it with the color blue. For example, a
link to the next topic in this chapter would appear as follows:
It’s on my map

But a link to Wiley’s Web site would appear as follows:
http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA

MindManager always uses the topic title or full path name to the destina
tion file to represent the hyperlink in topic notes. These insertions are,
however, just text. You can edit them and incorporate the edited text into
a sentence to make its purpose clearer. For example, in the sentence
“Double-click here to see other books available from Wiley,” the word
“here” still contains all the hyperlink information, but it is more obvious
to readers why they should (or should not) double-click the link.
Nothing happens if you point your mouse to a hyperlink in a note. To go
to the hyperlink destination from a topic note, you must double-click the
underlined link. You can, however, place an unlimited number of hyper
links in the note that is attached to that topic.
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It’s on my map
It’s possible to directly create a hyperlink to any topic on your current map
by following these steps:
1. Right-click the topic that you want to be the hyperlink origin, and
select Insert Hyperlink.
The Insert Hyperlink dialog box appears (see Figure 12-1).

Figure 12-1:
The Insert
Hyperlink
dialog box.

2. Click Topic in this map.
A list of all map topics will appear (as shown in Figure 12-2).
If you have created at least one topic on your map but do not see anything
in the Select topic to link to field, click the Show all topics radio button.

Figure 12-2:
Listing of all
the topics in
the map of
this chapter.
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3. Click the topic you want to be the hyperlink destination, and then
click OK.
The Insert Hyperlink dialog box closes and MindManager adds the hyper
link icon to the display of your origin topic. If you now point your mouse
to the hyperlink icon, MindManager will display the text of the destina
tion topic.
As your map grows larger, the list of all topics on your map will become
somewhat lengthy and the topic you want to link to may be buried three or
four levels deep in the topic tree displayed when you select Show All Topics.
You can make this process easier by creating bookmarks. Repeat these steps
for each topic you want to be a hyperlink destination:
1. Click the topic that you want to bookmark; then click Insert➪Bookmark
on the Menu bar.
The Bookmark dialog box is displayed with the text of the topic to be
bookmarked automatically entered in the Bookmark Name field.
2. Change the bookmark name to something shorter or more descriptive
if you want; then click OK.
The dialog box closes and your bookmark name is associated with the
topic you selected. There is no visible change in your map, however.
When you create hyperlinks, click Show only Bookmarked Topics (see Fig
ure 12-2) at step 2. You now see only your bookmarked topics.
To edit your bookmarks, follow these steps:
1. Click any topic on your map, and then click Insert➪Bookmark on the
Menu bar.
MindManager displays the bookmark dialog box with all bookmarks that
you have defined for your map shown in the lower field.
2. Click the bookmark you want to edit.
MindManager inserts the name of the bookmark into the Bookmark
Name field and changes the text of the Add button to Modify.
3a. To delete the bookmark, click Remove.
MindManager deletes the selected bookmark from the list and displays
the text of the topic you used for step 1 in the Bookmark Name field.
3b. To change the name of the bookmark, type the new name in the
Bookmark Name field and click Modify.
MindManager redisplays all defined bookmarks, now using your changed
name. The bookmark’s new name is selected in the list.
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4. Repeat steps 2 and either 3a or 3b until you have completed all your
editing; then click Close.
MindManager stores your edited bookmark list with your map.
If you delete all bookmarks, the text of the Close button changes to Cancel. In
this case, Cancel does not mean to ignore all the changes you made to your
bookmarks but rather means that you do not want to bookmark the currently
selected topic and you do want to exit the dialog box.

It’s on another map
I find that my single map just doesn’t offer the flexibility I need in cases such
as these:
 My map has grown too large to manage as one file.
 I want others to take over responsibility for portions of the map.
 My project team has already created separate maps, and now I need to
integrate them all together.
In order to deal with the first two problems, I need to be able to create a new
map from a portion of my current map. I do this as follows:
1. Click the topic you want to have as a separate map. Select Actions➪
Level of Detail➪Show whole topic from the menu bar.
All subtopics associated with the selected topic are displayed.
2. Select File➪Send to➪MindManager (as new map).
MindManager displays the Send To MindManager dialog box.
3. Choose the format desired for the new map and click OK.
MindManager creates a new map according to your specifications (see
Figure 12-3).
4. Click the tab corresponding to your origin map and delete the
subtopics that were exported to the new map.
MindManager displays your simplified origin map.
5. Click Window on the menu bar and select the new map that you just
created.
MindManager displays your new map.
6. Save your new map by clicking File➪Save as. . . from the Menu bar
and typing in the desired filename.
MindManager saves your new map. It is now available for you to specify
as a hyperlink destination. I tell you how in a couple of paragraphs.
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Subtopic 1

Topic 2

Copy selected
topic as main
topic

Topic 1

Subtopic 2
Subtopic 3

Central Topic

Subtopic 1

Figure 12-3:
Send To
options for
creating a
new map
from a topic
on an
existing
map.

My Main Map

Topic 2

Subtopic 2
Subtopic 3

Subtopic 1

Topic 3

Copy selected
topic as
central topic

Topic 2

Subtopic 2

Subtopic 3

Original Map

Result

You can select and send more than one topic to a new map. If you select more
than one topic, however, you will not see the Send To MindManager dialog
box and the new map will always be created with the selected topics as main
topics.
If an exported topic contains hyperlinks, those hyperlinks will probably not
work from the new map. See the section “Keeping Your Links Fit and Healthy”
for details on how to repair broken links.
I may have at this point a mixture of maps:
 From the procedure just described.
 Other maps that I created.
 Maps created by someone else.
This is the third problem situation I described at the beginning of this sec
tion. I solve it in a simple and elegant way by creating links to all my related
maps, using these steps:
1. Right-click the topic that is to be the hyperlink origin on your original
map and select Insert Hyperlink.
MindManager opens the Insert Hyperlink dialog box.
2. Click the File Browse button.
MindManager opens the File Select dialog box.
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MindManager records, by default, the location of the destination file rel
ative to the location of the main file. For this reason, the path is called a
relative path. The advantage of this choice is that you can transfer the
directory that contains your main map (and all subdirectories) to
another location on your computer, or to a different computer entirely,
and all your links will still work. In order for relative paths to work, how
ever, your destination files must be located either in the same directory
as the main file, or in a subdirectory of that directory. If you cannot do
this, or simply do not want to for any reason, click the Absolute radio
button on the Insert Hyperlink dialog box before clicking the File Browse
button. MindManager will then record the entire path to the file from the
root directory. Remember, however, that if you move the main directory
to another location or computer with this option selected, you will have
to repair all of the hyperlinks before being able to use the map hyper
links again.
3. Navigate to the folder containing your new map, click the file name,
and then click OK.
MindManager displays the path to your selected file in the Link To field.
4a. If you want the destination to be the entire map, click OK.
MindManager closes the Insert Hyperlink dialog box and inserts the
MindManager application icon next to the topic description on the main
map. If you point your mouse to the icon, MindManager draws a red
border with red shading around the icon and briefly displays the path
name stored in the hyperlink.
4b. If you want the destination to be a particular topic on the map, click
Select Topic.
MindManager opens the Select Topic dialog box and displays all the
topics defined in that map. If you have bookmarked topics in the desti
nation map, you can click Show only bookmarked topics to restrict the
display to your identified topics.
a. Click the topic or bookmark that you want to be the hyperlink
destination and click OK.
MindManager closes the Select Topic dialog box and displays the
name of the topic or bookmark that you selected in the Topic/
Bookmark field.
b. Click OK.
MindManager closes the Insert Hyperlink dialog box and displays the
hyperlink to topic icon next to the topic on your main map. If you point
your mouse to the icon, MindManager briefly displays the path to the
destination file and the title of the selected topic.
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To edit your hyperlinks, right-click the hyperlink icon and select Edit Hyperlink.
You can change any fields just as if you were creating a new hyperlink. Click
Remove Hyperlink to delete the hyperlink entirely.
MindManager has a fantastic option for working with maps containing hyper
links to other maps. Figure 12-4 shows a meeting minutes map with two large
topics presented in separate maps. I have set up hyperlinks to Review of
activities since last meeting and Discussion of issues.

Figure 12-4:
A meeting
minutes
map with
hyperlinks
to separate
maps.

If I click on the Multimap Workspace button with this map displayed,
MindManager shifts to multimap mode. In this mode, MindManager does
the following:
 Displays the base map as a thumbnail in the upper-left corner of the
display.
 Displays all hyperlink destination maps that have the base map as their
origin, also as thumbnails.
 Provides a drop-down combo box that you use to change the size of the
thumbnails.
 Displays a toolbar and four action tabs that you use to carry out a
number of functions involving all of these related maps.
Figure 12-5 shows MindManager’s display of my meeting map in multimap
mode.
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Figure 12-5:
Meeting
minutes
map in
multimap
display
mode with
a submap
selected.

Select any map by clicking it. Select two or more maps by holding down the
control key while you click on each desired map. Click Select All to select all
maps with a single click.
With the exception of Rename (active only if one, and only one, thumbnail is
selected), all commands are executed on each selected map. This is particu
larly useful if you want to use the Assign command to make all maps uniform
in style and color (see Chapter 14 for more detail on this).

I want something besides a map
Information exists in myriad forms and with MindManager I can access any
file (for which I have permission, of course) on my computer, on my network,
or on the World Wide Web:
 A Word document
 An Excel spreadsheet
 A PowerPoint presentation
 An Acrobat .pdf file
 A database
 An image
 And much more
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When you double-click the hyperlink, MindManager automatically launches
the proper application to display the destination file (assuming you have it
installed on your computer). For example, if you create a link to a Web page,
MindManager knows to launch your Web browser in order to display it. To
create a link to a file or Web page, follow these steps:
1. Right-click the topic (or the place in a topic note) that is to be the
hyperlink origin and select Insert Hyperlink.
MindManager displays the Insert Hyperlink dialog box (refer to Fig
ure 12-1).
Click Existing File or Web Page if you do not see the page pictured in
Figure 12-1.
2. Type the name of the file, the path to the directory, or the Web address
that is to be the destination of the hyperlink in the Link To field, or do
one of the following:
a. Click the File Browse button, navigate to the destination file’s
directory, click the file name, and click OK.
b. Click the Web Browse button and navigate to the desired Web
page. Right-click the Web address on your browser and select
Copy. Right-click the Link To field on the Insert Hyperlink dialog
box and select Paste.
c. Click the Directory Browse button, navigate to the desired desti
nation directory, and click OK.
MindManager displays the address of the destination file, Web site,
or directory in the Link To field.
Set the hyperlink path option to Absolute if you are linking to a file
or directory that is not in (or in a subdirectory of) the directory
where the origin map is located. This setting doesn’t matter if you
are linking to a Web page.
3. Click OK.
MindManager closes the dialog box and displays an icon next to the topic
that you have specified as the hyperlink origin. The icon will tell you
what type of file you will link to (the example shown indicates that a
Word document would be opened). If you point your mouse to the icon,
MindManager displays the name of the file that will be opened.

Starting Other Things from Your Map
Suppose you are building a map to organize digital pictures from your vaca
tion. You create main topics for each day, subtopics for the various places
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you visited each day, and sub-subtopics for captions to go with each individ
ual picture. Finally, you want to drop each digital picture onto its caption to
complete your map.
The problem is, the pictures frequently require a bit of work. This one has
red-eye, that one needs to be vertical rather than horizontal, and another
one needs to have the contrast adjusted a bit. You can, of course, start your
photo application each time, process the picture, save the corrected picture,
and then return to MindManager again. After a while, this might get to be a
bit tiresome. An alternative is to create a topic called “Photo App” (or what
ever you like) and attach a hyperlink to launch the photo application. As you
finish adjusting a picture, you can just drag it from the Photo App to the
appropriate topic.
You can set up MindManager to launch any application installed on your
computer by following the steps described in the previous section, except
that you select the program file itself (for example, WINWORD.EXE) rather
than a data file in the Link To dialog box.
What if you wanted to build a map that contained key information about sev
eral people? You might include a small picture that you actually display as
an image on the map along with addresses, telephone numbers, and e-mail
addresses. You can, of course, create an extra topic to launch your mail pro
gram just as you can with any other application, but MindManager offers an
even better solution: e-mail links. With an e-mail link, you just click the E-mail
icon and an e-mail is created, addressed, and ready for you to type in the
message. You set up this feature by following these steps:
1. Right-click the topic (or location in a topic note) that you want to be
the link origin and select Insert Hyperlink.
MindManager displays the Insert Hyperlink dialog box.
2. Click E-mail Address.
MindManager displays the E-mail Address page (as shown in Figure 12-6).

Figure 12-6:
The E-mail
Address
page of the
Insert
Hyperlink
dialog box.
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3. Type the desired e-mail address in the first field.
If the desired address is displayed in the Recently used e-mail addresses
field, click the address. MindManager will insert it into the E-mail address
field.
4. Type the subject of the e-mail message in the Subject field.
The subject field of your e-mail will always contain this text. If you want
to type different subject lines on each e-mail, leave this field blank.
You need a “MAPI-compliant” e-mail client on your system (such as Outlook
or Outlook Express) to use this. If you use web-based mail (through your web
browser), these e-mail hyperlinks won’t work.
A hyperlink attached to a topic is launched by clicking the icon. A hyperlink
that is inserted into a topic note is launched by double-clicking the under
lined text.

Keeping Your Links Fit and Healthy
If you move, rename, or delete a document that is a link destination, all hyper
links to it will be “broken.” MindManager tells you that a link is broken by
replacing the original hyperlink icon with the Broken Hyperlink icon (shown
here in the margin). If you click this Broken Hyperlink icon, you’ll get a message
that offers you the opportunity to repair it (as shown in Figure 12-7). If you
know that many, or all, of your links are broken because you moved the file,
click Tools on the menu bar and select Repair Broken File Links. MindManager
will then automatically detect all broken links and display the Broken Hyperlink
dialog box for each one in turn.

Figure 12-7:
The Broken
Hyperlink
dialog box.

To delete the hyperlink from your origin map, select Remove hyperlink and
click OK.
To repair the broken hyperlink, click the File Browse button, navigate to the
current location of the desired file, click Open on the File Select dialog box,
and then click OK on the Broken Hyperlink dialog box.
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In Case You Were Wondering . . .
If you are wondering about what I did with all
those vacation brochures, they stayed piled up
on my desk for quite awhile. I kept stacking
them higher and higher, and pushing them more
toward the edge to make room for other things,
but I was unwilling (or unable) to get rid of them.
One day my cat decided to take a nap on the
corner of my desk and, in the considerate and
helpful manner of all felines, pushed the whole
pile onto the floor. The unexpected racket terri
fied her, and she exited the room in one leap. In

obedience to Newton’s law, my desk pad and
just about everything on it flew off my desk in
the opposite direction. Mumbling unprintable
things about this creature that had taken over
my house, my papers went back on my desk and
the brochures went in the trash can.
Today, I avoid collecting paper brochures at all
costs. I use MindManager to collect Web links
instead!

This dialog box always repairs the link with an absolute rather than a relative
path. If you want to use relative paths (for example, because you just renamed
the destination file and still want to preserve the directory relationships
between the origin map and all linked destination files), right-click the broken
link and select Edit Hyperlink. MindManager will display the current hyperlink
information and you can update the destination filename (as a relative path).
When you click OK, the hyperlink will be repaired.

Chapter 13

Finding and Filtering the
Information You Need
In This Chapter
 Selecting topics to filter
 Finding text
 Filtering the map
 Using filters

F

iltering topics is a great way to reduce the visual overload that happens
with a large map. You work on topics that meet specific criteria. The rest
of the map is still there; you just don’t have to look at it. The reverse also
works well. You select the topics that you don’t want to see. For example, if
you are done scheduling 20 percent of the tasks, hide the ones you are fin
ished with. Filtering fine-tunes your map for delivery to the outside world.
Only visible topics are exported.
I feel the need for filter speed. Too much time is spent locating and selecting
topics one by one in a complex map. Plan your map to make selection easy.
MindManager has a plethora of possibilities to choose from to select topics.
Filtering your map is a snap when the topics are selected.
In this chapter, you get a grasp on controlling your map by using filtering.
You sort through the selection techniques. The filter is engaged when topics
are selected. The goal is to filter your map to get what you want — showing
the topics you choose and hiding the rest. The filtered map acts like a new
map. The topics shown are printed, exported or sent. The filtering process
starts by selecting topics. You choose whether to show or hide the selected
topics. For example, you have completed half the tasks in your map. You
select the completed tasks. You then opt to hide them. The filter is engaged
and the resulting map shows all the tasks that are not yet completed.
I have severe bite marks from the travel bug. I get an itch once or twice a year
to hit the international road. I am trying to add to my list of 41 countries that
I have worked in or visited. Join me on a trip to one of my favorite European
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stomping grounds. Slovenia is a wonderful little country nestled into the
corner of Austria and Italy. The people are friendly, and costs are reasonable.
This chapter shows you how to use a MindManager map for trip planning.

Selecting Topics to be Filtered
Selecting topics is the start to filtering your map. Filtering involves pushing a
button while selecting topics takes a bit of strategy. You use various techniques
to select topics in the following sections.

Understanding selection criteria
You determine the way the elements of the map are selected for filtering. I
use the Map Markers placed with topics as an easy way to select topics to be
filtered. The Map Markers that can be used for filtering include icons, priori
ties, task completion %, smileys, flags, fill, and task colors. Topic location in
the map is another way to select topics for filtering. Callouts and floating
topics are selectable for filtering. I hope you are getting the idea that almost
any selectable element in the map can be used for filtering.
You have to make a decision about your selections. Do you want to show or
hide the selected items when the filtering is complete? The Show button and
the Hide button are on the Map View toolbar. Either the word Show or Hide is
visible on the toolbar. Click on Show or Hide and the selection menu pops up.
Click on Show Selected Topics or Hide Selected Topics. Your selection deter
mines how the filter processes the selected elements in the map.
Selection criteria are not applicable in multimap mode. You have to pull the
maps together into one map to use filtering. Refer to Chapter 10.
I have added some icons, a callout topic, and a floating topic to the travelplanning map shown in Figure 13-1.

Using icons to select topics
Look through your map and try to envision which topics you would like to be
able to select for filtering. Add an icon to the topic. You may want to add differ
ent icons depending on the meaning. Topics can have multiple icons. They are
very easy to add and remove. Refer to Chapter 4 to brush up on the use of
icons. You don’t need to attach an icon to every topic. Figure 13-2 shows how
filtering works with an icon. The icons are attached to topics as shown on the
left side of the figure. The topics are selected and the filter is turned on. The
result is shown on the right side of the figure. Many topics remain even though
the dollar icon isn’t attached. Anything downstream of the icon stays.
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Figure 13-1:
A travel
planning
map with
icons,
callout
topics, and
floating
topics.

Figure 13-2:
How
filtering on
an icon
works.

Any Map Marker acts the same way as the example with the icon. A Map
Marker attached to a topic can be used to select the topic for filtering.

Using text search to select topics
The following steps show you how to use a text search to select topics for
filtering:
1. Click Edit➪Find.
The Find and Replace dialog box appears, as shown in Figure 13-3.
2. Click the check boxes for Topic text, All topics, and Find whole words
only.
3. Enter the search word in the Find What box (for example, the word
Plan).
4. Click Find All.
5. Click Close.
All the topics with the word Plan are identified. The selected topics are
surrounded by a blue box.
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Figure 13-3:
The Find
and Replace
dialog box.

Selecting by location on the map
The click-and-drag method works to select topics. Move your cursor to a
blank section of the map. Click-and-drag the cursor over part of the map. A
light blue square appears as you drag the cursor. Any topic touching the
square is selected. Release the click, and all the selected topics are wearing
blue boxes.

Selecting by floating and callout topics
I use floating topics and callouts for supplemental information in a map.
Sometimes it is nice to be able to look at just this information. Follow these
steps to use a filter:
1. Click Edit➪Select➪Select Special.
2. Click Select floating topics and callouts.
3. Click OK.
The Select Special dialog box appears, as shown in Figure 13-4.

Figure 13-4:
The Select
Special
dialog box.

All the floating topics and callouts are selected. After topics are selected, you
can invoke the filter.
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When you have topics selected, don’t lower the level of the map by clicking
the minus sign between topics. The topics lose their blue box and are no
longer selected.

Filtering the Selected Topics
This chapter covers selection separately from filtering because initiating a
filter is easy. The tough part is getting the right topics filtered. The filter
symbol is shown in the margin art.
To begin filtering, start in the Map Marker menu. Figure 13-5 shows part of
the Map Marker menu. The filter symbol is at the top.

Figure 13-5:
The Map
Marker
menu.

In Figure 13-5, the icon with the dollar sign and the word Budget is checked.
A checked icon is used as a filter. Click Select Topics at the top of the menu,
and all the topics with the dollar sign icon grow blue squares. You can use the
toolbar Filter icon. You usually skip this step and use menu selection with the
filter symbol. Click Select Topics and Filter Map. The effect on the Slovenian
travel map is shown in Figure 13-6.

Figure 13-6:
A map
filtered by
the $ icon.
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All the topics I am going to spend money on are extracted. You might be work
ing on a large project and need to pull out tasks associated with capital expen
ditures. This is the technique you would use.
The blue selection boxes are still present. Send them away by clicking any
where on a blank section of the map.
Remove the filter by clicking the Remove Filter icon. The icon is shown in the
margin art.
Next to the filter symbol on the toolbar is a drop-down menu. You can choose
to either hide or show selected topics. In the previous example, the Show set
ting is selected. You can also choose to hide the selected topics. All the topics
in the map except the selected topics are shown. I hide the cost items in my
Slovenia vacation map because they are depressing.
The Toolbar Filter symbol shown in the margin art is used to filter all other
selected topics.

Getting the Most Out of Filtering
I use filtering to pull out specific information found in the map. My team can
work better because the screen is less cluttered. I can also see what I have
missed. The capital elements in the project are spread everywhere in your
plan. Pull out the capital items using a filter. Does it match the capital budget?
Are all the items there? The team is finished. The capital items have been
examined and missed items have been added. Presentation time!
The filter is a tool to prepare your map for giving to someone else. The inter
face with Word, PowerPoint, Outlook, Project, and Web export uses only the
filtered topics. Refer to the Vacation Map shown in Figure 13-1. I added an icon
to each of the topics involved with planning. The Planning icon is used to filter
the map. I could filter on the word Plan and get the same result. The filter is
engaged and the effect on the MindManager map is shown in Figure 13-7.

Figure 13-7:
Planning
topics.
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The export to Word produces the outline shown in Figure 13-8. Refer to
Chapter 20 for information on how to create a Word document from a
MindManager map.

Figure 13-8:
A Word
document
with
planning
topics.

The PowerPoint export is one of my favorite MindManager features. I use a
filter combined with a PowerPoint export to create presentations that target
the audience. The filter produces the PowerPoint slides shown in Figure 13-9.
Jump over to Chapter 19 to see how to make PowerPoint presentations from
a MindManager map.
The other export tools follow the same pattern. Use filters to make your
MindManager map export more powerful.

Figure 13-9:
A
PowerPoint
presentation
with filtered
filler.
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Chapter 14

Getting a Fast Start with
Templates and Styles
In This Chapter
 Modifying the fonts, shapes, colors, and layout of your map elements
 Making global changes to a map element type
 Saving your style changes so that you can use them again
 Creating templates as models for new maps
 Using map parts to speed the building of maps

M

y father started working for IBM in the days when they really made
machines — big, noisy printers, punches, and sorters the size of a
small car — and when every male employee who went to a customer’s place
of business was required to wear a suit, white shirt, and tie. No exception was
made for my father despite the fact that he was hired to repair and maintain
these grease and oil filled monsters. Inevitably, he would come home from time
to time with grease or oil on his clothes that simply could not be removed.
My parents never discarded anything (perhaps because of their experiences
during the Great Depression), so the clothes were stored away in rag bags to
be used for some other purpose that would somehow become clear some
time in the future.
One day, at the age of five or six, I discovered this stash hidden away in a
corner of our basement (as you may imagine, the cache grew far faster than
my parents could find uses for rags). Delighted with the find, I decided to
dress up “just like dad.” Well, you can imagine what I must have looked like.
The clothes had been wadded up for months or years, were many sizes too
big, and had large grease spots here and there.
In my eyes, though, I looked just like my hero and went running up the stairs
so he could see me. I never gave a thought to the fact that my parents were
actually quite busy at the moment, hosting a party for several IBM families.
When I suddenly ran into the room, it was a total conversation stopper — for
about five seconds. Then, with a roar of laughter, they started teasing my
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father unmercifully: “That suit never looked better!” “He’s ready to take over
your job now!” “Now you won’t have to take night calls.” On and on. My father
laughed, too, but I never saw him with such a red face as he had that day.
Does your map look to you like I must have looked to my father that day? Does
it just not fit well with your message? Does it look old-fashioned, droopy, and
not ready for prime time? This chapter has the answers you need! In the next
pages, you will discover how you can dress up your maps so that they really
capture the look and mood that you want to convey to your audience. Even
better, you will see how you can save both your style and your subject ideas
so that you (and others) can reuse them again on future maps with just a few
mouse clicks.

Making It Look the Way You Want
I seldom know exactly how I want my topics to appear — I just know that
the way they look now isn’t quite right. MindManager makes it very easy to
experiment. Almost all the dialog boxes have thumbnail sketches that show
you what that choice will look like, and they all have an Apply button that
you can click to see the result of your choice without closing the dialog box.
So explore, investigate, and experiment!
MindManager groups style changes under one of the following headings:
 Font
 Shape and Color
 Layout
Each group has its own dialog box. I discuss each of these in the following
sections.
To change the appearance of any map element, first right-click the element
you want to change and then select the format group (Font, Shape and Color,
or Layout) you want to work with.

Fonts
MindManager displays the Format Font dialog box shown in Figure 14-1 if you
select Fonts. Although the choices are more limited than those available in
Word, the dialog box functions in exactly the same way.
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Figure 14-1:
The Format
Font dialog
box.

You can also make any of these font changes using the formatting toolbar on
the lower left-hand corner of your workspace (after selecting the desired
topic).

Shape and color
MindManager displays the Format Topic Shape and Color dialog box shown
in Figure 14-2 if you select Shape and Color. Selecting Automatic means that
the shape and color will be defined by the Map’s style sheet (I tell you all
about style sheets later in this chapter). With any other selection, MindManager
ignores the style sheet for the selected topic and uses the settings you enter
here.
Strictly speaking, MindManager uses style templates rather than style sheets,
but that makes it rather awkward to distinguish between those templates that
only contain style elements from those that contain specific structured topics
and subtopics — I would have to call these topic templates or something like
that. So, to make things simple, I will use the term style sheet in this chapter
and in the rest of this book. However, for those of you who plan to further
modify a Web page exported from MindManager (as discussed in chapter 18)
with a Web editing tool such as Microsoft FrontPage, the Web style sheet does
not inherit any information from the MindManager style template.
The line color and fill color drop-down combo boxes display a palette of colors.
Select the color you want by clicking on the color sample. MindManager dis
plays your color choices in the drop-down combo boxes. If you want a darker
fill color with a black font, set the Transparency slide bar to around 30 percent
to make your text readable.
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Figure 14-2:
The Format
Topic Shape
and Color
dialog box.

Line, Fill, and Font colors can also be modified using the Formatting toolbar.
The shapes shown in Figure 14-2 can also be selected by clicking the tiny
arrow on the toolbar button and then selecting the desired shape. Custom
shapes can be used by clicking the Select Image button, selecting the desired
image file, and then clicking Custom Image. The image must usually be specif
ically prepared for use as a shape to achieve satisfactory results (see the
next section for more).

I want my own shape!
MindManager does not provide any tools for creating or working with your
own shapes, so you will probably need some kind of graphics software. If you
want to just create something simple, use the normal Paint program that is
part of Windows. Regardless of the source of the image, you must ensure that
its size is not greater than 180 x 180 pixels, and that the file type is one of the
following:
 .bmp (Windows or OS/2 bitmap)
 .emf (Windows Enhanced Metafile)
 .wmf (Windows Metafile)
 .gif (CompuServe Graphics Interchange)
 .jpeg or .jpg (JPEG or JFIF compliant)
 .pcx (Zsoft Paintbrush)
 .png (Portable Network Graphics)
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Prepare your custom shape for use by following these steps:
1. If you have not already done so, create a package folder for all
resource types on your hard disk.
(See “Making a Place for My Stuff,” later in this chapter, for details on
how to do this.)
2. Navigate to your Package folder and save your image in the subfolder
called Shapes.
You can create sub-subfolders within Shapes to further organize your
shape images if you wish.
3. Right-click the folder in the Library page of the task pane where you
saved the shape and select Refresh.
MindManager reloads the library information from the selected folder.
4. Click the Library tab, click Shapes and then click your Package folder.
Your custom shape is displayed in the lower half of the Task Pane.
If you created subfolders under Shapes, you need to click the subfolder
where you saved your image in order to see your custom shape.
5. Right-click your image and select Edit Content Margins.
MindManager displays a dialog box similar to that shown in Figure 14-3.
If you add text to this image in your map, the text will appear only in the
space within the black rectangle.
6. Point your mouse to any of the small, black sizing squares on the
Content Margins box and drag the boundary to the position of your
choice.
Figure 14-3 shows my shape after I have completed this step.
7. Click OK.
Your shape is saved in your Package folder and is now ready for use.

Figure 14-3:
Adjusting
the text area
in a shape.
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To apply the shape, click your central topic and then click your custom icon
in the Library. Figure 14-4 shows the start of my map to plan my son’s wed
ding. If you are not pleased with the placement of text and the sizing of the
image (MindManager does all of this automatically based on the Content
boundaries you set in step 5), right-click the topic, select Layout, and then
click the Size and Margins tab. See “The Size and Margins page” section, later
in this chapter, for details on using these settings.

Figure 14-4:
The final
appearance
of my
custom
shape in a
new map.

Layout
MindManager displays the Format Topic Layout dialog box shown in Fig
ure 14-5 if you select Layout. This is the most complicated dialog box of the
three choices, and the tabs (and the content of some of the tabs) varies
depending upon whether you have selected the central topic or a main or
subtopic, and whether the selected topic has an associated image or not. So
grab something cold, pull up a comfortable chair and let me take you on a
quick tour.

Figure 14-5:
The
Alignment
page of the
Format
Topic Layout
dialog box.
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The Alignment page
You use this page if you have more than one line of text or you have added an
image to a topic.
The Text alignment radio buttons at the top of the page control the visual
relationship between two or more lines of text. The small illustrations next
to each radio button show how the text lines will be displayed. Your setting
here is still used for the text part of your topic even if you make an additional
selection in the lower part of the page.
The Text and image alignment section controls the position of your image rel
ative to the text. The Vertical Alignment radio buttons are only active if you
have chosen to position your image to the left or to the right of your text.
The Vertical Alignment choice then controls how the text is positioned rela
tive to the image. If, however, you have chosen to position your image above
or below your text, you chose a horizontal alignment. This setting controls
how the image is positioned relative to the text.

The Size and Margins page
If you have already added an image to your selected topic and you click the
Size and Margins tab, MindManager displays the page shown in Figure 14-6.

Figure 14-6:
The Size
and
Margins tab
for a topic
combined
with an
image.

The preferred width setting functions only to force MindManager to com
press the image (make it less wide relative to its height). Any setting larger
than the one calculated by MindManager is ignored.
Adjust the position of the topic’s text by grabbing one of the tiny black sizing
squares on the black rectangle with your mouse and moving it to your desired
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position. The Padding setting is ignored by MindManager unless your topic
contains both an image and text. In this case, increasing the Padding setting
will increase the space between your text and your image.
If you make the text rectangle smaller, MindManager will make the image
larger in order to accommodate your topic’s text. The reverse is also true.
If your selected topic does not have an added image, MindManager displays
the Size and Margins page shown in Figure 14-7. The Preferred width setting
again allows you to compress the width of the topic (and thus force the text
to appear on two or more lines) but has no effect once the setting exceeds
the maximum width calculated by MindManager for the topic’s text.

Figure 14-7:
The Size
and
Margins tab
for topics
without an
image.

It is much easier to compress the width of a topic’s text by clicking the topic,
pointing your mouse to the right boundary, and dragging the boundary to
the left.
The margins settings allow you to add blank space around your topic’s text. If
the Use left margin only to define all four margins box is checked, the added
blank space is uniform on all sides of the text. Uncheck this box if you want
the text to be positioned other than in the center.
The padding setting is ignored by MindManager.

The Subtopics Layout page
If you click your central topic before selecting the Subtopics Layout page,
MindManager displays the page as shown in Figure 14-8. The Connect From
settings control the appearance of the lines that connect the central topic to
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the main topics. See Table 14-1 for illustrations of each possibility. Depending
on your other choices, this setting can result in quite dramatic differences.
Explore this yourself!

Table 14-1
Connect From Setting

The Connect From Settings
Result

Outside

Center

Spread

The Growth Direction setting controls the placement of topics and subtopics
relative to the central topic. The Connection Style controls the shape of the
lines connecting the main topics with the central topic. Because the final
appearance of your map depends on the interaction of these settings, there
are literally thousands of possible map appearances. Look at the thumbnail
sketches of the MindManager built-in Styles (see the section on “Using style
sheet masters,” later in this chapter) to get ideas; then have some fun and try
out different combinations on your own.
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Figure 14-8:
The
Subtopics
Layout tab
selected
from the
central
topic.

The Horizontal spacing allows you to force new topics (that you add after
changing this setting) to be spaced farther away from the central topic. The
Vertical spacing allows you to force MindManager to space topics vertically
farther apart from one another than originally calculated by MindManager. In
both cases, if this setting is less than that calculated by MindManager, the
setting is ignored.
If you click any topic other than your central topic before selecting the
Subtopics Layout page, MindManager displays the page as shown in Fig
ure 14-9.

Figure 14-9:
The
Subtopics
Layout tab
selected
from a topic
other than
the central
topic.
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The Connect From and the Connection Style settings work in the same way
as for the setting for the central topic. The Vertical Between Siblings and
Horizontal settings function the same as the Vertical and Horizontal settings
except that the Horizontal setting will be applied to existing subtopics as well
as to new ones. Settings less than the MindManager calculated minimums are
ignored.
The Growth Direction setting allows you to control the positioning of the sub
topics relative to the topic. Choosing Down tells MindManager to place the first
subtopic at the same level as the topic and all other topics below that one.
Choosing Up tells MindManager to place the last subtopic at the same level as
the topic and all other topics above it. Choosing Centered tells MindManager
to put as many subtopics above the level of the topic as below it.
The Alignment setting allows you to control the positioning of the subtopics
relative to each other. The little thumbnail sketch will illustrate the result of
each choice you make in the dialog box. The slider below the thumbnail is
active for all choices except vertical and allows you to add more or less
emphasis to your choice.

General Layout
The General Layout tab (shown in Figure 14-10) is only available if you select
your central topic first. Clicking the Organic Appearance checkbox creates a
heavier line under all the main topics. Clicking the Display Shadow checkbox
results in a light gray duplication of the lines from the central topic to each of
the main topics, creating a 3-D illusion for your map.

Figure 14-10:
The General
Layout tab.
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Use the Main Topic Line Width to make the lines from the central topic to the
main topics fatter (drag the slider to the right) or thinner (drag the slider to
the left). Use the Minimum Main Topics Height slider to increase or decrease
the empty space on your map between main topics. This slider duplicates the
function of Vertical topic spacing (refer to Figure 14-8).

Reusing Styles
I had a lot of fun exploring all of these pages and seeing how much control I
actually have over the appearance of a topic. It was with a bit of dismay, how
ever, that I then noticed, after lots of mouse clicks and opening and saving of
dialog boxes, that I had altered but one single topic on my map. The thought
of having to go to every single topic to make all the same changes was daunt
ing, to say the least.
Fortunately, there is an easy solution: the Style button at the bottom left-hand
corner of each of these dialog boxes. Click this button, select Save As New
Style Default, and voilà — every other element like the one you have changed
will acquire the same style characteristics. Whew!
Another way to make the style of other topics match your current topic is to
use the Format Painter button. Refer to chapter 2 for details.
Actually, the approach I describe in the previous section is better suited to
making one topic appear different than all the others. To create a common
style for all the elements in your map, you should work directly with the
map style sheet. This has the additional advantage that, if you want to also
use the styles for future maps, you can save your style sheet as a template.
In this section, I show you how.

Changing styles in your current map
Select Format➪Style➪Modify. . . from the menu bar. MindManager displays
the style sheet for your map. Figure 14-11 shows the style sheet for the
default map. If you haven’t already saved style changes, your style sheet
should look very similar.
The upper left corner shows a list of all the topic elements defined by
MindManager. If you click one of these headings, the corresponding element
in the style sheet is automatically selected.
The middle display lets you define how many levels of topics you want to
customize. In Figure 14-11, two levels have been selected. This means that
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you can define one style for the Central Topic, another style for main topics,
and a third style for all second-level and lower subtopics.

Figure 14-11:
The style
sheet for
my current
map.

When I first saw this, I got really excited and set the slider all the way over to
five levels. This was not one of my more brilliant ideas. It was a lot of work
defining that many different styles and I found that I rarely needed a different
style for all levels below level 3. (I still can change one element using the tools
in the previous section.) Try working with just the default two levels at first;
then add more levels if you really need them.
The two style elements not accessible from the Select map object to modify
list are the map background and the default font for topic notes. You can
access these elements by clicking the Modify Map Style button at the top of
the style sheet and selecting the element you want to modify.
The Reset Object Style button is your rescue lifeline in case you end up not
liking your modifications. Clicking this button will restore all the settings for
the selected topic element to those defined in the master style sheet (more
on this in the section “Creating a style sheet master”).
MindManager will display the format menu for the selected element type if
you click the Modify Object Style button. It’s actually easier, though, to just
directly click the element you want to modify in the style sheet. MindManager
immediately displays the format menu (see Figure 14-12), so you save a couple
of mouse clicks and a fair amount of mouse motion (sounds like some kind of
dread disease, doesn’t it?).
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Figure 14-12:
The Style
Sheet’s
context
menu.

From this point on, everything works just as though you were working directly
on your map. Your exit key is on the right-hand side of the gray bar just below
the standard toolbar (the label says “Modify Style — Map”). If you click Cancel,
everything you have done will be discarded (so feel free to play with the style
sheet and explore all the possibilities). If you click Apply and Close, all of your
style changes will be applied to your current map and the style sheet will be
saved with the map.
The style sheet you have created is available only to the map in which you
created it. If you want to make your style sheet available to other maps, con
tinue reading!

Making a place for my stuff
You can save all the style sheets, icons, shapes, and other custom elements
that you develop with the MindManager elements. If you plan to do only two
or three special elements, that is probably the easiest and quickest solution.
The problem is that these MindManager elements are saved in your personal
Windows folder called My Documents, where they are normally inaccessible
to anyone else. Furthermore, if you should need to reinstall MindManager for
any reason, your custom elements will be lost.
I suggest creating a separate set of folders to store these objects. You can
create these folders on your own hard disk and then grant permission to
others to access and use them. If you are working in a server environment,
you (or your administrator) can create these folders on a shared drive and
make them available to anyone in the company.
Create a place for your stuff (and maybe Mary’s and Tom’s as well) by follow
ing these steps:
1. Select Tools➪Package Folders . . . from the menu bar.
MindManager displays the Package Folders dialog box.
2. Click New.
MindManager displays the New Package dialog box (see Figure 14-13).
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Figure 14-13:
The New
Package
dialog box.

3. Type the name you want for the custom elements master folder in the
Name field.
MindManager will create specially named subfolders for various ele
ments in this directory, so choose a name that is appropriate for a col
lection rather than one particular element.
4. Click the Folder Browse button and navigate to the directory where
the master folder should be created; then click OK.
MindManager inserts the path into the Path field. Don’t bother clicking
the combo box arrow — the list is empty. The Mindjet folks must really
love creating dialog box elements. If they don’t get to create their quota
for the day, they just make up useless ones for fun.
5. Click OK.
MindManager creates the master folder and subfolders for each type of
topic element in the location you specify, returns to the Package Folders
dialog box, and displays your new master folder name in the list (see
Figure 14-14).

Figure 14-14:
The
Package
Folders
dialog box.

The New Package dialog box allows you to restrict the number of subfolders
that MindManager creates to some subset of all the possible element types,
but there is really no good reason to do this. Furthermore, MindManager will
still offer you the option of saving every kind of element in this master folder
and will then choke if the appropriate subfolder is missing.
You can change the parameters of your package folder by clicking the folder
name and then clicking Modify.
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Creating a style sheet master
OK, you’ve worked really hard on the style sheet of your map, you’ve gone
back to the map itself and added more elements and you really like what you
have. Now that little voice begins to sing in the back of your head, “Oh, this is
wonderful. I want to save it to use for other maps!” Figure 14-15 shows the
map style I had when I first heard this little voice.
To save your style sheet and make it available to future maps, follow these
steps:
1. If the map’s style sheet is not already in edit mode, select
Format➪Style➪Modify . . . from the menu bar.
The map’s style sheet is displayed in edit mode (refer to Figure 14-15).

Figure 14-15:
A new style
template
that I have
created.

2. Select File➪Properties . . . from the menu bar.
MindManager displays the Properties dialog box (as shown in Fig
ure 14-16).
If the Properties dialog box does not open with the Summary page dis
played, click the Summary tab.
3. Complete at least the Comments field with a brief description of this
style sheet and how it should be used; then click OK.
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The Properties dialog box closes and the information is stored with the
style sheet. The comments will be displayed anytime someone accesses
the style sheet.
Windows provides powerful search tools based on information in the
properties table. If you are going to have very many styles or several
people will be creating shared styles, a bit of time invested in complet
ing the Author, Category, and Keywords fields will yield big dividends.

Figure 14-16:
Properties
dialog box
for a style
sheet.

4. Select File➪Save as . . . from the menu bar.
MindManager displays the Save As dialog box.
5. Navigate to the Styles subfolder in your Package Folder (see the
“Making a Place for My Stuff” section).
The Save As dialog box will be displayed as empty.
6. Change the Save As file type to MindManager Styles (*.mmas).
If this is the first style sheet you have saved, the Save As dialog list box
will remain empty. Otherwise, you will see the names of all the other
custom styles that you have previously saved.
7. Enter an appropriate and descriptive name for your style sheet and
click Save.
Your style sheet is saved as a Style Sheet Master.
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Using style sheet masters
To apply the style sheet master to a new map, follow these steps:
1. Open the map and select Format➪Style➪Assign From Template
Organizer . . .
MindManager displays the Select New Style for Current Map dialog box
(as shown in Figure 14-17).
You have to right-click the folder where you saved your Style Master in
the library page of the Task pane and select Refresh before your new
style master will be visible to MindManager.

Figure 14-17:
Applying the
style sheet
to a new
map.

2. Navigate to the desired style sheet and click Apply.
MindManager modifies your current map to reflect your chosen style.
You can preview all of the MindManager styles in this dialog box. Take a look
at them if you want to get the creative juices flowing! By the way, style sheet
master is not a term that MindManager itself uses — I just like the term because
the result is so similar to the style sheet masters used in Microsoft PowerPoint.

Managing your style library
Anything you need to do to manage your style library begins by opening the
Template Organizer to the Style Templates page. You do this by selecting
Tools➪Template Organizer . . . from the menu bar and then clicking the Style
Templates tab at the top of the dialog box (as shown in Figure 14-18).
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Figure 14-18:
The Style
Templates
tab of the
Template
Organizer
dialog box.

If you only have two or three style masters that you like and want to use
again, don’t worry about the New, Delete, and Rename buttons at the lower
left — just store everything in the root Style folder and be done with it.
If you start accumulating many style masters, however, you will probably find
it helpful to group them into appropriately named folders. The New, Delete,
and Rename buttons allow you to create, organize, and name folders however
you like. If you look at the Shapes directory in your Package Folder with File
Explorer, you will see that you are just creating ordinary folders. The advan
tage of doing this from the Template Organizer is that the library display is
also updated so that you don’t need to right-click and then choose Refresh.
The Modify button opens the selected style master in edit mode. You can
make any changes desired and then resave the master. If the master is already
good and you plan to make it even better (everyone hear the warning buzzer
and see the flashing red light?), it would probably be a good idea to first click
the Duplicate button and make a backup. If it really is better, you can delete
the backup by clicking the Delete button. (Okay, now everyone try to guess
how many times I didn’t make a backup before making something “better,”
only to find that I had made it much worse instead. It’s a big number.)
You can create a style template master from your current map by clicking the
Add New Style Template button and then selecting “From current map.”
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Subject Templates
I started my own managing consulting company almost 30 years ago. It was a
little silly in the beginning, because the only creature I was managing was my
cat. (I think I actually have that backwards.)
I made an introductory call one day on a prospect who clearly had no real
interest in my services, but for the sake of politeness he accepted my busi
ness card and brochure. As I was getting ready to leave, the phone rang. It
turned out that a prospect of his suddenly needed someone for a meeting —
that afternoon, and more than 100 miles away.
He put his hand over the receiver, told me he had no interest in doing the
work, and asked if I would take over for him. Being young and foolish (also
desperate to win my first client), I said, “Sure, glad to.” He passed this on to
the client, telling them that this “experienced professional” would be coming
in his place. After hanging up, he told me three or four sentences about what
was wanted, gave me the address, and wished me luck.
I jumped in my car and went roaring down the highway, arriving at the client’s
office just as the meeting was starting. The President of the group began the
meeting by introducing me and then saying that I was there to now “tell all of
them what was necessary to get their project started.”
I can assure you, it was 100 percent style that afternoon without a trace of
substance! But style can only take you so far, and the same is true of your
MindManager maps. A pretty map will get noticed, but it is its substance that
holds attention. In this last section of this chapter, I tell you how you can also
save your great ideas and topic organizations as Subject Templates that will
give you and your colleagues a terrific head start on planning and managing
your key business and personal activities.

Once organized, keep going
I often use MindManager to develop a structure for thinking about and work
ing with a topic. One of the great challenges of business in recent years has
been how to accomplish more and more with fewer people.
One of the greatest time wasters in business today is meetings when they are
not properly planned, clear goals are not set, and time limits are not respected.
Figure 14-19 shows the essential elements of a meeting planner that I have
found very helpful. The meeting planner is responsible for completing all the
items on the right side before the meeting starts, and the person responsible
for documenting the meeting completes all the items on the left side as the
meeting progresses.
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Figure 14-19:
A map
ready to
save as a
template.

This is not a particularly complicated template, but there is still no reason to
create this from scratch each time. To save this as a map template, I follow
these steps:
1. Select File➪Properties . . . from the menu bar.
MindManager displays the Properties dialog box (refer to Figure 14-16).
2. Complete at least the Comments field with a brief description of this
template and how it should be used; then click OK.
The Properties dialog box closes and the information is stored with the
template. The comments will be displayed anytime someone accesses
the template.
3. Select File➪Save as . . . from the menu bar.
MindManager displays the Save As dialog box.
4. Navigate to the Templates subfolder in your Package Folder (see the
“Making a Place for My Stuff” section).
The Save As dialog list box will be empty.
5. Change the Save As file type to MindManager Templates (*.mmat).
If this is the first template you have saved, the Save As dialog list box
will remain empty. Otherwise, you will see the names of all the other
templates that you have previously saved.
6. Enter an appropriate and descriptive name for your template and
click Save.
Your map is saved as a template.
You can also create a template from your current map by using the Template
Organizer. Refer to the prior section on managing your style library for details.
The Map Templates page functions identically to the Style Templates page.
To create a new map using your template, follow these steps:
1. Select File➪New . . . from the menu bar.
MindManager displays the New Map dialog box (as shown in Figure 14-20).
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Figure 14-20:
The New
Map dialog
box.

2. Click Open organizer . . .
MindManager displays the Select Template to Create New Map dialog
box with the Map Templates page displayed (as shown in Figure 14-21).

Figure 14-21:
Creating a
new map
from a
template.

3. Navigate to your template and then click OK.
MindManager creates a new map based on the template you selected.
You can begin working on the map immediately.
If you use a particular template frequently, add it to your favorites list. Select
Tools➪Template Organizer . . . from the menu bar and navigate to your tem
plate on the Map Templates page (see Figure 14-22). Check the Show in
favorite template list box and then click OK.
The next time you open the New Map dialog box, your map template will be
listed in the top section (see Figure 14-23).
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Figure 14-22:
The Map
Templates
tab of the
Template
Organizer
dialog box.

Figure 14-23:
The New
Map dialog
box with a
favorite
template
listed.

You are allowed a maximum of eight templates in your favorite list. To remove
a template from your favorite list, open the Template organizer, navigate to the
template to be deleted from the favorite list, uncheck the Show in favorite tem
plate list box, and click OK.

Using and changing the default template
If you click Blank Map in the New Map dialog box or simply click the New
Map button on the standard toolbar, MindManager creates the new map
using the special template called New Blank Map.
You can modify this template (make a backup first!) and, more importantly,
its associated style sheet. All new maps that you create from the default tem
plate will then reflect your standard style.
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Creating flexibility using map parts
Are you worn out yet? I know this has been a really long chapter, but there is
just one more, very exciting thing I need to tell you about: You can create and
use templates for parts of your map just like you can for an entire new map!
This wonderful facility goes by the very straightforward name of Map Parts,
because — well — they become parts of a map.
The Meeting Minutes template (refer to Figure 14-19) is a great example. It’s
important to have the e-mail address and telephone number of all the partici
pants at hand (in part because I want to e-mail them their to-do list directly
from my Map), but I will plan lots of meetings with the same participants. I
sure don’t want to enter the same information over and over again.
The solution is quite simple. First, I create a map that just has all of the com
pany employees as topics. Figure 14-24 shows a start for “Dizzy” Bill. (You
don’t actually need an image of course, but creating a caricature for each
employee can be a lot of fun and enables you to avoid doing any work for a
little while.)

Figure 14-24:
A topic
ready to
save as a
map part.

As soon as you have finished the map, you are ready to begin creating your
Map Parts. Follow these steps:
1. Click the Library tab on the Task pane.
MindManager displays the library page in the Task pane.
2. Click Map Parts and then click your package folder.
If your package folder contains subfolders, click the subfolder where
you want to save the Map Parts.
Even if you don’t create a lot of other custom objects in MindManager, you
are likely to create lots of map parts because they are so useful. I strongly
recommend using folders. Right-click your package folder and select New
Folder. Give it an appropriate name for each group of map parts.
3. Click the topic that should be the root topic in the Map Part.
MindManger indicates that the topic has been selected. In my example,
I would click Bill.
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4. Right-click the folder or subfolder where the Map Part is to be saved
and select Add Selected Topic(s) and new map part(s).
MindManager saves the selected topic as a Map Part and displays a
thumbnail in the lower half of the Task pane.
To apply a map part to an existing map, select the topic on your main map
where the map part is to be attached as a subtopic (see Figure 14-25); then
click the desired Map Part. MindManager adds the Map Part as a topic to
your map (see Figure 14-26).

Figure 14-25:
The
attachment
point is
selected in
the map.

Figure 14-26:
The new
topic is
created by
clicking the
Map Part in
the library.
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MindManager provides a number of useful map parts (as shown in Fig
ure 14-27). You can use these as they are or modify them by right-clicking
the map part and selecting Modify.

Figure 14-27:
Some of the
map parts
provided
with MindManager
with Idea
selected.

Chapter 15

Letting a Wonderful
Wizard Guide You
In This Chapter
 Organizing your map to use wizards
 How wizards work
 Building a wizard (or three)
 Using a wizard
 Using the MindManager Smart Map Parts

F

inding your way to your goal is always a challenge. Consider the case of
the simple farm girl Dorothy and her little dog Toto, who are swept into
the Kansas skies by a powerful tornado and carried far away to the magical
land of Oz. It’s a most unfortunate situation for Dorothy, who has no clue
what to do next, although it was perhaps even more unfortunate for the poor,
unfortunate witch who was just out for a quick spin on her broomstick.
Lacking any better idea, Dorothy steps out onto her front porch (the house
having apparently survived the journey with no structural damage) in hopes
of finding some inspiration. Instead, she is greeted by small, strange people in
big hats, who are singing and dancing because they are so happy about this
accident. Dorothy, appalled at the indifference to the death of this poor, inno
cent woman (after all, remember that this was the kinder and gentler time
we’ve been told about), observes, “Toto — I’ve a feeling we aren’t in Kansas
any more.”
How are Dorothy and Toto to get home? It soon becomes clear from the
Munchkins (so the strange little people are called) that Dorothy needs a
wizard to show her the way, and there just happens to be one in downtown
Oz with time available on his calendar a week from Friday.
After a long and hazardous journey to the Emerald City (which is what hap
pens when you don’t have wizards), she finally gets the guidance she needs
and quickly and easily achieves her goal of getting home again.
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The truth is, we all need magic slippers and guidance from time to time.
Templates (which I cover in Chapter 14) can be your magic slippers, but if
you don’t have something to tell you to click your heels together three times
in order to invoke the magic, you may not be able to use them.
MindManager wizards are exactly the “something” that you need. With them,
you can guide the user step by step through the creation of a new map from a
template. Users need to focus on only a few questions at a time and can
always go backward and forward through the questions until they are satis
fied with the answers. I tell you all about it in this chapter.

Creating a Wizard
When I first learned about MindManager wizards and the things that I could
do with them, I got so excited that I fired up MindManager and tried to create
a wizard from scratch. I may have learned a bit about how to create wizards,
but what I produced was just about worthless.
As I gained more experience working with MindManager, I discovered that I
absolutely had to begin with a dynamite (but wizard-less) map that I had
used a few times and had perhaps modified a bit as I discovered more clearly
exactly what it was that I really needed.
Figure 15-1 shows a map that I had used several times for status meetings on
various projects. I really liked the concise way it laid out the essential things
that I wanted to accomplish and my team members always knew what was
expected of them in the meetings. We often finished ahead of schedule and
had a good sense of accomplishment.

Figure 15-1:
A suc
cessful map
used to run
a project
status
meeting.
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I had noticed all the things that I needed to delete from the previous status
meeting map in order to reach my starting point for a new meeting, and I had
created a template using this base map. (See Chapter 14 if you want to know
more about this process.) I realized that it would be helpful to have the pur
pose, date, time, and place clearly stated on the map, so I added places to
show this information in a callout. My final template looked like the one
shown in Figure 15-2.
Wizards are available only in the X5 Pro version, and you can only use wizards
with templates. MindManager runs the wizard one time when you create a new
map from the template and deletes all of the wizard information from the map
that is created. This also means that, once you have exited the wizard, you
cannot restart it again without creating an entirely new map and starting over.

Figure 15-2:
My template
map for
project
status
meetings.

Wizards only guide users to the entry of information so that they don’t get
confused or distracted by all of the topics that may be in your template. It’s
really important, then, to create your wizard so that it asks for information in
a logical sequence. MindManager does not provide any mechanism to change
the order of wizard elements to something other than the order in which you
created them, so investing a little planning time before you start will save you
a lot of rework later on.
I decided with my status meeting template that the most logical order of
entering information would be to begin with the purpose, date, time, and
place information. I could then add the invited participants and finally add
the upcoming deadline topics.
A wizard will replace all the topic text on the template with the text that the
user enters unless the topic text ends with a colon. If the topic text does end
with a colon, the wizard will append the user’s entry after the colon.
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MindManager wizards can ask one, two, or three questions in a single dialog
box. If I want the user to complete more than three topics, MindManager
repeats the dialog box with the additional questions until all questions have
been presented. If you remember this “rule of three,” your wizards will feel
much more user-friendly. For example, I could have chosen to have the meet
ing date and meeting time as two separate topics, but this would have meant
that the user would have had to work with two dialog boxes (with only one
question on the second one) rather than just one.
The phrase Wizard Customization dialog box refers to the dialog box you use
to build your wizard (see Figure 15-3). The phrase Wizard dialog box refers to
what MindManager constructs from your wizard settings when you create a
new map from your template. You will see examples of these Wizard dialog
boxes in the “Using a Wizard” section, later in this chapter.
In each of the following sections, I assume you have already completed the
following steps:
1. Select Tools➪Template Organizer . . . from the menu bar.
MindManager displays the Template Organizer dialog box with the Map
Templates page selected.
2. Navigate to the template to which you wish to add a wizard and then
click the Modify button.
MindManager opens the selected template in edit mode.
3. Select Tools➪Wizard Customization . . . from the menu bar.
MindManager displays the Wizard Customization dialog box (as shown
in Figure 15-3).

Figure 15-3:
The Wizard
Customiz
ation dialog
box.
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I divide this wizard-creation process into three distinct parts, each of which
requires a slightly different combination of wizard settings, so that you can
easily find the description you need. However, when you do this on your
map, you don’t need to close and re-open the Wizard Customization dialog
box. Just click the next topic to which you want to add wizard components
and continue on. Close the dialog box and save your template only when you
have entered all of your wizard components.

Adding multiple subtopics to
an anchor topic
Completing the Admin callout in Figure 15-2 is an example of this category
of wizard task. The main callout topic will still be called “Admin” when the
wizard finishes, but I want to create a wizard to help the user complete the
other three topics. To do this, follow these steps:
1. Click the topic that is to be the anchor topic.
MindManager displays the current wizard settings for the topic in the
Wizard Customization dialog box. If there are no current settings, the No
wizard page radio button will be selected and the rest of the fields will
be empty.
2. Click the New wizard page radio button and enter the heading and
description for the new page (as shown in Figure 15-4).

Figure 15-4:
Completed
dialog box
settings for
a new
wizard
page.
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MindManager uses this information to build the Wizard dialog box when
your map is loaded. The top line will include your heading entry (in
bold) followed by your description (the figures in the Using a Wizard
section later in this chapter show the results of these settings).
Do not click the Repeat Page check box, but do leave the Data selection
set to No data.
3. Click the first subtopic you want to attach to your anchor.
MindManager displays the current wizard settings for the topic in the
Wizard Customization dialog box.
4. Click the Add to previous wizard page radio button.
MindManager grays out the entire Page settings section because the page
settings from the prior dialog box will be used.
5. Select the Data Type for the subtopic (see Table 15-1) and enter the
prompting question you want MindManager to display in the Wizard
dialog box.
MindManager outlines the subtopic with a contrasting color to indicate
that it is bound to the anchor topic.
6. Repeat steps 3, 4, and 5 for each additional subtopic you want to bind
to your anchor topic.
MindManager updates the map display to show all topics bound to the
anchor topic (see Figure 15-5).

Table 15-1

Wizard Data Types

Selection

Allowed Entry

Wizard Behavior

No Data

None allowed

Skips the subtopic.

Text

Any

Allows entry of any characters up to a maxi
mum length of 255.

List

Only items included
on the list

Displays combo drop-down box for selection;
does not permit editing or entry of items not on
the list.

Date

Only a date in long
Displays a calendar that can be scrolled to
format (day of week, month desired. Entry is created by clicking the
month, day, year)
desired date on the calendar display.

Hyperlink

A valid path to a
stored data item

Provides a browse button that enables
navigation to the desired data item. Path can
be entered directly as text if desired.

Time

Only time in long
format (hh:mm:ss)

User can select any one of the three
fields (hours, minutes, or seconds) and type a
new value, or can use the up/down arrows to
adjust with mouse clicks.
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Figure 15-5:
Completed
wizard
page for
the Admin
anchor
topic.

The wizard pages are indicated on the template map only when the
Wizard Customization dialog box is visible.
7. If you have completed all the wizard pages for your template, click
Close and then save your template.
MindManager closes the Wizard Customization dialog box, deletes the
boundary indicators for the wizard pages, and makes your template
available to the File➪New dialog box.

Adding repeating variable subtopics
I will not always know the number of subtopics that I might want to create on
my map, and I may not always have an anchor topic either. Using my status
meeting template as an example, I may have only two or three people attend
one meeting, and perhaps six or seven will attend the next one. I can add a
repeating variable subtopic as follows:
1. Create one model subtopic on your template to indicate where the
wizard is to attach the variable number of subtopics.
In Figure 15-6, my model subtopic is Name. It is a subtopic of Review of
activities since last meeting.
2. Create a wizard page for the model subtopic as described in the previ
ous section.
MindManager highlights the model subtopic with color to indicate that it
has an associated wizard page.
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3. Click the Repeat Page check box and enter a prompting question.
During execution, MindManager will repeatedly display the same wizard
page, adding a new subtopic each time, until the user clicks the No button.
4. Complete the Data and Question fields in the Topic data entry section.
MindManager displays the completed wizard page (as shown in
Figure 15-6).
5. If you have completed all the wizard pages for your template, click
Close and then save your template.
MindManager closes the Wizard Customization dialog box, deletes the
boundary indicators for the wizard pages, and makes your template
available to the File➪New dialog box.
You can combine both types of wizards if you like. Assume, for example, that
in addition to each participant’s name, you want to also include the title of
his or her topic and the allotted time. Add these fixed sub-subtopics to your
model subtopic, and then use the Add to previous wizard page radio button
setting for each sub-subtopic. During execution, MindManager will then
repeat the entire sequence of Name, topic, and time questions, creating the
branches on your map each time, until the user clicks the No button.

Figure 15-6:
Completed
wizard page
for a
repeating
subtopic.

Adding fixed subtopics from a list
To limit the text entry for a subtopic to items only on a specific list, select
List as the data type (refer to Figure 15-6) and then click the List Values
button. MindManager then displays the dialog box shown in Figure 15-7.
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Figure 15-7:
The List
Values
dialog box.

Enter the list of valid choices in the value list field, separating each value
with a semicolon. The drop-down combo box that MindManager creates is
approximately the same width as the entry field, so if there is any choice that
cannot be completely displayed in the list field, the user will not be able to
see the entire item either.
This tool is only suitable for relatively short lists (the maximum number of
characters for all choices, including the semicolons, is 255) that change only
occasionally. The list cannot be modified except by loading the template
again in edit mode and manually changing the list.
MindManager displays your list in the exact order you enter it, so if you want
the list to be alphabetized or in numeric order, you must enter it that way.

Changing a Wizard
You can modify your wizard in the same way that you created it: Load the
template containing the wizard from the Template Organizer as described in
the “Creating a Wizard” section, select Tools➪Wizard customization . . . from
the menu bar, click the topic whose wizard parameters you want to modify,
and make the modifications you want.
Unfortunately, there is no easy way to modify the sequence of wizard pages.
New wizard pages are always added after those already created, so if you
want to insert a wizard page, you must first delete all the wizard pages after
the insertion point, create your new wizard page, and then re-create all of the
other wizard pages that you deleted. The same approach is necessary if you
want to change the order of wizard pages.
To delete a wizard page, follow these steps:
1. Open the template and the Wizard Customization dialog box as
described at the beginning of this section.
MindManager displays the Wizard Customization dialog box.
2. Click the first subtopic that is to be added to the Wizard dialog box on
your map.
MindManager displays the wizard parameters for the subtopic in the
Wizard Customization dialog box (refer to Figure 15-5).
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3. Click the No wizard page radio button.
The entries for all other fields are deleted and the fields are grayed out.
You cannot undo this action. If you make this choice in error, you must
re-enter all of the parameters.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for all remaining subtopics that were marked
Add to previous wizard page.
MindManager deletes the colored outline and fill around the subtopic on
your map template.
5. Select the topic that contains the wizard page information and repeat
step 3.
MindManager removes the colored outline and fill around the anchor
topic.
6. Click Close and then save your template.
The wizard page has been deleted from your template.

Using a Wizard
The wizard executes automatically when a new map is created from the
wizard’s template. The following figures show the execution of the wizard
when I create a map from my Status Meeting template. Compare the Wizard
Customization entries shown in Figures 15-4 through 15-7 with the resulting
Wizard dialog boxes shown in this section.
Figure 15-8 shows the Meeting Administration page with questions asking
for the text to be inserted on the three fixed subtopics in the callout.
MindManager highlights the entry point where the answers to the questions
will be inserted on the new map as shown. The user can drag the Wizard
dialog box to another place on the map if desired.
In Figure 15-9, the user has completed answering the three questions and is
ready to click the Next button.
In Figure 15-10, the user has clicked the Next button. The entries from Step 1
have been added to the map. Because Project, Date/Time, and Place ended
with colons on the template, MindManager has appended the Step 1 answers
to these descriptive headers.
The Step 2 wizard page has been displayed, and the user has clicked the arrow
on the drop-down combo box to display all the names that were entered on
the list (refer to Figure 15-7). The list in Figure 15-10 is hiding a “Back” button.
If I realize I made an error or a typo on the Step 1 page, I can click the Back
button, return to Step 1, and correct my entries.
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Figure 15-8:
Step 1 in the
creation of a
new Status
Meeting
map using
my wizard.

Figure 15-9:
The user
has
completed
the Step 1
wizard
page.

Figure 15-10:
Step 2 in the
creation of a
new Status
Meeting
map using
my wizard.

Notice in Figure 15-11 that the subtopic “Bill” has been created on my map.
The wizard now asks if I want to create another participant. (Notice that this
is the question I entered when I created this page, as shown in Figure 15-6.) If
I click Yes, I will see Figure 15-10 again. If I click No, I will move on to Step 3.
In Figure 15-12, I have already added a total of four participants and then
clicked the No button when MindManager asked if I wanted to add another
participant. You can see how MindManager added these names to my map.
MindManager now displays the wizard for Step 3. Again, I can click the Back
button if I want to go back to a previous Step page to make changes.
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Figure 15-11:
My
customized
repeat
question.

Figure 15-12:
Step 3 in the
creation of a
new Status
Meeting
map using
my wizard.

In Figure 15-13, I have entered two deadline review topics and then clicked
the No button when MindManager asked if I wanted to add another deadline
review topic. MindManager has now reached the end of the wizard parameters
on this template and gives me one last chance to modify any of my entries
using the wizard.
If I click Finish, the wizard will close and all wizard parameters will be deleted
from my map. I can still modify my map entries using the normal MindManager
tools, but I cannot start the wizard again.
Figure 15-14 shows my Status Meeting map after the wizard closes. I probably
have more things to add for this particular meeting, but I’m a long way down
the road to being prepared!
Figure 15-15 shows a different template created to illustrate how the wizard
obtains topic information if you select the Date, Time, and Hyperlink data
types (refer to Table 15-1).
MindManager does not provide a wizard data type for date and time in one
field like you find in the Microsoft Office applications.
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Figure 15-13:
The end of
Wizard
Parameters
dialog box.

Figure 15-14:
The
completed
Status
Meeting
map after
the wizard
closes.

Figure 15-15:
The Wizard
dialog box
showing
Date, Time,
and
Hyperlink
data type
entry.
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If I click the down arrow on the Date entry field, the wizard displays a calen
dar, as shown in Figure 15-16. I scroll to the desired year and month, and then
I click the date. The wizard automatically adds a check mark next to the date
entry when I click the down arrow.

Figure 15-16:
The wizard
data entry
calendar
tool.

Figure 15-17 shows the completion of the Time data field. I must first click the
check box and then click the part of the time I want to modify (hours, min
utes, or seconds). I can either type in the value I want or use the scrolling
arrows at the right.

Figure 15-17:
The
completed
Wizard
dialog box
for this map
template.
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I can click the browse button to the right of the Hyperlink field and then
browse for the document to which I want to add a hyperlink. When I click OK,
the wizard inserts the path into the data field of the hyperlink, and then dis
plays the hyperlink icon at the end of the topic line.
In Figure 15-18, I have clicked Finish in the End of Wizard Parameters dialog
box (refer to Figure 15-13), and MindManager now displays my completed
map. Notice that, because none of my template entries ended in a colon,
MindManager has replaced the template topic text with my wizard entries.
The entries that the wizard created on my map are now just text entries that I
can modify however I want. This means that I can use the calendar feature in
the wizard without being stuck with this particular date format.

Figure 15-18:
The
completed
map.

Adding Pizzazz with Smart Map Parts
You know, I really am very fond of programmers. My goodness, where would
we be without these creative folks who find happiness and fulfillment in lives
spent in front of a computer munching french fries and sipping a soda for a
fashionably late dinner at 11pm? The only problem is, many of them cannot
imagine that there are people who actually find some other source of pleasure
in life. The result is that the rest of us have to put up with some pretty challeng
ing and unfriendly barriers in order to realize the benefits of their creativity.
Smart Map Parts (SMPs), the topic of this section, are a very good example of
this. We talked about plain old simple Map Parts (MPs) in Chapter 14. These
are just fragments of topics that I might want to use repeatedly, so I create an
MP with the structure I want and save it in the Map Parts section of my library.
Then, when I want to use it, I select the anchor topic on my map and click the
MP. MindManager automatically inserts the map fragment into my map.
The problem with both MPs and wizards is that they are static. After I have
created them, they can be changed only by opening them in edit mode, modi
fying them, and then resaving them. If the changes are only relevant to the
next map, I gain no advantage by working with the MP or the wizard. It is
more efficient just to build my map from scratch.
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SMPs, on the other hand, are dynamic wizards that are capable of modifying
themselves according to the details of the current map and, in some cases,
the underlying information that is to be represented on the map. Unfortunately,
creating an SMP requires a knowledge of programming that is beyond most
of us. (Appendix C has a very simple example. You might want to try it out,
because all you have to do is copy a small amount of program code.) Given
this new technology, however, I hope we can expect other developers to begin
writing SMPs that we will find useful and timesaving in the near future.
MindManager includes a few very useful SMPs (and some not so useful). I
describe the useful ones in this last section.

File Explorer SMPs
The File Explorer SMPs allow you to create a dynamic list of files, folders, or
files and folders directly on your map. If the content of your folder changes,
you can update your map display with just a couple of mouse clicks. You can,
of course, put a hyperlink to a folder on your map without using an SMP.
Clicking this hyperlink will open Windows Explorer and navigate to the
defined folder so that you can see the current contents. This method, how
ever, does not enable you to view the files directly on your map, nor does it
automatically create hyperlinks to each file. File Explorer SMPs, on the other
hand, accomplish both of these objectives (see Figure 15-19).
To add a File Explorer SMP to your map, follow these steps:
1. Select the topic that you want to be the anchor point for the SMP or
create a new anchor point topic somewhere on your map.
MindManager changes the color of the topic to show it has been selected.
2. Right-click the anchor topic and then select Insert Hyperlink . . .
MindManager opens the Insert Hyperlink dialog box.
3. Click the Browse Folder icon, navigate to the desired folder, and click
OK in the Browse To Folder dialog box.
MindManager inserts the path to the desired folder into the hyperlink
field.
4. Click OK.
MindManager closes the Insert Hyperlink dialog box and inserts the
folder hyperlink icon next to your anchor topic.
5. Click the Library tab in the Task pane and then select Map
Parts➪MindManager➪File Explorer.
MindManager displays the File Explorer SMPs in the lower half of the
Task pane.
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6. Point your mouse to the desired SMP.
MindManager displays a small down arrow on the right side of the SMP.
Figure 15-19 shows examples of the output you can expect from each
one. Choosing All Files and Folders will combine the two different dis
plays into one.
7. Click the down arrow and select Insert as New Topic.
MindManager will display a small progress dialog box while it obtains
a list of all the files and/or folders from the location specified in your
hyperlink and, after a short pause, will display a list similar to that
shown in Figure 15-19. You can change the SMP text to something more
descriptive if you like.
You can refresh the display so that it shows the current contents of the desig
nated folder(s) at any time by right-clicking the SMP in your map and selecting
Map Part➪Refresh. MindManager displays a message box reminding you that
the refresh process will delete any changes you made to the display and asks
if you really want to refresh. I personally find this rather annoying to answer
every time I want to refresh the display, so I check the Don’t Ask Again box.
If you change your mind and don’t want the SMP on your map anymore, just
delete it as you would any other topic. This will not damage any of the refer
enced files or folders.
If you want to send your map to someone else without sending the underly
ing folder(s) and files, you first need to convert the SMP to an ordinary MP
(otherwise MindManager will delete the file and/or folder list on the next
refresh because it no longer has access to the hyperlinked directory). You do
this by right-clicking the SMP in your map and selecting Map Part➪Convert
to Regular.

Figure 15-19:
File Explorer
SMPs used
in a map.
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You cannot undo this selection. If you accidentally convert an SMP to an
MP, your only choice is to delete the MP and re-add an SMP beginning with
step 6 in the preceding list.
Although a right-click on an SMP shows several choices in addition to the
ones normally seen on the topic context menu, none of them are of any par
ticular use with SMPs and can simply be ignored.

Outlook Linker SMPs
You can tightly integrate your Outlook files, folders, and e-mail items with
your maps using the Outlook Linker SMPs. I found the implementation of this
functionality to be a bit confusing and awkward, but the value and usefulness
it brings to MindManager maps makes it worth figuring out.
When using Outlook Linker SMPs, it’s critical to remember that any time you
add one of these SMPs to your map using MindManager, you create a new
item in Outlook. Outlook will immediately display its own appropriate dialog
box and ask you to complete the data fields. To add an existing Outlook item
to your map, you must do so from Outlook.
Suppose I’m planning a vacation (with all the vacation planning I do, you would
think I would actually take vacations more often). I’ve just started my map, as
shown in Figure 15-20. I suddenly realize that if I decide to take a vacation in
the Far East, I need to update my immunizations. Because my doctor always
has a fairly full calendar, I need to be sure I don’t forget to set up an appoint
ment. I could, of course, just switch to Outlook and add a reminder task
there, but then I wouldn’t have a link to it from my vacation planning map.
Because I do want to create a new item in Outlook, I can add an SMP directly
onto my map. To do this, I follow exactly the same steps that were required
to add a File Explorer SMP: Click the Library tab, select Map Parts➪
MindManager➪Outlook Linker, right-click Task, and choose Insert as new
topic.

Figure 15-20:
The start of
my vacation
planning
map.
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You must either select the anchor topic on your map where the SMP is to be
added before starting this process or drag the SMP and drop it onto the
anchor topic.
MindManager appends the Task SMP and, after a brief pause, displays the
Outlook Task dialog box (shown in Figure 15-21). I complete as much informa
tion as I know about this task (which at this point is not much!). I then save
and close the Outlook dialog box.

Figure 15-21:
Entering
task details
in the
Outlook
Task dialog
box.

MindManager then updates the SMP text and records the additional task infor
mation in the topic notes, as shown in Figure 15-22. If I switch to Outlook, I
will find this task in my task list just as if I had created it directly in Outlook.

Figure 15-22:
The
completed
Outlook
Task Linker
SMP.
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When I manage to reach the doctor, I will want to update this task record with
the date and time of the appointment and perhaps add other information as
well. I can either do this directly in Outlook, or I can right-click the Task SMP,
select Map Part➪Open Outlook Item, and update the record that way.
If I update the record in Outlook, I need to tell MindManager to update the
information in my map. I do this by right-clicking the Task SMP and selecting
Map Part➪Refresh. MindManager then updates the topic and topic notes
information, as shown in Figure 15-23.

Figure 15-23:
My vacation
planning
map
updated
with task
information
from
Outlook.

Returning to my vacation planning map, I remember that my friend Paul
recently returned from a vacation in Thailand and decide that I would like to
talk to him about his experiences.
If I add the Contact SMP directly in MindManager, the SMP will create a new,
blank contact record in Outlook rather than allowing me to choose Paul’s
existing record. The addition of existing Outlook data to a map must be done
from Outlook.
Because I want all the relevant information to be in this map, I want to include
his contact information. I could just copy what I need from my address record,
but what if his telephone number changes before I call him? I would then need
to change the number in both places. (Okay, this is getting a little silly for a
vacation plan, but you see the point.) I now need to switch to Outlook to locate
Paul’s address record.
You must select the anchor topic in your map before you switch to Outlook
and select the record to be linked.
I click Paul’s address record in my Outlook contact list and then click the
Send to MindManager button on Outlook’s standard toolbar. Because of all
the viruses that use the Outlook address list to propagate themselves,
Outlook always displays the warning message shown in Figure 15-24. You
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must click Yes to allow the information to be passed to MindManager. If you
are planning to send several items to your map, click the Allow access for
check box and choose an appropriate time limit. Outlook will then not dis
play this warning again until you try to access an Outlook record after your
chosen time limit has expired.

Figure 15-24:
Outlook’s
file access
warning
dialog box.

All of Paul’s address information is then added to my map, either to the topic
itself or to the topic notes, as shown in Figure 15-25.

Figure 15-25:
My vacation
planning
map
updated
with contact
information
from
Outlook.

The Notes and Appointment SMPs function in exactly the same way.
MindManager always knows the right SMP to use when you send a record
from Outlook.
There is one more Outlook Linker SMP that you might find useful. Create a
topic on your map to reference a folder in Outlook. Switch to Outlook, select
that folder, and click the Export Folder to MindManager button on the
Outlook standard toolbar.
MindManager will add the Outlook Folder SMP to your anchor topic. If
you now right-click this SMP, select Map Part➪Open Outlook Item, and
then switch to Outlook, you will find your folder selected and the contents
displayed.
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Chapter 16

Recombining the Building Blocks
with Scripting
In This Chapter
 An introduction to programming objects
 Getting organized to customize MindManager
 Some fun (and useful) MindManager extensions

M

y grandfather was a railroad conductor for the old Illinois Central
Railway for more than 30 years. One of his most prized and trusted
possessions was his railroad watch, an enormous pocket watch nearly a half
inch thick and two inches in diameter. Swiss made, it was the most accurate
timekeeper that could be bought at any price until the electric Seikos and
Rolexes appeared many decades later. For a boy of eight or nine years, it was
just magic. I would ask my grandfather a dozen times a day for the time just to
watch him slowly pull that marvel out of his pocket, always securely fastened
to his belt with a broad, golden-chained fob, open the cover, and announce the
exact time (he never said it was two o’clock unless it was exactly two o’clock).
On special occasions, he would let me hold it for a short time and watch the
tiny movements of the second hand.
One day, when I asked what time it was for the umpteenth time, a different
pocket watch appeared — much older, but still a railroad watch. This one
had a leather fob, and my grandfather fastened it to my belt! To this day, I can
vividly remember the shock, the heart-pounding excitement, and disbelief that
such a treasure was actually being entrusted to me. I practiced for hours in
front of the mirror, trying to exactly mimic the way he pulled the watch from
his pocket to tell time. In the weeks and months after that, it was my grandfa
ther asking me what time it was when we were working in his yard. Smart
man, my grandfather!
He died a year or so after that, and strangely enough, the watch stopped
working at almost the same time. I was just devastated, and my father went
to several jewelry stores to try and get it repaired. It was just too old and no
one was willing to attempt repairs. In desperation, I decided I would try to fix
it myself. I remember carefully removing the incredibly tiny screws and trying
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to see what I could do to make it run again — and the moment when the
mainspring sprung open, flinging the gears and pieces all over the room. It
was a powerful lesson for a young boy about knowing what you were getting
into before you started!
Well, in this chapter I tell you what you are getting into if you decide to go
under the hood of MindManager and try to get it to do some new tricks that
the creators never thought of. By the way, I promise you there are no “main
springs” that will throw MindManager all over the room in tiny pieces! The
examples in Appendix C will give you a little hint at how much fun it can be
to just explore some possibilities.
Depending on your reason for turning to this chapter, you may not want to
read every section. Here are some suggestions:
 If you really have no interest at all in programming but do want to use
some program code (that was prepared by a friend, downloaded from
some site on the Internet, or copied from Appendix C), follow the steps
described in the section entitled “Getting Started with Scripts.”
 If you already know a bit about programming but don’t quite know how
to get at the gears and levers of an application like MindManager, read
this entire chapter.
 Finally, if you already have some experience with OOP, just skip right
ahead to Appendix C (“Useful Scripts”) and start playing with the exam
ples to orient yourself with the MindManager Object Model. You’ll find
the environment very similar to what you already know from Microsoft’s
Visual Basic for Applications.
Creating and running MindManager programs (called macros) is only avail
able in the X5 Pro version.

What on Earth is an “Object”?
This book is about all the things that MindManager can do for you through
mouse clicks, dragging things around the screen, and typing. It’s really a pretty
impressive list. But sooner or later, you may decide you want to do something
with one mouse click instead of three or four, or you want to use some of the
MindManager functions in an entirely different way.
MindManager provides a way for you to do this by providing access to its many
program functions through the process called scripting. To use the language
from the World of Object Oriented Programming (WoOOP), MindManager
exposes its information and functions to your script program. (Sounds a bit
racy, doesn’t it?) Programming with objects sounds pretty intimidating, but in
fact it really is nothing more than a formal way of talking about the parts and
pieces of something and how they all work together.
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By the way, the people from WoOOP may be a bit offended by this bit of irrev
erence (they would just call it OOP), but the first few times I tried to work
with OOP, I was saying, “woops, that’s not what I wanted to do,” quite a bit,
so it fits somehow.
Look at Figure 16-1. It’s an ordinary traffic signal, and it has several components:
a support pole, a control board, different colored lights, and so on. Now, a
traffic signal doesn’t have anything at all to do with MindManager scripting,
but there is an interesting parallel between the traffic signal’s control board
and MindManager’s macros: Both can be programmed to make their device
(traffic signal) or application (MindManager) do things the way the user wants.

Figure 16-1:
Meet Mr.
Traffic
Signal and
learn about
the things
he can do
and tell you
about.

In WoOOP, all the things that belong to the traffic signal are called objects
(hence the name, object-oriented programming), and the traffic signal is called
the parent of all the things that belong to it. In a similar way, MindManager
has topics of various kinds, buttons, menus, icons, and so on, and these are
all MindManager objects, while a toolbar is the parent of all the buttons on
that toolbar.
Some of the objects on the traffic signal can do things. For example, the green
light can turn on and off and the walk signal can display “Walk” or “Don’t Walk.”
In WoOOP, the things that an object can do are called its methods. The Save
button in MindManager can record the current contents of your map on your
hard disk, so this is one of MindManager’s methods.
Objects can also store bits of information and provide this information on
request. The control board on the traffic signal can “ask” the red light if it is
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on or off and determine the next light to turn on based on this information.
Similarly, a topic on your map has the text you typed in when you created it.
Your script program can “ask” for the text of the topic and make it available
to your script program to change in some way (after your program changes
the text, MindManager will change the displayed text on your map). The
information that an object stores about itself is called its properties.
Okay, just how would I “ask” the traffic signal what word it is displaying on the
Walk signal? Look at Figure 16-2. If I were to ask you, I might ask the question
this way:
What is My Current Display of the Walk Signal of the Traffic Signal?
(Okay, you might conclude I was more than a little weird if I asked it this way,
but stay with me here.) I “ask” the Walk Signal in my pretend traffic signal pro
gram in exactly the same way, although I must follow the WoOOP conventions:
 Any time a property is on the right-hand side of a statement, it is under
stood that a question is being asked, so “What is” and the question mark
aren’t needed.
 The order of the objects is always from right to left so that the most
important object is shown first and the property or method is shown last.
 The words “of the” are replaced by a period.
 Spaces are eliminated.

Figure 16-2:
The
properties
and
methods of
two of Mr.
Traffic
Signal’s
components.
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Rephrasing my question according to WoOOP rules, I now ask the following:
DisplayedWords = TrafficLight.WalkSignal.MyCurrentDisplay
DisplayedWords is a variable name that I chose, and I can now use it later in

my control board program. For example, if in a different part of my pretend
traffic signal program I have determined that the red light is about to be
turned on, I might have this program statement:
If DisplayedWords = “Walk” then
TrafficLight.WalkSignal.SwitchMyDisplayWord
SwitchMyDisplayWord is a method of WalkSignal (see Figure 16-2), and the

above statement would cause WalkSignal to turn off the lights behind the word
“Walk” and turn on the lights behind the words “Don’t Walk.” Here you can see
the tremendous power of OOP (Object Oriented Programming): I don’t have
to know one tiny detail about how WalkSignal achieves this result!
This is a really good thing. Suppose I am writing a little macro to program
MindManager, and I want my macro to add a new subtopic with the text
“Hooray.” Now, the Mindjet programmers have written probably hundreds of
lines of code in order to achieve this result, and the last thing I want to even
imagine in my worst nightmare is to have to learn enough to be able to write
all this program code myself. Fortunately, I don’t have to. I just include a
statement in my program like this:
myTopic.AddSubtopic(“Hooray”)

This is all I need to add a subtopic named “Hooray” to my selected topic on
my map! Furthermore, even if Mindjet decides in some future version of
MindManager to completely change the program code for the AddSubtopic
method, I don’t care because my script code is not affected.
Now there is one more type of object that is really important in OOP, and
it is called a Collection. Returning once more to the traffic signal, look at
Figure 16-3. The three different lights are identical except for their color —
all their other properties and methods are identical. What is really neat about
collections is that, in addition to the standard reference (TrafficLight.
Lights.GreenLight), I can also refer to them by their position number in
the collection (TrafficLights.Lights(3)). This makes it much easier to
do the same thing to every item in the collection, especially if you don’t know
how many items are in the collection at any given point in time.
Consider, as an example, one of the important collections in MindManager:
Documents. Every map that you have open in MindManager is a Document,
but sometimes you may have only one map open and other times you may
have several open. The first “Useful Script” in Appendix C allows you to close
all open maps with a single mouse click. I can do this with a very simple pro
gram that says, “Close every Document in Documents.” Document (without
the “s”) means the one, single document that I am ready to close; Documents
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(with the “s”) refers to the bucket (Collection) of documents that are currently
open. MindManager follows this convention for all items and collections: a
Toolbar in Toolbars, a Topic in Topics, and so on.

Figure 16-3:
Mr. Traffic
Signal’s
collection
of lights —
red, yellow,
and green.

Getting Started with Scripts
MindManager automatically creates a directory for user macros when it is
installed on your machine at the following location:
Documents and Settings\user\Local Settings\Application
Data\Mindjet\MindManager\5\Macros

If I thought really long and hard about it, I don’t think I could have come up
with a more obscure and inaccessible place to put such an important direc
tory. What’’s more, this directory is only accessible to you, so you can’t
conveniently share your creations with others. I suggest creating your own
macro directory someplace on your hard disk where you can easily find it.
You can then name the directory anything you like.
If you want to use some of the macros described in Appendix C and are
already familiar with script editors, you can copy the code using the
MindManager script editor. Select Tools➪Macros➪Macro Editor from the
menu bar. The macro editor is shown in Figure 16-4.
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Figure 16-4:
The MindManager
macro
editor with
the “Close
All” macro
loaded.

If you are not familiar with script editors, you can simply use the Windows
Notepad program to copy the code from Appendix C that you want to try.
Remember, however, to change the normal .txt suffix to .mmbas when you
save your file or MindManager will not recognize it as macro code. Notepad
also has no error-checking capability, so be careful to copy the code exactly
as it is given in Appendix C.
The File➪Open command on the macro editor will always looks in the default
macro directory rather than remembering the location from which you last
opened a macro. Because this is rather inconvenient, I suggest inserting a
shortcut to your macro directory in the default directory as follows:
1. If the macro editor isn’t already open, select Tools➪Macros➪Macro
Editor from the menu bar.
MindManager opens the Macro Editor window.
2. Select File➪Open from the Macro Editor menu bar.
MindManager displays the Open File dialog box. The contents of the
default macro directory are displayed but it will most likely be empty.
3. Right-click anywhere in the Open File dialog box and select
New➪Shortcut.
Windows displays the Create Shortcut wizard.
4. Navigate to your macro directory on page 1 of the wizard and then
click Next.
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Windows displays the path to your macro directory on the first page of
the wizard. It then displays page 2, asking what name you want for your
shortcut.
5. Enter whatever name you like for your shortcut and click Finish.
A shortcut to your macro directory appears in MindManager’s default
macro directory.
You can now double-click your shortcut to go directly to your macro directory.
After you have created or downloaded the macro code into your macro direc
tory, you need to tell MindManager a few things about your macro before
MindManager can execute your code. Follow these steps for each macro that
you want to use:
1. Select Tools➪Macro➪Macros . . . from the menu bar.
MindManager opens the Macros library management dialog box shown
in Figure 16-5. The macros shown are those provided by Mindjet when
you installed MindManager on your machine.

Figure 16-5:
The Macros
library man
agement
dialog box.

2. Click the Add. . . button and then complete the Name, Path, and
Description fields.
MindManager opens the Macro dialog box as shown in Figure 16-6.
The name you choose should be reasonably descriptive of the macro’s
action because this is all that will be displayed in the menu. The descrip
tion is only visible in the Macros library management dialog box (refer
to Figure 16-5).
3. Click the down arrow on the Menu combo box and select the menu
where your macro is to appear.
Your choices are shown in Figure 16-7. Look over the MindManager com
mands that are on the various menus or submenus and think about the
action of your macro. Choose the menu where the action of your macro
is most similar to the standard MindManager commands already on that
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menu. Unfortunately, there is no way to associate your macro with a
toolbar button in MindManager. The various context menus are displayed
when you right-click an object in MindManager. If your macro is designed
to work with only one type of MindManager object (just on topics, for
example), the correct context menu may be the best choice. If you write
your macro assuming it will be placed on a particular menu, be sure to
document this in your macro code.

Figure 16-6:
Completed
Macro
dialog box.

4. Click OK in the New Macro dialog box and then click Close in the
Macro Library dialog box.
Your macro and its description are displayed in the Macro Library dialog
box. After you close the Macro Library dialog box, your macro name will
appear on the menu you chose in step 3 and will now function just like
any other MindManager command.

Figure 16-7:
The Macro
dialog box
showing
menu
choices for
the macro.
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Part IV

Maps through Webs
and Windows

L

In this part . . .

iving in a vacuum isn’t very useful, is it? You learn how
to share in this part of the book. MindManager gets
your ideas out with Microsoft Word, Outlook, Project, and
PowerPoint. Creating Web pages is a snap. Remember that
sharing thing? You can use MindManager to get other pro
grams to give something useful back to you. MindManager
can be a catalyst to getting your ideas across to others, and
your visual organization can take on valuable new forms.

Chapter 17

Mining and Managing Information
In This Chapter
 Assembling your maps and hyperlinked documents into .zip or .exe files
 Using MindManager’s mail function
 Managing computer file archives
 Structuring large quantities of information
 Organizing mail for easy retrieval
 Accessing lessons learned while you are working on a new project

M

y wife and I love to play games together. One of our favorites is hiding
things from ourselves. Maybe you know this game, too: First you have
to get ready for the game by putting something important (such as ski gloves,
keys to the suitcase, barbeque implements — the really great thing about this
game is that you can play it with almost anything) in “a special place” where
you will “be sure to know where to find it.” (For those of us who are profes
sionals at this game, even the most obvious places will do, but newcomers
may need to be more creative in finding that “special place.”) Then, go about
your normal affairs for a while before beginning the game. Now you can
spend hours and days tearing the house apart trying to find that “special
place” again!
Information is sort of like this as well. You put a key letter in your filing cabi
net, and then you can’t remember which file folder it is in; or you save that
critical spreadsheet on your computer but can’t remember what you named
it a few days later.
The problem only gets worse when you have several people on the same team
generating and using the information. Some team members get copied on an
important e-mail, while others are forgotten. A presentation gets updated, but
the presenter uses the old version. A new person joins the team and somehow
has to find all the informational bits and pieces in order to become an effective
team member.
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MindManager offers several tools to help you with this critical information
management challenge. You have already seen many of these in prior chap
ters. In this final chapter of part III, I tell you how to pack up your map and all
the hyperlinked documents into one package and send it on its way. In the
last sections, I explore ways that you can use MindManager to better handle
some common information management problems.

Packaging Everything Together
If you are working with a single map with no hyperlinks to other maps or to
other documents of any kind, you really don’t need to be concerned about
packaging. You write your e-mail, attach your map, and send it off. If, however,
you have a huge map like the one discussed in Chapter 10 — with dozens
of hyperlinked maps (not to mention PDF documents, spreadsheets, and
who knows what else), possibly in multiple directories or even on different
servers — assembling the right pieces to send to someone is a daunting task.
Fortunately, MindManager has exactly the tool you need to accomplish this
accurately and efficiently — Pack and Go.
When you follow this procedure, you must be using a map containing topic
hyperlinks to all the other maps or documents that may possibly be included
in the packaging process. MindManager will not detect any second-level
hyperlinks, nor will it detect any hyperlinks in your text notes.
Follow these steps:
1. Select File➪Pack and Go . . . from the menu bar.
MindManager displays page 1 of the Pack and Go Wizard dialog box (see
Figure 17-1) with the Add map together with linked documents option
selected.
Figure 17-1 shows that one of the hyperlinks is broken and that Appendix C
cannot be found. If I need to include Appendix C in my package, I must
click Cancel and repair the hyperlink before proceeding (see Chapter 12
for details on how to do this).
2. Uncheck any linked documents that you do not want to include in the
package and then click Next.
MindManager displays page 2 of the Pack and Go Wizard dialog box (see
Figure 17-2).
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Figure 17-1:
The first
page of the
Pack and
Go Wizard
dialog box.

Figure 17-2:
The second
page of the
Pack and
Go Wizard
dialog box.

3. Click the Browse button, navigate to the directory where you want to
store the package file, and click OK.
MindManager gives the name of your map (with a .zip extension) to the
package file and displays the path and file name in the Path and package
type field.
You can edit the name of the package file if you like. If you want
MindManager to create a compressed directory (sometimes called a Zip
directory), leave the .zip extension. If you want MindManager to create a
so-called self-extracting executable, change the extension to .exe. With a
self-extracting executable, the recipient only needs to double-click the
.exe file and the compressed files are automatically extracted and saved
to the directory specified by the recipient.
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4. Add welcome text if desired (only if an .exe file is specified) and then
click Next.
MindManager displays page 3 of the Pack and Go Wizard dialog box (see
Figure 17-3).

Figure 17-3:
The third
page of the
Pack and
Go Wizard
dialog box.

5. If you want to password protect your package file, click the Enable
password protection check box and type in the password you want
to use. When you are ready to continue, click Finish.
MindManager displays the Packaging Files progress dialog box (see
Figure 17-4). When the .zip (or .exe) file is complete, MindManager
changes the word “Cancel” to “Close” and activates the Open and Open
Folder buttons. There is seldom any reason, however, to click either of
these buttons. Simply close the dialog box and proceed with whatever
you want to do next. You will find your package file in the directory you
specified on page 2 of the Pack and Go Wizard dialog box.
There is no way to recover your password if you forget it. You will simply
have to delete the package file and recreate it from scratch.

Figure 17-4:
The
Packaging
Files
progress
dialog box.
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If you created a self-extracting executable (as specified in Figure 17-2), the
recipient will see the dialog box shown in Figure 17-5 when he or she doubleclicks the file.

Figure 17-5:
This dialog
box is
displayed
when the
recipient
doubleclicks the
selfextracting
executable
specified in
Figure 17-2.

If you specified absolute directory addresses in your main map hyperlinks
(refer to Chapter 12) and the recipient changes the extraction directory in the
dialog box shown in Figure 17-5, none of your hyperlinks will work properly.
In general, if you intend to send multimaps to others using a self-extracting
executable, always specify relative hyperlink addresses. The recipient can
then place the files in any desired directory on his or her computer.

Sending It Off
After creating your package file (as described in the previous section), your
next step will usually be to create an e-mail to which you attach this file. You
can combine both steps by selecting File➪Send To from the menu bar and
then choosing either Mail Recipient (For Review) . . . or Mail Recipient (As
Attachment) . . .
MindManager takes you through the same steps described in the previous
section and automatically creates a new mail message and attaches the pack
age file that it has created. The only difference between the two choices (“For
Review” or “As Attachment”) is that MindManager begins the subject line
with “Review” if you chose that option.
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This procedure will only work if you are using a MAPI-compliant e-mail pro
gram such as Microsoft Outlook or Outlook Express. You cannot create e-mail
in any Web-based e-mail program such as AOL or MSN.
The advantages of this approach are as follows:
 The process is faster because the packaging and e-mail creation process
is combined.
 The package file is created in the e-mail rather than in a specified direc
tory. When the e-mail is sent (assuming you have not specified that your
mail application should save a copy of your e-mail), you do not have any
files to delete.
 MindManager automatically appends a message giving the Mindjet Web
site address where the recipient can download a free viewer to look at
your files if he or she does not have MindManager installed (horrors!).
The disadvantages of this approach are as follows:
 You do not have the option of creating a self-extracting executable.
 You may not be ready to create your e-mail immediately. If MindManager
starts the e-mail, it won’t allow you to do anything else until you at least
save the e-mail as a draft.

Knowledge Management Themes
Knowledge Management, or the process of making information available on a
timely and relevant basis, has become a very popular topic over the past few
years. An Internet search using these keywords will generate several thou
sand hits. Many consulting organizations now feature this theme as one of
their primary areas of business.
I have already explored several areas of Knowledge Management for which
MindManager is a particularly good support tool:
 Chapter 6: Showing relationships between topics and emphasizing cer
tain topics.
 Chapter 9: Planning and meeting management.
 Chapter 10: Linking multiple maps together into an overview map.
 Chapter 12: Using hyperlinks to tie documents of all types together.
I don’t introduce any new MindManager functionality in the remaining sec
tions of this chapter. Instead, I combine some things in perhaps unexpected
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ways to demonstrate a little bit of the enormous power and depth of this mar
velous software tool in managing that highly critical resource — information.
I hope that these ideas will be a launch pad for your own creativity.

Finding the needle in the haystack
In Chapter 10, I talked about techniques for navigating through a very large
map (either a single map or a group of hyperlinked maps) and extracting rele
vant chunks to build a customized map containing only those parts relevant
to a particular need. But what do you do if this big map was created by some
one else (or, even worse, several someone elses) and you don’t even know
where to start looking?
The answer is to combine MindManager’s search and multimap capabilities.
It is not actually necessary to even open the master map before specifying
your search criteria, but since I usually use keywords to do my searching, I
want to see where MindManager will find my topic in the information tree. If
I open my master map first, it is always the left-most tab in my workspace.
This simplifies my exploration a bit.
Figure 17-6 shows the master map for this book. Suppose that I know I have
talked about “inserting notes” somewhere, but I just can’t remember where.
I set up my search parameters as shown (refer to Chapter 25 for details on
using the search page if needed) and then click the Search button.

Figure 17-6:
Ready to
do a search
for “Insert
Notes.”
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After a bit of computer cogitating, MindManager displays the search results in
the lower part of the search page. The icons tell you the type of objects where
MindManager found your search text. Click any entry, and MindManager opens
that map and adjusts the display to show the selected topic. Figure 17-7 shows
the result of clicking “Transforming topics into paragraphs.”

Figure 17-7:
A
completed
search with
one of the
results
selected.

If desired, you can start a new map (leaving the search results still displayed)
and then drag one or more of the search icons to your new map. MindManager
will copy the selected topic and all of its subtopics to the new map. If you have
selected a topic that corresponds to an entire hyperlinked map, the central
topic on that map will become a main topic on your new map.
This process searches maps found only in the directories you specify.
MindManager will not find any occurrence of your keywords in other types of
documents (such as Word or Excel) unless those words are also present in
one or more of the map objects that you specified in your search criteria.

Archive reference
It is always difficult to decide which computer files to keep and which to dis
card, and it seems like whichever choice you make will turn out to be the
wrong one. My wife is always afraid she might need something “someday”
and so almost never deletes anything. I, on the other hand, am never happier
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than when I can do some computer housecleaning to get rid of all the “out
dated” files. The result is that neither of us can find that particular, older file
we are looking for. I can’t because I have deleted it, and she can’t because it
is buried somewhere among thousands of other files.
Cheap CD-R disks have solved the problem for me: I just copy all the out
dated files to a CD before I delete them. But — you’re already ahead of me,
aren’t you? — now I have my wife’s problem when I need to retrieve a file
from the CD.
MindManager to the rescue! Create your archive CD using your favorite CDburning application and then follow these steps to create a powerful archive
index:
1. Click the New (Standard) button on the Standard toolbar and type the
desired description for your archive.
Your archive map is ready to be loaded with hyperlinks to your archive
files.
2. Place your archive CD in your reader and then add a hyperlink to the
CD to the central topic.
Refer to Chapter 12 if you need to review how to do this.
3. Open the Library page in the Task pane and select Map
Parts➪MindManager➪File Explorer.
The file explorer Smart Map Parts (SMPs) are displayed in the lower half
of the Library page.
4. Drag the All Files and Folders SMP and drop it on your archive central
topic.
MindManager will “think” for awhile and then display a list of all files
and folders on your archive map. If you click the plus sign next to one of
the folders, MindManager will display all the files and subfolders that
are in that folder.
This SMP only creates topics corresponding to two levels of folders. If
you need to extend your archive index to a greater folder depth, repeat
this process (beginning with step 4) for each level 2 directory.
5. Right-click the All Files and Folders main topic (in your archive map)
and select Remove Topic.
MindManager makes all your first-level folders and files into main topics
in your archive map. You can now do any clean-up and rearranging that
you want, such as deleting all the extraneous borders. You can see a por
tion of my archive CD for this book in Figure 17-8.
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Figure 17-8:
A portion
of my
completed
CD archive
map.

This is one powerful tool! I can open any archive file directly from the CD
simply by clicking its hyperlink icon (remember, all of these were created
automatically), and I can search my CD using the technique described in the
previous section. Lost archive files are a thing of the past!

Mail management
Keeping track of e-mail — who sent something, when it was sent, who it was
sent to, what was said, and so on — is another major information management
task that you and I must deal with on an ongoing basis.
In order to effectively use MindManager to manage a mail knowledge base, I
must first think carefully about a mail index structure. In this case, the index
structure will reflect the categories of mail that are important to me. Although
I can do a keyword search in unstructured mail, I need a well-conceived index
structure in order to use many of the knowledge management tools.
There is simply no shortcut here, because there is no “right” index structure —
only one that is best suited to my team’s (or my company’s) particular and
unique needs. Of course, I can certainly use the brainstorming tool in
MindManager (refer to Chapter 8) to work with others on my team in develop
ing this index and in defining a clear process for additions and modifications.
When you have decided on your index structure, create a map template that
captures this structure (templates are covered in Chapter 14). At regular time
intervals, depending on your needs, create a new map from this template and
link it to your master mail map with a hyperlink. As mail is received, you pick
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the category that is appropriate and use the Send To MindManager function
in Outlook to copy the mail contents into your map (see Chapter 15 for
details). If more than one category is relevant, you can repeat this process.
Figure 17-9 shows an example of such a mail map. This map can now be
searched using all the tools previously described.

Figure 17-9:
A structured
(but
fictitious)
map
showing all
the mail
received by
one CAP
squadron in
December.

Lessons learned
Companies that are involved with project work quickly recognize that mis
takes are an inevitable aspect of trying to do something new, but they also
become quickly frustrated when they realize that they are making the same
mistakes over and over.
When a project is completed, many companies invest some time talking about
the mistakes they made on a project (as well as the things they may have done
well), and some invest quite a bit of time in formally documenting these lessons
learned. This is an important and necessary first step. The problem, however,
is making this information available in a timely and relevant fashion to the pro
ject manager on the next project. Most attempts have had only limited success
because the project manager has no easy way to extract what is relevant to his
or her current project from this mass of documents.
What is needed is a structured way of collecting lessons learned that is orga
nized around the way projects are managed at a particular company. As with
the mail management problem discussed in the previous section, the crucial
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step is the development of the index structure. This will assuredly be far more
complex than the index structure needed for mail management and will there
fore require thought and input from every team member working for the com
pany. It should be expected that many mistakes will be made and that a means
must be defined to allow the index structure to grow, adapt, and mature as the
company gains experience with it. The investment, however, can be expected
to return significant dividends in terms of more successful projects.
Figure 17-10 shows a very simple first draft of a MindManager template that
can be used to collect lessons learned. Each project can have its own master
map with links to the individual lessons learned maps. Searching can be done
against the index words, the type of project or the description itself. Using
the scripting tools (see Chapter 16 and Appendix C), information can also be
extracted to databases and Web pages to make it more readily available.

Figure 17-10:
A possible
lessons
learned
template.

There are many other possibilities as well, depending on the particular needs
of each organization. Use this as a starting point for your own creative thinking!

Knowledge structuring
I explored knowledge structuring pretty extensively in Chapter 10, using the
Civil Air Patrol knowledge base as an example. My next task is to figure out
how to make this knowledge management and structuring available to those
poor souls who do not yet have MindManager installed on their computers.
In this part (IV), I show you how MindManager enables you to make your
map knowledge base available to anyone who has a computer with at least a
Web browser installed — in fact, in printed form, even to someone who has
no computer at all — with very little additional work. In this section, I just
give you a little taste of what is to come!
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Figure 17-11 shows the same table of contents map that I discussed in
Chapter 10, but now it is dressed up to look like an ordinary table of contents
page in a notebook. Using the export tools that I will cover in this part, I can
produce this entire knowledge base in the following forms:
 A series of physical notebooks
 A linked series of Word documents
 A series of PDF documents
 A Web site
 A series of PowerPoint presentations
It won’t matter which form someone uses to access this information — they
will always see the same format and the same structure. I manage my infor
mation in my MindManager knowledge base. If I need to change something,
I change it in MindManager and then re-create all the other forms with a few
mouse clicks — seamlessly and effortlessly. Interested? Then check out the
rest of the Chapters in Part IV.

Figure 17-11:
The Civil Air
Patrol
knowledge
base master
map.

The section numbers in Figure 17-11 are all floating topics. The connecting
lines from the central topic (Civil Air Patrol Senior Squadron) to the main
topics have been hidden. See Chapters 3, 7, and 14 for details on how to do
these things. I left the hyperlink icons visible here, but could have hidden
them as well by selecting View➪Show/Hide➪Control Strip from the menu bar.
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Chapter 18

To the Host with It: Creating
Web Pages
In This Chapter
 Making a MindManager map into a Web page
 Using Web templates
 Maximizing the map for the Web
 Using the Multimap mode to create Web pages
 Changing Web templates

M

aking Web pages and Web sites is an art. The rules seem to be con
stantly changing. It seems like only months ago that if you had a basic
knowledge of HTML, then you had it whipped. In this chapter, you’re going to
see how MindManager makes Web page generation as easy as pouring Picasso
out of a box. The first stop is the creation of a Web page.
Web pages have to be targeted to a user to be effective. Some are interactive,
while others contain static information. Fortunately, MindManager has Web
templates that take into consideration how people use Web pages. In this
chapter, I am going to show you how to select a Web template based on the
intended use of the Web page. After creating one Web page, the next step is
to create multiple Web pages which will then become an entire Web site.
MindManager can make a full-blown Web site out of a map. You’re going to
create a Web site with information pulled from multiple MindManager maps.
Each map is made up of bits and pieces of Web construction concrete.
I am not an expert on the internal construction of Web pages or Web sites,
so I am glad the folks that assembled MindManager are experts on that stuff.
MindManager allows you to change the nuts and bolts of a Web page. You
hope your car still runs after you have taken the nuts and bolts out of the
engine and reinstalled them. I am going to take you right to the edge of being
dangerous with the wrench. You’re welcome to tread farther. Where did I put
that disclaimer?
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This chapter uses MindManager maps from the Civil Air Patrol as examples
when creating Web pages. The Civil Air Patrol (CAP) is also known as the
United States Air Force Auxiliary.

Going from Map to Web Page in Seconds
I am going to show you how to take a MindManager map and create a Web
page from it. To create a Web page quickly, first you need a MindManager
map. You don’t have to have a complicated map at this point. The purpose
of this section is to just get a Web page done fast.
Start with the MindManager map shown in Figure 18-1.

Figure 18-1:
A Civil Air
Patrol MindManager
map.

MindManager creates numerous files when making a Web page. Create a tem
porary file folder to hold all the Web page files. Getting rid of Web page files
is much easier if the files are in one folder.. Transferring files to the Web is
easier, too, if the files are all in one place.
Open your MindManager map completely by showing all the levels. Chapter 2
describes a MindManager map level. The level of detail that the map is opened
to is the level of detail used by the template. You may lose information on the
Web page if all the levels are not open. On the other hand, if your map is large,
then you may want to reduce the level of detail. The Web page may not be able
to display all the levels. You have to try it a few times and see what works for
your map. Follow these steps:
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1. Select File➪ Save as Web Pages.
The Save as Web Pages dialog box appears, as shown in Figure 18-2.

Figure 18-2:
The Save as
Web Pages
dialog box.

2. In the Export folder box, enter the location and folder name that you
want to contain the Web files. You can also browse files by clicking
the file folder icon.
3. Next, click the Select Template button.
The Select Web Template dialog box appears, as shown in Figure 18-3.
The MindManager Web templates are hiding underneath the + signs on
the left side of the page.

Figure 18-3:
The Select
Web
Template
dialog box.
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4. Click Clickable Imagemap in the file list.
A brief description of the template is found in the upper right text box.
The page is clickable if hyperlinks are attached to the topic. Click a
hyperlink and away you go.
5. Click OK.
The Save as Web Pages dialog box (shown in Figure 18-2) returns.
6. Click Save.
The churning starts. A Web page is about to be born. Figure 18-4 shows
the I’m Finished screen, or as the dialog box says, Saving as Web Pages.
The Cancel button shown in Figure 18-3 stops the generation of the Web
page. However, any changes you have made to the Web layout or in
advanced customizations will be saved.

Figure 18-4:
The export
is complete,
and the
Web page is
born.

7. Click Open.
Your Web browser opens and your MindManager map appears in a Web
page format. Pretty cool. The result is a Web page that looks exactly like
the one shown in Figure 18-1, except you’re looking at it with your Internet
browser.
If you select the Open Folder button, the folder that you specified in
Step 2 opens. You can see all the files generated by MindManager to
make the Web page. The Close button closes the dialog box.
The most basic Web template creates this type of Web page. The HTML code
is automatically generated by MindManager for your map. If you’re feeling
ambitious, then you can take that code and build it into an existing Web site.
The Clickable Imagemap HTML code can be found in the file index.html.txt.
You can paste this file into other Web pages. The index.jpg can also be used
in other Web sites.
You’re going to repeat these steps a number of times in this chapter. You
should follow these same steps when you use other templates.
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Finding your Web page from your browser
The Open button shown in Figure 18-4 performs
a series of steps that are hidden from you. It
automatically closes the dialog box and opens
your Web browser. The Web browser is then
told which Web file to open. You can instead
choose Open Folder or Close in the Saving as
Web Pages dialog box (see Figure 18-4) instead
of choosing Open. Selecting the Open Folder
button or the Close button will not open your
browser.
Looking at your Web masterpiece after you exit
the Saving as Web Pages dialog box requires a

bit of searching with your browser. To look later,
open your browser. I am using Internet Explorer,
but the idea is the same no matter what browser
you use. Search for the index file in the folder
that you named in Figure 18-2. To do this, open
the folder from the browser. Then open the file
named index. Your MindManager map, in its
Web format, should appear. I recommend that
you practice finding the index file because it will
be helpful later, when the Web pages and sites
are more complicated and have multiple index
files.

Making Template Choices and Taking
Credit for Great Web Pages
The Web page templates have certain characteristics in common. In this sec
tion, you add information to a template. I will show you how to change a few
things in a MindManager template. Don’t worry about how complicated your
map is. Continue using the map in Figure 18-1 as an example.
The following steps show you how to personalize your map and select a Web
layout:
1. Select File➪ Save as Web Pages.
The Save as Web Pages dialog box appears (refer to Figure 18-2), so that
you can start the Web page cooking process.
2. Click Select Template, because you want to use a different template.
3. Open the Static Outline menu by clicking on the + sign, and then click
Light Blue.
4. Click OK to return to the Save as Web Pages dialog box (refer to
Figure 18-2).
5. Click the Customize button.
The Customize Web Page Layout and Style dialog box appears, as shown
in Figure 18-5.
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Figure 18-5:
The
Customize
Web Page
Layout and
Style dialog
box gives
you choices
galore.

6. Click the Navigation Depth drop-down menu.
Two selections appear. If you switch back and forth between the selec
tions, then the graphic in the center changes and describes the difference
between the two choices. Select One level main topic navigation.
7. Click the Pagination drop-down menu.
You have two options. Toggle between the two options and see the
result in the graphic box.
8. Return to the Navigation Depth drop-down menu and select the other
choice: Two level main and subtopic navigation choice.
9. Return to the Pagination drop-down menu.
You now have three selections to make. The graphic display changes
as you examine each selection. I hope you’re beginning to see the flexi
bility. You have to play with the different selections to get your favorite
combination.
10. At the top of the Customize Web Page Layout and Style dialog box,
click the Advanced Settings tab.
The dialog box changes to show the Advanced Settings options, as shown
in Figure 18-6. Figure 18-6 shows the options scrolled down to the User
Information section.
11. Under the Value column, you can enter your user information to per
sonalize your Web page. Enter text for each item you want to change.
The changes you make are not permanent. You have to make the
changes for each map you export.
12. Click OK.
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Figure 18-6:
Advanced
Settings to
customize
the Web
pages.

13. Click Save to generate the Web pages.
14. Click Open to view the pages.
Figure 18-7 shows the home page of the generated Web pages.
If you click on the various options, such as Table of Contents on the
upper right side, you notice that the MindManager map is found by
selecting Overview Map. The Static Outline template is used for mediumsized maps. The next section shows examples of the other templates
and describes when you may want to use them.

Figure 18-7:
A static
outline on a
light blue
home page.
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Dishing Up a Web Template
You now know the basics of creating Web pages and changing information in
the template. Here I show you the different Web template options. Web tem
plates and the resulting Web pages have different purposes and types of
interaction. Refer to Figure 18-1 and note that the MindManager map includes
text notes, a floating topic, a callout, and relationships. That map is the basis
for the examples in this section.

Creating a presentation style Web page
One template that you can use is the Presentation Web template, which is
modeled after the MindManager Presentation mode. (Refer to Chapter 3 for
Presentation mode information.) You move around a Web page the same way
that you move around in MindManager’s Presentation mode. Every time you
click on a topic, the subtopics open. Click on another topic, and the first
topic closes and the new one opens. Figure 18-8 shows the Customize Web
Page Layout and Style dialog box.

Figure 18-8:
Presentation
Web
template
custom
ization.

The Navigation Depth refers to how many topics and subtopics can be
opened in the Web page. You want to have the same level of navigation depth
as you do levels in your map. I always put the Navigation Depth number very
high — for example, 9. That way, I am guaranteed to cover all the topics in
my MindManager map. The following list describes which MindManager map
elements don’t work in the Presentation Web page:
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 Floating topics are only visible if the central topic is selected. Select
another topic, and the floating topic disappears.
 URLs don’t URL. Links do not operate in the Web page. The links are
shown, but you can click ‘til your mouse rolls over without causing
anything to happen. This is the same as the Presentation mode in the
program.
 Relationships disappear. A relationship in the map doesn’t make it onto
the Web page.
 Text notes don’t make the trip, either. The text note symbol is there,
but your mouse won’t like you if you keep clicking.
Presentation of topics is what this Web page does best. Choose another Web
template if you depend on floating topics, URLs, text notes, or relationships
to fully explain your map.
The presentation Web page is shown in Figure 18-9.

Figure 18-9:
A
presentation
style Web
page.

The One Page template is the next Web template to examine.
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Creating a one page Web page
with the One Page template
The One Page Web template is a Web page with a standard look and feel. All
the topics are listed in outline format. You click on the outline topic to be
transported down the page. Select the one page Web template. Figure 18-10
shows the Customize Web Page Layout and Style dialog box.

Figure 18-10:
One page
template
custom
ization.

The only real customization option for this template is the Navigation Depth.
Again, you’re leaving topics on the table if you use a navigation depth number
that is lower than the number of levels in your map. The one page style is a
Web page that needs fewer levels to make sense; if you use too many levels,
then you can get confused about where you’re on the page. Note, too, that
in the middle of the page there is no “top” to shoot you back up to the top of
the page.
The Advanced Settings of the One Page template contain information similar
to the Presentation template, and you can change them the same as in the
previous section.
MindManager map elements, such as relationships, make it to the Web page.
Relationships are identified on the Web pages as “See Related Topics and
Documents.” Click on one of these, and you’re off to the other end of the rela
tionship. The topic text notes are found underneath the title. Floating topics
are not in the outline. The One Page Web template works best for maps with
one or two topic levels and a limited number of main topics. Refer to Chapter 2
to understand topic levels.
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Figure 18-11 shows the top of the outline. I can’t show you the entire one
page Web page. The one page Web page is three pages in length (using the
CAP map originally shown in Figure 18-1). The first seven lines shown in
Figure 18-11 link to information below that on the Web page.
The Dynamic Outline is the final choice for a Web page template. The Dynamic
Outline is the Big Daddy, the Whole Enchilada, and the Top Banana. You get the
idea. The Dynamic Outline is covered in the next section. I use the Dynamic
Outline for big or multifaceted MindManager maps.
I suggest you delete the files in the folder to which you have been saving Web
pages. You selected the folder way back in Step 2 of the first section. I checked
and I have 330 files. The complexity of your MindManager map determines how
many files you have been saving. You don’t need these practice files hanging
around anymore. Transferring Web pages to the Internet gets confusing if you
don’t know which files are for which Web page. Get in the habit of cleaning up
after yourself.

Figure 18-11:
The top
portion
of the
one-page
Web page.
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Using the Tag Team of Multimap
Workspace and Dynamic Outline
You access the Dynamic Outline Web template the same way you access the
templates in previous sections of this chapter. The Multimap workspace has
unique Web page generation characteristics. The combination of the Dynamic
Outline template and the Multimap workspace is a good match. The Dynamic
Outline is best suited to complex and large maps that have more than two
topic levels, while the Multimap workspace (almost by definition) is complex
but may contain many simple maps. The Multimap workspace is covered in
Chapter 10.
Figure 18-12 shows the linked MindManager maps in the Multimap workspace.
I am going to use these linked maps as an example. The files in the Multimap
workspace should be linked by a one-to-many relationship. Map A should link
to map B, C, D, and so on. A circular link — such as map A links to map B, map
B links to map C, and map C links to map D — does not work. Linking is accom
plished using the Hyperlink tool. The Hyperlink tool is covered in Chapter 12.
Multimap workspace uses saved files. You can change one of the maps shown
in the Multimap workspace, but you have to save the changed file. Use the
Refresh command in the Multimap workspace to load (save) the changes.

Figure 18-12:
Multimap
workspace
with linked
MindManager
maps.
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You can only change the Web template before you choose to Select All the
maps. The dialog box shown in Figure 18-5 appears only if one map is selected.
Change the Web template by selecting Web Export. The dialog box shown in
Figure 18-2 appears so that you’re able to make changes. A Web page is gener
ated when you click Save. You can also go into the single map view and change
the template as described in the “Making Template Choices and Taking Credit
for Great Web Pages” section, earlier in this chapter. The Think ahead option is
also available. You can change Web templates by selecting Tools➪Template
Organizer➪Web Templates and clicking Modify.
The following steps explain how to prepare the Multimap workspace and
create the Dynamic Outline Web pages:
1. Open your map with the hyperlinks to other maps, and enter the
Multimap workspace.
You should be looking at a screen similar to the one shown in Figure 18-12.
2. Click the Select All button.
3. Select Open.
All the linked maps are opened.
4. Return to the Multimap workspace map by looking for M:filename in
the list of open MindManager files. Select that map.
Your screen should still look similar to the one shown in Figure 18-12,
but all the maps should be open and blue boxes should surround each
map. You’re now set to perform the Web Export.
5. Click Assign➪Web Template.
The Select Web Template dialog box appears (refer to Figure 18-3).
6. Select the Dynamic Outline template, and choose your color (for
example, Light Blue).
7. Click OK.
The Dynamic Outline in Light Blue is attached to each map.
8. Select Web Export.
The Multimap Web Export Settings dialog box appears, as shown in
Figure 18-13.
Selecting the top button causes all the linked maps to adopt the style
and layout of the map with the shaded or bluish background. The
bottom button keeps the maps the same. I usually choose the top
button.
You should save the individual map styles under different style template
names. MindManager has been known to save a new style on top of a map,
and you can’t undo the damage. Create a backup of the map’s layout and
style by saving the layout and style with a unique name. You can then res
urrect it as necessary.
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Figure 18-13:
The
Multimap
Web Export
Settings
dialog box.

9. Point your finger toward the screen and say “Engage.” Click the
Export button if nothing happens.
10. Click Open when the exporting is done.
Each map is transformed into Web pages. The Web pages are contained in
subfolders. The subfolder’s name is the same name as the MindManager
map. All the subfolders are located under the folder you originally speci
fied. All this happens because you clicked a button. Figure 18-14 shows
the front page of the generated Web pages.

Figure 18-14:
A Dynamic
Outline
front page.
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Opening the Web pages at this point is easy; going back and opening the pages
later is more difficult. View the Web pages later by looking for the file folder
with the name of the main Multimap file. The main Multimap file is highlighted
in blue in the Multimap view. Open the file folder and select the Index file.
There may be index files with additional letters, but look for just the word
index. Open the index file in your browser and your Web pages appear.
Don’t forget to choose the Select All the maps option in the Multimap view.
Omitting this step will prevent your Web pages from generating. I have omit
ted this step on many occasions, and it always produces a loud groan.
The Dynamic Outline contains all the elements of the MindManager Map
except floating topics. Each of the maps is shown in the Overview Map sec
tion. Links operate and can pull up other Web sites or document pages. The
outline format is quite effective for moving through lots of information.
Floating topics are not transferred to Web pages. You can get floating topics
to look like they are floating though. Let the red tractor beam grab the topic
and place it. Then turn the color of the line to the same color as the back
ground. You’re not able to place the topic anywhere you want on the map
using this technique, however. The red tractor beam emanating from the cen
tral topic is covered in Chapter 11.

Performing Web Page Template Surgery
You may have noticed that I strategically omitted one of the menu choices on
the Web Page Customize Layout and Style dialog box shown in Figure 18-5.
The Editing Template selection is the subject of this section of the chapter.
I will show you the safe way to do surgery on your Web template. Please real
ize that I am not a Web template surgeon. You may be an expert who is fully
prepared to do brain surgery. But I am going to take you only to the level of
splinter removal.
This section shows you how to replace a graphic in the Web template. Unlike
real surgery, you will clone the Web template patient first. It’s a nice option
for safety.
Refer to Figure 18-14, and you see a small logo in the top left corner. Let’s
replace the logo with the Civil Air Patrol seal. The old logo and the new seal
are shown in Figure 18-15. Follow these steps to make the replacement:
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Figure 18-15:
Replace the
Web page
logo graphic
with the
CAP seal.

1. Select Tools➪Template Organizer➪Web Template.
Figure 18-16 shows the Template Organizer dialog box with a Web tem
plate open.

Figure 18-16:
The
Template
Organizer
displaying
Web
templates.

2. Click the Duplicate button.
This is the safety step. A copy of the template appears in the folder list.
3. Select the copied Web template.
I have forgotten this step a few times and wondered why the copy didn’t
have any changes. Imagine my surprise when I try to use the original
and my changes appear.
4. Click Modify.
Figure 18-17 shows the Editing Templates tab of the customization dialog
box. Click at your own risk.
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Figure 18-17:
Continue
carefully
when
editing
templates.

The Web Export Technical Manual is an excellent source of information.
The manual has in-depth material on how MindManager translates
maps to Web pages. The Web Export Technical Manual is found on the
Customize Web Page Layout and Style dialog box shown in Figure 18-17.
5. Click Open Web Template Folder.
The multitude of files that make up a Web template appear. Figure 18-18
shows a partial list of the files.

Figure 18-18:
The Web
page jungle.
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As I said, I am not a Web site developer or a Web page designer. I am impressed
at the magnitude of pieces that go into a Web template. Have a blast if you know
what all this stuff is. I am comfortable with images. I am going to search out
and replace the Logo image with the Civil Air Patrol seal — hopefully, without
disturbing the integrity of the Web page.
I begin my search for the elusive Logo. As you enter the plain of Web parts,
take note of the folder named Res. Res is another hiding spot where Web
parts take refuge. I opened the Res folder and found another lair called Images.
The Images folder contains a treasure of graphics — the prize being the Logo
graphic. I quietly cut the Logo graphic and paste in the CAP graphic. No other
Web piece notices. I am careful, though. The size of the Logo graphic is small,
only 52 x 52 pixels. The replacement graphic is sized to match perfectly so that
it will not upset the Web page. I move cleverly away from all the folders by clos
ing each folder window. I close the final window (shown in Figure 18-18). My
final act is to click OK (shown in Figure 18-17). Although tired from my ordeal,
I am excited to see the fruits of my labor. Don’t forget to use the same image
type. A gif is the right one. Stick in a .jpg picture and MindManager chokes.
I create the Web pages using the copied template. The new Dynamic Outline
looks like the one shown in Figure 18-19. The CAP seal is now in the upper left
corner of the Web page.

Figure 18-19:
The CAP
seal
replaces
the World
graphic.

You’re ready to transfer the Web page files to the Web. I look forward to
seeing your masterpieces on the Internet.

Chapter 19

Presenting Your Maps
with PowerPoint
In this Chapter
 Creating a first draft presentation
 Setting the MindManager Map global defaults
 Minding the topic setup
 Tuning up the presentation
 Sending your maps to PowerPoint

D

o you get cold chills when someone says, “Can you give us an informal
presentation of your ideas, say . . . by lunchtime?” Perhaps you remember
the trauma of making stick figures on overhead slides. But programs like
PowerPoint can make even the artistically challenged look good. Snazzy
presentations are possible, but it seems to take forever to get one right.

The MindManager link to PowerPoint takes your ideas straight from your map
and — miraculously — transforms your ideas into a presentation. Amazingly,
the presentation is organized and even makes sense.
This chapter uses maps as examples but does not go into detail on how to
create the map. If you need to polish up on creating topics or other map
basics, check out Chapter 2. There is one other small caveat. You have to
have PowerPoint on your computer.
This chapter shows you how to send a MindManager map to PowerPoint. It
identifies some gotchas to look for in the presentation and shows you how to
fine-tune the map based on the presentation’s purpose and the information to
be displayed. Finally, this chapter explains how all the pieces are assembled
and how the final presentation is made.
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Introducing Your Map to PowerPoint
Transformation
A photograph (a single image) and a movie (a moving collection of images)
are different entities. In the MindManager world, there’s a difference between
a fully developed MindManager map (which looks cool and has tons of infor
mation, but doesn’t move) and a presentation that leads the viewer through
the information in a particular order. Sure, the colors and symbols in a map
may stimulate both sides of your brain, but a large map requires using a mouse
to see everything. As a result, your audience may look at a map and perceive
only a fraction of what is there. PowerPoint to the rescue!
MindManager has the ability to break the map into PowerPoint slide elements.
The elements include map images, headings, and text. MindManager then
transfers the elements to PowerPoint. You determine what information
appears in the resulting PowerPoint slides and the order of the slides.
Transforming a MindManager map into a PowerPoint presentation happens
with one click on the PowerPoint icon in MindManager. If you want to fine-tune
the output, you can use MindManager’s global and topic PowerPoint settings.
I show you how to change these settings in the sections “Adjusting the Global
and Topic Settings in Your Presentation” and “Setting the Topic Defaults in
PowerPoint,” later in this chapter.
Transferring the MindManager map to PowerPoint is a good way to send
someone the essence of your map. Some folks may not be familiar with
MindManager and therefore wouldn’t know how to navigate around a map
like the one shown in Figure 19-1. This particular map is for planning a high
school reunion. PowerPoint takes out the guesswork by leading them through
the map slide by slide. However, after you send your masterpiece, be prepared
to answer the question, “How did you make that incredible presentation?”

Figure 19-1:
Start with
a MindManager
map to
transform
into a
PowerPoint
slide
presentation.
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Creating a Presentation Using
the Default Settings
MindManager can almost read your mind about a presentation. But tweaking
is sometimes required to get the right information transformed in just the
right way. Before you start tweaking, first send the map to PowerPoint. (By the
way, tweaking is a technical term used by biomedical electronic technicians. It
is accomplished by using a 16-oz ball peen alignment tool.)
Any MindManager map can be sent to PowerPoint. You can send a map as
many times as you like without causing a problem. You can use the initial
defaults in MindManager and PowerPoint as a starting point the first time
you create a PowerPoint presentation from any map. Create the map; then
send it to PowerPoint. Next, look at the PowerPoint presentation to find
glaring problems with any of the paths and review the organization of the
presentation. The goal is to ensure that the presentation says what you
want it to say. Refer to Chapter 2 if you need to brush up on how to create
a MindManager map. The next section describes the mechanics of sending
the MindManager map to PowerPoint.

Sending your map to PowerPoint
Follow these steps to send a MindManager map (using the default settings) to
PowerPoint:
1. Click the PowerPoint icon on the toolbar.
The first dialog box requests a file name for the PowerPoint file. Enter a
name or just Click OK for the default. The PowerPoint Export Format
Settings dialog box opens with initial defaults checked, as shown in
Figure 19-2.

Figure 19-2:
The
PowerPoint
Export
Format
Settings
dialog box.
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2. Add a check mark to all unchecked boxes.
You can see the effect of all the settings by checking the boxes and send
ing it to PowerPoint.
3. Select the Use Styles Defined In Map radio button, if it is not selected
already.
The other radio button (Use Styles Defined in PowerPoint Template)
enhances the map using the PowerPoint styles and is covered in the sec
tion “Going to PowerPoint to View the Templates,” later in this chapter.
4. Click OK.
The magic begins. Sit back and watch.
The first slide — after a title slide if you choose to add one — consists of
the topics closest to the center of the map. Main Topics connect to the map
center and are described as first-level topics. MindManager transforms the
topic text, symbols, and codes to the PowerPoint slide. The next slide comes
from the topics in the upper-right corner of the map. The following slides
detail the information on the connected topics. The pattern repeats in a
clockwise fashion around the map. The first slide is shown in Figure 19-3.

Reviewing your presentation
The presentation may be a bit bland, so it is a good idea to go through the pre
sentation slowly and see if the layout of each slide is right. Particularly, keep
an eye out for text running over other text or continuing onto a second slide.
After you have created and sent your map to PowerPoint, you need to look
for the following glaring problems:
 Too much text: The topic text or text notes are too long and run onto
the next slide.
Keep the length of the topic text under 15 to 20 words. PowerPoint fits
the topic text into a default size text box, and topic text that is too long
will overrun other information on the slide. When in doubt, send it to
PowerPoint and check it out.
 Presentation is too boring: I offer some tips for solving this problem in
the section “Going to PowerPoint to View the Templates,” later in this
chapter.
 Too much information: I discuss the solution for this problem in the
section “Setting the Topic Defaults in PowerPoint,” later in this chapter.
Some sprucing up may be needed to get to the full “Ooh...Aah” effect. This
sprucing starts with the global and topic settings, which I discuss in the fol
lowing sections.
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Figure 19-3:
The first
slide of
a new
PowerPoint
presentation.

Adjusting the Global and Topic
Settings in Your Presentation
The three ingredients to cook up the best PowerPoint presentation are the
MindManager map, the PowerPoint export settings in MindManager, and
the PowerPoint program. The MindManager export settings, both global and
topic settings, create the transfer characteristics between MindManager and
PowerPoint. The global settings determine how the MindManager map trans
forms the map information to PowerPoint. The topic settings tell MindManager
what information is to be taken from the topic and how to format the informa
tion in the PowerPoint presentation. Where are the global settings? Follow
these steps to find and alter the default global settings:
1. Click the PowerPoint toolbar icon.
An “Export Map As” pop-up appears. Click Save. The same PowerPoint
Export Format Settings dialog box shown in Figure 19-2 appears. Each
time this dialog box appears, the previous settings appear. There is no
way to preserve the original defaults.
2. Select the Use Styles Defined in PowerPoint Template radio button.
The text field underneath the radio button is now active. The small box
on the right lets you browse to find the PowerPoint templates.
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3. Click the browse button that is next to the text field.
The Select PowerPoint Template dialog box appears, as shown in Figure
19-4. If you don’t see any files listed in the dialog box, you may have
browsed to the wrong location to find your PowerPoint templates.
You should at least see the templates shipped with PowerPoint. The
PowerPoint template is the background of the PowerPoint slide. The
template affects where the text is located on the slide.

Figure 19-4:
The Select
PowerPoint
Template
dialog box.

4. Highlight a template, and click the Open button.
I know . . . It doesn’t open it, but it does add it to the selection box. The
PowerPoint template specified in the selection box is used to create
the PowerPoint presentation.
The selection of a template is an important step toward creating an
impressive presentation. Experiment with a number of the templates.
My favorites include Blends, Dads Tie, Straight Edge, and Strategic.
I also like anchovies on my pizza.
5. Refer to Figure 19-2. Select whether to include a topic hyperlink.
A topic with a hyperlink confuses PowerPoint. The audience for your pre
sentation can’t move to your hyperlink. You have the option of including
the hyperlink in the presentation or just displaying the topic text. Check
the box if you want to include the hyperlink in the presentation. I prefer
to leave it unchecked because the hyperlink is separated from the topic
text and becomes a separate page in the PowerPoint presentation.
The inclusion of the hyperlink in the presentation only occurs if the topic
is exported as a bulleted list. The hyperlink selection in Figure 19-2 refers
to topic hyperlinks. Hyperlinks in the text notes don’t count.
6. Select the Use high color quality map graphics (24 bit) in the
PowerPoint Export Format Settings dialog box.
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7. Click on the default settings box that is hiding on the lower-left
corner of this same dialog box, as shown in Figure 19-2.
The box is used to set the double deep dark secret topic defaults.
Clicking on the default settings box brings up the PowerPoint Export
Default Topic Settings dialog box, as shown in Figure 19-5.
8. Select Automatic from the drop-down box for all settings.
9. Click OK twice, and you’re done entering the global defaults.

Figure 19-5:
The
PowerPoint
Export
Default
Topic
Settings
dialog box.

The next section discusses the map topics. You can specify precise ways to
export each topic to PowerPoint. You do not — I repeat, do not — need to
adjust each topic. That would be way too much trouble. Besides, the auto
matic settings work quite well.

Going to PowerPoint to
View the Templates
The list of template names shown in MindManager does not explain what the
related PowerPoint template looks like. And you may want to know this to
choose the best template for presenting your map’s information. To view a
sample of the PowerPoint templates, follow these steps:
1. Open the PowerPoint program.
The Create a New Presentation Using dialog box appears.
2. Select Design Template and click OK.
The list of templates appears.
Your PowerPoint program may already be open because you have already
created your first presentation. In that case, go to the template list by
choosing Format➪Design templates from the PowerPoint main menu.
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3. Select a template from the list.
The view box on the right shows a sample of the selected template.
When you find one you like, remember the name and select the template
in MindManager.

Setting the Topic Defaults in PowerPoint
Click the PowerPoint toolbar icon, and all the topics are transferred to
PowerPoint when the topic default settings (refer to Figure 19-5) are set to
automatic. However, you may not want to transform all the topics, so you
can make a presentation out of selected topics. For example, you may use
MindManager to take meeting notes. Within the meeting, a status report is
given on the project. The status report information is on one series of topics
in your Map. The status report information is important to the stakeholder
with the big stake (your boss), but the boss wasn’t at the meeting. The other
topics contain the gossipy details of the meeting which your boss doesn’t
want to see. You can select just the status report series of topics and create
a PowerPoint presentation specifically for your boss.
The MindManager PowerPoint Export Topic settings have to be changed if
you want to export only one topic.
The following steps describe how to export one topic by changing the
PowerPoint export characteristics:
1. Click on one of the topics that contains the information you want to
include in the PowerPoint presentation.
2. Select File➪Send To➪Microsoft PowerPoint.
The PowerPoint Send To Settings dialog box, shown in Figure 19-6, appears.

Figure 19-6:
The
PowerPoint
Send To
Settings
dialog box.
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3. Select the Export This Topic option from the Export status dropdown list.
4. Click Send.
Now the PowerPoint presentation contains only the status information topics.
The other topics didn’t make the jump.
Select the first topic to send to PowerPoint and then use the Ctrl+Shift Click
technique to select more than one topic at a time. You can also leave the
PowerPoint Export Settings dialog box open and select other topics.

Choosing a Slide Layout in PowerPoint
The Slide Layout drop-down list of the PowerPoint Send To Settings dialog
box (refer to Figure 19-6) offers a multitude of slide layouts.
The slide layout choices are useful in determining how the topic will be pre
sented in PowerPoint. The Automatic setting is still the choice du jour, but
other selections can add some sizzle. In particular, I want to point out the
following layout options:
 Text Notes Only or Title Over Text Notes: Text notes are important in
MindManager maps. Text notes normally become PowerPoint speaker
notes and are not shown on any slides. Select Text Notes Only or Title
Over Text Notes to include the text notes in a presentation. MindManager
transfers approximately the first 20 text note words to one slide and the
remaining words are put on the next slide. The title of the text overrun
slide includes the word continue placed after it. (The word should be
continued but MindManager is allowed one error.) Try to keep your text
notes short to fit on one slide; the overrun slide just doesn’t look good.
 Picture + Bullets or Bullets + Picture: I like to add picture files to slides.
You can use pictures to convey subliminal messages in your presentation.
Pictures of money may even enhance the potential of getting a raise. You
can add a picture and keep the bullets that would normally be on the
slide. My preference is to use the Picture + Bullets option. The picture
you choose is placed to the right of the bullets on the slide. The Bullets +
Picture option just places the picture on the other side of the bullets.
Adjusting the topics is the final part of assembling your presentation. It is
now time to look at the product.
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Engaging with PowerPoint
This section visually shows the output of transforming a MindManager map
to PowerPoint — just in case you’ve been only reading along and not actually
making a map and sending it to PowerPoint.
The MindManager map from Figure 19-1, shown earlier in this chapter, is
ready to send to PowerPoint, as shown in Figure 19-7.

Figure 19-7:
The global
settings for
exporting
your map to
PowerPoint.

The selected PowerPoint Template is Blends.pot. The Default settings are set
to Automatic, as shown in Figure 19-8.
The topic with Dewey Cheetem has the settings shown in Figure 19-8.

Figure 19-8:
The Dewey
Cheetem
topic
settings.

The time for transforming your map is at hand. Click on the PowerPoint icon.
The PowerPoint icon is located in the toolbar below the map.
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Click OK and you should see the slides shown in Figures 19-9 to 19-14. This is
a high school reunion side slow that I started in MindManager and exported
to PowerPoint. There were two more but I ran out of space.

Figure 19-9:
Slide 1 of
the High
School
Reunion
presenta
tion shows
the five
subtopics
from the
original
MindManager
map. (See
Figure 19-1.)

Figure 19-10:
Slide 2 of
the High
School
Reunion
presentation
shows the
members
of the
Reunion
team.
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Figure 19-11:
Slide 3 of
the High
School
Reunion
presentation
shows the
types of
funding
used to
organize
a class
reunion.

Figure 19-12:
Slide 4 of
the High
School
Reunion
presenta
tion explains
who was
selected as
the reunion
group’s
accountant.
The infor
mation was
taken from
the topic
notes.
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Figure 19-13:
Slide 5 of
the High
School
Reunion
presentation
shows the
various fees
extorted
from
reunion
participants.

Figure 19-14:
Slide 6 of
the High
School
Reunion
presentation
shows the
corporate
sponsors for
the event.

The High School Reunion slide show is a basic example of a presentation
made by MindManager and PowerPoint. My latest project map has over 250
topics. You can make fantastic presentations with as few as 20 topics, as in
this example, or a more complex project with 250 topics.
Don’t forget the subliminal messages and go get that raise!
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Chapter 20

Word Wonders
In This Chapter
 Setting up your map template in Word
 Getting your map ready for export
 Going out to Word and back again

E

ven when you intend to ultimately produce a Word document,
MindManager is a fantastic tool for gathering and organizing your
thoughts and ideas. It is so easy to jump from one place to another in your
map, add new ideas, put in reminders (Callouts are great for this), and see
connections between ideas that you may have missed at first.
This entire book was initially written in MindManager (as you may have gath
ered from the numerous examples). The master map was our table of contents
as well as our project management tool. We used it to assign responsibility for
writing each chapter, monitor the status of the writing, and capture open notes
and questions with colors, icons, Callouts, and Topic Notes.
Each topic on the Table of Contents map also had a hyperlink to the detailed
chapter map where the chapter introduction and section headings were laid
out as topics. I used Callouts to remind myself of the points I wanted to cover
in each section and used relationships to show where a topic mentioned in
one place was explained in detail in another. I typed the actual text of the ini
tial draft of each section directly into the topic notes.
When I was satisfied with the chapter, I exported everything to a Word docu
ment and did my final polishing there. In this chapter, I explore the export of
maps to Word.
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Getting Ready for the Export to Word
If you’re planning to use the Word export functionality only rarely and are not
doing anything fancy in your topic notes (no pictures or tables), you can prob
ably just skim this section or even skip it entirely.
If, however, you will be exporting frequently to Word, then you will save time
in the long run if you first create a special template in Word that you can
specify during the export process. You can complete the template in 15 min
utes or less by following these steps:
1. Start MindManager and open a new map. Create topics and Callouts,
as shown in Figure 20-1.

Figure 20-1:
A map
prepared to
create a
Word
template.

It doesn’t matter what you type in the notes for each topic. If you will be
working with pictures and tables, create one or two that will be typical
for your use so you can see how they will export. The document, spread
sheet, or other file that you hyperlink to is also unimportant — you just
need a hyperlink. If you need help doing any of these things, here is
where you can find more details:
• Adding topics and subtopics: Chapter 2
• Adding Callouts, notes, pictures, and tables: Chapter 7
• Adding task information (only if you’re using X5 Pro): Chapter 9
• Adding hyperlinks: Chapter 12
2. Click Modes and select Review from the View bar.
MindManager shifts into Review mode.
3. Select Main Topic and add a review comment.
Review Chapter 11 if you need help doing this. It doesn’t matter what
comment you actually enter.
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4. Click Finish Review on the View bar.
MindManager closes down the Review mode display and re-opens the
Map view.
5. Click the Word icon on the Export toolbar.
MindManager opens the Word Export Settings dialog box (as shown in
Figure 20-2).
If you haven’t already saved your map, MindManager will prompt you to
save it before showing you the Word Export Settings dialog box. Enter a
name for your map and click OK.

Figure 20-2:
The General
tab of the
Word Export
Settings
dialog box.

6. Click each checkbox on this page except the last one (Skip topics
without notes . . .) and then click Export.
MindManager opens the File Save dialog box and requests a name for
the document to be created. The default name will be the text of your
map’s central topic.
7. Choose a name and file location and then click OK.
MindManager displays a series of progress messages ending with a
dialog box stating that it has successfully exported the document, fol
lowed by the name you gave to your file.
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Depending on the other programs running on your computer, you may
see the Server Busy dialog box shown in Figure 20-3. The message does
not refer to your network server but rather to the Microsoft Word pro
gram, which is “serving” MindManager while MindManager is creating
your document. Wait a few seconds until the disk activity stops, and
then click Retry.

Figure 20-3:
The Server
Busy dialog
box.

8. Click the Open button on the Word Export Progress dialog box.
Word opens and displays your exported document. The content will
depend on what you actually entered on your original map, but your
document should resemble the one shown in Figure 20-4.

Figure 20-4:
The MindManager
map
exported
into Word.
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9. Modify the MindManager styles (everything beginning with MM) to
suit your needs.
Look at Figure 20-5 for some ideas.
To display the style page, select Format➪Styles and Formatting from the
Word menu bar. If you need help with defining styles, check out Word
2003 For Dummies by Dan Gookin, published by Wiley, Inc.

Figure 20-5:
MindManager
styles
changed to
the way I
want them.

10. Delete the entire contents of the Word document.
All your style changes remain in the document. If you want a standard
header and/or footer, add those now.
11. Save the document as a template in your personal or workgroup’s tem
plate folder.
Change the Save as Type field on the Save As dialog box to Document
Template (*.dot). Word will automatically change to your templates
directory when you make this selection. Give the template a distinctive
name such as MMap.dot or something similar.
You have successfully created your MindManager Word export template.
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Do’s and don’ts with MindManager styles
MindManager creates the topic level styles (MM
Topic 1, MM Topic 2, and so on) each time you
export a Word document, so there is no point in
making any changes to these styles in your tem
plate. By default, MindManager bases each
topic-level style on the corresponding Headinglevel style in the template (for example, MM
Topic 1 is based on the style Heading 1), so you
can effectively control what MindManager cre
ates in the Topic styles by changing the corre
sponding Heading styles.
So far, so good. Unfortunately, for reasons known
only by the people at Mindjet, MindManager
ignores all margin information and tab settings in
the Heading styles and substitutes its own —
and you have no access to or control over the
size of the indent. Furthermore, all the MM styles
and Heading styles are based on the so-called
Normal style — and MindManager uses the
Normal style for all text notes (again, you can’t
change this). The net result is that you just can’t
do anything that will reliably give you any kind of
acceptable indented style directly out of the
export.

If you want indents by topic level with the topic
text also appropriately indented, you will need
to do a bit of style reapplication after the export.
I use the Body Style for the indented notes (but
be careful — by default, Body style is also
based on Normal) and then use the style
replace function on the Styles and Formatting
page of the Task pane to quickly make the
changes.
If you will mostly be using the export function
to Word, you can fully exploit all the style possi
bilities available in Word. If, however, you’re
planning to re-import your document back
into MindManager, remember that most of the
style characteristics are not supported in
MindManager and will be lost.
Task information, callouts, and comments are
exported as tables configured for the full width
of the page. You cannot control this on the
export but can, of course, modify them after
wards in the Word document itself.

Exporting Your Map to Word
If you know you’re going to export your map to Word, remember that graph
ics and tables are handled a bit differently in the MindManager Notes pane
than they are in Word. In MindManager, if you have a large picture or table,
you simply use the slider bar to scroll to the left or right to see the entire
picture or table. With Word, of course, the page is fixed in size, so you need
to ensure that your graphics and tables do not exceed the page width.
A general guide to use for tables or graphics is the width of the expanded Topic
Notes pane (click the Expand button on the Notes toolbar). A table or graphic
that is not wider than approximately 80 percent of the width of this expanded
pane will usually fit within the standard margins of your Word document.
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When you’re ready to export your map, follow these steps:
1. Click the Word icon on the Export toolbar.
MindManager opens the Word Export Settings dialog box (refer to Fig
ure 20-2).
2. Click the checkbox next to each type of item you want to export, select
the desired outline numbering scheme, and then click the Word
Template tab.
MindManager displays the Word Template page of the dialog box (as
shown in Figure 20-6).

Figure 20-6:
The Word
Template
page of the
Word Export
Settings
dialog box.

3. If you created a Word template to use for map exports, select that tem
plate from the Word Template combo box.
MindManager will redisplay the style names from the new template in
the other combo boxes.
This Word Template page allows you to map topic levels to some style
other than the Heading styles but, as of this writing, there is no point to
changing any of the topic-level style mappings as MindManager always
uses Heading 1 through Heading 9. The style changes you made in your
template will, however, be used.
4. Click the Advanced tab and make any desired changes to the defaults
and then click Export.
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MindManager displays the Advanced page of the Word Export Settings
dialog box (as shown in Figure 20-7). Uncheck the types of hyperlinks
you do not want to export to Word. If hyperlinks are exported, they will
be prefixed by the words shown in the Prefix fields. You can change this
to any text you like. The Map graphics section will be enabled only if you
checked Export overview map at the beginning of the document on the
General tab. The Level of detail combo box lets you specify how many
topic levels will be displayed in the exported graphic.
After you click Export, MindManager opens the File Save dialog box and
requests a name for the document to be created. The default name will
be the text of your map’s central topic.

Figure 20-7:
The
Advanced
page of the
Word Export
Settings
dialog box.

5. Choose a name and file location and then click OK.
MindManager displays a series of progress messages ending with a dialog
box stating that it has successfully exported the document, followed by
the name you gave to your file.
6. Click the Open button on the Word Export Progress dialog box.
Word opens and displays your exported document.

Importing Your Word Document to a Map
You can also import a Word document into MindManager, but you may need
to do a bit of work on your document first before it will import correctly.
Every paragraph that uses one of the heading styles will become a topic in
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the imported map. All text following a paragraph with a heading style is treated
as a topic note to that heading style until another paragraph is reached that
has one of the heading styles. Remember these heading sequence rules:
 If the new heading style has a higher number (for example, “Heading 3”
when the prior heading style was “Heading 2”), then that text becomes a
subtopic.
 If the new heading style has the same level number, then that text
becomes a sibling of the prior topic.
 If the new heading style has a lower number, then MindManager will
make that text a sibling of the topic created the last time (reading your
document from top to bottom) it encountered that heading level.
 If you skip a heading level (going to higher numbers; for example,
Heading 2 and then Heading 4), your document will probably not import
correctly.
If your document was not created with heading styles, you will need to go
through the document (in Word) and add your topic headings according to
these rules before beginning the import. See Figure 20-8 for an example.

Figure 20-8:
Headings
created in
Word in
preparation
for import
into MindManager.

To import a Word document into MindManager, select File➪Open from the
menu bar, change the Files of Type combo box to Microsoft Word Documents
(*.doc), select the desired file, and click OK. MindManager will then complete
the import process without further input. The resulting import of the docu
ment shown in Figure 20-8 is shown in Figure 20-9.
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Figure 20-9:
Word
document
from Figure
20-8 after
import into
MindManager.

You also have the option of exporting only a portion of your Word document
into your map. To do this, open your Word document and select the text
you want to export. You can only export one block of text at a time, and you
should be sure that the first line of text that you select has one of the heading
styles. After you have selected your text block, then select File➪Send To➪
MindManager to complete the export.
If there is no map open, MindManager will create an entirely new map. If,
however, there is an open map, the selected headings will be appended to
the selected topic in the map. This means that you can export multiple
blocks of text from your Word document to a single map by repeating the
process described in the previous paragraph.
The guidelines previously given about heading styles still applies to the block
of text you are exporting.
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Out to Outlook
In This Chapter
 Preparing the map to export data to Outlook
 Importing Outlook information into the map
 Synchronizing between Outlook and MindManager
 Linking visual organization to tasking

I

use the link between MindManager and Outlook all the time. Fast forward
to the last section of this chapter, “Using the MindManager-Outlook Mind
Meld,” to see how I use the connection, or link, between MindManager and
Outlook. Come back though. You’re going to use many more features of the
program in the other sections of this chapter. Very likely, you’re going to find
your own way to use this powerful MindManager feature.
A MindManager map can be complex to use. Imagine looking at a 350-topic
MindManager map and trying to quickly see what should be done today.
MindManager becomes a more powerful tool when you export and link to other
software products to manage complexity and enhance usefulness. Microsoft
Outlook is one such software product that you can link to. MindManager exports
task data so Outlook can suck it up and use it. Outlook may also contain infor
mation that belongs in a map. MindManager grabs this Outlook data and makes
a map out of it. The two programs can then dance in synchronized harmony.
Outlook adds new tasks based upon changes in the MindManager data, and
MindManager brings new Outlook tasks to the MindManager map. The dance
can be fast and a bit head-spinning. Controlling the two partners is one of the
goals of this chapter.
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Outlook is an excellent program. The most basic Outlook settings are discussed
in this chapter. For more detailed information, see Outlook 2003 For Dummies,
by Bill Dyszel. That book explains how to use and view MindManager informa
tion after it is in an Outlook task format.
Connecting the MindManager map and Outlook together takes visual organi
zation to a new level. First, you’re going to add tasks to Outlook to get one
half of the duo ready.

Getting a New Outlook
on Life with Tasks
Time to get out the data raincoat for protection. Your Outlook task list may
be filled with cool important stuff. I would hate to send you into the Matrix
wondering which tasks are real and which aren’t. To add some unreal tasks to
Outlook simply open Outlook, choose Tasks from the File list, and add a few
tasks with dates one year from today. Make sure that some of the tasks have
a start date and a due date, and then sprinkle in some priorities.
I am a pilot and own a small airplane. I have used Outlook to create a list of
the typical tasks required to keep the airplane flying. I want to combine air
craft maintenance tasks from Outlook with the flight activities that I keep in
MindManager. The goal is to keep my flying dates coordinated with the main
tenance activities.
Figure 21-1 shows the Outlook task list that I created for the airplane. Due
Date is the normal default heading, but I added a Start Date heading and
Priority column so I can see all the data that is sent to MindManager.
The Priority column is indicated by the exclamation point in the heading
line. Outlook uses exclamation points and arrows to indicate task priority.
The Outlook task list is now ready. Adding MindManager topics is next.
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Figure 21-1:
An Outlook
task list.

Combining Topics with Tasks
on Your MindManager Map
Next, create a small MindManager map with a few topics. The topics should be
action-oriented things — in other words, tasks. Refer to Chapter 2 for informa
tion on making a map, and refer to Chapter 9 for details on MindManager task
information. You’re now going to add task information to the topics. Use the
map shown in Figure 21-2.

Figure 21-2:
A MindManager
map of
flying
activities.
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The following steps show you how to add task information to a topic:
1. Select a topic.
2. Open the Task Info menu, which is in the vertical list on the right side
of the screen.
The Task Info dialog box appears.
3. Click the drop-down arrow next to the Priority box.
4. Select Priority 1, Priority 2, or Priority 3.
Priority 1, Priority 2, and Priority 3 are translated in Outlook as High,
Medium, and Low priority.
5. Enter a start date or use the drop-down arrow to use a calendar.
Choose a date that is far removed from the dates of your real Outlook
tasks. Erasing practice tasks is easier if they are grouped separately
from real tasks.
6. Enter a Due Date or use the calendar by selecting the drop-down arrow.
Unfortunately for me, the due date can’t be before the start date. I keep
trying — unsuccessfully — to use the Procrastinator Law of Time, which
states that start dates are permitted after due dates. But MindManager
won’t allow it.
7. Next, click the Complete % drop-down arrow.
8. Select a percent complete.
The percentage you select gets exported to Outlook. In MindManager, an
icon is placed next to the Topic. This percent complete icon looks like a
gold star you may have received in third grade, but with some of the
points missing.
You can also enter a category that transfers to Outlook.
The remaining task entries, duration, and resources are not transferred to
Outlook. Continue to add task information for most of your topics.
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Topics with task information are now set up in MindManager, and tasks are
set up in Outlook. Now it is time to start the music. Figure 21-3 shows my
planned flying activities for one month. Combining this information with the
tasks in Outlook is the next step.

Figure 21-3:
Topics
with task
information
in MindManager.

Getting, Sending, and
Synching Task Data
MindManager is pretty flexible when you first start the synchronization
process. But options quickly dry up after the initial export or import is per
formed. In the beginning, you have only two choices. You can export from
MindManager to Outlook, or you can import from Outlook to MindManager.
Of these two choices, you have a tool bar selection for only one of them. The
margin art shows the button for Export Tasks to Outlook. Don’t click it yet.
The other way to initiate the sequence of events is to click Select➪Actions.
The menu shown in Figure 21-4 appears.
Another option appears in this menu. You can now Import Outlook Tasks.
Don’t do anything yet though. If you don’t see the menu selections shown in
Figure 21-4, then you probably already tried to export/import tasks. If you see
“Synchronize Outlook tasks” then you have already exported or imported to
Outlook.
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Figure 21-4:
The initial
Import
Export menu
between
MindManager
and Outlook.

Unfortunately, you can’t start over again after you initially selected Export
Tasks to Outlook or Import Outlook Tasks. You can only synchronize tasks
between the two programs. Use the MindManager Undo command to retreat.

Getting Outlook tasks into MindManager
The setup is now complete. The MindManager map shown in Figure 21-2 con
tains the MindManager tasks. The Outlook task list shown in Figure 21-1 is the
other half.
The following steps show you how to import tasks from Outlook into
MindManager:
1. Click Actions➪Import Outlook Tasks.
The Import Outlook Tasks Wizard dialog box appears, as shown in
Figure 21-5, enabling you to choose how the added task will appear in
the MindManager map. The first selection adds the task to the central
topic of the map. The second selection adds a new topic to the map
that says Imported from Outlook at followed by the date of the import.
All the imported tasks are attached to this new topic. I use the default,
which is the first selection.
2. Click Next to proceed.
The second page of five appears, as shown in Figure 21-6.
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Figure 21-5:
The first
page of the
Import
Outlook
Tasks
Wizard.

Figure 21-6:
Step 2 of
importing
tasks from
Outlook.

3. Select Tasks.
The other selections are the subfiles found under the heading of Task in
Outlook. You can import the subfiles (such as Travel Tasks October) into
MindManager, but the synchronization does not work.
Outlook Task subfiles can be imported into MindManager, but the syn
chronization does not work with the imported tasks. Error messages
result. Only the Tasks level file is synchronized.
4. Click Next to look at the third page of the Import Outlook Tasks Wizard,
as shown in Figure 21-7.
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Figure 21-7:
Step 3 of
importing
tasks from
Outlook.

5. Click the Setup filter for imported tasks button, and check the box
for Skip tasks that are marked as complete.
You may want to use the default of Import all tasks if you’re using
MindManager to analyze trends of completed tasks. The other filters
that you can select are Start Date, Due Date, Priority, Category, and
%Complete.
6. Click Next.
The fourth page of the wizard appears, as shown in Figure 21-8. The
attributes that you can Group By are the same as the previous filters:
Start Date, Due Date, Priority, Category, and %Complete.

Figure 21-8:
Step 4 of
importing
tasks from
Outlook.

7. Click Next.
The final page of the wizard appears, as shown in Figure 21-9.
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Figure 21-9:
Step 5 of
importing
tasks from
Outlook.

8. Click Finish.
No choices are given on this one. The selections you made on the previ
ous slides are shown. Click the Back button if you see something amiss
and want to change your selections
The Outlook tasks now appear in the MindManager map. I have rearranged
the topics a bit. The resulting map is shown in Figure 21-10. The map is a
combination of the Outlook tasks shown in Figure 21-1 and the MindManager
topics shown in Figure 21-2.

Figure 21-10:
A MindManager
map with
Outlook
tasks.
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Sending MindManager tasks to Outlook
At this point, you have only copied tasks from Outlook into MindManager.
The Outlook task list has not changed. Now I am going to show you how to
copy MindManager tasks to the Outlook task list. I am going to use the map
shown in Figure 21-10 and continue from there. MindManager knows which
tasks have been taken from Outlook. You don’t have to worry about sending
over a duplicate list of tasks.
The Task Start icon is added to all the Outlook tasks brought into the MindManager map. You can easily spot the imported tasks because all other tasks
do not have the Task Start icon. The margin art shows the Task Start icon.
You have now imported tasks from Outlook. Now it’s time to export MindManager tasks to Outlook. The button to Export to Outlook (shown in the
margin art) has changed. It is no longer highlighted. The Export to Outlook
option (refer to Figure 21-4) has even disappeared from the Actions menu. Oh
what to do?
Not to worry. Selecting Export Tasks to Outlook brings up the same menu
as when you select Synchronize Outlook Tasks. Now you’re ready to export
MindManager tasks to Outlook.
Follow these steps to export MindManager tasks to Outlook:
1. Click the Synchronize Outlook Tasks tool button.
The button is shown in the margin art. The Export and Synchronize
Tasks with Outlook dialog box appears, as shown in Figure 21-11. (You
may have different check boxes shown when the pop up first appears.)

Figure 21-11:
The Export
and
Synchronize
Tasks with
Outlook
dialog box.

2. Click the two check boxes and one button as shown in Figure 21-11.
The Synchronize changes with Outlook check box exports changes in the
Outlook task list into the MindManager map. The Export new tasks to
Outlook selection is the important one.
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3. Click OK.
Figure 21-12 shows the resulting Outlook task list. Now all the
MindManager tasks are in the task list.
Wait a minute. Something is wrong. What happened to the task Fly to Break
fast? It is shown in the MindManager map in Figure 21-10 as a subtopic of Fun
of Flying. Why isn’t Fly to Breakfast in the Outlook task list? MindManager tells
a bit of a fib. The buttons Only export topics that use Task Information and
Export all MindManager topics refer only to topics (or subtopics) at the very
end of the map. The reason Fly to Breakfast didn’t make the leap is because
the subtopics Pick up Don and Make Reservations prevented Fly to Breakfast
from being transferred to the Outlook Task list, as shown in Figure 21-13.

Figure 21-12:
An Outlook
task list
with MindManager
tasks.

Only topics at the very end of the MindManager map can be exported to the
Outlook Task list.
The dance partners are set. Outlook has received tasks from MindManager
and vice versa. Let the synching dance begin.
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Figure 21-13:
Topics with
subtopics
are not
transferred
to the
Outlook
task list.

Synching MindManager and Outlook
You don’t have much to do after the MindManager map and the Outlook task
list are set. Synchronization permits changes in either MindManager or Outlook
to affect the other. Complete a task, enter the completion into MindManager,
and the same task in the Outlook list is crossed out signifying completion.
Change a priority in the Outlook task list, and the priority icon in MindManager
changes, too.
Let’s change a few items in the map shown in Figure 21-10 and the task list
shown in Figure 21-12. Let’s pretend that half of the month has gone by and
you want to alter the MindManager map and the Outlook tasks. This list is
what you’re changing.
In MindManager, make the following changes:
 Flight with Wilbur and Orville. Complete with a date change. It was a
short but historical flight.
 Ride in a Biplane cancelled. Biplane hit cumulus granite. Everyone OK.
In the Outlook task list, make the following changes:
 Change airplane payment from low to high priority. The bank called.
 Pay flight instructor. Payment date moved up before Practice Landing
date.
To cancel the Ride in a Biplane, mark the task as complete rather than remov
ing it from the MindManager map. Deleting a task in the MindManager map
does not delete the task in the Outlook task list.
You can synchronize your map by clicking Actions➪Synchronize Outlook
Tasks or by using the Synchronize Outlook Tasks tool that is found on the
lower toolbar.
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Figure 21-14 and Figure 21-15 show the results of making the changes. I have
added arrows to make the changes easy to find.

Figure 21-14:
Synchron
ized
changes
in the MindManager
map.

Figure 21-15:
Synchron
ized
changes in
the Outlook
task list.
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Using The MindManagerOutlook Mind Meld
Now that you know how to link Outlook and MindManager, you may wonder
what kind of scenarios would lead you try this software mind meld. I use the
link between MindManager and Outlook every month. I’ve become hooked. This
section leads you through a specific example that we can all use regularly —
paying bills.
I pay bills every month, every quarter, annually on a constant basis, ad infini
tum. I use the Internet for just about everything. I use it for direct deposit,
banking, paying bills, linking into Web sites to find what I owe, direct with
drawals, and everything else. Most snail-mail bills never get opened because
they are already paid and processed. Keeping track of all the stuff associated
with paying bills is the problem. For example, you used to get a bill in the
mail. You would get your checkbook out, write a check, and send it back. You
were done. Not any more. Now you have many, many choices.
And this is where the MindManager-Outlook link becomes so handy. Outlook
is designed to remind you to take care of a task — in this case, pay a bill.
Sometimes, I take care of it right away, and other times I don’t. With
MindManager linked to Outlook, I can take a quick look at MindManager and
see exactly which bills are on track and which ones have suffered because of
procrastinitis. When I do pay attention to the task notice, it is easy to pay the
bill. All the information is right there in MindManager. I just click on the link,
enter the connection information that is shown, do my business, and I am
done. Completion of the bill-paying task is transferred to Outlook. The old
task is shown as completed, and the next task and due date based on the
reoccurrence schedule appears. The updated date information is transferred
to MindManager. The next month is ready in a snap. (Now all I need is the
money to pay the bills. If you’re just browsing in this book. Stop. Buy it.)
The following two sets of steps show you how to create your own bill-paying
and tracking system. First, set up MindManager:
1. Make a MindManager map showing all the bills you have to pay.
Mine are shown in Figure 21-16. Arrange them any way you like.
2. Add in the URLs of any Web sites you use.
I get most of my billing information from the supplier’s Web sites.
Chapter 12 discusses adding URLs.
3. Insert text notes of any paperwork that should be sent with the bill if
it goes by snail mail.
I send a cover letter to the Hangar #1 payee, so I include the form letter
in text notes. Chapter 7 can help with text notes.
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Figure 21-16:
Bills to pay.

4. Add a callout topic that has password and connection information.
Make up memory tools for passwords unless you have an incredible
trust factor or you live in Ida Grove, Iowa.
You can copy the callout topic and apply it to any of the topics. Be sure to
use the Paste as a Callout option, or MindManager pastes it as a subtopic.
Inserting Callout Topics is discussed in Chapter 11.
Do not use a subtopic. A subtopic will prevent proper synchronization.
A callout topic is the way to go.
5. Click the Export Tasks to Outlook tool.
The Outlook task list is shown in Figure 21-17.
Now you have to set up the Outlook tasks with the appropriate billing cycle.
The following steps give you some basic instructions for Outlook (refer to
Outlook 2003 For Dummies for more in-depth information about Outlook):
1. Enter the date you need to take care of a bill.
Don’t enter the due date of a bill. You’ll always wonder why you have
late charges if you do.
2. If the bills are reoccurring, enter the frequency of the reoccurrence.
3. Enter priorities, if you choose.
That’s all it takes. You are ready to do the first synchronization. Return to the
MindManager map and click the Synchronize Outlook Tasks tool. All the due
date information comes back to the MindManager map. The MindManager
map loaded with everything is shown in Figure 21-18.
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Figure 21-17:
The Outlook
task list
filled with
bills to pay
from MindManager.

Figure 21-18:
The MindManager
map with
all the
bill-paying
information.

Using this setup is easy. Follow these steps:
1. Open your bill-paying MindManager map every time Outlook triggers
you to pay a bill.
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2. Go to that bill and click on the Web site or open the text notes. Pay
the bill.
3. Click on the task icon until the red X appears.
The red X icon signifies that the task has been completed. See the
margin art.
4. Now you have to make a choice. Do you want to update information
every time you pay a bill or wait until the end of the month?
I recommend waiting until the end of the month. All the bills that are due
in the month should have the Task Complete icon next to them. Click the
Synchronize Outlook Tasks tool. All the competed information goes to
Outlook. Each of the completed tasks has a red line through the task in
the Outlook task list. Reoccurring tasks are then regenerated with the
next due date.
5. Click the Synchronize Outlook Tasks tool again to bring the new due
dates back into MindManager.
This step is very important. Each bill is updated with the new due date
information. Now you’re ready to go again.
MindManager stores the information you need to pay your bills, and the
updated information from Outlook tells you when they are due. The icons
make it easy to see your bill-paying status at a glance.
Listing out all your bills and identifying when they are due can be very
depressing. Take a break. Breathe deeply.
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Chapter 22

Linking with Microsoft Project
In This Chapter
 Exporting either selected topics or your full map to MS Project
 Importing an MS Project file to show status information in MindManager
 Using the MPX format to link to other scheduling software

I

n Chapter 9, I tell you how to use MindManager maps and the Task Info
page to define action items, assign responsibility and due dates, and track
the completion of those action items.
In Chapter 10, I explain how to use Smart Map Parts to link and synchronize
tasks, contacts, and appointments with Outlook. In Chapter 21, I explore the
integration with Outlook and how you can use its integration with Exchange
Server to carry out a wide variety of group management tasks.
These tools are sufficient if the number of tasks is relatively small and the
relationships and dependencies between the tasks are simple. MindManager
is a superb tool for planning small projects because of its focus on “what” is
to be accomplished.
Unfortunately, few projects have these characteristics. Most projects involve
dozens, hundreds, or even thousands of tasks with many complex dependen
cies. The questions of “how” the tasks should be organized and how long the
project will take to complete go beyond the scope of an application like
MindManager. The optimal solution is to work out as much of the “what” is to
be done (and to some extent the “who” is to do it) in MindManager and then
export the map to a scheduling program to complete the time planning.
In the first two sections of this chapter, I show you how to export directly
to Microsoft Project and import from Project back into MindManager. In the
last section, I tell you about exporting and importing using the standard MPX
format. Almost all major scheduling software applications have the ability to
read MPX files, so you can probably use MindManager with your favorite
package.
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Exporting your map directly to Project is essentially a one-way street. It’s true
that you can also import a Microsoft Project file, but you do this only when
you want a “snapshot” of your project at a given point in time. This snapshot
cannot be used to re-export back to Project again because of the way in which
task start and end dates are imported from Project. Therefore, if you want to
do some work in Project and then do additional planning in MindManager, you
must use the MPX export/import method, which is described in the last sec
tion of this chapter.

Sending Your Map to Microsoft Project
Figure 22-1 shows a completed map for my team’s meeting minutes. We dis
cussed a new project and came up with a high-level list of tasks to complete.
Because we didn’t know exactly when the project would start, nor when par
ticular skills would be needed for the individual tasks in the project, we were
unable to do more than structure the tasks into some semblance of order and
to estimate how long each one would take to complete.

Figure 22-1:
Completed
meeting
minutes
with
identified
project
tasks.

There was some rather extended discussion about whether the team could
begin creating the development plan before the interviews were finished.
We concluded that this would not be a good idea, so I noted this particular
dependency with a relationship arrow. This means that the development plan
work could not start until the interviews were finished (so it is called a finishto-start dependency).
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I am now ready to export this plan data to Microsoft Project where I will com
plete the remainder of the project-planning work. There are four ways that I
can do this:
1. Create a separate map from the Action Items topic (see Chapter 12) and
then select File➪Save As from the menu bar to save that map as a new
Project file.
2. Create a filter to hide all topics that are not tasks (see Chapter 13) and
then save this map as a new Project file (only visible tasks are exported).
3. Use the Only Export Topics that Use Task Information filter that is built
into the Export tool. Because this method automatically includes every
higher-level topic in the tree down to the central topic, I choose this
method for my example.
Because milestones have no duration (and MindManager can’t distinguish
an intentional zero from a default zero), I add a zero percent completion
icon to ensure that milestone tasks are exported when I use option 3.
(As an example, look at the milestone task Team Formed in Figure 22-1.
And refer back to Chapter 4 for details on adding icons.)
Select all the desired task topics using Ctrl+click and then select
File➪Send To from the menu bar.
If a project file is currently open, the last method in the preceding list will add
the selected topics on to the end of the plan rather than creating a new file.
Therefore, I use this method when I want to update an existing project plan
with new tasks.
Regardless of which method I choose, MindManager displays the dialog box
shown in Figure 22-2. With the third method from the list, I click the Only
Export Topics that Use Task Information radio button; with the other meth
ods, I leave the Export All MindManager Topics button selected.

Figure 22-2:
The Project
Export
Settings
dialog box.
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MindManager has nine priority levels, while Project has 1,000. If you want to
use priorities in your project plan, click the Mapping button on the Project
Export Settings dialog box and indicate the ranges of Project priorities that
correspond to MindManager priorities (see Figure 22-3).

Figure 22-3:
The Priority
Mapping
dialog box.

You only need to enter the maximum value for each range in the MS-Project
column. MindManager automatically completes the minimum value for you.
As this example shows, you do not need to use all nine priority levels.
After completing the export settings, click the Export button on the Project
Export Settings dialog box. MindManager will display the Export Progress
dialog box (as shown in Figure 22-4), adding little green bars as it exports the
topics. When the export is completed, you can open the file directly by click
ing Open or open the folder containing the file by clicking the Open Folder
button.

Figure 22-4:
The Export
Progress
dialog box.

Depending upon what other programs you’re running on your computer, you
may see a dialog box that informs you that the “server is busy.” The “server”
in this case is Microsoft Project running on your computer (because it is
“serving” MindManager commands) rather than your network server. If this
happens, wait a few moments until the disk activity on your computer stops,
and then click Retry.
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Figure 22-5 shows my exported map as a Project file. The critical dependency
my team identified (development planning cannot start until the interviews
are completed) has been exported to the plan, but I still have quite a bit of
additional work to do before I have a usable project plan.
Notice that the exported dependency was to the header topic (Create
Development Plan). This forced all the tasks (that were subtopics on the
original map) to not be scheduled until after the interviews are completed.
Use this technique to capture and export high-level dependencies in your
map. It will make things a little easier when you have to start working on the
exported Project file.
Figure 22-6 shows my completed work in MS Project. I have entered all the
lower-level dependencies and have assigned people to do the various tasks.
MS Project can both read and update MPX files, but it cannot create a new
MPX file from an existing Project file. If you plan to do any further planning
work in MindManager that you want to re-export to Project, you must use the
MPX method described in the last section. However, you can reimport the
Project file into MindManager with the calculated dates and resources and
then use MindManager’s Outlook linker function to manage the project. See
the next section for more details.

Figure 22-5:
The
exported
map as an
MS Project
file.
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Figure 22-6:
The
completed
project plan.

Bringing Your Project Back
to MindManager
Figure 22-7 shows my project plan in Tracking mode (an option in Microsoft
Project that displays both planning and actual data) after a couple of weeks of
work. Things got off to a reasonably good start although the task “Assigning
roles” took two days instead of one. My most pressing concern, however, is
that the all-important interviews are still not finished and it is making the
entire project late.

Figure 22-7:
My project
plan as of
December 8.
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I could use this presentation as it is to talk about the status of my project
with my boss, but I don’t want to focus too much on this problem and I do
want to include other material as well — and MindManager is the tool I want
to use to do this. So, I begin by taking a MindManager “snapshot” of my pro
ject by importing the plan.
Start MindManager and select File➪Open from the menu bar. In the Open File
dialog box, select Files of Type Project Files from the File Type combo box,
click your project file, and then click OK.
MindManager displays the Project Import Settings dialog box (shown in
Figure 22-8). Choose the settings that you want and click Import.

Figure 22-8:
The Project
Import
Settings
dialog box.

MindManager creates a map from the project file, as shown in Figure 22-9.

Figure 22-9:
The
imported
“snapshot”
map of my
project.
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I can now use this map to create a slide show (see Chapter 19), a Word docu
ment (see Chapter 20), a Web page (see Chapter 18), or some other presenta
tion type that seems most appropriate.
If you’re working with a large plan, this approach may create far more infor
mation in your map than you may be interested in because it imports the
entire plan (including tasks that may have been completed weeks ago and
which have already been reported, as well as tasks scheduled weeks in the
future). If you’re interested only in certain tasks, you can select them in
Microsoft Project (either by using the Ctrl+click approach or using Project’s
filtering tools) and then selecting File➪Send to . . .➪MindManager in Project.
Project will display a dialog box with the same choices as the one illustrated
in Figure 22-8 except that you will see an “Export” rather than an “Import”
button.
If you do not have a map currently open, then Project will cause MindManager
to create a new map that contains only the tasks you have selected when you
click the Export button. If you do have a map open, then Project will cause
MindManager to add all the selected tasks to the currently selected topic in
the open map. This feature is particularly useful if you have already started a
project status report map (perhaps containing reports on issues, newly identi
fied risks, and key communications) and you want to include detailed informa
tion on tasks in progress or tasks completed since the last reporting period.
Regardless of which method you use to create a map from an existing Project
file, you only have a snapshot of your project at a particular moment in time.
You cannot re-export the resulting map back to Project and have a useable
file because of the way that MindManager handles the start and finish dates.

Importing and Exporting Maps with
Microsoft Project Exchange, er MPX
MPX (Microsoft Project Exchange) is a plain-text file format that can be used
to exchange project information between Microsoft Project and most other
project-planning software vendors. Ironically, Microsoft no longer provides
the capability of generating MPX files from its own Microsoft Project applica
tion, although it still has the ability to read and update MPX files.
MindManager’s ability to generate MPX files is therefore primarily useful in
providing an interface to other scheduling software applications such as
Sure Track, P3, Microsoft Visio, and others. (Of course, if you do not have
Microsoft Project installed on your computer, then creating an MPX file to
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transfer data to a computer that does have project is the only way you can
create a project file.) It also provides the means for re-importing task data
from Project back into MindManager for further planning work that can again
be exported back to Project. I tell you how to do these things in this section.

Setting your MPX preferences
To set preferences for both import and export using an MPX file, select
Format➪MPX Preferences from the menu bar. MindManager displays the
dialog box shown in Figure 22-10.

Figure 22-10:
The MPX
Preferences
dialog box.

Most of the default settings will work just as they are. However, a few of the
settings require you to take additional steps to prepare your map:
 Schedule from Project Start Date/ Schedule to Project Finish Date:
These options tell the receiving software (the application that opens the
MPX file exported from MindManager) whether to schedule the project
from the Start date or to the Finish (due) date. You need to enter a start
date or a due date in either the central topic (if you’re exporting the
whole map) or the root topic (if you’re only exporting part of the map).
Schedule from Project Start will be automatically selected. Be sure to
click Schedule to Project Finish Date if this is appropriate.
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 Use “Clock” Icon to mark Milestones: Most project management pack
ages use zero duration for a Task to indicate a “Milestone” (the end or
beginning of a significant event in the project) for reporting purposes, but
MindManager has no way of knowing whether a zero duration means it
really is a milestone or simply that the proper duration was not entered.
Add a clock icon (click the Library tab on the Task pane and select the
clock) to all topics that are intended to be milestones.
Any lowest-level topic that does not have a duration other than zero or the
Clock icon will be ignored during the export.

Exporting to an MPX file
You can export either your entire map or exactly one selected topic and all
its subtopics. In Figure 22-1, I would have clicked “Action Items” before
selecting Actions➪Export to MPX File from the menu bar.
The export function exports only visible topics, so you can use filtering to hide
(and therefore exclude) any topics from the export. Check out Chapter 13 if
you need details on how to do this.

Importing from an MPX file
The start and end dates of most tasks in a project plan are never directly
determined by the user but are rather calculated by the scheduling software.
The key word here is most. There are a few dates that may be entered when a
task must start no later than a particular date, or must finish on or before a
specified date (for example, the day when the chief executive is flying in from
New York to see a presentation). These are called constraint dates.
MindManager has no way of distinguishing calculated dates from constraint
dates, so you must specify which dates should be imported from the MPX
file. You do this in the MPX Import Behavior section of the MPX Preferences
dialog box (refer to Figure 22-10):
 Import task constraint information only: Selecting this option will
result in task dates being imported only if they are constraint dates, the
beginning date of the project (if scheduled as soon as possible), or the
ending date of the project (if scheduled as late as possible). You must
choose this option if you intend to re-export the map back to MS Project.
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 Import task schedule information: Selecting this option will result in all
task information being imported into MindManager. This will be useful in
preparing project status reports but will make the map unsuitable for re
export to Project.
The other key decision you must make is whether or not you want to import
task dependencies.
 If you’re interested in only a project snapshot (in other words, you have
selected Import task schedule information), then the relationship informa
tion is probably of little interest and will definitely clutter up your map.
The appropriate choice is to click Ignore Predecessors and Successors.
 If you’re planning to re-export your map back to Project, the dependency
information is critical and you should click Export Predecessors Using
Relationships, Import Both.
 If you’re working with a different scheduling software package, then
review that package’s documentation to determine whether you should
export predecessors or successors.
If you will be working very much with your imported map before re-export,
you may find the numerous relationships on your map to be a bit distracting.
Use the style sheet to make the relationship lines and text thin and pale so
that they blend somewhat into the background. Refer back to Chapter 14 for
details on how to do this.
After you have set the preferences appropriately, select Actions➪Import from
MPX File from the menu bar. If you have a map open, the MPX file will be
imported as a new main topic. If there is no map open, MindManager will
create a new map.
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Part V

The Part of Tens

A

In this part . . .

ll kinds of helpful information can be found in this
part. Good advice, interesting tidbits, and useful
facts are gathered together in short vignettes. We have
even put in some jewels of wisdom that you may never
need, but then again, you might. If you ﬁnd yourself
scratching your head and wondering what might be next
on the MindManager horizon, look here. On the other
hand, if you’re short on time, like the fast lane, or are
searching for shortcuts, then take a look at this section —
we’ve got it covered.

Chapter 23

Ten Helpful Add-Ins
and User Groups
In This Chapter
 Trying add-ins for extra features
 Sharing with other MindManager users

I

am amazed at how fast the MindManager software program has spread
around the globe. The marketing of MindManager is nontraditional. You
can find support, development assistance, and training in all corners of the
world. Look on the Mindjet Web site if you want to find someone in your
backyard. All of the add-in providers mentioned can provide specialized ser
vice. Give them a call for any MindManager need you might have. Look at
www.mindjet.com under Mindjet Partners for additional listings.
The chapter title says Ten. Wrong. You get Eleven today! An added bonus at
the back of the book. Enjoy!

Add-Ins
Numerous companies around the world are making add-ins for MindManager.
Add-ins focus on specific uses or links that expand the effectiveness of
MindManager. Now where is that lawyer for the small print disclaimer? I have
not used many of these add-ins. You can find more info on the companies on
the Mindjet Web site.

MindManuals.com, Ltd (Coventry,
United Kingdom)
You can find information about MindManuals.com at www.mindmanuals.com.
MindManuals.com has been producing MindManager add-ins for many years.
The product set includes MiniProject, MindManuals, and Decision Mill.
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MiniProject
MiniProject schedules, tracks, and controls small projects within MindManager.
You don’t need to export task information to an external project management
program. MiniProject is targeted at projects with up to 60 tasks. MiniProject
calculates a resource-level schedule using the task information in MindManager.
Answer those ever-present project management questions such as “Which
tasks should start today?” or “How far ahead is the project?”

MindManuals
Another product from MindManuals.com is MindManuals, which is a collec
tion of templates, resources, and guides used with MindManager. Here are
some of the available MindManuals collections:
 Successful Projects with MindManager: Resource tools for Project
Managers who use MindManager.
 Defining Small IT Projects: Create specifications and documentation for
small IT projects.
 BizSmart LLC Small Business Planner: BizSmart LLC is an innovative
visual business planner for small businesses.
 Presentations with MindManager: Resource tools for planning and cre
ating convincing presentations with MindManager.
 Teleworking for Organizations: Comprehensive planning and strategy
guide for successful telecommuting and distance working.

DecisionMill
DecisionMill is the link between brainstorming in MindManager and the cre
ation of actionable tasking. Decisions are analyzed in DecisionMill with a
weighted scoring system. A record is created to track your decision-making
process. The resulting task lists are prioritized using due dates. New ideas
and information are worked through the process to review decisions and
update the task list.

Gyronix (Kent, United Kingdom)
Information about Gyronix and ResultsManager is found at www.gyronix.com.
Gyronix creates MindManager add-ins to enhance business team communica
tion and task management.
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ResultsManager
The ResultsManager add-in creates a map that acts as a dashboard. Project
or program managers use the dashboard map to drive multiple projects.
Project plans are viewed in the dashboard map by resource activity and task
lists. The question “What comes next and by whom?” is easier to answer in a
complex, multiproject environment using ResultManager.

I and A Research (Saint
Sauveur, QC, Canada)
Information about I and A Research is found at www.iaresearch.com. Specific
information about MindPlugs Export-to-Excel for MindManager information is
found at www.mindplugs.com.

Mindplugs Export-to-Excel
Mindplugs Export-to-Excel installs a Microsoft Excel icon on the toolbar adja
cent to the other Microsoft product icons.
Click the new Microsoft Excel icon to convert a MindManager map into a
spreadsheet grouped by hierarchy. MindManager map task information —
containing project start, duration, and resources — is transferred to Microsoft
Excel cells.
MindPlugs Export-to-Excel can answer many questions, such as “How much
does a brainstormed project cost?” You can answer this question using the
add-in by following these steps:
1. Use MindManager to brainstorm all the project tasks.
2. Put the price per hour of each task in the task info resources column.
3. Click the Microsoft Excel icon installed by the add-in.
The MindManager map information is transferred to Microsoft Excel.
4. In Microsoft Excel, use Find and Replace to remove the word
“hour(s).”
5. Multiply the duration column by the resource column and place the
result in another column.
6. Sum the additional column to get the cost of the project.
The product enables MindManager to be used as an effective “cost estimate
brainstorming” system.
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Mindplugs Real-Time Calculator
The Mindplugs Real-time Calculator add-in creates the ability in MindManager
to process mathematical expressions. In fact, the Real-time Calculator has a
Visual Basic base, and any Visual Basic function can be executed from a topic
in a MindManager map.

JCVGantt
I & A Research (as a result of a contract with JCV Management, Inc.) produces
and distributes JCVGantt for MindManager.
JCVGantt creates a Gantt chart that links to MindManager task information.
(A Gantt chart is a horizontal bar chart that identifies the start, stop, and
duration of tasks in a project plan.) Changes made to MindManager task infor
mation immediately change the Gantt chart display. Conversely, changing the
Gantt chart information also changes the MindManager map task information.
You change the task information in the Gantt chart by manipulating the bars
on the graph. Project complete percentage is represented on the Gantt chart
and is changed in the same way.
Most project managers use the Gantt chart as a preferred method of presenting
project information. This add-in is a valuable tool to increase the usefulness
of MindManager.
You can obtain purchasing information from JCV Management at (450) 653
3365 or from I & A Research, Inc. at (450) 227-7250.

ThinkQuick
ThinkQuick is a service of I & A Research, Inc. ThinkQuick is not exactly an
add-in to MindManager. ThinkQuick is a way to share and communicate with
people interested in visual organization, brainstorming, and advanced think
ing and management techniques. MindManager users are frequent participants.
A special browser delivers content in a format that resembles a television
set. Change channels to view the 18 channels of information, videos, and
eLearning information.
Common features on the ThinkQuick Network include video tutorials on
using MindManager, video eLearning workshops, chat rooms, and a discus
sion board.
I & A Research is offering a special gift to MindManager For Dummies readers:
A free one year subscription to the ThinkQuick Network is available at
www.iaresearch.com/readergift.htm.
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Mindsystems/Teamlink (Mt.
Eliza, Victoria, Australia)
Knowledge Link
You can find information on Teamlink Australia and Knowledge Link at
www.mindsystems.com.au.
Knowledge Link is a companion software product to MindManager. Knowledge
Link organizes MindManager map information into a knowledge base. Single
or multiple MindManager maps are imported, and one or more knowledge
bases are created. Other data from ODBC databases such as Microsoft Access
can be added to the knowledge base. Knowledge Link is a pathway from mul
tiple databases to MindManager.
The knowledge base is displayed in a tree format to easily comprehend com
plex information. The information is rearranged and reorganized easily.
Knowledge Link contains templates to organize the knowledge base informa
tion depending on intended use or application.
The output from Knowledge Link encompasses many forms. New MindManager
maps are possible. The program also exports the knowledge base information
to Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Word.
Knowledge Link is available as a standalone product or as a fully integrated
add-in to MindManager.

User Groups
User groups represent a place to go to find other people that share your
interest. The common link in this case is MindManager. I hope you decide to
participate in the user groups mentioned below. Companies do listen to the
issues presented in the forums and discussion areas. Join in. Get ideas and
add your comments.

Yahoo MindManager user group
The Yahoo MindManager user group started in 1999. Martin Silcock in the UK
is the founder and moderator. The objective of the MindManager user group is
to share ideas, uses, and techniques of — you guessed it — the MindManager
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program. The group is not sponsored by Mindjet LLC, but many MindManager
groupies find a home within this user group. You can find a link to the Yahoo
MindManager user group on the Mindjet Web site. Some of the techies hang
out in this user group, so if you want to get into the nuts and bolts, you have
found a source. Don’t worry, because you’ll find some basic users, too.
Find the Yahoo MindManager user group at:
groups.yahoo.com/group/mindmanager.

MindManager User to User Forum
Another source for discourse among users of MindManager is found on the
Mindjet Web site (www.mindjet.com). Go to the support section and look for
the User to User Forum under Community. A healthy chunk of knowledge
exists in this forum.

Chapter 24

Ten (Or So) Shortcuts
In This Chapter
 Using map shortcuts
 Editing map shortcuts
 Opening and closing shortcuts
 Naming images
 Scripting your shortcuts

S

hortcuts are a matter of personal preference. You may be a shortcut
freak. Your fingers are lightning on the keyboard. You don’t need no
stinking mouse! You do the multiple finger placements and sequences with
guitar-playing precision. On the other hand, there are the plodders like me. I
deliberate between each mouse click, and a shortcut only speeds the trauma.
I am a process shortcut user. I like to figure out how to make a program
behave the way I want. I may spend an hour creating a shortcut that I use
once to save myself 30 seconds. Somehow it still qualifies as a shortcut in
my book. This chapter addresses both preferences. Get your fingers ready if
you’re a keyboard shortcutterist. Get your process scissors out if you’re an
intuitiverist.
You may have a multitude of your own shortcuts. Feel free to jot them down
in the blank spaces, and don’t forget to share.

Keyboard Shortcuts: Fast,
Fun, and Fastidious
Table 24-1 shows basic Windows shortcuts. No big surprises here.
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Table 24-1

General Windows Command Shortcuts

Close a window or dialog box

Esc

Terminate a process

Esc

End MindManager

Alt+F4

Help

F1

MindManager map documents
You know the routine if you have dogs. Open the door to let dogs out, open
the door to let dogs in, open the door to let dogs out, open the door to let
dogs in, repeat over and over... Wouldn’t a door shortcut be nice? Files are
kind of the same way. Table 24-2 gives a few shortcuts for working with files.

Table 24-2

Map Document Shortcuts

New Map

Ctrl+N

Open a Map

Ctrl+O

Saving

Save current Map

Ctrl+S

Save as

F12

Close current Map

Ctrl+W

Print current Map

Ctrl+P

Define Hyperlink

Ctrl+K

Create Bookmark

Ctrl+Shift+F5

MindManager screen management
I can get lost in a MindManager map. Zooming back to the center is quite
useful. My map levels are never at the right level. Table 24-3 shows ways to
minimize mouse malfunction by using the keyboard instead of smacking the
mouse in the left or right ear.
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Table 24-3

Display Shortcuts

Next Map

Ctrl+F6

Show/Hide topic notes

F11

Center/Focus

Detail level

Current Map

Ctrl+F3

Current Object

Alt+F3

Current Topic

F3

None

Alt+Shift+0

1 Level

Shift+Alt+1

2 Levels

Shift+Alt+2

3 Levels

Shift+Alt+3

Remove Filter

Ctrl+Shift+A

Enlarge

Ctrl +

Reduce

Ctrl 

Show entire map

Ctrl+F5

MindManager objects
I swear there are a jillion ways to add objects. Table 24-4 gives a few. The
table also includes map part shortcuts. Don’t forget the map part update
shortcut. Even I use that one.

Table 24-4

Adding an Object Shortcuts

Topic

Enter

Subtopic

Insert

Topic Note

Ctrl+T

Callout

Ctrl+Shift+Enter

Border

Ctrl+Shift+B

Open Library Map Part

Ctrl+Shift+N

Update all Map Parts

F5
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Editing the MindManager map
Table 24-5 contains the edit speed shortcuts. I have one that I use all the time,
but it doesn’t fit with any of the tables, so I’ll mention it here: Moving a topic
near the central topic evokes the red tractor beam. The red tractor beam
jumps out and grabs your topic. Turn off the red tractor beam by holding
down the Shift key as you move a topic. Now back to the table.

Table 24-5

Editing Command Shortcuts

Select all

Ctrl+A

Select all topics at same level

Ctrl+Shift+A

Copy

Ctrl+C

Cut

Ctrl+X

Paste

Ctrl+V

Paste as callout

Ctrl+Shift+V

Edit topic text

F2

Deleting

Remove topic
(keep subtopics)

Ctrl+Del

Delete Topic

Del

Formatting the text
Not much introduction is needed for shortcuts listed in Table 24-6. Select the
text and these shortcuts work great.

Table 24-6

Text Formatting Shortcuts

Bold

Ctrl+B

Italic

Ctrl+I

Underline

Ctrl+U

Remove all formatting

Ctrl+ Space Bar
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Strategic Shortcuts
Strategic shortcuts use MindManager in a specific way to speed up work or
make your life easier. I am going to give you two examples of ones that I use.
Be creative and share your strategic shortcuts with others.

Opening and closing files en masse
I like to use the Multimap view to open and close files. Many of my uses for
MindManager require complex, large, and multiple-linked maps. Open and
closing linked maps can be a bit of a chore if you don’t use this shortcut. I
used this method while writing this book.
I create a Table of Contents (TOC) map. The TOC map contains a list of all the
maps that I use. Each entry in the TOC map has a link to a corresponding
map. I always open my TOC map first. I then enter the Multimap view. All
the maps linked in the TOC are shown. I can use Ctrl+Click to select the
various maps that I want to work with. I then use the Open command in the
Multimap view. The files I selected are opened. I can then go and work on
each map individually. Periodically, I go back to the TOC map, which is still in
Multimap view, and the files are still selected. I use the Close command, and
the files are saved. Just open them again if you need to keep working.
Creating the TOC has a shortcut. Create a map with lots of topics. Select a
topic and add a hyperlink. Search for the MindManager map file and create
the hyperlink. Now the TOC map has a topic with a hyperlink, but the name
of the topic is still main topic. Place the cursor over the hyperlink. Use Ctrl+K,
Ctrl+C, Esc, F2, and finally Ctrl+V. These five quick steps go into the hyper
link, copy the name of the hyperlink, close the hyperlink menu, select the
topic name for editing, and paste the name of the hyperlink into the topic.
Very fast. You can create a TOC map in minutes even if you have a bunch of
maps. This technique calls out for a script.

Naming images
I work with many different kinds of images. I recently set up an inventory with
digital picture records, and I used this shortcut. MindManager has search func
tions for images that work quite well. The drawback is the need to add key
words to get the searching to find your images. And there is a twist. Searching
also looks at the original filename. The word original is key. You cannot rename
the file inside the program and use the search command to find the new name.
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I always create unique and descriptive filenames when I change from the digi
tal camera filename at the time I download the pictures. In the MindManager
library, adding the image maintains these faux keywords. You can always look
at the filename by selecting Rename. You can even rename the image and it
won’t change the effectiveness of this shortcut.

Scripting is the shortcut shortcut
I won’t go through how to create a shortcut or even show any scripted short
cuts in this section. I want to call your attention to Chapter 16 and Appendix C.
Chapter 16 shows you how to build scripts, and Appendix C contains some
examples of script shortcuts. Using macros and scripting is the next leap in
creating shortcuts. Develop your shortcuts in a step-by-step way and then turn
to scripting to make them automatic.

Chapter 25

Ten Useful Things You Won’t
Need Every Day
In This Chapter
 Locating a map with the search engine
 Selecting, sorting, and numbering topics
 Creating your own buttons
 Web searching from your map
 Protecting your document

M

indManager is an extraordinarily rich-featured product. Even after work
ing with it almost daily for a year, I am still discovering new things. The
features I explore in this chapter are ones that are fun and interesting, but not
ones that I use very often. Your style is probably different than mine, and you
may well find something here that makes you go, “Wow, fantastic!”

Happy exploring!

Searching for a Map
You can use the Search Files feature to find all maps that contain a word or
phrase in the topic text, topic notes, hyperlinks, resources, or categories. You
can base your search either on a specified directory (and, optionally, all of its
subdirectories), or on a set of linked maps (multimaps). All maps satisfying
your search criteria are then displayed in the Search Results window. You can
simply click on the topic and MindManager will open the map and position the
topic containing the desired word or phrase in the center of the workspace.
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Follow these steps to search through maps in a folder:
1. Click the Search tab on the Task Pane.
The Search Task pane opens.
2. Complete the Look For and Look In Folder fields and choose the topic
fields that you want MindManager to search.
Figure 25-1 shows the search parameters to use when looking for all
maps containing the word “Harold” in the topic text.

Figure 25-1:
Completed
search
parameter
fields.

If you see only Define Search and then Search Results immediately below
it, click the down arrow next to the words Define Search to display the
search definition fields. If you don’t see the Select Topic Field to Search
check boxes, click More Search Options.
3. Click Search.
MindManager displays the Search dialog box (as shown in Figure 25-2).
When the search finishes, the search results are displayed in the lower
half of the Search Files task pane.
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Figure 25-2:
The Search
dialog box.

4. Click the map of interest.
MindManager will open the map and select the topic where the search
text was found.

Select Special
Map objects can be selected by simply holding down the left mouse button
and dragging the cursor across the objects of interest. If the map is large,
however, or the objects of interest are intermixed with others, selecting each
one individually (with Ctrl+Click) can be a bit tedious.
With the Select Special command, you can select all map elements of a given
type, regardless of where they are located on the map. Click the background
first if you want to select objects from the entire map or click a specific topic
if you want to select objects only on that topic’s tree.
Select Edit➪Select➪Select Special from the menu bar, check the types of ele
ments you want to select, and then click OK (see Figure 25-3).

Figure 25-3:
The Select
Special
dialog box.

After the elements have been selected, you can modify their style, copy them,
filter them, or remove them entirely from your map.
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Autocorrect
The Autocorrect feature is a great boon for fumbling fingers like mine. I seem
to always type “teh” when I mean “the” and there are some words that I never
seem to be able to spell correctly.
MindManager comes with an extensive list of Autocorrect data already loaded,
so I normally don’t have to concern myself with it. If there is a particular word,
however, that I just “know” is spelled one way when the rest of the world spells
it differently, I can enter my spelling and the rest of the world’s spelling in the
table and MindManager will thereafter correct my spelling without my having
to worry about it further.
I do this by selecting Tools➪AutoCorrect Options from the menu bar, entering
my spelling on the left-hand side, entering the correct spelling on the righthand side, clicking Add, and then clicking Close (see Figure 25-4). I can also
change existing entries by selecting a pair, making my changes, and clicking
Replace, or I can delete them completely by selecting a pair and then clicking
Delete.

Figure 25-4:
The
AutoCorrect
dialog box.

Number Topics
You can automatically add a numbering scheme to the topics on your map,
or to a portion of your map, using the Number Topics command. Select the
main topic if you want to add numbers to every topic on the map, or select
one topic if you want to just number all the subtopics of that topic.
Select Actions➪Number Topics from the menu bar, choose the options you
want to use, and then click OK (see Figure 25-5).
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Figure 25-5:
The Number
Topics
dialog box.

MindManager records additional information (invisibly) to each topic that it
has numbered using this command so that it has the ability to remove the
numbering again. If you edit any of the numbers (you can still edit the rest of
the topic text), MindManager will lose the ability to remove or further modify
the numbering — meaning that from that point on you will have to do all
number editing by hand!
MindManager is aware of what topic you have selected when you use this com
mand, and it executes your choices relative to that selection. This means, for
example, that you can select a numbered topic, click Remove numbering, and
only the numbering on that topic and its subtopics will be removed.
If you have numbered your topics, remember to select No numbering if you
print from Outline view, export your map to Word, or export your map to
the Web.

Sort Topics
You may, from time to time, want to sort subtopics in alphabetical or numerical
order, or to sort tasks according to priority or percent complete. Remember to
select the topic or topics before beginning the sorting process; otherwise you
will sort all topics on the map.
Select Actions➪Sort Topics from the menu bar, choose the sorting options
you want to use, and then click OK (see Figure 25-6).

Figure 25-6:
The Sort
Topics
dialog box.
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Callouts and relationships that are attached to the selected topics are not
automatically sorted. If you want to sort the subtopics on a callout, you must
first select the callout and then perform the sort command. If you want to
sort all topics and callouts at once, use the Select Special command previ
ously described in this chapter.

Creating Custom Buttons
With context menus and all the toolbars, it may be some time before you dis
cover that you don’t have a convenient button or mouse-click to run a specific
command. But the time may come. For me, it was not having the Macro menu
where I could get at it with one mouse-click. To create your own button on
one of the MindManager toolbars, follow these steps:
1. Right-click any toolbar, select Customize, and then click the
Commands tab.
MindManager displays the toolbar’s Customize dialog box with all com
mand categories on the left and the individual commands on the right
(as shown in Figure 25-7).

Figure 25-7:
The
toolbar’s
Customize
dialog box.

2. Select All Commands in the Categories list box, scroll to the Macro
command, and then drag the command to the end of the Insert
toolbar.
MindManager displays the word “Macro” on the Insert toolbar. I could
simply close the Customize dialog box and the button (with the text
“Macro”) would be ready for me to use. To replace the text with a
custom image, continue on.
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3. Right-click the Macro button that you just placed on the toolbar and
select Image.
MindManager displays the Button Appearance dialog box (as shown in
Figure 25-8).

Figure 25-8:
The Button
Appearance
dialog box.

4. Click New and create the button image you want to use.
My example is shown in Figure 25-9.

Figure 25-9:
The Edit
Button
Image
dialog box
with my
completed
Macro
button
image.

5. Click OK twice to close both Button dialog boxes and then click Close
on the toolbar’s Customize dialog box.
The finished button is now ready to go on the Insert toolbar (as shown
in Figure 25-10).
As of this writing, MindManager has the highly annoying habit of discarding
all custom button images when it is closed. I am assuming this behavior will
be corrected by the time you read this.
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Figure 25-10:
Using the
completed
Macro
button.

News Service
If you’re connected to the Internet and really “want to be the first to know,” you
can use MindManager to keep you constantly up to date with the latest news.
Open a new map, click the Library tab on the Task pane, go to Map Parts➪
News Feeds➪Cnet News.Com, and drag the Smart Map Part of your choice to
the central topic. After a few seconds of connecting and inquiring, the latest
headlines will be displayed on your map and details in the topic notes. (See
Figure 25-11.) You can also press F5 any time you want to get the latest latest
headlines.

Figure 25-11:
News
Service
from your
map.

Google Searching
Google service works very similarly to News service. The only difference is
that you need to attach the Google Smart Map Part (which is in the Samples
folder) to a topic with the key word or phrase that you want to search on. Oh
yes, there is one more difference: It isn’t free (see Figure 25-12), although you
can apparently get a limited key for small searches at no cost.
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Figure 25-12:
You have to
register and
pay a fee to
use Google
search.

Protecting Your Document
If your map contains sensitive information, you can password protect it so
that only authorized people can open your map. To access this dialog box,
select Tools➪Protect Document. . . from the menu bar (see Figure 25-13). If
you password protect your map, be very sure you remember the password.
No one can help you recover your map if you forget it and have not written it
down someplace.

Figure 25-13:
The Protect
Document
dialog box.

Add-ins
MindManager comes with several pre-installed add-ins, or modular program
units, that provide additional functionality while remaining completely insu
lated from the basic MindManager engine. For example, all of the MS Office
interfaces are provided by Add-ins.
With time, other developers will offer their own Add-ins, which you can install
with your MindManager application. The Add-Ins dialog box is primarily useful
in seeing what modules have been installed and which company created them.
See Figure 25-14.
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You can, however, temporarily disable an Add-in without uninstalling it by
simply unchecking the box next to its name. Checking the box will enable the
Add-in functionality once more.

Figure 25-14:
The Add-Ins
dialog box.
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Appendixes

M

In this part . . .

indManager is a creation from the folks at Mindjet
LLC and comes in more ﬂavors than described in
this book. Other versions of MindManager are ﬂoating
around in the user community. The appendixes in this part
provide supplemental information about Mindjet products
and past MindManager versions. You’ll also ﬁnd examples
of MindManager.

Appendix A

Differences in MindManager
Editions

M

indjet released two new versions of MindManager in October of 2002,
MindManager X5 and MindManager X5 Pro. In this appendix, I first
describe the changes made to MindManager 2002 and then I compare the fea
tures of the two current versions of the product.

Changes from MindManager 2002
Terminology
1. A Branch is now a Topic. There are main topics and subtopics.
2. The Map title is now called the Central Topic.
3. Attached Floating Text is now called a Callout Topic.
4. Detached Floating Text is now called Floating Text.
5. Text Notes are now called Topic Notes or just Notes.
6. A Symbol is now called an Image and the Symbol Gallery is now called
the Library.
7. Codes are now called Icons.
8. Highlight color is now called Fill color.
9. Find in Files is referred to as Search Files.
10. Document Properties are now just called Properties.
11. The Standard Mind Map template is now called the Blank Map template.
12. HTML Export is now called Save As Web Pages.
13. Task Planning is now called Task Information.
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Branches to objects
MindManager has just one map object, now called a Topic. The topic object
is divided into three subtypes:
 Topic: The map title is also a regular topic now.
 Callout Topics: These can have subtopics now.
 Floating Topics: Floating Text and Floating Images are now Floating
Topics, and can also have subtopics.
You have different choices for the shapes of these Topic subtypes, but they
are otherwise identical in their functionality. You can have different colors for
the Topic lines and the Topic text. Subtopics will inherit the color of the lines
of the parent Topic but will not inherit the color of the text.
Boundaries are also treated as objects. The boundary fill color is inherited
from the Topic fill color of the parent Topic. All objects can be selected,
copied, pasted, dragged and dropped, and deleted.

Dropped commands (with replacements)
1. The Power Select task pane has been dropped, and the functionality is
distributed to other commands. Filtering has been optimized and always
works on the current selection. Selecting a topic can be done iteratively
or using other commands such as Find&Replace (Find All), Review Mode
(all comments), and Map Marker quick selection. Other Filter options
have been dropped.
2. The Toolkit feature has been dropped. The Number and Sort commands
still exist under the Actions menu.
3. The Pack and Delivery command has been dropped and replaced by the
Pack and Go and Send To commands.
4. Map Info has been dropped completely. Instead, use the Comments field
in File➪Properties for the same purpose.
5. The Map Organizer has been dropped and replaced by the My Maps task
pane.

Dropped commands (without
replacements)
1. The Sync feature in the Project add-in has been removed.
2. The Save All command has been dropped.
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3. The Import and Export to MindManager Smart has been dropped.
4. The Branch Length command has been dropped.
5. The Order of Main Branches command has been dropped. Outline order
is now always the clockwise order.
6. The Quick Export command has been dropped.
7. The storing of named filter selections is no longer supported.
8. The Conference feature has been dropped.

Mouse and keyboard
1. Double-clicking to insert new main topics is disabled by default but can
be switched on again in Tools➪Options. Single-click insertion of floating
topics makes the double-click not really necessary anymore.
2. Double-clicking a topic no longer opens a hyperlink. You need to singleclick on the hyperlink icon.
3. Dragging and dropping of topics using a right-click has been eliminated.
All drop functions can now be achieved using different drop zones. Press
the Shift key to prevent dropping in an unwanted zone.
4. Transferring topic formats using the Alt key is replaced with the Format
Painter command.
5. Right-clicking in empty map space pans the map immediately without
delay.
6. The Enter key now adds a new sibling Topic directly below the selected
topic and not at the end of the sibling list, as was previously the case.

Command changes
 Multimap features are completely redesigned. This feature is not spread
among different commands (for example, Print or Web Export) but is now
combined into the Multimap View. Multimaps now only follow one level
of hyperlinks in order to simplify the whole feature. You can select the
maps on which a Multimap command is executed. The Multimap main
menu has been dropped and replaced by the Multimap toolbar, which is
visible when working in Multimap mode.
 Brainstorming mode has been redesigned to reflect a more real-world
brainstorming model. Since you can enter Floating Topics by simply
clicking anywhere on your map and typing, this also provides an “Instant
Brainstorming” mode.
 The Dynamic Legend pane has been redesigned. It is now a more pow
erful pane called Map Markers.
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 The Branch Template feature has been redesigned to support Smart
Map Parts. Smart Map Parts add active links to data sources using XML,
XSL, and Web Services. The term Branch Template has been dropped
and replaced with Map Parts.
 The Language field from Document Properties has been moved. It now
has its own command: Tools➪Language.
 The Outlook Sync command has been split into an Import command
and an Export command. You can now find those commands on the
Tools menu.
 All Export commands have been moved. They are now in the File➪Save
As dialog box and on the File➪Send To menu.
 All Import commands have been moved. They are now in the File➪Open
dialog box and in the Office applications.
 Customizing Add-ins, Macros, and Package Folders has been moved
from the Customize dialog box. They now have their own commands
and dialog boxes, and they are still on the Tools menu.
 Validate Hyperlinks is now called Repair Broken File Links. The func
tionality remains the same.

Keyboard shortcuts
The following keyboard shortcuts have changed:
 F12 for Notes has changed to F11 or Ctrl+T to open/close topic notes.
 F5 for Fit to Screen has changed to Ctrl+F5. F5 is now used to Refresh
Smart Map parts.
 Ctrl+H for Edit Hyperlink has changed to Ctrl+K to be Office compliant.
 F6 for Center Object has changed to Alt+F3.
The following keyboard shortcuts have been dropped:
 Ctrl+J to Open Hyperlink.
 F11 for Full Screen.
 Ctrl+M for Highlight.

Toolbars, windows, and dialog boxes
1. The Workbook tabs for multiple documents have been moved from the
bottom to the top.
2. The Formatting toolbar has been moved to the bottom of the screen.
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3. The Status Bar has been dropped with no replacement.
4. The Notes window is now always docked (on the right side) and no
longer floats.
5. The Full Screen command has been dropped, because it overlapped too
much with Presentation mode.
6. The Topic Property dialog box doesn’t exist anymore and has been
replaced by a separate hyperlink dialog box, a separate font dialog box,
and a separate shape/color and layout dialog box.
7. The Office export toolbar is now shown at the bottom.
8. The Icon (code) toolbar has been dropped. It is replaced by the Library,
the Map Marker pane, and a special Map Marker picker.
9. The Priority command and drop-down menu have been dropped and
replaced by the Task Information pane and Map Markers.

Wizards
Wizards are no longer supported for the former branch templates, now called
Map Parts.

New features
1. Improved look and handling of boundaries.
2. Relationships can now be used to link to all Topic types.
3. More Topic formatting options, more control over the look of a map, and
a right-click context menu for topics.
4. Added a new Topic type: the Callout.
5. Map Markers can be saved and applied to multiple maps across a project.
You can add your own Icons or customize the existing Icons.
6. Formatting control is enhanced with the Format painter, Select all, and
Rubberband select commands.
7. Styles sheets can be quickly applied to change the look and feel of a map.
They are customizable and can be saved and used in the same way as
templates.
8. Export to Bitmaps.
9. Hyperlink icons represent linked document.
10. Static Task Pane toolbar with dynamic expand/collapse.
11. PDF export.
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12. Outline view.
13. Review mode.
14. Rich-text capability in both topics and notes.
15. Improved Web Page Export capabilities using CSS Style Sheets, which
are completely customizable. Templates are extensively redesigned.
16. Improved integration with Microsoft Office. Here are some examples:
 File Save as and Send to commands are redesigned to function like
Office.
 PowerPoint features an improved user interface and higher quality of
exported map images.
 Word now supports the export of callouts, subtopic callouts, and review
Comments.
 Outlook features an improved and extended integration with both syn
chronization of tasks and Smart Map Part links to contacts, notes, folders,
and the calendar.
 Several changes to the Microsoft Project interface, including the following:
• Show % complete icon in MindManager.
• Searchable resources and categories field.
• Export Relationships as dependencies.
• Input duration in hours, days, weeks, or months.
• Only export topics that hold Task Info.
• Export unfinished tasks only.
• Synchronization dropped.
• MPX 4.0 file format.

X5 Pro Features Not Found in X5
Visual elements and formatting options
 Customizable packages for individual elements (images, templates,
icons, and map parts).
 Business map templates.
 Wizard framework for map creation.
 Wizard customization to create your own wizard from any map.
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Microsoft Office integration
 Outlook advanced import/export of calendar, contacts, tasks, and notes
data.
 PDF export.
 Project import/export, MPX import/export, and map templates for
the project manager.

Miscellaneous
 Multimap view.
 Review mode.
 Task information for assigning task properties (deadlines, priorities, and
responsibilities).
 Smart Map Parts.
 Object model for customization using the built-in Macro script editor.
 You cannot create or edit macros on X5, although you can run any
macro developed on X5 Pro that does not use XML-related methods
and properties.
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Appendix B

Using Tablets and PDAs

M

indManager has made the leap to mobility and ease of use. This book
is about MindManager for the desktop, but other MindManager versions
are available. The tablet and PDA version of MindManager 2002 has been out
for a little over a year. By the time this book hits the shelf, a new version of
the tablet and PDA MindManager should be available.
I would like to introduce Hobie Swan. Hobie is an information fountain at
Mindjet. He assisted in keeping the authors synchronized with Mindjet as
the new version of MindManager unfolded. I requested that he write a short
epistle about this subject. He has responded in wonderful style. Rather than
rewrite the perfect pontification, here are Hobie’s own words.

Using MindManager for Tablet PCs
A fully pen-enabled note-taking application, Mindjet’s first Tablet PC software
was released in April, 2003, and it gained the immediate support of Microsoft
and major Tablet PC manufacturers. Featuring 18 pen gestures and seamless
integration with Microsoft Office, MindManager 2002 for Tablet PC let users
easily capture, organize, and communicate unstructured information typical of
meetings, planning sessions, and brainstorming. Maps made on MindManager
2002 for Tablet PC can be exported to Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Project,
and Web pages.
The real promise of integrating personal notes into team collaboration and cor
porate business processes comes with MindManager 5.1 Service Pack 2 (SP2),
released in the first quarter of 2004. This service pack extends the XML-enabled
functionality of MindManager X5 Pro and X5 (released in October 2003) to the
Tablet PC. As a result, users can now take advantage of XML technology to
push notes captured on the Tablet PC directly into corporate information
systems, scheduling applications, and data sets.
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The new XML-enabled MindManager will also give users access to “Smart
Map Parts” that enable users to reach into specific databases and bring data
into the map interface. The first such Smart Map Part will provide access to
data stored in proprietary CRM databases. Users will be able to gain a better
view of complex CRM information and instantly use that data to plan sales
strategies and assign specific tasks and actions — all within the MindManager
framework.
Tablet PCs equipped with SP2 have access to all the improvements offered in
MindManager X5 Pro and X5 and to MindManager’s natural, pen-based “Ink
and Gesture Control” features. MindManager X5 Pro and X5 for Tablet PC
enable information workers to do the following:
 Create concise and searchable handwritten notes that can be saved as
handwriting or recognized and converted into type.
 Use drag-and-drop functionality to quickly organize note entries.
 Employ a visual structure that clearly communicates relationships
among note entries.
 Create sketches and insert them into meeting notes.
 Attach graphics, codes, documents, and Web links to notes.
 Export notes to Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Outlook, and Project, as
well as to HTML, XML, and MPX to integrate content into broader busi
ness activities and decision-making processes.
 Use MindManager Smart Map Parts, based on XML technology and Web
Services, to reach into a growing number of databases.
 Improve team collaboration with the combination of digital ink and
MindManager’s classic productivity features, in order to increase pro
ductivity, enable more effective meetings, and speed decision-making.
Mindjet will continue to introduce new Smart Map Parts that will improve the
ability of information workers to pull together a broad range of information
needed to make good decisions quickly.

Mobile MindManager
Imagine sitting on an airplane, equipped with nothing but a PDA, and planning
a concise, well-reasoned, professional-looking PowerPoint presentation, pro
ject status report, or fully functional Web site. Mindjet’s MindManager Mobile
for Pocket PC, first released in June 2002, gives mobile workers a way to
access the full range of power of their desktop PC edition of MindManager.
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With the first quarter 2004 release of MindManager 5.1 Service Pack 2 (SP2),
Pocket PC users will have access to MindManager X5 Mobile, which has many
of the XML-based features available in the desktop and Tablet PC versions of
MindManager X5 and X5 Pro (released in October, 2003).
By synchronizing MindManager Mobile with their desktop or Tablet PC, users
can get a full copy (in outline form) of MindManager maps. Users can also
build from scratch on MindManager Mobile. But the more common usage
scenario is to make a travel copy of a map made on a desktop or Tablet PC.
Users then have access to mapped information and can also edit the maps
to refine presentations or reports while in transit. When users return to the
office, MindManager Mobile maps can be exported to Microsoft Project,
Outlook, Word, and PowerPoint to instantly create reports and presentations;
they can be exported to HTML to create fully functional Web sites; they can
be converted to PDF documents; and they can be exported as XML to popu
late corporate information systems, scheduling applications, and databases.
The XML capability of SP2 gives Pocket PC users access to such information as
RSS News Feeds accessed via their desktop PC or Tablet PC. After the Pocket
PC is synchronized with the desktop or Tablet PC, users will be able to access
XML-based content (but not XML functionality) from their Pocket PC.
Key MindManager Mobile features include the following:
 Insert text notes to each topic to add supporting detail.
 Add icons to visually represent an idea or meaning.
 Drag and drop topics within an easy-to-use interface.
 Search maps or topics for specific words.
 Add color to your text for easier communication.
 Expand or don’t expand topics depending on freeze state.
 Choose and control where to insert topic.
 Infrared/beam an entire map or send only specific topics.
 Customize maps by adding colors and codes to topics.
 Use an intuitive drag and drop interface.
 Display maps in a straight list or a hierarchical topic view.
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Appendix C

Useful Scripts

I

n this appendix, I assume that you already know something about pro
gramming, script editors, and other such things. Therefore, I’ll just make
a few comments about the key points that each macro demonstrates. If you
need more help with programming, check out VBA For Dummies, by John Paul
Mueller, and the multitude of other For Dummies books covering programming.
These examples are for illustrative purposes only and are designed to illus
trate the potential of MindManager’s macro language. They will work only
with MindManager X5 Pro. They are not designed to work impeccably under
all conditions, so you should treat them with caution if you use them on any
thing other than practice maps. They may contain errors, or the MindManager
Object Model may have been updated since these macros were published. Be
particularly careful to re-test all macros on test maps each time you apply an
update from Mindjet.
Neither the authors nor the publisher (or any of their employees, agents, sub
contractors, or assigns) has any responsibility for any loss of any kind,
including lost profits, arising from your use of any of these code examples.
You don’t need to type in any of the comments in these examples (anything
following a single quote mark and printed in italic type). Any line ending with
“&_” means that what follows on the next line is a continuation of the line. If
you don’t mind having long program lines in your script, you can drop the
“&_” and continue typing what is on the following line. Be careful, however,
not to add or delete any spaces. For example, if the last character before the
“&_” is a period, there must be no spaces between the period and what fol
lows on the next line.

Closing All Open Maps
You have been working for quite some time with MindManager and have a
number of maps open. You are through for the day, but the idea of (perhaps)
saving and then closing each open map seems a little burdensome. This is the
right macro for you because it automatically detects whether each map has
been changed, prompts you to save it if it has, and then closes each map —
all with a single mouse-click!
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The key ideas in this macro are as follows:
 Use the Document type declaration.
 Work with all documents in the document collection.
 Use the MsgBox command to interact with the user.
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘

“Close All” macro
This macro looks at each document in the Documents collection and checks to
see if it has been changed or not. If it has not been changed, the procedure
closes the document. If it has been changed, the user has the option of saving
the document before closing, or cancelling the closing of any remaining
documents.

Option Explicit ‘ catch any declaration errors
Sub Main
If Documents.Count = 0 Then Exit Sub
Dim docCurrent As Document
Dim iSave As Integer
Dim strMessage As String

‘ no documents open, nothing to do
‘ working document
‘ choose whether to save changes
‘ Message indicating changed document

iSave = vbNo
‘ assume there are no changes
On Error Resume Next
For Each docCurrent In Documents
If docCurrent.IsModified Then
strMessage = docCurrent.Name & “ has been modified. Do you want to “
strMessage = strMessage & “save the changes? “ & vbCrLf
strMessage = strMessage & “(Click Cancel to stop closing documents)”
iSave = MsgBox(strMessage, vbQuestion + vbYesNoCancel)
If iSave = vbYes Then docCurrent.Save
‘ save it first
End If
If iSave = vbCancel Then Exit Sub
‘ quit early
docCurrent.Close
Next
End Sub

Converting Topics to Callouts
(And Back)
Callouts are very useful to associate key points or information with a topic
when that information is not part of the information tree. When you are creat
ing a map, however, it is not always clear at first whether your information
should be a subtopic or a callout. This macro allows you to change one type
into the other with one mouse click.
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The key ideas in this macro are as follows:
 Using ElseIf for multiple tests.
 Using the Insert method to attach subtopics to either a topic or a callout.
 Using the GetOffset method to detect and then adjust the relative posi
tion of two objects on a map.
‘ Swap Topic between Callout and Regular subtopic
Option Explicit
Sub Main
Dim docCurrent As Document
‘ current document
Dim tpcCurrent As Topic
‘ selected Topic
Dim sxOffset As Single
‘ Distance to the right of the selected topic
Dim syOffset As Single
‘ Distance below the selected topic
Dim lCalloutIndex As Long
‘ Pointer to the created callout
Dim iFail As Boolean
‘ Flag set if conditions not satisfied
‘----------------------‘ This initial block of code checks to be sure that there is a document open and
‘ that exactly one topic or one callout has been selected. The output from this
‘ code is the flag iFail which is set to True if the required conditions
‘ are not met.
‘----------------------iFail = False
If Documents.Count = 0 Then
iFail = True
‘ no document open
Else
Set docCurrent = ActiveDocument
If docCurrent.Selection.Count = 0 Then
iFail = True
‘ nothing selected
ElseIf docCurrent.Selection.Count > 1 Then
iFail = True
‘ more than one thing selected
ElseIf docCurrent.Selection.PrimaryTopic.Type <> &_
mmDocumentObjectTypeTopic Then
iFail = True
‘ not a Topic
ElseIf docCurrent.Selection.PrimaryTopic.IsFloatingTopic Then
iFail = True
‘ Floating Topic selected
ElseIf docCurrent.Selection.PrimaryTopic.IsCentralTopic Then
iFail = True
‘ Central Topic selected
ElseIf docCurrent.Selection.PrimaryTopic.IsMainTopic Then
iFail = True
‘ Main Topic selected
End If
End If
‘-------------------------‘This is the block of code that actually does the switch
‘Make sure the created callout has some vertical offset from the topic
‘--------------------------
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If iFail Then
Exit Sub
Else
Set tpcCurrent = docCurrent.Selection.PrimaryTopic
If tpcCurrent.IsCalloutTopic Then
‘ Convert to subtopic
tpcCurrent.ParentTopic.SubTopics(False).Insert(tpcCurrent)
Else
‘ Convert to a Callout
tpcCurrent.ParentTopic.CalloutTopics.Insert(tpcCurrent)
tpcCurrent.GetOffset(sxOffset,syOffset)
If syOffset >= 2 Or syOffset <= -2 Then
Else
tpcCurrent.SetOffset(5,-2)
End If
End If
tpcCurrent.SelectOnly
‘ select it again after moving
End If
End Sub

Converting Topics to Notes
You have just finished a brainstorming session and you have captured a lot
of good ideas at many topic levels. Now you want to consolidate some of the
details from level-4 and level-5 subtopics into the topic notes of your more
general level-3 topic (just as an example). Cutting and pasting all those topics
can be really tedious. This macro does it all for you automatically.
The key ideas in this macro are as follows:
 Using iterative calls to the same subroutine in order to process an
unknown number of subtopic levels.
 Using collections.
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘

ConsolidateSubtopics
Removes subtopics and places the text in the notes of the selected topic
IMPORTANT: this macro is designed to be placed on the Topic Context menu so it
assumes that the selected object is a topic. If you place this macro on a
regular menu and then run it when a topic is not selected, you will get
errors.
==>Any subtopics attached to callouts will be discarded
==>The macro will not properly format more than seven levels of topics.

Dim strOutput As String
Dim iLevel As Integer
Dim imLevel(7) As Integer
Sub Main
Dim docCurrent As Document
Dim tpcSelected As Topic

‘ build the output text here

‘ current document
‘ selected Topic
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If ValidInput(docCurrent) Then
For iLevel=1 To 7
‘ Initialize numbering matrix
imLevel(iLevel)=0
Next iLevel
iLevel = 1
Set tpcSelected = docCurrent.Selection.PrimaryTopic ‘ our selected topic
strOutput = tpcSelected.Notes.Text
‘ Initialize output string
If Len(strOutput) > 0 Then strOutput = strOutput & vbCrLf
Call ProcessSubs(tpcSelected)
tpcSelected.Notes.Text = strOutput
‘ write final notes
End If
End Sub
‘--------------------------------‘This subroutine iterates through all subtopics at a given level,
‘deleting them as soon as they have been transferred to the Notes string.
‘--------------------------------Sub ProcessSubs(ByVal tpcSelected As Topic)
While tpcSelected.SubTopics.Count > 0
imLevel(iLevel) = imLevel(iLevel) + 1
Call TopicToNotes(tpcSelected.SubTopics.Item(1))
tpcSelected.SubTopics(False).Item(1).Delete
Wend
imLevel(iLevel) = 0
If iLevel > 1 Then iLevel = iLevel - 1
End Sub
‘--------------------------------‘This subroutine actually extracts the topic text (as well as any callouts
‘and notes associated with the topic) and adds them to the output string. It
‘also checks to see if the topic has any subtopics. If it does, it calls a new
‘level of ProcessSubs. This prevents ProcessSubs from deleting a topic until all
‘its subtopics have been extracted.
‘--------------------------------Sub TopicToNotes(ByVal tpcSelected As Topic)
If Len(tpcSelected.Text) > 0 Then
‘ append topic text
strOutput = strOutput & TopicID & Replace(tpcSelected.Text, vbLf, “ “)
If Len(tpcSelected.Notes.Text) > 0 Then
‘ append topic notes in ASCII
strOutput = strOutput & “ Notes: “ & tpcSelected.Notes.Text
End If
If Not(tpcSelected.IsCentralTopic) Then
While tpcSelected.CalloutTopics.Count > 0
strOutput = strOutput & “ Callout: “
strOutput = strOutput & tpcSelected.CalloutTopics.Item(1).Text
tpcSelected.CalloutTopics.Item(1).Delete
‘
Discard any callout subtopics
Wend
End If
strOutput = strOutput & vbCrLf
End If
If tpcSelected.SubTopics.Count > 0 Then
If iLevel < 7 Then iLevel = iLevel+1
‘ Assume we will never have more
Call ProcessSubs(tpcSelected)
‘ than 7 levels - if we do, it
End If
‘ will not be properly formatted.
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End Sub
‘ Check to ensure that there is a document open and that exactly one topic has
‘ been selected.
Function ValidInput(myDoc As Document) As Boolean
Dim flgOK As Boolean
flgOK = False
If Documents.Count > 0 Then
Set myDoc = ActiveDocument
If myDoc.Selection.Count = 1 Then
flgOK = True
Else
MsgBox(“Too many topics selected”,vbExclamation,”Selection Error”)
End If
End If
ValidInput = flgOK
End Function
‘------------------------------‘Build a dotted ID for each topic that shows its original level. Prefix the ID
‘with tabs corresponding to its depth level in the tree
‘------------------------------Function TopicID() As String
Dim strID As String
Dim iPtr As Integer
strID = “”
For iPtr = 1 To iLevel-1
strID = strID & vbTab
Next iPtr
strID = strID & CStr(imLevel(1))
For iPtr = 2 To 7
If imLevel(iPtr)=0 Then Exit For
strID = strID & “.” & CStr(imLevel(iPtr))
Next iPtr
TopicID = strID & “ “
End Function

Creating a Submap from a Topic
You’ve worked hard on your map, and it has grown so big that you now need to
break it up into multimaps. You could select major topics and use File➪SendTo
to create the submap, but then you also have to delete all the subtopics and
callouts from the main map and create a hyperlink to the new submap. This
macro allows you to do all of this with a single mouse click.
Key ideas in this macro are as follows:
 Using the Add method to create a new document.
 Using the XML property to transfer large amounts of map information to
the new map.
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 Creating hyperlinks.
 Using an error-processing subroutine.
‘ Export the selected topic with all subtopics and other objects to a separate
‘ map, delete everything but the selected topic from the source map, and insert
‘ a hyperlink to the newly created map.
‘ IMPORTANT: this macro is designed to be placed on the Topic Context menu so it
‘
assumes that the selected object is a topic. If you place this
‘
macro on a regular menu and then run it when a topic is not
‘
selected, you will get errors.
Option Explicit
Sub Main
Dim SourceDoc As Document
‘ Current document
Dim DestinationDoc As Document ‘ New document to be created
Dim SourceTopic As Topic
‘ Selected topic
Dim iFlg As Boolean
‘ Error flag set unless 1 topic selected
On Error GoTo ErrorRoutine
‘ Prepare to process any encountered error
‘---------------------‘ Check to ensure that there is a document open and that exactly one topic has
‘ been selected.
‘---------------------If Documents(False).Count = 0 Then
iFlg = False
Else
Set SourceDoc = ActiveDocument
If SourceDoc.Selection.Count = 0 Or SourceDoc.Selection.Count > 1 Then
iFlg = False
Else
iFlg = True
End If
End If
‘----------------------‘ Transfer topic to a new map and attempt to save it. If save is cancelled, warn
‘ user of consequences and allow a retry. If successful, then delete subtopics
‘ from main map and replace with a hyperlink.
‘----------------------If iFlg Then
Set SourceTopic = SourceDoc.Selection.PrimaryTopic ‘ The topic to be made
‘ into a separate map
Set DestinationDoc = Documents.Add
‘ Create a new document
DestinationDoc.CentralTopic.Xml = SourceTopic.Xml
‘ Copy the topic and
‘ all lower level objects
RetrySave:
DestinationDoc.Save
‘ Prompt for a save location
‘ Clean all SubTopics off the source Topic
While SourceTopic.SubTopics.Count > 0
SourceTopic.SubTopics.Item(1).Delete
Wend
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‘ Clean all Callouts off the source Topic
While SourceTopic.CalloutTopics.Count > 0
SourceTopic.CalloutTopics.Item(1).Delete
Wend
‘ Discard any existing hyperlink and create a new one
If SourceTopic.HasHyperlink Then SourceTopic.Hyperlink.Delete
SourceTopic.CreateHyperlink(DestinationDoc.FullName)
DestinationDoc.Close
‘ Close new document
SourceDoc.Activate
End If
ExitMacro:
Exit Sub
ErrorRoutine:
If Err.Number = -2147467259 Then
‘ User cancelled save
If MsgBox(“Are you sure you want to cancel the export?”,vbYesNo+ &_
vbQuestion,”Please confirm”) =vbYes Then
DestinationDoc.Close
Resume ExitMacro
Else
Resume RetrySave
End If
Else
MsgBox(“Unexpected error encountered: “ & Err.Number &”: “& &_
Err.Description,vbOkOnly)
Resume ExitMacro
End If
End Sub

Adding a Submap to a Topic
It is often easier to work with multimaps, but they also have limitations. For
example, an extended search for a particular topic is much more difficult if
your map is spread over several files. The following macro allows you to
import a map as a topic or subtopic in another map.
Key ideas in this macro are as follows:
 Using an error-trapping routine.
 Using editing function calls.
 Working with hyperlinks.
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘

Import the map selected by the user and attach it to the selected topic in the
current map.
IMPORTANT: this macro is designed to be placed on the Topic Context menu so it
assumes that the selected object is a topic. If you place this macro on a
regular menu and then run it when a topic is not selected, you will get
errors.
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‘==>Floating topics (and relationships between floating topics) that are on the
‘ map to be imported will not be imported correctly. The floating topics will
‘ be changed to callouts and the relationships will be orphaned.
Option Explicit
Sub Main
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

SourceDoc As Document
DestDoc As Document
DestTopic As Topic
strMap As String
strMsg As String
flgIsOk As Boolean

‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘ Error

Document to be imported
Document to receive the import
Topic to which map is to be attached
Name of the map to be imported
Error message
flag set if missing or invalid input

On Error GoTo ErrorRoutine
‘ Prepare to process any encountered error
flgIsOk = False
‘ Assume input will fail
strMsg = “Sorry, you cannot import a map to a topic “ & vbCrLf
strMsg = strMsg & “that already has subtopics or callouts.”
‘**********************
‘ Validate input. No subtopics or callouts may be attached to the destination
‘ topic
‘**********************
If ValidInput(DestDoc) Then
Set DestTopic = DestDoc.Selection.PrimaryTopic
If DestTopic.SubTopics.Count > 0 Or &_
DestTopic.CalloutTopics.Count > 0 Then
MsgBox(strMsg,vbExclamation,”Selection Error”)
Else
If GetMapName(DestTopic,strMap) Then flgIsOk =True
End If
End If
‘--------------------‘ Open destination document invisibly and import it
‘--------------------If flgIsOk Then
Set SourceDoc = Documents.Open(strMap, “”, False)
‘ open it invisibly
DestTopic.Xml = SourceDoc.CentralTopic.Xml
‘ import topics
SourceDoc.Close
‘ close source document again
End If
ExitMacro:
Exit Sub
ErrorRoutine:
If Err.Number = -2147220992 Then
strMsg = “Unable to open the hyperlinked map. “ & vbCrLf
strMsg = strMsg & “You may have a specified a relative path.”
MsgBox(strMsg,vbExclamation,”Open Map Error”)
Else
MsgBox(“Unexpected error encountered: “ & Err.Number &”: “ & &_
Err.Description,vbOkOnly)
End If
Resume ExitMacro
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End Sub
‘------------------------------‘ If there is a hyperlink present, and it points to a map, use it for the
‘ import. If there is no hyperlink, request the map name from the user
‘------------------------------Function GetMapName(myTopic As Topic, strPath As String) As Boolean
Dim flgHaveName As Boolean
flgHaveName = False
If myTopic.HasHyperlink Then
strPath = myTopic.Hyperlink.Address
If (UCase(Right(strPath,5))) = “.MMAP” Then flgHaveName = True
End If
If Not(flgHaveName) Then
strPath = GetFilePath$(“”,”MMAP”,””,”Please select map to be imported”,0)
If Len(strPath) > 0 Then flgHaveName = True
End If
GetMapName = flgHaveName
End Function
‘-------------------------------------------‘ Check to ensure that there is a document open and that exactly one topic has
‘ been selected.
‘-------------------------------------------Function ValidInput(myDoc As Document) As Boolean
Dim flgOK As Boolean
flgOK = False
If Documents.Count > 0 Then
Set myDoc = ActiveDocument
If myDoc.Selection.Count = 1 Then
flgOK = True
Else
MsgBox(“Too many topics selected”,vbExclamation,”Selection Error”)
End If
End If
ValidInput = flgOK
End Function

Adding an Action Item
MindManager allows you to associate a wizard that runs when a template is
open, but it does not run wizards associated with map parts. The following
macro demonstrates how you can mimic a wizard when you want to add a
group of subtopics to your map.
Key ideas in this macro are as follows:
 Creating a more user-friendly report on selection errors (if any).
 Using the UserDialog type declaration.
 Using the Dialog function.
 Using the AddSubTopics method.
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Open this code in the macro editor window, click anywhere in the code
between Begin Dialog and End Dialog, and then choose Edit➪User dialog. . .
from the macro window menu bar. The macro editor converts all of the dialog
data into a graphical representation of your macro dialog box. You can add
new fields, change fields, and modify your dialog box as you like. When you
click the Save button (last button on the right-hand side), all your parameters
as displayed in your code are updated to reflect your changes.
‘ Create an action item subtopic
‘ The root topic contains the action item number
‘ Subtopics are
‘
- Action Item description
‘
- Responsibility
‘
- Due Date
Option Explicit
Sub Main
Dim myDocument As Document
Dim myTopic As Topic
Dim flgOK As Boolean

‘ Result of check for valid topic selected

‘-----------------------‘Verify that a document is open and that a single main or subtopic has
‘been selected.
‘-----------------------If Documents.Count = 0 Then
flgOK = False
Else
Set myDocument = ActiveDocument
If myDocument.Selection.Count = 1 Then
If myDocument.Selection.PrimaryTopic.Type = &
mmDocumentObjectTypeTopic Then
Set myTopic = myDocument.Selection.PrimaryTopic
If myTopic.IsSubTopic Or myTopic.IsMainTopic Then
flgOK = True
Else
MsgBox(“Please select a main or a subtopic”, &_
vbOkOnly, “Selection Error”)
flgOK = False
End If
Else
MsgBox(“You haven’t selected a topic!”,vbOkOnly, “Selection Error”)
flgOK = False
End If
Else
MsgBox(“You must select just one topic for the root”,vbOkOnly, &_
“Selection Error”)
flgOK = False
End If
End If
‘---------------------------------‘Solicit the action item information from the user.
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‘If the user clicks cancel, then do nothing
‘---------------------------------If flgOK Then
Begin Dialog UserDialog 400,203,”Action Item Definition” ‘ %GRID:10,7,1,1
Text 13,7,140,15,”Action Item Number:”,.Text1,1
TextBox 160,7,30,15,.ActionItemNo
Text 13,28,140,15,”Description:”,.Text2,1
TextBox 160,28,230,56,.Description,1
Text 13,92,140,15,”Responsible:”,.Text3,1
TextBox 160,92,230,15,.Responsible
Text 13,115,140,15,”Due Date:”,.Text4,1
TextBox 160,115,230,15, .WhenDue
OKButton 120,154,50,21,.btnOK
CancelButton 220,154,60,21,.btnCancel
End Dialog
Dim dlg As UserDialog
If Dialog(dlg,0) Then
‘Set default to cancel
Set myTopic = myTopic.AddSubTopic(dlg.ActionItemNo)
myTopic.AddSubTopic(dlg.Description)
myTopic.AddSubTopic(“Who: “ & dlg.Responsible)
myTopic.AddSubTopic(“Due: “ & dlg .WhenDue )
End If
End If
End Sub

Aligning Topics
A large map can be difficult to lay out in a manner that enables you to easily
see the relationships between topics. Having a neat and orderly appearance
can be a real plus if you are showing your map to a first-time audience in
Presentation mode.
The following macro automatically places each main topic so that all of the
second-level topics line up vertically.
Key ideas in this macro are as follows:
 Using function names to make the main subroutine self-documenting.
 Assessing the topic layout in an entire map.
 Using the Range property.
 Using global variables.
‘------------------------------‘ Position main topics so that all first level subtopics line up.
‘ If no reference topic is selected, than all topics are aligned with the
‘ one farthest from the central topic. If a main topic is selected, then

Appendix C: Useful Scripts
‘ align all the other main topics on that side of the map with this as a
‘ reference.
‘ May not work with a selected topic if other topics cannot be placed that
‘ close to central topic.
‘------------------------------Option
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

Explicit
docCurrent As Document
tpcReference As Topic
tpcWorking As Topic
flgUseReference As Boolean
sglTop As Single
sglLeft As Single
sglWidth As Single
sglHeight As Single

‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘

current document
Reference point for alignment
working Topic
True = main topic selected
Size and position
of the
rectangle bounding
the current topic

Sub Main
Dim sglLeftMax As Single
Dim sglRightMax As Single

‘ position of left-most topic
‘ position of right-most topic

If ValidInput Then
Call GetReferencePoint(sglLeftMax, sglRightMax)
‘ then adjust all other main topics to have the same settings
For Each tpcWorking In docCurrent.Range(mmRangeAllTopics, False)
If tpcWorking.IsMainTopic Then
tpcWorking.GetBoundingRect(sglTop, sglLeft, sglWidth, sglHeight)
If tpcWorking.IsOnLeftSide Then
If sglLeftMax <> 0 Then tpcWorking.SetOffset(sglLeftMax + &_
sglWidth, sglTop)
Else
If sglRightMax <> 0 Then tpcWorking.SetOffset(sglRightMax - &_
sglWidth, sglTop)
End If
End If
Next
docCurrent.CentralTopic.SetLevelOfDetail(2)
End If
End Sub
‘---------------------------‘ Check to ensure that there is a document open and that more than two topics
‘ exist (otherwise nothing to line up). If exactly one topic has been selected
‘ and it is a main topic, then return that topic handle
‘---------------------------Function ValidInput As Boolean
Dim flgOK As Boolean
flgOK = False
If Documents.Count > 0 Then
Set docCurrent = ActiveDocument
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If docCurrent.Selection.Count = 1 Then
Set tpcReference = docCurrent.Selection.PrimaryTopic
If tpcReference.IsMainTopic Then
flgOK = True
flgUseReference = True
Else
MsgBox(“Please select a main topic as the anchor point”,&_
vbCritical,”Selection error”)
End If
ElseIf docCurrent.Selection.Count = 0 Then
flgUseReference = False
flgOK = True
Else
MsgBox(“Too many topics selected”,vbExclamation,”Selection Error”)
End If
End If
ValidInput = flgOK
End Function
Sub GetReferencePoint(sglL As Single, sglR As Single)
‘-----------------------------------------‘If there is a reference topic, just return the left or right boundaries
‘-----------------------------------------If flgUseReference Then
tpcReference.GetBoundingRect(sglTop,sglLeft,sglWidth,sglHeight)
If tpcReference.IsOnLeftSide Then
sglL = sglLeft
sglR = 0
Else
sglL = 0
sglR = sglLeft + sglWidth
End If
Else
‘----------------------------------------‘Otherwise start with an arbitrarily small number and find the maximum
‘(minimum) on both sides and return those values. Ignore everything
‘that isn’t a main topic. Right boundary has to be calculated as
‘left + width.
‘----------------------------------------sglL = 100
sglR = -100
For Each tpcWorking In docCurrent.Range(mmRangeAllTopics, False)
If tpcWorking.IsMainTopic Then
tpcWorking.GetBoundingRect(sglTop, sglLeft, sglWidth, sglHeight)
If tpcWorking.IsOnLeftSide Then
If sglLeft < sglL Then sglL = sglLeft
Else
If sglLeft + sglWidth > sglR Then sglR = sglLeft + sglWidth
End If
End If
Next
End If
End Sub

Index
• Symbols •
: (colon), 203
; (semicolon), 197

•A•
absolute path, hyperlinks, 148, 154
action items
identifying, 107–109
scripts, adding, 356–358
Actions menu, 23
Add method, macro using, 352–354
adding
action item with script, 356–358
anchor topic, 193–195
borders (Ctrl+Shift+B), 319
callouts (Ctrl+Shift+Enter), 319
comments to style sheet, 178
fixed subtopics from list, 196–197
floating topics, 133–134
icons, 55–56, 58
images to maps, 69, 72–75
invisible boundaries, 133–134
library images, 70–72
notes (Ctrl+T), 34–35, 319
pointers, 142–151
review comments, 137–140
submap with script, 354–356
subtopics (Insert key), 32, 319
text to pointers, 85–86
topic note icons, 98
topics (Enter key), 31–33, 319
add-ins
described, 51, 331
disabling temporarily, 332

Gyronix products, 312–313
I and A Research products, 313–314
MindManuals.com, Ltd. products,
311–312
Mindsystems/Teamlink product, 315
AddSubTopics method, 356–358
adjustment handles, 85
airplane maintenance
synchronizing tasks with Outlook,
288–291
tasks list, 280–281
topics, combining with tasks, 281–283
aligning
page layout, 169
topics with macro, 358–360
alterations, finding on map, 127
analyzing problems, 11–12
anchor topic
multiple, adding to, 193–195
SMP, 207
applications
launching with hyperlink, 151
links to other, 13
application add-ins
described, 51, 331
disabling temporarily, 332
Gyronix products, 312–313
I and A Research products, 313–314
MindManuals.com, Ltd. products,
311–312
Mindsystems/Teamlink product, 315
applications, programming
aligning topics, 358–360
caution about trying, 212
objects, 26, 212–216
scripting, 216–219
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appointments, 208, 209
archive CDs, 231–232
archive reference, packaging, 230–232
arranging
screen to handle multiple maps, 42–43
toolbars, 40–41
artwork. See images
assignments, organizing, 115–117
author’s e-mail address, 6
Autocorrect map feature, 326

•B•
background
central topic, 30
color of a topic, 65–67
copying among topics, 24
subliminal, 75–77
backup copies, 39
big maps
aligning topics, 358–360
bookmarking sections, 122–123
breaking into smaller units, 124–127
configuration management, 127
described, 119
enlarging while printing, 48–49
Map Overview, 120–122
bill-paying and tracking system, 16,
292–295
blue rectangle, 34
bookmarks
creating (Ctrl+Shift+F5), 318
sections of big maps, 122–123
topics, 145–146
borders
adding (Ctrl+Shift+B), 319
grouping topics, 82–84
tables, 96–97
boundaries
fill color, 336
grouping topics, 82–83

invisible, adding, 133–134
submenus, viewing, 25
brainstorming
advantages of using Brainstorm
mode, 102
cost-estimating system, 313
described, 45, 100
effective, guidelines for, 9, 101
organizing ideas, 102–104
real-world model, 337
recording, 11
branch. See topic
breaking down work, 12–13
broken hyperlinks, 153–154
browser
finding Web page with, 241
map knowledge base, accessing,
234–235
bulleted list, exporting hyperlinks as, 260
buttons
customizing, 328–330
listed, 24–25
submenus, viewing, 25

•C•
calendar
map linked to Outlook, 16, 282
in wizards, 194, 202
callouts
adding (Ctrl+Shift+Enter), 319
converting topics with script, 348–350
described, 90, 335, 336
filtering topics, 158–159
information about specific topic,
134–135
text, changing, 86
Word, exporting to, 274
writing, 90–91
CAP (Civil Air Patrol)
described, 119
hyperlinks connecting multiple maps,
128–129

Index
images illustrating emergency response
process, 77, 78–80
knowledge base master map, 235
team members, sending portion of map
to, 124–127
categories, task, 111
CDs, archiving material on, 231–232
cells, table
combining, 98
formatting, 96–97
centering
multiple maps, handling, 42
one topic on map, 42
Central Topic
changing, 28
lines connecting subtopics, 170–173
organization, 133
setting up, 30
terminology, 27, 132
when not to use, 92
changes, finding in map, 127
changes from previous version, listed,
335–340
charting tasks, 314
circular outline, 69
Clear Formats, 24
closing
all open maps with script, 347–348
current map (Ctrl+W), 318
multiple files, 321
codes. See icons
collaboration tools
maps, 45–48
style sheets, 179
collection, object-oriented
programming, 215
Collections box, 35
colon (:), 203
color
central topic, 30
copying among topics, 24

floating topics, skipping, 103
formatting maps, 165–166
icons, identifying, 113
impact of, 55
line, changing, 62–64
pointer, 86–87
text, 64–65
topics, 65–67
commands
changes from previous version,
336–338
context menu, 23
menu, displaying, 38–39
comments
meeting planner, 183
readability, improving, 90–91
review, adding to map, 137–140
style sheet, adding, 178
Word, exporting to, 274
competitive product information, 14, 15
completed tasks, 111, 282
compressed directory, 225
compressed files
multimap, 129–130
packaging, 225
computer files, hyperlinks to, 150–151
configuration management, 127
Connect From settings, subtopic to
central topic, 170–173
constraint dates, 306–307
contacts, 208
context menus, 23
control strip, hiding or showing, 42, 43
cost-estimating brainstorming
system, 313
creative thinking
advantages of using Brainstorm
mode, 102
cost-estimating system, 313
described, 45, 100
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creative thinking (continued)
effective, guidelines for, 9, 101
organizing ideas, 102–104
promoting, 99–100, 101
real-world model, 337
recording, 11
criteria, topics meeting specific
beginning, 159–160
by floating and callout topics, 158–159
hiding or showing selected topics,
156, 160
icons to select, 156–157
by map location, 158
for presentations, 160–161
removing (Ctrl+Shift+A), 319
selections, deciding how to make, 156
speed, 155
text search to select, 157–158
criticism, brainstorming and, 101
current map
hyperlinks on topic, 144–146
styles, changing, 174–176
subject templates, creating from,
183–185
custom buttons, 328–330

•D•
data entry, Task Info fields, 110–111
database
add-in integrating, 344
organizing map information into, 315
dates
constraint, 306–307
due and start, tasks, 111
in wizards, 194, 200, 201
debate, brainstorming and, 101
DecisionMill add-in (MindManuals.com,
Ltd.), 312
deleting
background images, 76, 77
bookmarks, 145–146

filters (Ctrl+Shift+A), 160, 319
hyperlinks, 149, 153
icon identifications, 112
icons, 58, 62
images, 75, 78
wizard pages, 197–198
dependencies, indicating, 298, 301, 307
destination, hyperlink, 143, 148
detail levels
levels, shortcuts to, 319
subtopics on maps, displaying, 24
topic, breaking down into, 13
dialog box
changes from previous version, 338–339
layout, 168
directories
map, 51
searches, limiting, 230
Disney, Walt (animator), 100
displaying
button submenus, 25
collapsing items, 120
commands, 38–39
gridlines, table, 97
information, visual organization tool,
10–11
menu options, 23
objects on map, 26
subtopics on maps, 24
Topic Notes pane, 21
welcome screen, 19
document
attaching to e-mail, 224–225
blank, loading, 20
collection, object-oriented
programming and, 215–216
links to, 14
map, listed, 318
setting up map, 30–31
Word, importing to MindManager map,
276–278

Index
downloading trial version of
MindManager, 1, 10
due date, task, 111, 282
duration, task, 111
dynamic list of files and/or folders on
map (File Explorer SMPs), 204–206
dynamic map, 10
Dynamic Outline Web template with
Multimap workspace, 248–251
dynamic wizards, advantages of
using, 204

•E•
editing map, keyboard shortcuts for, 320
Einstein, Albert (scientist), 142
elements
appearance, changing, 164
showing or hiding on multiple maps, 42
Elseif, using for multiple tests in
programming, 349–350
e-mail
comments, request for, 139–140
management, packing information,
232–233
map links, 152–153
meeting minutes template, adding,
186–187
Outlook items, integrating, 206–209
packaging items to send via, 224–225
zip files, multimap, 129–130
emergency contact list, 16
emotions, icons used to convey, 60–62
enlarging maps (Ctrl+), 48–49, 319
error
selection, user-friendly report on,
356–358
subroutine, macro processing, 353–354
trapping routine, macro processing,
354–356
Excel (Microsoft), exporting to, 313

exchanging information via MPX
(Microsoft Project Exchange),
304–307
explanatory notes, writing, 89
exporting
filtered topics to Word and PowerPoint,
160–161
hyperlinks, limitations of, 147
images, limitations of, 74
maps, generally, 50
to Microsoft Word, 17
to MPX, 306
notes to Word, 270–273
to PowerPoint presentations, 23,
257–258
to Project, 16, 298–302
to Word, 274–276
eXtensible Markup Language. See XML
external sources, linking, 12

•F•
fields, Task Info pane, 110–111
figures. See images
file format, image criteria, 71, 166
File menu, 23
files
dynamic list of files and/or folders on
map, 204–206
hyperlinks to computer, network, or
Web, 150–151
images, accidentally deleting, 78
multiple, opening and closing, 321
outdated, saving on CDs, 231–232
Outlook, integrating, 206–209
search terminology, 335
fill color
boundary, 336
icons, identifying, 113
topic, 65–67
filtering topics
beginning, 159–160
by floating and callout topics, 158–159
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filtering topics (continued)
hiding or showing selected topics,
156, 160
icons to select, 156–157
imported tasks, 286–287
by map location, 158
for presentations, 160–161
removing (Ctrl+Shift+A), 319
selections, deciding how to make, 156
speed, 155
text search to select, 157–158
finding Web page with browser, 241
fine-tuning maps. See filtering topics
finish-to-start dependency, 298
fixed subtopics, adding from list,
196–197
flexibility, subject templates using map
parts, 186–188
floating subtopics, 132–134
floating topics
adding, 133–134
brainstorming with, 102, 337
described, 28, 90, 335, 336
filtering topics, 158–159
Web pages, nontransferability to,
245, 251
writing, 91–93
focusing one topic on map, 42
folders
listing on map, 204–206
Outlook, integrating, 206–209
searching though maps, 324–325
subfolders, restricting, 177
fonts
central topic, 30
copying among topics, 24
formatting maps, 164–165
Format menu, 23
Format Painter, 24
Format toolbar, 24–25

formats, graphic files, 71, 166
formatting
central topic, 30
element, changing appearance of
any, 164
fonts, 164–165
importing images, 166–168
layout, 168–174
shape and color, 165–166
styles, reusing, 174–181
subject templates, 182–188
tables, 96–98
text, keyboard shortcuts, 320
Topic Notes pane, 21
forums
MindManager User to User Forum, 316
Yahoo MindManager user group,
315–316
frame, 21
function
calling by macro, 354–356
scripting, 51

•G•
Gantt chart, 314
General Layout, 173–174
global settings, PowerPoint
presentations, 259–261
Google searches, 14, 15, 330–331
graphics
aligning with text, 169
buttons, discarded custom at
closing, 329
importing to maps, 166–168
installing into map, 72–75
library, adding to, 70–72
map, adding to, 69
naming shortcuts, 321–322
PowerPoint, 263
searching for by keyword, 77–78

Index
subliminal background, 75–77
telling story with, 78–80
topic notes, adding to, 98
Web page, replacing on template,
251–254
width, adjusting, 169
Word, exporting to, 274–275
gridlines, table, 97
group
floating topics, writing, 91–93
headings, 103
icon identifications, 112, 113
of topics in workspace, 26–27
Gyronix products, 312–313

•H•
handheld devices, 344–345
heading styles, exchanging files with
Word, 274–275, 277
help, MindManager Learning Center, 20
hiding
boundaries, 133–134
hyperlink icons, 235
multiple maps, handling, 42
selected topics, 156, 160
single map, 46
Topic Notes or Task pane, 22
high school reunion map
activities, icons assigned by, 59–60
before adding icons, 55–56
background color, 65–67
personalities, indicating with icons,
60–61
PowerPoint slides, 259, 265–267
relationship lines, coloring, 62–64
tasks, icons assigned by, 56–59
text, coloring, 64–65
HTML (HyperText Markup Language)
export files, multimap, 130
One Page Web template, 246–247

personalizing map and selecting layout
from template, 241–243
presentation style, 244–245
producing from map, 238–240
style templates and, 165
topic notes, formatting, 97–8
hyperlinks
to another map, 146–150
broken, repairing, 153–154
creating with macro, 353–354
to current map, 144–146
defining (Ctrl+K), 318
described, 142
files on computer, network, or Web,
150–151
hiding, 235
manipulating through macro, 354–356
map connections, 128, 129
opening, 337
packaged files, 224, 227
PowerPoint presentations,
handling, 260
on a topic, 143
Topic Notes, 94
in wizards, 194, 201, 203
hyperspace, 142
HyperText Markup Language. See HTML

•I•
I and A Research products, 313–314
icons
adding to topic notes, 98
configuration management, 127
defining and grouping, 111
filtering topics, selecting, 156–157
flagging changes in map, 127
inserting, 55–56, 58
Library, 60–61
in Map Marker menu, 56–59, 111–112
switching to alternate set, 59–60
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icons (continued)
text coloring and naming, 64–65
topic notes, inserting into, 98
images
aligning with text, 169
buttons, discarded custom at
closing, 329
importing to maps, 166–168
installing into map, 72–75
library, adding to, 70–72
map, adding to, 69
naming shortcuts, 321–322
PowerPoint, 263
searching for by keyword, 77–78
subliminal background, 75–77
telling story with, 78–80
topic notes, adding to, 98
Web page, replacing on template,
251–254
width, adjusting, 169
Word, exporting to, 274–275
imagination, brainstorming and, 101
importing
images while formatting maps, 166–168
from MPX, 16, 306–307
Outlook tasks, 284–287
Word document, 276–278
index structure
e-mail management, 232
Web pages, 251
information
about specific topic, 134–135
news feeds, 14, 15, 345
overuse in PowerPoint
presentations, 258
search feeds, 14, 15
Insert mode, 28
Insert toolbar, 24, 25, 41
inserting
action item with script, 356–358
anchor topic, 193–195
borders (Ctrl+Shift+B), 319

callouts (Ctrl+Shift+Enter), 319
comments to style sheet, 178
fixed subtopics from list, 196–197
floating topics, 133–134
icons, 55–56, 58
images to maps, 69, 72–75
invisible boundaries, 133–134
library images, 70–72
notes (Ctrl+T), 34–35, 319
pointers, 142–151
review comments, 137–140
submap with script, 354–356
subtopics (Insert key), 32, 319
text to pointers, 85–86
topic note icons, 98
topics (Enter key), 31–33, 319
interface, visual
Autocorrect feature, 326
blank, loading, 20
closing all open with script, 347–348
collaboration tools, 45–48
creating first, 27–29
custom buttons, 328–330
described, 9
displaying things on, 26
document, setting up, 30–31
e-mail links, 152–153
hyperlinks to topic on another, 146–150
images, adding, 69, 72–75
keyboard editing shortcuts, 320
location, filtering topics, 158
managing, 35–36
multiple, working with, 41–43
password protecting, 331
pointers to information, adding,
142–151
printing, 48–49
rearranging topics, 33–34
review comments, adding, 137–140
scripting functions, 51
searching for, 323–325
selecting special, 325

Index
sorting topics, 327–328
storing, 51
styles, changing in current, 174–176
subtopics, showing, 24
switching on MindManager, 19–20
transforming into slides, 256
views, 43–45
Internet
news service, 330
topics, linking to, 13
iterative calls, subtopic programming,
350–352

•J•
JCVGantt add-in (I and A Research), 314

•K•
keyboard shortcuts
changes from previous version, 337, 338
editing map, 320
formatting text, 320
map documents, listed, 318
naming images, 321–322
objects, listed, 319
opening and closing multiple files, 321
screen management, listed, 318–319
scripting, 322
Windows, listed, 317–318
keyword, searching for images by, 77–78
knowledge base, 234–235
Knowledge Link
(Mindsystems/Teamlink), 315
Knowledge Management support,
228–229

•L•
language dictionaries, 39
large maps
aligning topics, 358–360
bookmarking sections, 122–123

breaking into smaller units, 124–127
configuration management, 127
described, 119
enlarging while printing, 48–49
Map Overview, 120–122
layout
alignment page, 169
dialog box, 168
General Layout, 173–174
size and margins, 169–170
Subtopics Layout, 170–173
Learning Center, MindManager, 20, 27
legend, map, 135–137
Level of Detail button, 24
library
background images, 75–76
icons, 60–61
images, 70–72, 168
map part, opening (Ctrl+Shift+N), 319
styles, managing, 180–181
line (graphic)
central topic to main topic, 174
color, changing, 62–64
subtopics, connecting, 170–173
line (text)
aligning, 169
breaks, forcing, 33
linking
Outlook, 279–280
Project, 297
links. See also hyperlinks
bookmarking topics, 123
configuration management, 127
to documents, 14
e-mail, 152–153
map to map, 13
to other programs, 13
to URLs, 13
list
fixed subtopics, adding from, 196–197
hyperlinks, exporting as bulleted, 260
in wizards, 194, 197
location, map, 158
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•M•
macros
aligning topics, 358–360
caution about trying, 212
objects, 26, 212–216
scripting, 216–219
mail management, 232–233
main topic
changing, 28
collapsing subtopics, 42
lines connecting subtopics, 170–173
organization, 133
second-level topics, lining up vertically,
358–360
setting up, 30
subtopics, identifying, 32
terminology, 27, 132
when not to use, 92
managers, 12–13
Map Markers
customizing, 112–115
described, 111–112
filtering by, 157, 159–160
menu icons, 56–59
Map Overview
big maps, 120–122
single map, 24
Map pane, 21
maps. See also exporting
Autocorrect feature, 326
blank, loading, 20
changes, looking for, 127
closing all open with script, 347–348
collaboration tools, 45–48
creating first, 27–29
custom buttons, 328–330
described, 9
displaying things on, 26
document, setting up, 30–31
E-mail links, 152–153
enlarging, 48–49, 319

hyperlinks to topic on another, 146–150
images, adding, 69, 72–75
keyboard editing shortcuts, 320
location, filtering topics, 158
managing, 35–36
multiple, working with, 41–43
password protecting, 331
pointers to information, adding,
142–151
printing, 48–49
rearranging topics, 33–34
review comments, adding, 137–140
scripting functions, 51
searching for, 323–325
selecting special, 325
sorting topics, 327–328
storing, 51
styles, changing in current, 174–176
subtopics, showing, 24
switching on MindManager, 19–20
transforming into slides, 256
views, 43–45
margin
blank space, adding around text, 170
layout, 169–170
maps, exporting to Word, 274
Markers, Map
customizing, 112–115
described, 111–112
filtering by, 157, 159–160
menu icons, 56–59
master style sheet, creating, 178–180
meetings
notes, recording, 12
organizing to save time, 182–183
project status, 82
status map, 190–191
team, 107
menu
commands, displaying, 38–39
customization, resetting, 22
workspace, 22–23

Index
methods, object-oriented
programming, 213
Microsoft Excel, exporting to, 313
Microsoft Office integration, 341
Microsoft Outlook
action items, managing, 108
exporting and synchronizing, 23
files, folders, and e-mail items,
integrating, 206–209
importing tasks into MindManager,
284–287
linking, 15–16
outputting tasks to, 288–290
reminders, setting up, 292–295
synchronizing, 283–284, 290–291
task list, 280–281
topics, combining with task list,
281–283
usefulness of linking, 279–280
Microsoft Project
benefits of linking, 297
exchanging information via MPX,
304–307
exporting map to, 16, 298–302
linking, 16
returning project to MindManager,
302–304
Microsoft Project Exchange. See MPX
Microsoft Windows
keyboard shortcuts, listed, 318
Notepad program, 217
searching by properties table
information, 179
Microsoft Word
document, importing, 276–278
exporting to, 17
filtered topics, exporting to, 161
map, exporting, 274–276
notes, preparing for export to, 270–273
styles, topic-level, 274
milestones, 299, 306

Mindjet Web site, 316
MindManager User to User Forum, 316
MindManuals.com, Ltd. products,
311–312
Mindplugs Export-to-Excel add-in (I and
A Research), 313
Mindplugs Real-Time Calculator (I and A
Research), 314
Mindsystems/Teamlink product, 315
MiniProject add-in (MindManuals.com,
Ltd.), 312
minutes, preparing, 108, 109, 298–300
mouse actions
hyperlinks, 143, 337
workspace, 23
MPX (Microsoft Project Exchange)
exporting to, 306
importing from, 306–307
preferences, setting, 305–306
usefulness, 16, 304–305
multimap workspace
described, 128
entering, 128–129
filtering, how to work, 156
working in, 129–130
multiple files, opening and closing, 321
multiple maps, handling
arranging and splitting screen, 42–43
commands, 337
displaying two or more, 43
Dynamic Outline Web template with,
248–251
focusing and centering, 42
hyperlinks, 149–150
packaging information, 229–230
showing or hiding elements, 42
thumbnail sketches, displaying, 45
zooming, 41–42
multiple topics, adding to anchor topic,
193–195
mutation, brainstorming and, 101
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My Documents folder, 51
My Projects collection folder, 35

•N•
naming
icons, 61–62, 113
images, keyboard shortcuts, 321–322
legend items, 136
text, 64–65
topics and subtopics, 27
Word, map exported to, 276
navigating through map clockwise, 47–48
navigation depth, Web page, 244
network files, hyperlinks to, 150–151
new information, finding in map, 127
news feeds
information, including on map, 14, 15
Pocket PC users, 345
service, subscribing, 330
notes
adding to topic, 34–35
converting from topics by scripting,
350–352
explanatory, writing, 89
meeting, taking, 12, 108
Outlook reminders, 209, 292–295
Word, preparing for export to, 270–273
numbering
map topics, 326–327
outline, 44–45

•O•
objects
displaying on map, 26
keyboard shortcuts, listed, 319
programming, 26, 212–216
Office (Microsoft) integration, 341
One Page Web template, 246–247
opening multiple files, 321

organizing, 102–104
assignments, 115–117
visual organization tool, defined, 10–11
origin, hyperlink, 143
outlines
circular, 69
creating out of maps, 44
exporting maps to Word, 17
limitations of, 10
Web page format, 246–248
Outlook (Microsoft)
action items, managing, 108
exporting and synchronizing, 23
files, folders, and e-mail items,
integrating, 206–209
importing tasks into MindManager,
284–287
linking, 15–16
outputting tasks to, 288–290
reminders, setting up, 292–295
synchronizing, 283–284, 290–291
task list, 280–281
topics, combining with task list,
281–283
usefulness of linking, 279–280
outputting
filtered topics to Word and PowerPoint,
160–161
hyperlinks, limitations of, 147
images, limitations of, 74
maps, generally, 50
to Microsoft Word, 17
to MPX, 306
notes to Word, 270–273
to PowerPoint presentations, 23,
257–258
to Project, 16, 298–302
tasks to Outlook, 288–290
to Word, 274–276
overview, big maps, 120–122

Index

•P•
Pack and Go wizard, 224–227
Package folder, 167
packaging information
archive reference, 230–232
Knowledge Management support,
228–229
mail management, 232–233
map knowledge base, opening to
browser users, 234–235
mistakes, learning from, 233–234
search and multimap techniques,
229–230
sending, 227–228
topic hyperlinks and, 224
wizard, 224–227
pages, wizard
order, 197
removing, 197–198
Paint program, 166
panning map, 337
parent, object-oriented programming, 213
password protecting
map, 331
packaged files, 226
path, absolute versus relative, 148, 154
paying and tracking bills, 16, 292–295
PDA (Personal Digital Assistant),
344–345
peer review comments, adding
described, 46
map, 137–140
pen-based features, 344
percentage complete, tasks, 282
personnel
emergency contact list, 16
task responsibilities, 111
pictures
aligning with text, 169
buttons, discarded custom at
closing, 329

importing to maps, 166–168
installing into map, 72–75
library, adding to, 70–72
map, adding to, 69
naming shortcuts, 321–322
PowerPoint, 263
searching for by keyword, 77–78
subliminal background, 75–77
telling story with, 78–80
topic notes, adding to, 98
Web page, replacing on template,
251–254
width, adjusting, 169
Word, exporting to, 274–275
planner, meeting, 182–183
Pocket PC, 344–345
pointers
colors and styles, 86–87
to information, adding to map, 142–151
relationships, illustrating, 142
topics, creating and adjusting, 84–85
words, adding to topics, 85–86
PowerPoint
described, 17
filtered topics, exporting to, 161
global settings, adjusting, 259–261
images, exporting, 74
maps, transforming into slides, 256,
264–267
reviewing, 258–259
sending map, 23, 257–258
slide layout, choosing, 263
templates, viewing, 261–262
topic defaults, setting, 262–263
Presentation mode, 17
presentations
brainstorming for, 99–100
described, 17
filtering topics to prepare for, 160–161
global settings, adjusting, 259–261
images, exporting, 74
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presentations (continued)
maps, transforming into slides, 256,
264–267
Microsoft Word, 17
MindManager mode, 17
mode, described, 46
reviewing, 258–259
sending map, 23, 257–258
showing or hiding map elements, 42, 43
slide layout, choosing, 263
templates, viewing, 261–262
topic defaults, setting, 262–263
Web page style, 244–245
printing
current map (Ctrl+P), 318
maps, 48–49
outline or selected topics, 45
priorities, task, 110–111, 282
problems, analyzing, 11–12
producing Web page from map, 238–240
programming
aligning topics, 358–360
caution about trying, 212
objects, 26, 212–216
scripting, 216–219
programs, links to other, 13
Project Exchange (Microsoft). See MPX
project managers, 12–13
Project (Microsoft)
benefits of linking, 297
exchanging information via MPX,
304–307
exporting map to, 16, 298–302
linking, 16
returning project to MindManager,
302–304
project tasks
charting start, stop, and duration
of, 314
importing from Outlook, 284–287
outputting to Outlook, 288–290
project, setting up, 12–13

setting up, 12–13
status meeting, 82
properties, object-oriented
programming, 214

•R•
rearranging topics on map, 33–34
recording
brainstorms, 11
meeting notes, 12
rectangle, blue, 34
red rectangle, 34
red shadow lines, 33
reducing maps (Ctrl-), 319
relationships
dependencies, indicating, 298
Web pages, limitations on, 245, 246
relationships, pointers showing
colors and styles, 86–87
to information, adding to map, 142–151
relationships, illustrating, 142
topics, creating and adjusting, 84–85
words, adding to topics, 85–86
relative path, hyperlinks, 148, 154
reminders, setting up, 292–295
removing
background images, 76, 77
bookmarks, 145–146
filters (Ctrl+Shift+A), 160, 319
hyperlinks, 149, 153
icon identifications, 112
icons, 58, 62
images, 75, 78
wizard pages, 197–198
repeating variable subtopics, 195–196
resources, task, 111
responsibilities, identifying, 108, 109–110
ResultsManager add-in (Gyronix
Products), 313
reunion map
activities, icons assigned by, 59–60
before adding icons, 55–56

Index
background color, 65–67
personalities, indicating with icons,
60–61
relationship lines, coloring, 62–64
tasks, icons assigned by, 56–59
text, coloring, 64–65
review comments, adding
described, 46
map, 137–140
reviewing PowerPoint presentations,
258–259
right brain activity, stimulating, 60–62
Rosen, Nathan (scientist), 142

•S•
saving
current maps (Ctrl+S), 318
maps as (F12), 318
outdated files to CDs, 231–232
styles, 176–177
subject templates, 183
scaling, map printing, 48–49
scheduling
constraint dates, 306–307
dependencies, 298, 301
milestones, marking, 306
from Project Start Date/Schedule to
Project Finish Date, 305
software, 304
screen
arranging and splitting to handle
multiple maps, 42–43
management keyboard shortcuts,
listed, 318–319
maps too big for, 120–123
script editors, 217
scripting
functions, 51
keyboard shortcuts, 322
objects, 212–216
programming, 216–219

scripts
action item, adding, 356–358
callouts, converting topics to, 348–350
closing all open maps, 347–348
notes, converting topics to, 350–352
submap, creating from topic, 352–354
topic, adding submap, 354–356
scrolling
comments, 140
Topic Notes, 94
searching
on CD file archives, 232
for changes in map, 127
feed for competitive product
information, 14, 15
for images by keyword, 77–78
for map, 323–325
packaging information, 229–230
by properties table information, 179
text to select filtering topics, 157–158
sections, bookmarking, 122–123
selection
filtering topics, deciding how to
make, 156
icons for filtering topics, 156–157
special map, 325
text search for filtering topics, 157–158
self-extracting executable file, 225, 227
semicolon (;), 197
sending
map to PowerPoint, 257–258
packaging information, 227–228
Server Busy dialog box, 272, 300
shape
central topic, connecting, 30
formatting maps, 165–166
submenu of all, 25
showing
button submenus, 25
collapsing items, 120
commands, 38–39
gridlines, table, 97
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showing (continued)
information, visual organization tool,
10–11
menu options, 23
multiple maps, handling, 42
objects on map, 26
selected topics, 156, 160
single map, 46
subtopics on maps, 24
Topic Notes pane, 21
welcome screen, 19
Silcock, Martin (user group
moderator), 315
size
copying among topics, 24
images, recommended, 71, 166
layout, 169–170
tables, adjusting, 95
slides
maps, transforming into, 256, 264–267
PowerPoint layout, choosing, 263
snapshot, project, 303–304, 307
solid color
boundary, 336
icon identifications, 113
topic, 65–67
sorting topics, 327–328
space theory, 142
Special Theory of Relativity, 142
speeches
brainstorming for, 99–100
filtering topics to prepare for, 160–161
Microsoft Word, 17
MindManager mode, 17
mode, described, 46
showing or hiding map elements, 42, 43
Web page style, 244–245
speeches, PowerPoint
described, 17
filtered topics, exporting to, 161
global settings, adjusting, 259–261
images, exporting, 74

maps, transforming into slides, 256,
264–267
reviewing, 258–259
sending map, 23, 257–258
slide layout, choosing, 263
templates, viewing, 261–262
topic defaults, setting, 262–263
speed, filtering, 155
spell checking
callout topic, 90
different languages, 39
splitting screen to handle multiple maps,
42–43
Standard toolbar, 24, 25
start date, task, 111, 282
static wizards, 203
status reports, getting information via
MPX, 16
storing maps, 51
storyboarding, 100
storytelling with images, 78–80
style sheet
master, 178–180
terminology, style template versus, 165
styles
changing in current map, 174–176
documents, imported from Word, 277
library, managing, 180–181
organizer, accessing, 23
pointer, 86–87
presentation, Web page, 244–245
saving, 176–177
style sheet master, 178–180
template, adding, 130
Word, exporting to, 273–274, 275
subject templates
creating from current map, 183–185
default, using and changing, 185
flexibility using map parts, 186–188
saving, 183
substance, importance of, 182

Index
subliminal background, 75–77
submap
adding with script, 354–356
creating from topic with script, 352–354
subtopics
adding (Insert key), 32, 319
collapsing, 120
creating without expanding or
collapsing others, 42
fixed, adding from list, 196–197
floating, 132–134
layout, 170–173
lining up vertically with main topic,
358–360
list of fixed, adding from, 196–197
number to open in Web page, 244
objects that are also topics, 26
variable, repeating, 195–196
Swan, Hobie (Mindjet authority), 343
Symbol Gallery. See library
symbols
aligning with text, 169
buttons, discarded custom at
closing, 329
importing to maps, 166–168
installing into map, 72–75
library, adding to, 70–72
map, adding to, 69
naming shortcuts, 321–322
PowerPoint, 263
searching for by keyword, 77–78
subliminal background, 75–77
telling story with, 78–80
topic notes, adding to, 98
Web page, replacing on template,
251–254
width, adjusting, 169
Word, exporting to, 274–275
synchronizing
Outlook, 283–284, 290–291
PDFs with primary computer, 345

•T•
Table of Contents map, creating, 32
tables
borders, 96–97
formatting, 96–98
inserting into topic notes, 95
size, adjusting, 95
Word, converting map information,
274–275
Tablet PCs, 343–344, 345
tabs
Tables, using instead of, 95
Word, exporting to, 274
targeting Web page, importance of, 237
Task Info pane
described, 108–110
fields, entering data into, 110–111
work breakdown structure, 12–13
task information
hiding or showing, 42, 43
Outlook, 280–281
SMP, 206–208
Word, exporting to, 274
task list
Microsoft Project, when to use, 108
Outlook, combining with, 280–283
Task pane, 21, 22
tasks
charting start, stop, and duration
of, 314
importing from Outlook, 284–287
outputting to Outlook, 288–290
project, setting up, 12–13
setting up, 12–13
team
brainstorming sessions, 9
map portions, sending relevant
members map to, 124–127
meetings, value of, 107
telephone numbers, linking, 208
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template
Dynamic Outline Web template with
Multimap workspace, 248–251
e-mail management, 232
map, 29
meeting map, 12
meeting minutes, 109
One Page Web, 246–247
open, wizard associating, 356–358
organizer, accessing, 23
PowerPoint presentations, viewing,
261–262
QuickStart map sample, 26, 27–29
style sheets versus, 165
Web page, 241–243, 251–254
Word, exporting map to, 270–273
test, programming, 349–350
text
adding to pointers, 85–86
aligning multiple lines, 169
blank space, adding around, 170
central topic, 30
changing, 28
color, 64–65, 113
formatting, 35, 320
line breaks, forcing, 33
overuse in PowerPoint
presentations, 258
position, adjusting, 169–170
readability against color fill, 165
search to select filtering topics,
157–158
in shape, adjusting, 167
on topics, writing, 89
in wizards, 194
text notes
adding to a topic, 34–35, 335
PowerPoint, exporting to, 263
Web pages, nontransferable to, 245
Word, exporting to, 274
text search to select, 157–158
ThinkQuick add-in (I and A Research), 314

thumbnail sketches
formatting, illustrating, 164
maps, viewing, 45
time. See also scheduling
wasting, 182
in wizards, 194, 200, 201
title. See Central Topic
toolbars
arranging, 40–41
changes from previous edition, 338–339
customization, resetting, 22
showing and hiding, 46
Topic Notes, 93–94
workspace, 23–25
tools
importance of preparing, 21
listed, 21
Map pane, 21
Tools menu, 23
topic. See also floating topics
adding (Enter key), 31–33, 319
aligning with macro, 358–360
big maps, breaking into, 124–127
borders, grouping with, 82–84
brainstorming sessions, organizing, 11
callouts, 90–91, 348–350
central, 132
coloring, 65–67
described, 90, 335, 336
filtering, 155–161
floating, writing, 91–93
hyperlinks, 143, 144–146, 153, 224
information about specific, 134–135
map legend, 135–137
notes, converting with script, 350–352
numbering, 326–327
objects that are also subtopics, 26
Outlook, combining with task list,
281–283
pointers, 84–87
PowerPoint presentations, setting,
262–263

Index
rearranging, 33–34
scripts, adding submap, 354–356
showing/hiding (F11), 319
sorting, 327–328
styles set by, 274
submap creating with script, 352–354
text notes, adding, 34–35
Web page, number to open in, 244, 246
workspace, 26–27
topic notes
adding (Ctrl+T), 319
hyperlinks, 143, 153
images and icons, inserting, 98
scrolling, 94
tables, inserting, 95–98
toolbar, 93–94
Topic Notes pane, 21, 22
tracking and paying bills, 16, 292–295
Tracking mode, Microsoft Project, 302
transparency
background images, 77
callout topic images, 90
color, 165
travel information, 16
trial version, downloading, 1, 10
typefaces
central topic, 30
copying among topics, 24
formatting maps, 164–165

•U•
updates
changing all map parts (F5), 319
finding in map, 127
URLs (Uniform Resource Locators)
links to, 13
nonviewable on Web page, 245
user groups
MindManager User to User Forum, 316
Yahoo MindManager user group,
315–316

•V•
vacation planning
appointments, linking, 206
brainstorming, 32–33
filtering information, 157, 160–161
gathering information, 141–142, 154
tasks, linking, 208
variable subtopics, repeating, 195–196
versions, differences between, 340–341
View menu, 23
views
collapsing items, 120
maps, 43–45
visual interface
Autocorrect feature, 326
blank, loading, 20
closing all open with script, 347–348
collaboration tools, 45–48
creating first, 27–29
custom buttons, 328–330
described, 9
displaying things on, 26
document, setting up, 30–31
e-mail links, 152–153
hyperlinks to topic on another, 146–150
images, adding, 69, 72–75
keyboard editing shortcuts, 320
location, filtering topics, 158
managing, 35–36
multiple, working with, 41–43
password protecting, 331
pointers to information, adding,
142–151
printing, 48–49
rearranging topics, 33–34
review comments, adding, 137–140
scripting functions, 51
searching for, 323–325
selecting special, 325
sorting topics, 327–328
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visual interface (continued)
storing, 51
styles, changing in current, 174–176
subtopics, showing, 24
switching on MindManager, 19–20
transforming into slides, 256
views, 43–45
visual organization tool, defined, 10–11

•W•
Web browser
finding Web page with, 241
map knowledge base, accessing,
234–235
Web files, hyperlinks to, 150–151
Web mail, limitations of, 153, 228
Web page
Dynamic Outline Web template with
Multimap workspace, 248–251
export files, multimap, 130
graphics, replacing on template,
251–254
images, exporting, 74
One Page Web template, 246–247
personalizing map and selecting layout
from template, 241–243
presentation style, 244–245
producing from map, 238–240
style templates and, 165
targeting, importance of, 237
topic notes, formatting, 97–8
welcome screen
dialog box choices, 20
disabling, 19
width
images and text, 169–170
line connecting central and main
topics, 174

windows, changes from previous
version, 338–339
Windows (Microsoft)
keyboard shortcuts, listed, 318
Notepad program, 217
searching by properties table
information, 179
wizards
changing, 197–198
creating, 190–193
dynamic list of files and/or folders on
map, 204–206
executing, 198–203
fixed subtopics, adding from list,
196–197
integrating Outlook files, folders, and
e-mail items, 206–209
multiple topics, adding to anchor topic,
193–195
not supported for Map Parts, 339
open template, associating, 356–358
repeating variable subtopics, adding,
195–196
static, 203
Word (Microsoft)
document, importing, 276–278
exporting to, 17
filtered topics, exporting to, 161
map, exporting, 274–276
notes, preparing for export to, 270–273
styles, topic-level, 274
work breakdown structure tasks, 12–13
workplace changes, 9
workspace
displaying objects on map, 26
managing, 21–22
Map pane, 21
menus, 22–23
Task pane, 21, 22
toolbars, 23–25

Index
Topic Notes pane, 21, 22
topics and groups of topics, 26–27
wormholes, 142
writing
callout topics, 90–91
explanatory notes, 89
floating topics, 91–93
images and icons, inserting into topic
notes, 98
tables, inserting into topic notes, 95–98
text on topics, 89
Topic Notes toolbar, 93–94

•X•
XML (eXtensible Markup Language)
content, viewing via Pocket PC, 345
property, macro using, 352–354

•Y•
Yahoo MindManager user group, 315–316

•Z•
zip files
multimap, 129–130
packaging, 225
zooming
multiple maps, 41–42
single map, 24
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